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Abstract

Structural relationships and tectonic events in the Boundary area of east-central Alaska shed 

light on the generally obscure tectonic history of the Yukon-Tanana Upland region. This study 

used detailed mapping of 160 km2, with supporting petrography, geochemical analyses, and 

40Ar/39Ar dating to define the geology and tectonic history of the Boundary area. A major 

thrust zone juxtaposes lithotectonic assemblages of metamorphic rocks in the Boundary area, 

with the Fortymile River assemblage (approximately middle amphibolite facies) thrust over 

the Nasina and Klondike series (middle to upper greenschist facies), and ultramafic rocks and 

metagabbro (lower greenschist facies) and epidote-amphibolite-facies gneiss and schist 

imbricated along the thrust faults. Final thrust imbrication postdates cooling from peak 

metamorphism in amphibolite-facies lithologies, which appears to be Early Jurassic age. The 

thrust zone is exposed partially rimming a broad, dome-shaped anticline that encompasses the 

entire map area. Thermally reset 40Ar/39Ar ages in the Boundary area appear to be the result of 

a short-lived, probably igneous, Mid-Cretaceous reheating event, with widespread and locally 

variable effects, contemporaneous with intrusion of the Crag Mountain pluton south of the 

map area. Numerous later high-angle, presumably strike-slip faults transect the Boundary area, 

with apparently associated latest Cretaceous to Miocene volcanic rocks.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Purpose

The geology of the Boundary area of east-central Alaska (figure 1-1) poses problems 

key to understanding the tectonic evolution of the Yukon-Tanana Upland region. The 

Boundary area is within the Yukon-Tanana terrane, a composite terrane comprised of several 

lithotectonic assemblages (Foster et al., 1994). Multiple deformation events have affected the 

Yukon-Tanana terrane, recorded in tectonic fabrics of metamorphic rocks in east-central 

Alaska (Hansen and Dusel-Bacon, 1998; Day et al., 2000). Assemblage and imbrication of 

components of the Yukon-Tanana terrane is postulated to have concluded in Early Jurassic 

time (Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002). Thrust faults are postulated as major tectonic sutures within 

the Yukon-Tanana terrane, although the Boundary area is one of a few locations where field 

evidence of thrust faults has been reported (Foster et al., 1985). Recent geologic mapping in 

the southeast Eagle Quadrangle indicates that later high-angle faulting also is a significant 

structural feature in the region (Werdon et al., 2001; Szumigala et al., 2002).

The purpose of this thesis study is to define structural relationships in the Boundary 

area and constrain the tectonic history of the region, through detailed mapping of bedrock 

geology with supporting laboratory investigations. Definition of lithologic units is a 

fundamental part of this study, thus metamorphic petrology is an important element. Several 

factors facilitate documentation of structural relationships in the Boundary area: lithologies 

representing a wide range in metamorphic grade and tectonic origins, with some correlative 

lithologic units of known age in the region, and substantial relief and relatively good exposure 

for the region. This study provides a level of constraint on structural relationships lacking 

along most significant tectonic boundaries within the Yukon-Tanana terrane. The Yukon- 

Tanana terrane is juxtaposed between the North American craton and more outboard terranes 

(Foster et al., 1994), and constraints on the tectonic history of the Yukon-Tanana terrane 

would help link the geologic history of numerous accreted terranes with North America. Also, 

the Boundary area is in the Fortymile Mining district, with placer gold mining in the region 

dating back to 1886 (Spurr, 1898), for which significant lode sources have not been identified, 

and there has also been exploration for volcanogenic massive sulfides in the Boundary area
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Figure 1-1. Location of the Boundary area. Boundary is 325 miles (523 miles) by road from 
Fairbanks, Alaska. Map of Alaska road system modified from digital images from the Alaska 
Division of Economic and Community Development (2002).



Figure 1-2. View of the south end of the Boundary map area. View facing south. The 
prominent peak (elevation 4415 feet / 1345 meters) near the southeast end of the map area is 
towards the left side of this photograph.

(Resource Associates of Alaska, 1977). Definition of structural and tectonic relationships in 

the Boundary area could aid mineral exploration in the region.

1.2 Background

The Boundary area is in east-central Alaska, along the border with Canada, with the 

map area of this study consisting of 160 km2 in the southeast Eagle A-l and northeast 

Tanacross D-l quadrangles (figures 1-2 and 1-3). The area is maturely dissected mountains 

(Foster et al., 1985), which did not experience Pleistocene glaciation, except for minor cirque 

or valley glaciers in upper parts of a few drainages (Szumigala et al., 2002). Elevation in the 

map area ranges from about 1900 to 4677 feet (580 to 1425 meters) above sea level, with 

many of the ridgetops and slopes above treeline. Vegetation is tundra above treeline, with 

white and black spruce, birch, alder, and willow brush at lower elevations. Climate in the



Figure 1-3. The map area of this study. The map area is 160 km2. 15 minute quadrangles are 
labeled on the map. Base map modified from U.S. Geological Survey digital raster graphic 
images of the Eagle and Tanacross quadrangles (1996).
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Boundary area consists of subzero temperatures and deep snow in winter, with snow coverage 

typically until late May and drifts persisting most of summer at higher elevations, cool 

summers with variable rain, particularly afternoon thunderstorms in warm weather, and snow 

possible in all months, with the first heavy snowfall typically in September. Frost action has 

reduced much of the exposed rock to rubble, with extensive rubblefields on some ridgetops 

and slopes, and outcrops typically are rubbly. Outcrops are scattered mostly along ridgetops 

and at the top of slopes, and along streams and near the base of slopes. Roadcuts and placer 

workings have exposed outcrops and rubble in many areas.

The Top of the World Highway crosses the northern map area of this study, with the 

small settlement of Boundary along the highway. Boundary consists of a small store, gas 

station, and lodge, and a gravel airstrip. The Top of the World Highway is gravel in Alaska, 

and connects with the Taylor Highway about 15 km west of Boundary. Tok, Alaska is about 

180 km from Boundary via the Top of the World and Taylor Highways. Dawson, Yukon 

Territory, Canada is at the east end of the Top of the World Highway, about 90 km east of 

Boundary, and the highway is paved (chip sealed) in the Yukon Territory. Customs on the Top 

of the World Highway is open 12 hours a day, from mid-May to mid-October, and the Top of 

the World and Taylor Highways are not maintained by the state the rest of the year. There are 

unimproved roads to placer gold mining operations in the Walker Fork, Canyon Creek, and 

Cherry Creek drainages in the Boundary area (see the location inset map on plate 1 for 

locations of creeks in the Boundary area).

Placer gold mining in the Boundary area dates back to 1888, with the first discovery 

in Davis Creek (Spurr, 1898). The headwater tributaries of Walker Fork were mostly mined 

out by the turn of the century, and miners moved down to the upper part of Walker Fork 

(Yeend, 1996). There are reports in numerous U.S. Geological Survey bulletins of placer gold 

mining in the upper Walker Fork and Canyon Creek drainages from the 1890's to 1940's, and a 

few reports of mining and prospecting in the Cherry Creek drainage in the early 1900's (a 

complete listing of references to placer mining in the Boundary area through the mid-1970's is 

in Cobb, 1977). Dredges operated on upper Walker Fork during several periods between 1907 

and 1938. Extensive dredge tailings cover the valley floor for about 3 km upstream from the 

mouth of Cherry Creek, and the abandoned dredge that produced these tailings is near the 

mouth of Cherry Creek. There are sporadic reports of placer mining in the Boundary area from
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the 1940's to 1970's, and since the late 1970's there have been small-scale placer mining 

operations active on several Boundary area streams. In summer, 2000, there were placer 

mining operations active on Canyon Creek, Woods Creek, Davis Creek, Poker Creek, 

Younger Creek, upper Walker Fork, a bench on the north side of Walker Fork near the mouth 

of Cherry Creek, the south fork of Turk Creek, and the unnamed creek (locally referred to as 

No Name Creek) in the next drainage south of Turk Creek. There are also recent placer 

workings on Cherry Creek upstream of the mouth of Crow Creek and near the mouth of Turk 

Creek, and on lower Turk Creek.

Exploration for volcanogenic massive sulfides in the Boundary area was conducted in 

the late 1970's by Resource Associates of Alaska and American Copper and Nickel Company, 

with the primary target area between Brophy Creek and upper Arkansas Creek, referred to as 

the Boundary lead-zinc prospect (Resource Associates of Alaska, 1977; Smit, 2000). 

Anaconda Mining Company also performed regional exploration in the area (Wiltse, 1978). 

Work on the Boundary prospect included geologic mapping, soil sampling, and an 

electromagnetic survey. Several coreholes were drilled in the Brophy Creek drainage, to a 

maximum depth of about 600 feet, with abundant pyrite and rare galena and sphalerite found, 

although massive sulfide mineralization was not encountered. Some of the drillcore is at the 

University of Alaska Museum in Fairbanks, Alaska, and some is still at the drillhole collar 

locations. Grayd Resource Corp. performed assessment work at the Boundary lead-zinc 

prospect in 2000 (Smit, 2000).

Previous geologic mapping in the Boundary area has been at reconnaissance level. 

Placer gold discoveries in the Fortymile region brought U.S. Geological Survey attention as 

early as 1897 (Spurr, 1898). Extensive geologic work in the Fortymile region, including 

reconnaissance mapping and reports on placer mining, was done by L.M Prindle in the early 

1900's (Prindle, 1905; Prindle, 1909) and J.B. Mertie, Jr. in the 1930's (Mertie, 1937; Mertie, 

1938). Foster (1969) mapped the Eagle A-l and A-2 quadrangles, with the Boundary area at 

the southeast comer of this geologic map (1:63,360 scale). Foster (1969) divided Boundary 

area lithologies into three units: a quartz-graphite schist unit, a gneiss and schist unit, and a 

large ultramafic body, with a few short faults mapped. Asher (1970) investigated the mineral 

potential of the Boundary area for the Alaska Division of Mines and Geology, producing a 

geochemical report with a geologic map (1:63,3 60) approximating the portion of the map area
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of this thesis study in the Eagle A-l quadrangle. Asher (1970) divided Boundary area 

lithologies into five units, with more than ten short faults mapped, primarily along Arkansas 

Creek (referred to as Camp Creek in this report), and inferred a strike-slip fault several 

kilometers in length along Davis Creek. The portion of the map area of this thesis study in the 

Tanacross D-l quadrangle is at the northeast comer of the U.S. Geological Survey map of the 

Tanacross quadrangle (1:250,000) of Foster (1970), and a revision of this mapping appears in 

Foster et al. (1976), based on additional mapping for the Alaska Mineral Resource Assessment 

Program.

Areas adjacent to the Boundary area in the Yukon Territory have also been mapped at 

reconnaissance level. Early work by the Geological Survey of Canada in the Klondike district 

and Sixtymile region, adjacent to the Boundary area, was done by McConnell (1905) and 

Cockfield (1921). The Dawson map area studied by Green (1972) includes areas adjacent to 

the Boundary area. Mortensen (1988a, 1996) mapped the southwestern Dawson map area 

(1:250,000), adjacent to the Eagle quadrangle, and the northern Stewart River map area 

(1:50,000), adjacent to the northern Tanacross quadrangle. Most contacts between lithologic 

units on the maps of Mortensen (1988a, 1996) are shown as thrust faults.

Models for the tectonic evolution of the Yukon-Tanana terrane have been developed 

in the last two decades in which lithologic units in the Boundary area are defined as parts of 

different lithotectonic assemblages. The most widely circulated of these models pertaining to 

east-central Alaska are presented in Foster et al. (1994), and Hansen and Dusel-Bacon (1998). 

Foster et al. (1994) utilized subterranes first defined by Churkin et al. (1982), Y] to Y4, with 

some modification. The model of Hansen and Dusel-Bacon (1998) represents a refinement of 

the models presented in Hansen (1990), Hansen et al. (1991), Dusel-Bacon and Hansen 

(1992), and Dusel-Bacon et al. (1995), and incorporates kinematic data from throughout the 

Yukon-Tanana Upland region, including the Boundary area. Dusel-Bacon et al. (2002) present 

the most recent refinement of this model.

This thesis is not designed as a test of models for the tectonic evolution of the Yukon- 

Tanana terrane, particularly on a regional basis, although aspects of these models that pertain 

to the Boundary area are relevant to this study. Amphibolite-facies lithologies in the western 

part of the Boundary area are defined as part of subterrane Y4 of Foster et al. (1994), and the 

Taylor Mountain assemblage of Hansen and Dusel-Bacon (1998). Greenschist-facies
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lithologies in the eastern part of the Boundary area are defined as part of subterrane Y3 of 

Foster et al. (1994), and the Nisutlin assemblage of Hansen and Dusel-Bacon (1998). 

Ultramafic rocks in the Boundary area are defined as part of the Seventymile terrane (Foster et 

al., 1994) or assemblage (Hansen and Dusel-Bacon, 1998), which is referred to as the Slide 

Mountain terrane in the Yukon Territory. Hansen and Dusel-Bacon (1998) postulate that the 

Taylor Mountain and Seventymile assemblages are oceanic derived, and the Nisutlin 

assemblage is marginal-basin strata.

In the tectonic models of Foster et al. (1994) and Hansen and Dusel-Bacon (1998), 

component parts of the Yukon-Tanana terrane are generally in thrust contact. The Taylor 

Mountain assemblage (subterrane Y 4 )  is postulated to be thrust over the Nisutlin assemblage 

(subterrane Y 3 ) ,  including in the Boundary area. The Seventymile assemblage/terrane is 

modeled as the highest structural level, imbricated along thrust faults in some areas, including 

the Boundary area. Tectonic assemblage of the Yukon-Terrane terrane is interpreted to have 

initiated in late Paleozoic time, continuing into Early Jurassic time. Based on kinematic data, 

Hansen and Dusel-Bacon (1998) postulate northwest-directed compression prior to Early 

Jurassic time, with northeast-directed compression in Early Jurassic time.

Structural relationships of components of the Yukon-Terrane terrane postulated to 

have been assembled in Early Jurassic and older thrusting are complicated by later tectonic 

events. Evidence interpreted as mid-Cretaceous crustal extension is cited in parts of the 

Yukon-Tanana terrane in east-central Alaska (Pavlis, 1989; Pavlis et al., 1993), with Early to 

mid-Cretaceous isotopic ages postulated to represent tectonic unroofing of deep-seated 

metamorphic assemblages (Hansen et al., 1991; Dusel-Bacon and Hansen, 1992; Hansen and 

Dusel-Bacon, 1998; Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002). An extensive set of active high-angle faults, 

predominantly striking northeast to north-northeast, transects the Yukon-Tanana terrane in 

east-central Alaska, with predominantly left-lateral strike-slip displacement, and significant 

dip-slip movement (Newberry et al., 1995; Solie et al., 1995). These left-lateral faults have 

been postulated to represent clockwise block rotation in between the right-lateral Denali and 

Tintina fault systems, in response to northerly compression (Page et al., 1995). Recent 

geologic mapping in the southeast Eagle Quadrangle by the Alaska Division of Geophysical & 

Geological Surveys, supplemented by airborne geophysical data, found extensive high-angle 

faulting in the southeast Eagle quadrangle (Werdon et al., 2001; Szumigala et al., 2002).
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Benches with terrace gravels above streams throughout the region (Yeend, 1996) are evidence 

of relative uplift associated with active faulting.

The Boundary area is one of the few locations in east-central Alaska where field 

evidence of thrusting has been reported (Foster et al., 1985), presumably representing early 

Mesozoic assemblage of the Yukon-Tanana terrane. The sketch map of Foster et al. (1985) 

represents the highest degree of division of lithologic units in previously published maps of 

the Boundary area, and all contacts on this map are depicted as thrust faults. Foster et al. 

(1985) cite brecciation, slickensides, slickenfibers, rootless isoclinally folded quartz bands, 

and abrupt lithologic changes as characteristics of this thrust zone. Foster et al. (1985) indicate 

that amphibolite-facies lithologies are thrust over greenschist-facies lithologies in the 

Boundary area, with subordinate thrust faults and imbrication within both groups of rocks, and 

ultramafic rocks on or near the thrust plane. The thrust zone through the Boundary area is 

postulated to be of regional extent, extending northeast into the Yukon Territory.

1.3 This study

In this study, I mapped the bedrock geology of the Boundary area, 160 km2 in the 

southeast Eagle A-l and northeast Tanacross D-l quadrangles, over 14 weeks between mid- 

May and mid-September, 2000, with additional minor fieldwork in summer, 2001. The 

bedrock geology map of the Boundary area (1:25,000 scale) produced in this study is on plate

1. There are roads and trails to much of the map area, and access was by all-terrain vehicle, 

truck, and on foot, with one day of helicopter support in 2001. Every outcrop and significant 

area of rubble and float was examined in most parts of the map area. Extensive rock sampling 

was conducted throughout the map area, with 795 rock samples collected. A handheld GPS 

(global positioning system) was used to aid location determination during fieldwork, and 

because selective availability was discontinued on May 1, 2000, accuracy was greatly 

improved over previous years. A station location inset map appears on plate 1.

This study was partially funded and performed in cooperation with the Alaska 

Division of Geological & Geophysical Surveys geologic mapping project in the Fortymile 

region, which completed mapping of the Eagle A-2 quadrangle in summer, 2000 (Werdon et 

al., 2001), and completed mapping of the rest of the Eagle A-l quadrangle in summer, 2001 

(Szumigala et al., 2002). The U.S. Geological Survey EDMAP program provided partial
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funding for this study, and a geologic map and report were prepared for the U.S. Geological 

Survey (Flynn and Newberry, 2001). Field checking and consultation in the Boundary area for 

this study were provided by Rainer J. Newberry of the University of Alaska Fairbanks, and 

David J. Szumigala and Melanie B. Werdon of the Alaska Division of Geological & 

Geophysical Surveys. Electromagnetic and magnetic maps from an Alaska Division of 

Geological & Geophysical Surveys airborne geophysical survey (Bums and Liss, 1999) that 

included the Boundary area, flown in 1998, were used in geologic interpretations in this study.

Geologic mapping in this study was supported by laboratory investigations. Magnetic 

susceptibility readings were taken on 788 rock samples from the Boundary area, during 

mapping and in Fairbanks, using a Kappameter model KT-6 susceptibility meter. Feldspar- 

selective staining was performed at the University of Alaska Fairbanks on 185 rock samples. 

Standard petrographic thin sections of 83 rock samples were examined at the University of 

Alaska Fairbanks. Geochemical analyses of rock samples were performed at ALS Chemex 

Ltd. in North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, with XRF major and minor oxide and 

trace element analysis of 32 samples, and 19 samples had ICP-AES trace element or precious 

metals analysis and AA analysis for Au. 40Ar/39Ar dating was performed on 9 rock samples, 

with sample preparation and 40Ar/39Ar analyses done in the geochronology laboratory at the 

University of Alaska Fairbanks. The appendices contain field and analytical data produced in 

this study: appendix 1 is field data; appendix 2 is petrographic data, appendix 3 is geochemical 

data, and appendix 4 is 40Ar/39Ar dating data.

Lithologic units are defined in chapter 2, providing the necessary framework to 

discuss the geology of the Boundary area. Definition of lithologic units utilized field and hand 

sample observations, petrographic analysis, feldspar-selective staining, geochemical and 

geophysical data, and regional correlations. Geochemistry used in determination of igneous 

rock types and investigation of tectonic origins of metabasaltic rocks is discussed in chapter 3. 

Structural observations and interpretations are described and discussed in chapter 4, 

subdivided by type of structure. 40Ar/39Ar dating was used to constrain the timing of igneous, 

metamorphic, and tectonic events in the Boundary area, and is discussed in chapter 5. Chapter 

6 is a synthesis of the tectonic history of the Boundary area and conclusions of this study.
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2. Lithologic Units

2.1 Introduction

This chapter defines and describes lithologic units and assemblages in the Boundary 

area. Greenschist-facies Iithologies underlie most of the eastern map area, and amphibolite- 

facies Iithologies underlie the western map area and northern and southern ends of the map 

area. The map area of this study encompasses the entire area underlain by greenschist-facies 

Iithologies in the Boundary area in Alaska, and thus the entirety of the amphibolite- 

facies/greenschist-facies contact in Alaska in this area. No other greenschist-facies rocks crop 

out in the Eagle A-l quadrangle (Szumigala et al., 2002). Thirteen metamorphic rock units 

distinguished in this study represents a substantial increase from previous geologic mapping in 

the Boundary area (Foster, 1969; Asher, 1970; Foster, 1970). Most of the sparse igneous 

Iithologies identified in this study also had not previously been mapped. Definition of 

lithologic units in the Boundary area considered regional correlations, which are incorporated 

in this chapter.

Definition of lithologic units is a crucial element in determination of structural 

relationships in the Boundary area. In addition to examination of Iithologies in the field in this 

study, 795 rock samples were collected. All rock samples were examined in Fairbanks by 

binocular microscope. Petrographic analysis was used for identification of minerals and 

characterization of Iithologies, with indicator minerals, mineral assemblages, and mineral 

compositions used for determination of metamorphic grade. Petrographic determination of 

plagioclase composition was primarily by the Michel-Levy method, as described in Nesse 

(1991). Feldspar-selective staining, using the technique described in Ruperto et al. (1964), was 

used to distinguish and estimate abundance of potassium feldspar and plagioclase, which aided 

identification of igneous rock types and metamorphic protolith types. Airborne magnetic and 

resistivity maps (Bums and Liss, 1999), in combination with magnetic susceptibility readings 

on rock samples, aided delineation of lithologic units in some poorly exposed areas, 

particularly in the case of highly magnetic ultramafic rocks and highly conductive 

carbonaceous rocks.

Field and analytical data used to define lithologic units in the Boundary area is 

reported in the appendices: appendix 1 is field data, appendix 2 is petrographic data, appendix
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Figure 2-1. Hand sample of vesicular basanite (Tbs). Sample 00RF547B. Description in table 
A-2. Miocene basanite in the Boundary area presumably correlates with Late Tertiary to 
Quaternary alkali basalt in the region.

3 is geochemical data, and appendix 4 is 40Ar/39Ar dating data. Bracketed [ ] numbers in this 

chapter refer to locations shown on the location inset map on plate 1. Location designations of 

samples dated by 40Ar/39Ar in this study are also bracketed, and are shown on the geologic 

map on plate 1. Lithologies have principal minerals listed from least to most abundant next to 

rock name, ± accessory minerals. Magnetic susceptibility of rock samples is reported in 

dimensionless SI units (SI = 4jiG/Oe). Estimates of thickness of lithologic units presume 

compositional layering subparallel to primary foliation, generally observed throughout the 

Boundary area, and take into account structure discussed in chapter 4.

2.2 Igneous rocks

2.2.1 Basanite (Tbs)

Basanite in the Boundary area is dark-gray and vesicular, consisting of phenociysts of 

olivine + augite + titaniferous augite + rare corroded orthopyroxene, in an aphanitic 

groundmass of augite + plagioclase + minor nepheline + disseminated magnetite, with 

abundant vesicles and calcite-filled amygdules. Figure 2-1 shows a photograph of a hand
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sample of basanite. Magnetic susceptibility of this lithology is high: samples produced 

readings of 4.8-5.9 x 10"3 SI (table A-2). Major and minor oxide and trace element analyses 

indicate basanite composition (see section 3.2).

Basanite is in sparse float over an area of approximately 50 x 15 meters near the 

border, about 0.5 km north [16] of customs on the Top of the World Highway, and may 

represent a hypabyssal sill or dike, or a flow. 40Ar/39Ar dating in this study of a whole-rock 

sample of basanite [Arl] yielded a plateau age of 14.2 ± 0.4 Ma, interpreted to be an igneous 

crystallization age (see section 5.2). Basanite in the Boundary area presumably correlates with 

Late Tertiary to Quaternary alkali basalt at several other locations in the region, including near 

the head of Moose Creek, about 5 km east of the border (Mortensen, 1988a). 40Ar/39Ar dating 

of vesicular alkali basalt in the northern Eagle A-l quadrangle yielded a plateau age of 18.0 ± 

0.2 Ma (Szumigala et al., 2002). 40Ar/39Ar and K-Ar dating of alkali olivine basalt in adjacent 

parts of the Yukon Territory has yielded ages of 3.05 ± 0.22 to 19.9 ± 0.5 Ma (Mortensen, 

1990a; Hunt and Roddick, 1991; Hunt and Roddick, 1992a). Quaternary alkali olivine basalt 

of the Prindle Volcano is about 35 km southwest of the map area of this study, in the 

Tanacross quadrangle (Foster, 1970); the Prindle Volcano appears to be post-early Pleistocene 

to 1,900 years old (Foster, 1981).

2.2.2 Felsic to intermediate volcanic rocks

Rhyolite (TKfv) and andesite (TKad) crop out in small areas in the southeast 

Boundary map area, and are virtually identical latest Cretaceous to earliest Tertiary age (about 

65 Ma; see section 5.3). Late Cretaceous volcanic and sedimentary rocks are present along a 

northeast trend in the Yukon Territory, up to within 6 km of the border (Mortensen, 1988a, 

1996); these volcanic rocks are predominantly andesite, with rare dacite and basaltic andesite 

(Glasmacher, 1984). Tertiary felsic and mafic volcanic rocks also cover a large area on this 

trend in the central Tanacross quadrangle, including the vicinity of Mt. Fairplay (Foster, 

1970), about 60 km west-southwest of the Boundary map area.

2.2.2a Rhyolite (TKfv)

Rhyolite in the Boundary area is brownish gray to dark-purplish gray and massive, 

consisting of variably abundant lithic fragments of metamorphic rocks + quartz + minor
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Figure 2-2. Thin section of oxyhomblende-plagioclase-phyric andesite (TKad). Sample 
00RF517 in cross-polarized light. Description in table A-5.

serpentinized ultramafic rocks in an aphanitic groundmass of sanadine (± altered to sericite) + 

quartz, with abundant disseminated secondary calcite + iron oxides. The rhyolite weathers 

light gray to reddish gray with wavy iron oxide banding. Magnetic susceptibility of this 

lithology is low: samples produced readings of 0.01-0.15 x 10'3 SI (table A-2). Major and 

minor oxide analysis indicates rhyolite composition (see section 3.2).

Rhyolite rubble covers about 400 x 400 meters on top [76] of a prominent peak (4415 

feet / 1345 meters) near the southeast end of the map area; rhyolite is also present about 3.5 

km to the north, in rubble at the head [61] of the unnamed creek locally referred to as No 

Name Creek. 40Ar/39Ar dating in this study of a whole-rock sample of rhyolite [Ar2] from the 

peak near the southeast end of the map area yielded a plateau age of 64.7 ± 0.4 Ma, interpreted 

to be an igneous crystallization age (see section 5.3.1).

2.2.2b Andesite (TKad)

Andesite in the Boundary area is gray, consisting of phenocrysts of plagioclase + 

oxyhomblende + augite (mostly altered) in an aphanitic groundmass of plagioclase, with 

disseminated secondary calcite + iron oxides. Figure 2-2 shows a photograph of a thin section
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of andesite. Magnetic susceptibility of this lithology is high: samples produced readings of 

9.7-12.9 x 10"3 SI (table A-2). Major and minor oxide analysis indicates andesite composition 

(see section 3.2).

Andesite forms two small, isolated outcrops about 50 meters apart on the ridge [70] 

south of Bedrock Creek. 40Ar/39Ar dating in this study of oxyhomblende from this porphyritic 

andesite [Ar3] yielded a plateau age of 65.2 ± 0.7 Ma, interpreted to be an igneous 

crystallization age (see section 5.3.2). Possibly correlative units in the Yukon Territory include 

the Carmacks Group, which has yielded Late Cretaceous K-Ar whole-rock ages (64.8 ± 1.7 to 

69.0 ± 1.7 Ma; Hunt and Roddick, 1987). Granodioritic to quartz monzonite plutons in the 

Yukon Territory probably representing intrusive equivalents of andesitic volcanic rocks have 

yielded late Cretaceous U-Pb ages (68.7 ± 0.2 to 69.8 ± 1.3 Ma; Mortensen, 1988b; 

Mortensen, unpub. data in Mortensen, 1999). An andesite plug about 40 km southwest of the 

map area of this study, in the Tanacross D-2 quadrangle, yielded K-Ar dates of 64.5 ± 3 Ma 

for biotite and 67.4 ± 3 Ma for hornblende (J.G Smith, unpub. data in Foster et al., 1976).

2.2.3 Homblendite (Jhb)

Homblendite in the Boundary area is dark-gray to black, unfoliated, and very coarse

grained, consisting of greater than 85% subequant hornblende 0.5-2 cm in size, and minor 

plagioclase ± biotite ± rare orthopyroxene ± titanite, with secondary epidote + calcite + 

sericite. Figures 2-3 and 2-4 show photographs of a hand sample and thin section of 

homblendite. A large outcrop of homblendite on the spur ridge [71] between the uppermost 

forks of Cherry Creek contains weakly foliated(?) biotite, a 1 m-wide calcite lens or vein, and 

abundant disseminated pyrite. Precious element analysis of two samples of homblendite did 

not detect Au, Pt, or Pd (table A-7). Magnetic susceptibility of this lithology is moderate to 

very high: samples produced readings of 0.22-22.4 x 10"3 SI (table A-2).

Where homblendite sills or dikes are exposed in outcrop, contacts are sharp, but 

chilled margins, homfelsing, or alteration of adjacent lithologies are lacking, which along with 

the very coarse grain size of homblendite, suggests the homblendite formed at considerable 

depth. Small sills or dikes of homblendite crop out at the head [78] of a fork of Cherry Creek 

near the southwest end of the map area, and along the north side [27] of Walker Fork. 

Homblendite outcrops and rubble extend over an area 120 meters long on the spur ridge [71]
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Figure 2-3. Hand sample of plagioclase homblendite (Jhb). Sample 00RF222A. Description 
in table A-2.

Figure 2-4. Thin section of plagioclase homblendite (Jhb). Sample 00RF222A in plane- 
polarized light. Description in table A-5.
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between the uppermost forks of Cherry Creek. Homblendite rubble is present in a small area 

on the ridge [41] north of Turk Creek; 40Ar/39Ar dating in this study of hornblende in 

plagioclase homblendite [Ar5] from this area yielded a plateau age of 191.0 ± 1.6 Ma, 

probably representing igneous cooling (see section 5.4.1). 40Ar/39Ar dating of hornblende in 

biotite homblendite from the Eagle C-3 quadrangle yielded a plateau age of 181 ± 0.7 Ma 

(Newberry et al., 1998); anomalous platinum-group element values have been found in this 

body (Keith et al., 1987). Szumigala et al. (2002) note homblendite along the Top of the 

World Highway, just west of the Boundary map area. Foster and Keith (1974) note 

homblendite on the ridge between the headwaters of Crow Creek and McKinley Creek, about 

3 km west of the Boundary map area, along the southern edge of the Eagle A-l quadrangle. 

Biotite homblendite and hornblende pyroxenite bodies are present on the north side of the 

Fortymile River, in the southern Eagle B-l quadrangle (Foster and Keith, 1974). Biotite 

clinopyroxenite dikes with up to 50 percent amphibole are present in the northwest Eagle A-2 

quadrangle (Werdon et al., 2001).

2.3 Ultramafic rocks and metagabbro

Serpentinized ultramafic rocks (TrPum) and metagabbro (TrPmg) crop out in areas 

generally between amphibolite- and greenschist-facies assemblages throughout the Boundary 

area. The largest serpentinized ultramafic and metagabbro bodies are adjacent in the central 

map area. The serpentinized ultramafic rocks and metagabbro appear to be lower greenschist 

facies, representing the lowest grade metamorphic rocks in the Boundary area. Due to the 

similar metamorphic grade and spatial relationship of these units, serpentinized ultramafic 

rocks and metagabbro in the Boundary area are interpreted in this study to be genetically 

related.

Serpentinized ultramafic bodies and associated mafic rocks are scattered throughout 

the Eagle quadrangle (Foster and Keith, 1974) and adjacent parts of the Yukon Territory 

(Mortensen, 1988a; Mortensen, 1996). Chert associated with the Mt. Sorensen ultramafic 

body in the northern Eagle quadrangle is on trend with quartzite nearby containing 

brachiopods of Permian age (Keith et al., 1981). Radiolarian and conodont ages indicate an 

early Permian (Wolfcampian) age for chert interlayered with greenstone associated with the 

Nail Ridge ultramafic body in the northeast Big Delta quadrangle (Foster et al., 1978). Weakly
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metamorphosed clastic sedimentary rocks and limestone associated with serpentinized 

ultramafic rocks at Clinton Creek, in the Yukon Territory about 30 km northeast of the 

Boundary map area, have yielded Middle or Late Triassic conodonts (Abbott, 1983). K-Ar 

dating of a mixture of hornblende and actinolite from greenstone associated with ultramafic 

rocks near Clinton Creek yielded an age of 196 ± 17 Ma (Htoon, 1981). Serpentinized 

ultramafic rocks and metagabbro in the Boundary area presumably are related to other 

serpentinized ultramafic bodies in the region, thus probably are Permian or Triassic age.

2.3.1 Serpentinized ultramafic rocks (TrPum)

Serpentinized ultramafic rocks in the Boundary area typically are green to dark gray, 

unfoliated, fine-grained serpentinite, with relict olivine locally, and weather orange-brown. 

Figures 2-5 and 2-6 show photographs of thin sections of serpentinized ultramafic rocks. The 

serpentinized ultramafic rocks typically consist of a matrix of fine-grained serpentine, up to 

20% relict olivine, and 5-10% magnetite, with magnesite veining. Keith and Foster (1973) 

indicate that serpentine in Boundary area ultramafic rocks is antigorite, identified by X-ray 

diffraction. Magnetite is in grains and globs up to several millimeters in size, some rimmed 

with brucite + chlorite, and is commonly associated with magnesite. Weak foliation of 

serpentine and magnetite can be distinguished locally. Chrysotile typically is scarce, and is 

most common near contacts. There is local alteration to coarse-grained chlorite rock. Sparse, 

thin layers with up to 50 percent chromite are present in the VABM Minnesota [51] body, and 

rare rocks consisting of very coarse-grained chromite (chromitite) are among rocks in the 

south fork of Turk Creek [49]. Magnetic susceptibility of the serpentinized ultramafic rocks 

generally is very high, typically 10-60 x 10'3 SI (table A-2). Waxy massive serpentinite with 

relatively low magnetic susceptibility (0.1-1 x 10"3 SI; table A-2) is present near some 

contacts.

The serpentinized ultramafic rocks appear to be serpentinized dunite, with largely 

replaced relict olivine grains that are optically continuous up to 5 mm, indicating that olivine 

is a primary igneous mineral. Some samples have optically continuous olivine relicts that 

occupy a volume representing greater than 90 percent of primary modal mineralogy. 

Antigorite ± magnetite is the most common prograde metamorphic mineralogy in 

serpentinized ultramafic rocks (Deer et al., 1992), and is consistent with lower greenschist



Figure 2-5. Thin section of serpentinized dunite (TrPum). Sample 00RF187A in cross
polarized light. Description in table A-4. Optically continuous relict olivine indicates the 
primary modal mineralogy of this rock was greater than 90 percent olivine.

Figure 2-6. Thin section of serpentinized dunite (TrPum). Sample 00RF649 in cross-polarized 
light. Description in table A-4. Some magnetite (opaque minerals) is weakly foliated in this 
rock.
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facies (Yardley, 1989). Serpentinized ultramafic rocks form extensive bouldery rubble and 

sparse knobby outcrops. Adjacent to exposed areas of this unit, in some areas without rocks at 

the surface, the presence of underlying serpentinized ultramafic rocks is inferred from 

aeromagnetic maps (Bums and Liss, 1999). Serpentinized ultramafic rocks form apparently 

lens-shaped bodies throughout the Boundary area. A large ultramafic body underlying about 6 

km2 in the upper drainage of Turk Creek is well exposed on top of the ridge [51] in the 

vicinity of VABM Minnesota, and largely covered downslope to the west. A serpentinized 

ultramafic body forms extensive rubblefields covering about 1 km2 along upper Hall Creek 

[6]. Aeromagnetic data suggests serpentinized ultramafic rocks that crop out on the ridge [72] 

north of Pat Murphy Creek underlie an area of about 1 km2. Numerous smaller serpentinized 

ultramafic bodies are scattered throughout the map area.

2.3,2 Metagabbro (TrPmg)

Metagabbro in the Boundary area is green and white, completely recrystallized, with 

fine-grained secondary minerals pseudomorphing coarse- to very coarse-grained primary 

minerals. Figures 2-7 and 2-8 show photographs of a hand sample and thin section of 

metagabbro. The metagabbro typically consists of actinolite ± chlorite ± epidote replacing 

mafic minerals, and clinozoisite ± albite replacing felsic minerals; the primary mineralogy was 

subequal proportions of mafic and felsic minerals. Primary mafic minerals appear to have 

been subequant, and typically 3-15 mm in size. The metagabbro has a relict coarse-grained 

igneous texture, with weak foliation apparent in hand sample, and foliation generally is barely 

discemable in thin section. Sparse coarse-grained actinolite schist ± chlorite and rare very 

coarse-grained chlorite rocks are present in the main metagabbro body. In one location along 

the south side [28] of Walker Fork, pseudomorphed blocky primary minerals are several 

centimeters in size. Highly altered metagabbro in a small body near the mouth of Davis Creek 

[33] contains sparse biotite replacing actinolite, with abundant secondary chlorite, calcite, and 

quartz. Magnetic susceptibility of this unit generally is moderate, typically 0.1-0.25 x 10"3 SI 

(table A-2). Major and minor oxide analysis of metagabbro is consistent with a gabbroic 

composition (table A-6).

The mineralogy and weak foliation of the metagabbro suggests this lithology is lower 

greenschist facies. Biotite in the small body near the mouth of Davis Creek may be alteration
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Figure 2-7. Cut slab of albite-chlorite-actinolite-clinozoisite metagabbro (TrPmg). Sample 
00RF061. Description in table A-2. Weakly foliated, relict coarse-grained igneous texture is 
typical in metagabbro in the Boundary area.

Figure 2-8. Thin section of albite-chlorite-actinolite-clinozoisite metagabbro (TrPmg). Sample 
00RF061 in plane-polarized light. Description in table A-3. Fine-grained greenschist-facies 
metamorphic minerals pseudomorph coarse-grained primary igneous minerals in metagabbro 
in the Boundary area.
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or recrystallization in a fault zone (see section 5.6). Metagabbro in the Boundary area 

generally forms bouldery float, and rarely forms outcrops, probably due to the weak foliation 

and relict coarse-grained igneous texture of this lithology. A large metagabbro body [35] 

underlies about 5 km2 of the central map area, and metagabbro crops out in three other small 

areas: along Walker Fork [33] near the mouth of Davis Creek, on the ridge [46] about 1 km 

northwest of VABM Minnesota, and on the ridge [65] east of Bedrock Creek. A large 

metagabbro body about 20 km to the north of the Boundary map area has greenschist-facies 

secondary mineralogy (Foster, 1976); metagabbro bodies in the region have not been dated.

2.4 Nasina and Klondike series

Greenschist-facies assemblages of predominantly metasedimentary and metavolcanic 

rocks in the eastern Boundary area are correlated in this study with parts of the Nasina series 

and Klondike series, respectively, of McConnell (1905). These assemblages are continuous 

across the Canadian border (Green, 1972; Mortensen, 1988a; Mortensen, 1996). The Nasina 

and Klondike series are units A and B, respectively, of Green (1972). McConnell (1905) 

referred to the schistose rocks of the Klondike series as Klondike schists and Green (1972) 

referred to Unit B as Klondike schist. Regionally, the Nasina series is characterized by 

carbonaceous metasedimentary rocks, and the Klondike schist is predominantly metavolcanic 

with a lesser metasedimentary component (Mortensen, 1988b). Nasina and Klondike series 

lithologies in the Boundary area are consistent with middle to upper greenschist facies (biotite 

zone of the Barrovian sequence). White mica at this metamorphic grade presumably is 

phengitic muscovite (Yardley, 1989).

Numerous isotopic dates are available from Nasina and Klondike series lithologies in 

the Yukon Territory that correlate with Boundary area lithologies. U-Pb dating of zircon from 

a white mica-quartz schist layer in carbonaceous metasedimentary rocks of the Nasina series 

yielded an Early Mississippian protolith age (Mortensen, 1996), and galena from several 

stratiform Pb-Zn-Ba occurrences in Nasina series metasedimentary rocks produced Devonian 

Pb isotope model ages (Mortensen, 1996). U-Pb dating of zircon in Klondike schist units 

yielded mid-Permian protolith ages (Mortensen, 1988b; Mortensen, 1990b; Mortensen, unpub. 

data in Mortensen, 1999). U-Pb dating of zircon in feldspar augen schist in Klondike schist 

along Moose Creek, about 3 km east of the border, yielded an age of 255.5 ± 0.5 Ma
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(Mortensen, 1988b). U-Pb dating of zircon in weakly metamorphosed pyritic rhyolite tuff in 

the Eagle B-l quadrangle in Alaska yielded an age of 256.6 + 1 Ma (Dusel-Bacon et al., 

1998), suggesting correlation with the Klondike series. Numerous isotopic (K-Ar and Rb-Sr) 

dates on white mica in Klondike schist range from Early to Late Jurassic age (181.7 ± 3.6 to 

141 ± 11 Ma; Lowdon, 1961; Lowdon et al., 1962; Hunt and Roddick, 1992b; Hunt and 

Roddick, 1993), and K-Ar dating of biotite in biotite schists within carbonaceous 

metasedimentary rocks of the Nasina series yielded dates of 184 ± 2.9 and 115.3 ± 3.6 Ma 

(Hunt and Roddick, 1992b). Early Jurassic and younger isotopic ages from the Nasina and 

Klondike series date metamorphic cooling and later thermal reset (Mortensen, 1999).

2.4.1 Low-grade schist (Pks)

The low-grade schist unit in the Boundary area is predominantly fine- to medium- 

grained, greenschist-facies schist, and is correlated as part of the Klondike series in this study. 

Most of this unit is chlorite-white mica-quartz schist and lesser white mica-quartz schist, 

typically with rusty weathering. Near the lower contact of this unit there are layers of biotite- 

white mica-feldspar-quartz schist ± chlorite ± epidote ± sparse actinolite and white mica- 

feldspar-quartz metafelsite, with a layer just above the contact of white mica-quartz schist 

with quartz augen up to 5 mm long. Albite and potassium feldspar are present as 

porphyroclasts, generally up to 2 mm in size. Foliation in the low-grade schist unit typically is 

slightly crenulated, and mylonitic textures are common. Quartz lenses are common throughout 

this unit, and commonly are isoclinally folded. Magnetic susceptibility of this unit generally is 

low to moderate, 0.03-0.25 x 10'3 SI, with sporadic higher values (table A-2).

Disseminated pyrite mineralization is common throughout the low-grade schist unit in 

the Boundary area, with abundant iron oxides after pyrite along foliation and rusty weathering 

of outcrops. Mineral exploration of the low-grade schist unit in the 1970's defined a 

polymetallic (Pb-Zn-Cu-Ag) soil anomaly (Resource Associates of Alaska, 1977; Smit, 2000). 

Several short coreholes drilled in the upper Brophy Creek drainage [14] did not encounter 

massive sulfide mineralization, although highly pyritic zones were intersected, with rare 

galena and sphalerite (Resource Associates of Alaska, 1977). Rocks in upper Arkansas Creek 

[15] and, to a lesser extent, Brophy Creek [10], are heavily iron-stained. The Baldy and Pub 

Pb-Zn-Cu prospects are in Klondike schist nearby in the Yukon Territory (Mortensen, 1988a).
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Lead isotope ratios of galena from Boundary area drillcore are similar to Permian 

volcanogenic massive sulfide prospects in the Yukon Territory (J.K. Mortensen, written 

commun., 2002). A sample of chlorite-white mica-quartz schist with abundant iron oxides on 

the ridge [13] about 1.3 km north of customs contained 32 ppm Pb and 96 ppm Zn (table A-7).

The lithologies of the low-grade schist suggest this unit has both metavolcanic and 

metasedimentary components. Plagioclase porphyroclasts from the low-grade schist unit 

examined in thin section are completely recrystallized as albite, with abundant inclusions of 

quartz ± epidote. Plagioclase composition, the presence of biotite and chlorite, and absence of 

garnet in this diverse lithologic unit indicate the low-grade schist is middle to upper 

greenschist facies (biotite zone). Biotite first appears in rocks that contain potassium feldspar 

(Yardley, 1989), and the presence of biotite in the low-grade schist unit generally correlates 

with the presence of potassium feldspar, suggesting the metamorphic grade of the low-grade 

schist is towards the lower end of the biotite zone. Pyrite mineralization and quartz lenses 

appear to be spatially and possibly genetically related.

The low-grade schist unit has an apparent thickness of greater than 550 meters in the 

Boundary area. The low-grade schist unit correlates and is continuous with Klondike series 

lithologies to the east in the Yukon Territory (Mortensen, 1988a), generally referred to as 

Klondike schist.

2.4.2 Metafelsite (Pkf)

The metafelsite unit in the Boundary area is predominantly fine- to medium-grained, 

feldspar-rich, greenschist-facies metamorphic rocks, and is correlated as part of the Klondike 

series in this study. Figures 2-9 to 2-12 show photographs of hand samples and thin sections 

of metafelsite lithologies. This unit includes a variety of lithologies: biotite-feldspar-quartz 

metafelsite ± white mica ± epidote, white mica-feldspar-quartz metafelsite ± epidote, biotite- 

feldspar-quartz schist ± white mica, chlorite-white mica-epidote-feldspar-quartz metafelsite, 

chlorite-white mica-quartz schist ± feldspar, quartz-K-feldspar metarhyolite, and white mica- 

quartz schist. Fine-grained to porphyroclastic albite and potassium feldspar are present in 

variable proportions, and some rocks appear metaporphyritic. Crenulated foliation is common 

in many parts of this unit, and mylonitic and blastomylonitic textures are common, with 

intensely deformed rocks in some parts of the northeast map area [7]. Quartz lenses are locally
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Figure 2-9. Hand sample of biotite-white mica-albite-quartz metafelsite (Pkf). Sample 
00RF324 from the metafelsite unit. Description in table A-2. Greenschist-facies metafelsites 
that appear similar to gneiss in hand sample are common on the ridgetop south of Walker 
Fork.

Figure 2-10. Hand sample of mylonitic epidote-biotite-K-feldspar-albite-quartz metafelsite 
(Pkf). Sample 00RF653 from the metafelsite unit. Description in table A-2. Blastomylonitic 
textures and intense deformation are common in the metafelsite unit in the northeast map area.
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Figure 2-11. Thin section of biotite-white mica-K-feldspar-albite-quartz metafelsite (Pkf). 
Sample OORF 143 from the metafelsite unit in cross-polarized light. Description in table A-3. 
Plagioclase porphyroclasts in this rock are completely recrystallized albite, with abundant 
quartz inclusions.

Figure 2-12. Thin section of mylonitic biotite-white mica-albite-quartz metafelsite (Pkf). 
Sample 00RF558 from the metafelsite unit in cross-polarized light. Description in table A-3. 
This rock has an intensely deformed, blastomylonitic texture. Plagioclase porphyroclasts in 
this rock are completely recrystallized albite, with abundant quartz inclusions.
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common, and typically are isoclinally folded. Two isolated, 3 m-high massive quartz outcrops 

on the ridge about 1.5 km north of VABM Minnesota [43] appear to be quartz lenses. 

Disseminated pyrite is locally common in the metafelsite unit. Magnetic susceptibility of this 

unit generally is low, 0.03-0.15 x 10"3 SI, with sporadic higher values (table A-2).

Mineralogy and textures indicate the metafelsite unit is predominantly metavoleanic. 

Metavolcanic rocks in the Klondike series in the region are felsic to intermediate composition 

(Mortensen, 1988b). Examination of rock samples (table A-2), petrographic analysis (table A- 

3), and major and minor oxide analysis (table A-6) of the metafelsite unit in the Boundary area 

are consistent with felsic to intermediate composition. Potassium feldspar is locally abundant, 

and some lithologies have rhyolitic composition. Plagioclase from the metafelsite unit 

examined in thin section has albite composition, in both porphyroclasts and matrix. 

Intermediate plagioclase readily recrystallizes as albite in prograde metamorphism (Yardley, 

1989), and albite porphyroclasts in the metafelsite unit represent complete recrystallization, 

with abundant inclusions of quartz ± epidote, more abundant towards the cores of some larger 

grains. Plagioclase composition, the presence of biotite and chlorite, and absence of garnet in 

this diverse lithologic unit indicate the metafelsite is middle to upper greenschist facies (biotite 

zone).

The metafelsite unit has an apparent thickness of up to 300 meters in the Boundary 

area. The metafelsite unit grades into the low-grade schist unit (Pks), and the distinction in this 

study between mapped areas of metafelsite and low-grade schist is based on relative 

abundance of characteristic lithologies, with schist and metafelsite locally interlayered in both 

units. Metafelsites in Klondike schist to the east in the Yukon Territory are described, but not 

mapped separately from more schistose lithologies (Mortensen, 1988a; Mortensen, 1988b).

2.4.3 Carbonaceous schist and quartzite (MDsqc)

The carbonaceous schist and quartzite unit in the Boundary area is characterized by 

fine-grained, greenschist-facies carbonaceous metasedimentary rocks, and is correlated as part 

of the Nasina series in this study. This unit is predominantly dark-gray, carbonaceous white 

mica-quartz schist and quartzite, graphite-quartz schist, and gray banded and massive light- 

gray quartzite. Thin layers of white mica-quartz schist are locally interlayered on a scale of 

millimeters to centimeters in the carbonaceous schist and quartzite. Carbonaceous quartz
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schist and quartzite grades into biotite-quartz schist ± carbonaceous material and quartzite ± 

white mica in numerous areas. Biotite-feldspar-quartz schist ± actinolite ± white mica and 

white mica-feldspar-quartz metafelsite ± biotite are present in a few locations. The 

carbonaceous quartz schist is locally calcareous, with rare, small areas of marble rubble. 

Sparse carbonaceous fuchsite-quartz schist is present on the spur ridge [80] west of Pat 

Murphy Creek. Foliation in the carbonaceous quartz schist is locally crenulated, and mylonitic 

textures are present in some areas. Quartz lenses are common in most of this unit, and 

commonly are isoclinally folded. Disseminated pyrite mineralization is common in much of 

this unit, with abundant iron oxides after pyrite along foliation. Magnetic susceptibility of this 

unit generally is low, 0.01-0.15 x 10’3 SI, with sporadic higher values (table A-2).

Quartz-rich lithologies indicate the carbonaceous schist and quartzite unit is 

predominantly metasedimentary, and carbonaceous material suggests a highly reducing 

depositional environment, such as a restricted basin (Boggs, 1995). Pyrite mineralization may 

be syngenetic. Thin white mica-quartz schist layers have up to greater than 50 percent white 

mica, a composition suggesting a volcanic origin, and thus appear to be metatuff. Plagioclase 

from the carbonaceous schist and quartzite unit examined in thin section has albite 

composition. Plagioclase composition, the presence of biotite and actinolite, and absence of 

garnet in this diverse lithologic unit indicate the carbonaceous schist and quartzite is middle to 

upper greenschist facies (biotite zone). Biotite is present in quartzites and chlorite is scarce in 

this unit, suggesting a slightly higher metamorphic grade than the Klondike series.

Carbonaceous schist and quartzite form extensive blocky rubble on many ridgetops 

and slopes in the eastern map area. Airborne resistivity maps (Bums and Liss, 1999) show that 

conductivity of carbonaceous rocks in this unit typically is very high, although low- 

conductivity quartzites with little to no carbon are interlayered throughout the unit and 

abundant on top of prominent ridges in this unit. The carbonaceous schist and quartzite unit 

has an apparent thickness of greater than 1000 meters in the Boundary area, with the total 

thickness of this unit probably considerably greater, because carbonaceous schist and quartzite 

underlies a large adjacent area in the Yukon Territory (Mortensen, 1988a). The carbonaceous 

schist and quartzite unit in the Boundary area is correlated and continuous with Nasina series 

lithologies to the east in the Yukon Territory (Mortensen, 1988a; Mortensen, 1996).
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Some of the sparse metafelsites in the carbonaceous schist and quartzite unit in the 

Boundary area may represent transposed dikes postdating sedimentary protoliths, possibly 

associated with Klondike series protoliths. U-Pb dating of quartz-feldspar augen schist within 

carbonaceous schist and quartzite of the Nasina series in the Yukon Territory yielded a mid- 

Permian age; this quartz-feldspar augen schist is apparently related to Klondike schist 

(Mortensen, 1988b).

2.4.4 Kyanite quartzite (MDkq)

Kyanite quartzite in the Boundary area is bluish-gray, fine-grained with medium- to 

coarse-grained kyanite. Figures 2-13 and 2-14 show photographs of a hand sample and thin 

section of kyanite quartzite. The kyanite quartzite is approximately 70% quartz + 15-20% 

kyanite, + white mica ± chlorite + minor apatite, with little alteration. Chlorite is associated 

with kyanite, and white mica is fine-grained and disseminated. Kyanite forms a strong 

lineation in most samples, and foliation typically is slightly crenulated. Kyanite quartzite 

grades into biotite quartzite in samples from along Poker Creek [36]. Magnetic susceptibility 

of this unit is low to moderate: 0.05-0.7 x 10'3 SI (table A-2).

Mineralogy and major and minor oxide analysis (table A-6) of the kyanite quartzite 

are consistent with an aluminous quartzite protolith, possibly representing an intensely 

weathered and leached paleosol. Although the assemblage of kyanite + chlorite is typical of 

high-pressure metapelites at intermediate grades of metamorphism (Yardley, 1989), the 

presence of biotite in some samples indicates the kyanite quartzite formed at medium pressure. 

The absence of pyrophyllite or garnet suggests the kyanite quartzite formed between about 

425 and 450°C, consistent with middle to upper greenschist facies (biotite zone). The presence 

of kyanite at this low metamorphic grade presumably is due to the unusual composition of this 

rock, with a major and minor oxide analysis of 17.44 wt% A120 3, 75.94 wt% Si02, 0.09 wt% 

K20 , and <0.01 wt% Na20 .

Kyanite quartzite crops out on the north side [30] of Walker Fork in a layer with an 

apparent thickness of about 200 m, and forms rubble on the south side [36] of Poker Creek. 

Based on similar mineralogy (quartzite) and apparent metamorphic grade (upper greenschist), 

and lack of evidence of fault contacts (see section 4.3), kyanite quartzite in the Boundary area 

is interpreted to be part of the Nasina series in this study. If kyanite quartzite in the Boundary
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Figure 2-13. Hand sample of chlorite-kyanite quartzite (MDkq). Sample 00RF370. 
Description in table A-2. This rock grades into biotite quartzite in hand sample, indicating the 
kyanite quartzite formed at medium pressure.

Figure 2-14. Thin section of chlorite-kyanite quartzite (MDkq). Sample 00RF342 in plane- 
polarized light. Description in table A-3. The absence of pyrophyllite or garnet suggests the 
kyanite quartzite formed between about 425 and 450°C.
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area is a stratigraphic unit within the Nasina series, the kyanite quartzite is Devonian or 

Mississippian age. Kyanite quartzite has not been reported elsewhere in the region in either the 

Nasina and Klondike series or Fortymile River assemblage.

2.4.5 Actinolite schist (MDac)

The actinolite schist unit in the Boundary area is fine- to very coarse-grained, green 

actinolite schist consisting of 70 to >90% actinolite + minor quartz ± epidote ± biotite. 

Actinolite in this unit is pale green in thin section and typically acicular or bladed. Minor 

fuchsite is present in coarse-grained actinolite schist from Davis Creek [26]. Magnetic 

susceptibility of this unit is moderate: 0.12-0.5 x 10"3 SI (table A-2).

Major and minor oxide analysis indicates the actinolite schist has basaltic andesite to 

basalt composition, and trace element analysis suggests the actinolite schist has MORB 

tectonic affinities (see section 3.3). The actinolite schist grades into carbonaceous biotite 

quartzite (MDsqc) of the Nasina series in outcrops in two locations, which, combined with the 

mineralogy of the actinolite schist, suggests the actinolite schist is middle to upper greenschist 

facies.

Actinolite schist crops out along Davis Creek [26] and on the spur ridge [32] between 

Davis and Poker Creeks, is among rocks in Poker Creek [36], and actinolite schist crops out 

on the ridge [62] south of No Name Creek. The actinolite schist unit crops out within the 

carbonaceous schist and quartzite unit (MDsqc) of the Nasina series in the Boundary area. 

Protoliths of the actinolite schist may be volcanic rocks within the Nasina series, and thus 

Devonian or Mississippian age, or younger sills or dikes.

2.5 Uncorrelated gneiss and schist

2.5.1 Gneiss and schist (Pzgs)

The gneiss and schist unit in the Boundary area is fine- to medium-grained gneiss and 

schist, comprising a compositionally heterogenous unit. Figures 2-15 and 2-16 show 

photographs of thin sections of gneiss and schist unit lithologies. This unit is comprised of a 

variety of lithologies: biotite-muscovite-quartz schist ± feldspar, quartz-albite-epidote- 

homblende gneiss ± biotite ± feldspar ± chlorite, biotite-quartz-epidote-homblende schist, 

biotite-quartz-feldspar gneiss ± muscovite ± garnet, and museovite-feldspar-quartz gneiss ±



Figure 2-15. Thin section of biotite-quartz-epidote-homblende schist (Pzgs). Sample 
00RF236A from the gneiss and schist unit in plane-polarized light. Description in table A-3. 
This fine-grained rock has blue-green to green, elongate hornblende and abundant epidote, 
consistent with epidote-amphibolite facies.

Figure 2-16. Thin section of biotite-quartz-albite-homblende-epidote gneiss (Pzgs). Sample 
00RF563 from the gneiss and schist unit in plane-polarized light. Description in table A-3. 
This rock appears to be epidote-amphibolite facies: hornblende is blue-green to green and 
elongate, epidote is abundant, and untwinned and relatively unaltered feldspar appears to be 
albite.
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biotite ± sparse garnet. Some outcrops of gneiss and schist are intensely deformed, with 

complex folding. This unit has locally common quartz lenses, which typically are isoclinally 

folded. Magnetic susceptibility of felsic lithologies in this unit is low: 0.05-0.2 x 10"3 SI (table 

A-2); magnetic susceptibility of lithologies with a substantial mafic component typically is 

moderate: 0.15-0.7 x 10‘3 SI, with sporadic higher values (table A-2).

Major and minor oxide analysis indicates mafic gneiss in the gneiss and schist unit has 

basalt composition, and trace element analysis suggests the mafic gneiss has MORB tectonic 

affinities (see section 3.3). Felsic lithologies in this unit generally are quartz-rich, suggesting 

metasedimentary origin. Plagioclase from this unit examined in thin section has albite 

composition in lithologies where determination was possible, and scarcity of twinning or 

alteration suggests albite composition in other thin sections. Lithologies of the gneiss and 

schist unit are relatively fine-grained, hornblende generally is elongate and blue-green to green 

in thin section, epidote is abundant, chlorite is locally abundant, and garnet generally is 

present only in mafic lithologies and is small (<2 mm) and sparse, thus the gneiss and schist 

unit appears to be epidote-amphibolite facies. Epidote-amphibolite facies loosely corresponds 

to the Barrovian lower garnet zone, marking the first appearance of almandine garnet in 

metabasites, at a slightly lower grade than in metapelites (Blatt and Tracy, 1996). Blatt and 

Tracy (1996) indicate that most petrologists now rarely consider epidote-amphibolite a 

separate facies, but rather consider it to correlate with the highest subdivision of greenschist 

facies. Because some of the metabasites in the gneiss and schist unit are classic epidote- 

amphibolite-facies lithologies, it is employed in this study.

Gneiss and schist forms discontinuous areas and bodies that crop out generally 

adjacent to and between serpentinized ultramafic rocks (TrPum) and Nasina and Klondike 

series lithologies. Unlike the Fortymile River assemblage in the Boundary area, the gneiss and 

schist unit does not contain granitic orthogneiss (MzPzog) sills or dikes. The metamorphic 

grade of the gneiss and schist unit is intermediate between the Nasina and Klondike series and 

the Fortymile River assemblage in the Boundary area, thus correlation with other lithologic 

units is uncertain. The age of the gneiss and schist unit is presumed to be within the range of 

other metamorphic rocks above lower greenschist facies in the Boundary area (Paleozoic).
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2.6 Fortymile River assemblage

Amphibolite-facies lithologies in the western Boundary area are part of a regional 

assemblage currently referred to as the Fortymile River assemblage (Dusel-Bacon et al., 

2002). The Fortymile River assemblage has also been referred to as the Taylor Mountain 

assemblage (Hansen and Dusel-Bacon, 1998). Geothermobarometric analysis by Dusel-Bacon 

et al. (1995) indicates peak metamorphic conditions of 8.6-9.7 kbar and about 665°C, and 8.9-

10.8 kbar and 630-670°C for samples from the Fortymile River assemblage about 12 km 

northwest and 5 km south, respectively, of the Boundary map area. This pressure is in the 

upper middle range for amphibolite facies, and this temperature is in the middle range for 

amphibolite facies at this pressure (Blatt and Tracy, 1996). Mineralogy and textures of the 

Fortymile River assemblage in the Boundary area are consistent with approximately middle 

amphibolite facies: grain size generally is medium to very coarse, hornblende is blue-green to 

brown in thin section, plagioclase has oligoclase composition, garnet is widespread, abundant, 

and commonly large (>5 mm is not uncommon) in both mafic and felsic lithologies, titanite is 

locally abundant in mafic lithologies, only secondary chlorite is present, and feldspar-bearing 

schist typically is highly migmatic. Minor epidote is locally present, some clearly alteration 

and the rest appears retrograde, although minor primary epidote is not inconsistent with 

middle amphibolite facies (Yardley, 1989). Minor clinozoisite and zoisite are locally present, 

which are stable throughout amphibolite facies (Yardley, 1989).

Metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks of the Fortymile River assemblage in the 

Boundary area appear to be Early Mississippian age or older. U-Pb dating of zircon in granitic 

orthogneiss in the Fortymile River assemblage has yielded ages of 343 + 4 Ma in the northern 

Eagle A-l quadrangle (Szumigala et al., 2002), and 347.9 ± 1.0 Ma in the Yukon Territory, 

just northeast of the Boundary map area (Mortensen, unpub. data in Mortensen, 1999). This 

igneous activity is the youngest age constraint for other lithologies of Fortymile River 

assemblage in the Boundary area. Fortymile River assemblage lithologies extend east into the 

Yukon Territory north of the map area of this study, and east from the southern map area, 

where these amphibolite-facies lithologies are grouped with Devonian-Mississippian 

greenschist-facies lithologies in the Nasina assemblage of Mortensen (1988a, 1996). 

Numerous isotopic dates (40Ar/39Ar, K-Ar, and Rb-Sr) from Fortymile River assemblage 

lithologies within 25 km of the map area of this study representing metamorphic cooling
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and/or thermal resetting range from Early to Middle Jurassic age (202.4 ± 1.6 to 171.2 ± 5.1 

Ma; Foster, 1969; J.G. Smith, unpub. data in Foster et al., 1976; D.L. Turner, unpub. data in 

Foster et al., 1976; Cushing, 1984; Hansen et al., 1991; M.A. Lanphere, pers. commun. in 

Dusel-Bacon et al., 1995; Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002).

2.6.1 Granitic orthogneiss (MzPzog)

Granitic orthogneiss in the Fortymile River assemblage in the Boundary area has a 

wide composition range. Granitic orthogneiss in larger areas exposed in the Fortymile River 

assemblage typically is tan to light gray to light reddish gray, moderately foliated, medium to 

coarse grained, granodioritic to granitic composition, and composed of K-feldspar + 

plagioclase + quartz + minor biotite ± muscovite ± garnet. Granitic orthogneiss sills and dikes 

in the Fortymile assemblage typically are weakly to moderately foliated, coarse to very coarse 

grained, granitic to granodioritic to trondhjemitic to quartz monzonitic composition, with 

pegmatite common, and consist of plagioclase + K-feldspar + quartz + muscovite in variable 

proportions ± biotite. Dark-reddish gray, fine- to medium-grained biotite-quartz-feldspar 

orthogneiss ± muscovite ± garnet, locally containing abundant light-red K-feldspar augen up 

to several centimeters long, crops out on the northeast flank [75] of Mt. Witherspoon. Sparse 

tourmaline granite orthogneiss crops out on the ridge [74] south of Bedrock Creek and is 

among creek rocks in Pat Murphy Creek [83], Well-foliated, very coarse-grained biotite- 

quartz-feldspar orthogneiss comprises much of the body on the ridge [8] south of Arkansas 

Creek. Granitic orthogneiss float along the road [52] about 1 km south of Turk Creek has red- 

brown garnet up to 3 cm in size. Magnetic susceptibility of this unit ranges from very low to 

high: 0.01-12.4 x 10'3 SI (table A-2).

Larger granitic orthogneiss bodies in the Fortymile River assemblage in the Boundary 

area could have plutonic or volcanic protoliths—it is unclear from textures and grain size or 

contact relationships. Granitic orthogneiss sills and dikes ranging in width from centimeters to 

several meters are found throughout the Fortymile River assemblage in the Boundary area, 

and generally increase in abundance southward. Many of the granitic orthogneiss sills in 

schistose Iithologies probably are transposed dikes, and granitic orthogneiss sills merge into 

dikes at many locations. The relationship of granitic orthogneiss sills and dikes to the larger 

granitic orthogneiss bodies is uncertain— many of the granitic orthogneiss sills and dikes are
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mineralogically and texturally similar to the larger granitic orthogneiss bodies, although the 

intrusion of some of the very coarse-grained, weakly foliated granitic orthogneiss sills and 

dikes may significantly postdate the larger granitic orthogneiss bodies. Plagioclase from 

granitic orthogneiss examined in thin section has oligoclase composition, and the mineralogy 

and textures of this unit are consistent with middle amphibolite facies.

Granitic orthogneiss bodies in the region have yielded Late Devonian(?) to mid- 

Mississippian U-Pb zircon ages (Mortensen, 1992; Mortensen, unpub. data in Mortensen, 

1999; Szumigala et al., 2002). Presumably at least some of the granitic orthogneiss in the 

Fortymile River assemblage in the Boundary area is Devonian-Mississippian age, although 

intrusive protoliths of this unit probably represent multiple phases of igneous activity and 

ages. Because even pegmatites in this unit display weak foliation, concordant with foliation of 

the country rock, none of the lithologies in this unit appear to significantly postdate Early 

Jurassic regional metamorphism. 40Ar/39Ar dating of granitic rocks in the Eagle A-l 

quadrangle, some foliated to some degree, has yielded several Early Jurassic plateau ages 

(204.1 ± 1.5 to 181.3 ± 1.5 Ma; Szumigala et al., 2002). Quartz monzonite bodies nearby in 

the Yukon Territory have yielded Early Jurassic K-Ar biotite and U-Pb zircon ages (Hunt and 

Roddick, 1991; Hunt and Roddick, 1993; Mortensen, 1988b; Mortensen, unpub. data in 

Mortensen, 1999).

2.6.2 Marble (mPzmb)

Marble in the Fortymile River assemblage in the Boundary area typically is white to 

gray, medium- to very coarse-grained, crystalline calcite marble. The marble is locally 

dolomitic, contains epidote in a few locations, has quartzose layers, and is sparsely micaceous. 

Marble rubble along the road on upper Cherry Creek [64] contains disseminated pyrite and 

foliated fuchsite. Coarse-grained, dolomitic marble near the uppermost forks of Cherry Creek 

[68] contains sparse disseminated graphite flakes. Magnetic susceptibility of this unit is very 

low, generally less than 0.03 x 10'3 SI (table A-2).

Marble layers in outcrop and marble rubble are present in many parts of the Fortymile 

River assemblage in the Boundary area. A marble layer at least 30 meters thick forms large 

outcrops on the northeast flank [82] of Mt. Witherspoon, and a marble layer about 30 meters 

thick crops out along the north fork of Turk Creek [45].
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Figure 2-17. Hand sample of biotite-muscovite-feldspar-quartz schist (mPzcs). Sample 
00RF453A from the coarse-grained mica schist unit. Description in table A-2. Coarse- to very 
coarse-grained mica schist is a distinctive lithology in the southern Boundary map area.

2.6.3 Coarse-grained mica schist (mPzcs)

The coarse-grained mica schist unit in the Boundary area is predominantly light to 

dark silver-gray, highly migmatic, coarse- to very coarse-grained mica schist and quartzite. 

Figure 2-17 shows a photograph of a hand sample of coarse-grained mica schist. This unit is 

predominantly muscovite-feldspar-quartz schist ± biotite ± clinozoisite ± garnet, with lesser 

muscovite schistose quartzite, and sparse, thin layers of amphibolite and quartz-feldspar- 

biotite-homblende gneiss. Potassium feldspar is common throughout this unit. The coarse

grained mica schist generally is highly migmatic, with ubiquitous leucocratic layers and pods 

that grade in width into orthogneiss (MzPzog) sills, and this unit contains sparse quartz lenses. 

Sparse disseminated graphite flakes are present in muscovite schistose quartzite along upper 

Cherry Creek [66, 68]. Magnetic susceptibility of this unit is low to moderate: 0.03-0.3 x 10"3 

SI (table A-2).

Abundant potassium feldspar and plagioclase, and the presence of marble (mPzmb) 

and amphibolite (mPzam) layers, suggest the coarse-grained mica schist has volcanic or 

arkosic sedimentary protoliths. Quartzites in this unit are metasedimentary. Plagioclase from
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this unit examined in thin section has oligoclase composition, and mineralogy and textures of 

this unit are consistent with middle amphibolite facies. The highly migmatic texture of the 

coarse-grained mica schist unit is particularly indicative of a high temperature of 

metamorphism (Yardley, 1989). The coarse-grained mica schist unit has an apparent thickness 

possibly up to 1000 meters in the Boundary area. The coarse-grained mica schist contains 

abundant granitic orthogneiss (MzPzog) sills and minor dikes, mostly less than 10 cm wide.

2.6.4 Amphibolite (mPzam)

Amphibolite in the southeast Boundary map area is greenish black to black, medium- 

to coarse-grained amphibolite. Figures 2-18 and 2-19 show photographs of thin sections of 

amphibolite from this unit. The amphibolite is 50-80% hornblende + plagioclase + minor 

quartz ± garnet ± titanite, with zoisite locally and retrograde(?) epidote, and secondary sericite 

± calcite ± chlorite. Minor quartz-feldspar-biotite-homblende gneiss is locally present where 

amphibolite grades into the coarse-grained mica schist unit (mPzcs). Disseminated pyrite is 

locally present in the amphibolite unit. Magnetic susceptibility of this unit is moderate to high: 

0.2-2.2 x 10"3 SI (table A-2).

Major and minor oxide analysis indicates amphibolite in this unit has basalt 

composition, and trace element analysis suggests MORB tectonic affinities (see section 3.3). 

Plagioclase from this unit examined in thin section has oligoclase composition. Mineralogy 

and textures of the amphibolite unit are consistent with middle amphibolite facies: hornblende 

is blue-green to brown in thin section, garnet is locally abundant, titanite is abundant, and 

minor epidote appears to be retrograde. Sparse zoisite suggests a relatively high pressure of 

metamorphism (Yardley, 1989), consistent with geothermobarometric analysis in the region 

by Dusel-Bacon et al. (1995). The amphibolite unit forms two discontinuous lines of large 

outcrops within the coarse-grained schist unit (mPzcs), each representing a layer apparently 

about 100 meters thick, probably representing a series of basalt flows. The amphibolite unit 

contains abundant granitic orthogneiss (MzPzog) sills and dikes up to 1 meter wide.

2.6.5 Amphibolite and mafic gneiss and schist (mPzmf)

The amphibolite and mafic gneiss and schist unit in the Boundary area is comprised of 

medium- to coarse-grained, predominantly mafic Iithologies. Primary Iithologies in this unit



Figure 2-18. Thin section of quartz-zoisite-homblende amphibolite (mPzam). Sample 
00RF126B from the amphibolite unit in plane-polarized light. Description in table A-3. Zoisite 
appears to be of primary metamorphic origin in this rock. Coarse-grained, blue-green to brown 
hornblende and zoisite are consistent with middle amphibolite facies.

Figure 2-19. Thin section of plagioclase-homblende amphibolite (mPzam). Sample 00RF257 
in plane-polarized light. Description in table A-3. Plagioclase is oligoclase composition in this 
rock. Minor epidote appears to be retrograde, although minor epidote is not inconsistent with 
middle amphibolite facies.
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are: plagioclase-homblende amphibolite ± quartz ± biotite ± garnet, homblende-quartz- 

feldspar gneiss ± garnet, biotite-quartz-feldspar gneiss ± garnet, and biotite schist ± feldspar ± 

quartz ± garnet. Amphibolite is the most common lithology in this unit. Muscovite-feldspar- 

quartz schist and gneiss ± biotite ± garnet are locally present. Garnet is common throughout 

this unit, commonly coarse grained (>2 mm), and locally abundant. The amphibolite and 

mafic gneiss and schist unit has sparse complex folding locally, and distinct hornblende 

lineation in some areas. Disseminated pyrite is locally common. Gamet-biotite schist about 1 

km south of Walker Fork, west [34] of the road, is 60% biotite + 40% garnet with an average 

grain size of 1 cm. Magnetic susceptibility of mafic lithologies in the amphibolite and mafic 

gneiss and schist unit is moderate to high: 0.25-15 x 10'3 SI, with sporadic very high values 

(table A-2); magnetic susceptibility of minor felsic lithologies in this unit generally is low: 

less than 0.15 x 1 O'3 SI (table A-2).

Mafic lithologies of the amphibolite and mafic gneiss and schist unit are consistent 

with predominantly metavolcanic and lesser metasedimentary origin. Interlayered marble 

(mPzmb) also suggests associated lithologies are metavolcanic and metasedimentary. Minor 

felsic schist and gneiss in this unit possibly are metatuff layers. Major and minor oxide 

analysis indicates amphibolite in this unit has basaltic andesite composition, and trace element 

analysis suggests the amphibolite has MORB tectonic affinities (see section 3.3). Plagioclase 

from the amphibolite and mafic gneiss and schist examined in thin section has oligoclase 

composition. Mineralogy and textures of the amphibolite and mafic gneiss and schist unit are 

consistent with middle amphibolite facies: hornblende is blue-green to brown in thin section, 

garnet is widespread, large, and abundant, and primary chlorite and epidote appear to be 

absent.

The amphibolite and mafic gneiss and schist unit has an apparent thickness exceeding 

1500 meters in the Boundary map area. Lithologies comprising this unit typically are 

interlayered in outcrop, forming layers that generally are discontinuous or cannot be traced 

due to lack of exposure. Granitic orthogneiss (MzPzog) forms sills and dikes throughout the 

amphibolite and mafic gneiss and schist unit, increasing in abundance southward. Marble 

(mPzmb) layers are present in many parts of the amphibolite and mafic gneiss and schist unit.
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3. Geochemistry

3.1 Introduction

Geochemical data was used to aid definition and characterization of Boundary area 

lithologic units in this study. XRF (X-ray fluorescence) analyses of major and minor oxides 

and trace elements were used in determination of volcanic rock types and investigation of 

tectonic origins of metabasaltic rocks, which are discussed in this chapter. XRF whole-rock 

analysis was also used to supplement petrographic analysis and hand samples in the 

identification of Iithologies, determination of protolith types, and correlation of Iithologies, 

which is noted in lithologic unit descriptions in chapter 2. Trace element and precious metals 

analyses by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES) and atomic 

absorption spectroscopy (AA) were used to investigate mineralization encountered in this 

study, and is discussed in this chapter.

Geochemical analyses of rock samples in this study were performed at ALS Chemex 

Ltd. in North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. Rock samples submitted to ALS Chemex 

Ltd. for geochemical analysis were 0.5 to 2 kilograms in size, and crushed granite and basalt 

geochemical standards were also submitted. Rock samples were crushed so that at least 70 

percent of the material passed through a -10 (2 mm) mesh screen. A 200-gram representative 

split of the sample was then taken using a riffle splitter. The 200-gram sample was pulverized 

in a chrome steel ring mill so that 95 percent of the sample passed through a -150 (106 

micron) mesh screen. XRF analysis of metaborate-fused pellets was used for determination of 

major and minor element oxides and several petrogenetically important trace elements (Ba, 

Rb, Sr, Nb, Zr, and Y). ICP-AES was used for trace element analysis, with nitric aqua regia 

digestion. Gold was analyzed on a 30-gram representative sample split, using fire assay and 

AA. Platinum, palladium, and gold were analyzed on a 30-gram representative sample split, 

using fire assay and ICP-AES.

XRF major and minor oxide analysis was performed on 32 samples, and 26 of these 

samples underwent XRF trace element analysis; the results of these XRF whole-rock analyses 

are reported in table A-6. ICP-AES trace element analysis was performed on 15 samples, 4 

samples underwent fire assay and ICP-AES analysis for Pt, Pd, and Au, and all 19 of these
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Unit
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55 60
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Figure 3-1. Boundary area volcanic rocks plotted on total alkalis versus silica (TAS) diagram 
of Le Maitre et al. (1989). Major and minor oxide analyses are recalculated to 100% without 
volatiles (LOI) to plot on this diagram for chemical classification of volcanic rocks. 01 = 
normative olivine; Q = normative quartz. Sample numbers are prefixed by OORF.

samples underwent fire assay and AA analysis for Au; the results of these trace element and 

precious metals analyses are reported in table A-l. Detection limits for geochemical analyses 

in this study are reported in tables A-6 and A-l.

3.2 Volcanic rock types

XRF major and minor oxide analysis was used in determination of igneous rock types 

in this study, and these analyses are reported in table A-6. Petrographie analyses of Boundary 

area volcanic rocks are reported in table A-5. Volcanic rocks from the Boundary area are 

plotted on total alkalis versus silica (TAS) diagram of Le Maitre et al. (1989) for chemical 

classification of volcanic rocks in figure 3-1. Major and minor oxide analyses are recalculated 

to 100% without volatiles (LOI) to plot on this diagram. All four samples had some alteration 

evident in LOI values and petrographie analysis, and contained phenocrysts or lithic 

fragments. This diagram is generally intended for use with fresh volcanic rocks without
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obvious signs of crystal fractionation, and this chemical classification scheme is supplemented 

by petrographic analysis and hand sample examination in this study.

Sample 00RF547B (Tbs) plots in the basanite/tephrite field, and using the CIPW norm 

calculation of Irvine and Baragar (1971) has 12.6% normative olivine, thus is basanite, 

consistent with petrographic analysis and overall geochemistry (particularly note: 3.04 wt% 

Ti02 and 0.92 wt% P 2 O 5 ) .  Sample 00RF517 (TKad) plots in the center of the andesite field, 

consistent with petrographic analysis. Samples 00RF113B and 00RF487B (TKfv) plot in the 

rhyolite field, consistent with petrographic analysis. Significant alteration is apparent in 

petrographic analysis of 00RF113B and 00RF487B, which produced slightly increased Si02 in 

these samples, and alteration of 00RF487B is particularly apparent in 5.83 wt% LOI and loss 

of alkalis (3.69 wt% K20  and <0.01 wt% Na20).

3.3 Tectonic origins of metabasaltic rocks

Minor and trace element analyses were used in this study to investigate the tectonic 

origins of metabasaltic rocks from the Boundary area. XRF major and minor oxide and trace 

element analyses of these rocks are reported in table A-6. This investigation employed 

analyses of samples of ten basaltic metamorphic rocks from four lithologic units in the 

Boundary area: amphibolite (mPzam; 00RF112A, 00RF126B, and 00RF467), amphibolite and 

mafic gneiss and schist (mPzmf; 00RF376, 00RF617, and 00RF681), gneiss and schist (Pzgs; 

00RF236A and 00RF563), and actinolite schist (MDac; 00RF349A and 00RF357C). Most of 

these rocks also underwent petrographic analysis, reported in table A-3.

Tectonic discrimination using metabasaltic rocks requires that the rocks have basaltic 

protoliths, and the rocks have not been subjected to conditions in which the elements of 

interest were mobile (Dusel-Bacon and Cooper, 1999). Elements selected for tectonic 

discrimination must be immobile during metamorphism and weathering. Of the elements for 

which geochemical analyses are available in this study, Ti, Nb, Zr, and Y are utilized in 

numerous tectonic discrimination diagrams (Rollinson, 1993) and are generally considered 

immobile under most metamorphic conditions (Dusel-Bacon and Cooper, 1999). Tectonic 

discrimination diagrams in this study use Ti, Nb, Zr, and Y concentrations in ppm, on 

triangular diagrams multiplied or divided as indicated, recast to 100%, and plotted based on 

proportion of respective components.
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Si02 (wt%)

Figure 3-2. Boundary area metabasaltic rocks plotted on total alkalis versus silica (TAS) 
diagram of Le Maitre et al. (1989). Major and minor oxide analyses are recalculated to 100% 
without volatiles (LOI) to plot on this diagram for chemical classification of volcanic rocks. 
01 = normative olivine; Q = normative quartz. Sample numbers are prefixed by OORF.

Metabasaltic rocks from the Boundary area selected for tectonic discrimination in this 

study mostly appear to have little alteration, both in hand sample and petrographic analysis, 

and had LOI ranging from 0.86 to 2.85 wt%, with higher values associated with lower 

metamorphic grade and hydrous metamorphic minerals. Field relations and mineralogy of 

these rocks are consistent with basaltic protoliths. Boundary area metabasaltic rocks are 

plotted on total alkalis versus silica (TAS) diagram of Le Maitre et al. (1989) for chemical 

classification of volcanic rocks in figure 3-2. Major and minor oxide analyses are recalculated 

to 100% without LOI to plot on this diagram. Samples from the amphibolite (mPzam) and 

gneiss and schist (Pzgs) units have basalt composition, and samples from the amphibolite and 

mafic gneiss and schist (mPzmf) unit have basaltic andesite composition. Samples from the 

actinolite schist (MDac) unit plot in both the basalt and basaltic andesite fields. The tectonic 

discrimination diagrams of Pearce and Cann (1973) were defined based on analyses of 

tholeiitic basalts in the compositional range of 12% < CaO + MgO < 20%; all metabasaltic
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rocks from the Boundary area referred to in this section are in this composition range. Results 

of plotting Boundary area metabasaltic rock compositions on tectonic discrimination diagrams 

are summarized in table 3-1.

Metabasaltic rocks from the Boundary area are plotted on the Ti-Zr-Y discrimination 

diagram of Pearce and Cann (1973) in figure 3-3. Nine of the ten Boundary area metabasaltic 

samples plot in an overlapping MORB, island-arc tholeiite, and calc-alkaline basalt field (field 

B). Sample 00RF126B plots outside any field, and has anomalously low alkalis, Ti, and Zr, 

which suggests alteration, and the protolith of this rock may have been altered basalt. Sample 

00RF126B also has an unusual mineralogy, with abundant zoisite instead of plagioclase.

The Ti-Zr-Y discrimination diagram of Pearce and Cann (1973) is intended for use in 

conjunction with the Ti-Zr discrimination diagram of Pearce and Cann (1973). Boundary area 

metabasaltic rocks are plotted on the Ti-Zr diagram of Pearce and Cann (1973) in figure 3-4. 

Eight of the ten Boundary area metabasaltic samples are compatible with MORB composition 

(fields B and D) on this diagram, with three of these samples in an overlapping field with calc- 

alkali basalt and island-arc tholeiite (field B). Sample 357C plots in field C (calc-alkali basalt), 

just outside field B, and sample 00RF126B plots in field A (island-arc tholeiite).

Metabasaltic rocks from the Boundary area are plotted on the Zr/Y-Zr discrimination 

diagram of Pearce and Norry (1979) in figure 3-5. Eight of the ten Boundary area metabasaltic 

samples are compatible with MORB composition (fields B and D) on this diagram, with six of 

these samples in an overlapping field with volcanic-arc basalt (field D). Sample 00RF563 

plots in the within-plate basalt field (field C), just outside the MORB field. Sample 00RF126B 

plots in field A (volcanic-arc basalt).

Metabasaltic rocks from the Boundary area are plotted on the Ti/Y-Nb/Y 

discrimination diagram of Pearce (1982) in figure 3-6. Nine of the ten Boundary area 

metabasaltic samples are compatible with MORB composition on this diagram, with five of 

these samples in an overlapping field with volcanic-arc basalt. Sample 00RF126B plots 

outside any field. Rollinson (1993) suggests that discrimination diagrams employing Nb 

should be used with care, indicating Nb concentrations cannot be accurately determined by 

XRF below about 10 ppm. Measured Nb concentrations in metabasaltic rocks used for 

tectonic discrimination in this study range from 6 to 10 ppm, although Y concentration in



Table 3-1. Summary of Boundary area metabasaltic rock tectonic discrimination diagram results. TAS diagram of Le Maitre et al. 
(1989) indicates protolith composition. XRF major and minor oxide and trace element analyses are reported in table A-6. Petrographic 
analyses are reported in table A-3. Hand sample descriptions are in table A-2.

Le Maitre Pearce and Pearce and Pearce and Pearce Meschede
et al. (1989) Cann (1973) Cann (1973) Norry (1979) (1982) (1986)

ppm Fig 3-2 Fig 3-3 Fig 3-4 Fig 3-5 Fig 3-6 Fig 3-7
Sample# Unit 11 Nb Zr Y TAS Ti-Zr-Y Ti-Zr Zr/Y-Zr Ti/Y-Nb/Y Zr-Nb-Y

00RF349A MDac 5096 8 57 20 basalt MORB,IA,CA MORB,lA,CA MORB,VA MORB EMORB
00RF357C MDac 5875 8 75 24 basaltic andesite MORB,IA,CA CA MORB,VA MORB EMORB

00RF236A Pzgs 7314 6 81 22 basalt MORB,IA,CA MORB MORB MORB,VA WI,VA
00RF563 Pzgs 11271 10 132 32 basalt MORB,IA,CA MORB WI MORB, V A WI,VA

00RF112A mPzam 9112 10 93 28 basalt MORB,IA,CA MORB MORB, V A MORB,VA EMORB
00RF126B mPzam 2578 6 27 16 basalt — IA VA — EMORB
00RF467 mPzam 9712 10 96 26 basalt MORB,IA,CA MORB MORB MORB,VA EMORB

00RF376 mPzmf 7493 8 66 24 basaltic andesite MORB,IA,CA MORB MORB,VA MORB,VA EMORB
00RF617 mPzmf 7014 10 78 24 basaltic andesite MORB,IA,CA MORB MORB,VA MORB EMORB
00RF681 mPzmf 6535 8 63 24 basaltic andesite MORB, I A,CA MORB, I A,CA MORB,VA MORB EMORB

Tectonic affinity

MORB: MORB 
EMORB: E-type MORB

VA: volcanic-arc basalt 
IA: island-arc basalt 
CA: calc-alkali basalt

WI: within-plate basalt
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Ti/100

Figure 3-3. Boundary area metabasaltic rocks plotted on the Ti-Zr-Y discrimination diagram 
of Pearce and Cann (1973). Ti, Zr, and Y concentrations used are in ppm, multiplied or 
divided as indicated, recast to 100%, and plotted based on proportion of respective 
components. Sample numbers are prefixed by 00RF.

Unit ^
♦ MDac g<
•  Pzgs p
A mPzam
■ mPzmf

Field

Island- arc tholeiite: A, B 

MORB: B ,D  

Calc-alkali basalt: B, C

Figure 3-4. Boundary area metabasaltic rocks plotted on the Ti-Zr discrimination diagram of 
Pearce and Cann (1973). Sample numbers are prefixed by 00RF.
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Unit
♦  M D ac £

N
•  Pzgs

^  m Pzam  

■ m P zm f

Field

Volcanic-arc basalt: A, D 

MORB: B ,D ,E  

Within-plate basalt: C, E Zr (ppm)

Figure 3-5. Boundary area metabasaltic rocks plotted on the Zr/Y-Zr discrimination diagram 
of Pearce and Norry (1979). Sample numbers are prefixed by OORF.

Unit
♦  M D ac

•  Pzgs

A m Pzam  

■ m P zm f

Nb/Y

Figure 3-6. Boundary area metabasaltic rocks plotted on the Ti/Y-Nb/Y discrimination 
diagram of Pearce (1982). Sample numbers are prefixed by OORF.



Figure 3-7. Boundary area metabasaltic rocks plotted on the Zr-Nb-Y discrimination diagram 
of Meschede (1986). Ti, Zr, and Y concentrations used are in ppm, multiplied or divided as 
indicated, recast to 100%, and plotted based on proportion of respective components. Sample 
numbers are prefixed by 00RF.

these rocks appears to vary systematically with Nb, thus most Boundary area metabasaltic 

rocks plot in a small range on this diagram.

Metabasaltic rocks from the Boundary area are plotted on the Zr-Nb-Y discrimination 

diagram of Meschede (1986) in figure 3-7. This tectonic discrimination diagram was defined 

based on analyses of basalts in the compositional range of 12% < CaO + MgO < 20%. Eight 

of the ten Boundary area metabasaltic samples plot within E-type MORB field (field B; 

plume-type MORB) on this diagram. Samples from the gneiss and schist (Pzgs) unit plot in 

field C (within-plate tholeiite and volcanic-arc basalt), just outside of field B. Sample 

00RF126B plots near the outside edge of field B. This diagram shows that both Zr and Y 

concentrations in Boundary area metabasaltic rocks appear to vary systematically with Nb, 

thus most Boundary area metabasaltic rocks plot in a small range on this diagram.

Metabasaltic rocks from throughout the Boundary area appear most likely to have 

MORB tectonic affinities. Table 3-1 shows that eight of the ten samples have compositions
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only compatible with MORB on two or three tectonic discrimination diagrams, and six of 

these samples plot in overlapping fields of MORB and types of volcanic-arc basalt on all other 

diagrams. Sample 00RF126B is an outlier on all diagrams. Some of the range in results for 

these samples could be attributed to applying these diagrams to metamorphic rocks. Because 

these diagrams are based upon analyses of volcanic rocks, and the tectonic discrimination 

diagrams employed have extensive overlap of types of volcanic-arc basalt with MORB, a 

volcanic-arc basalt composition is possible for at least some Boundary area metabasaltic 

rocks. The E-type MORB composition for most Boundary area metabasaltic rocks suggested 

by the Zr-Nb-Y discrimination diagram of Meschede (1986) is particularly suspect, because 

these samples from diverse lithologic units most likely represent a large geographic range for 

plume-type MORB. Other tectonic discrimination diagrams are available that better 

differentiate MORB and volcanic-arc basalt (Rollinson, 1993), but these diagrams employ 

elements likely to be mobile during metamorphism (e.g., major elements, Sr), or not analyzed 

in this study (particularly rare earth elements).

3.4 Trace element and precious metals analyses

Trace element and precious metals analyses by ICP-AES and AA were used to 

investigate mineralization encountered in this study. Results of trace element and precious 

metals analyses in this study are reported in table A-7. Comprehensive characterization of 

mineralization in the Boundary area was not an objective of this study, and mineralization was 

not the focus of fieldwork and rock sampling; 19 rock samples were analyzed for trace 

elements and precious metals. Mineral exploration has been conducted in the Boundary area 

by numerous government agencies, companies, and individuals. The Alaska Division of Mines 

and Geology geochemical report of Asher (1970) is the most comprehensive public report on 

mineralization in the Boundary area, with extensive rock sample and stream sediment data. 

Much of the Boundary area is now covered with placer and lode mining claims.

Four samples analyzed in this study contained detectable precious metals, and one 

result was significantly above detection limits. A sample from a quartz vein (00RF405B) 

along Arkansas Creek, about 200 meters downstream of the mouth of Brophy Creek, 

contained 25 ppb Au, 12 ppm As, and 76 ppm Cu. Samples from the Nasina series in the 

southern map area, of breccia (00RF490A and 00RF507B) in carbonaceous quartzites, and
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pyritic carbonaceous schist (00RF484B), contained detectable Au (5 ppb), and up to 1.0 ppm 

Ag, 44 ppm As, 201 ppm Cu, 38 ppm Sb, and 172 ppm Zn. These base-metal values are not 

anomalous for black shale (Vine and Tourtelot, 1970), a possible protolith of some rocks in 

this unit. A chromite rock (00RF246B) from the south fork of Turk Creek contained detectable 

Au (6 ppb), although this rock consists of large chromite grains and soft interstitial material, 

and this result might represent placer gold introduced into the rock in the creek. Chloritic 

schist with abundant iron oxides (00RF552) from the Boundary lead-zinc prospect area 

contained 32 ppm Pb and 96 ppm Zn, levels common in this area (Smit, 2000). Pt and Pd were 

not detected in the four samples from the Boundary area analyzed for these elements: two 

homblendite samples (00RF222A and 00RF463A), chromite-serpentine rock (00RF187C), 

and chromite rock (00RF246B). Trace element analysis of the chromite-serpentine rock 

(00RF187C), which was about 50 percent chromite and 50 percent soft bluish purple 

serpentine, yielded only 2170 ppm Cr, 0.35% Fe, and 2.59% Mg, consistent with incomplete 

nitric aqua regia digestion for major elements indicated by ALS Chemex Ltd.
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4. Structure

4.1 Introduction

Structural interpretations are constrained by the juxtaposition of different 

metamorphic assemblages in many parts of the Boundary area. Contacts with constrained 

orientations juxtapose lithologies with metamorphic grades ranging from middle amphibolite 

facies to lower greenschist facies, which provides constraint on the nature of contacts in many 

parts of the map area. Structural interpretations in this study are also consistent with apparent 

protolith ages, and particularly in the case of the Nasina and Klondike series, which have well- 

constrained protolith ages in the Yukon Territory, protolith ages provide another line of 

evidence for structural interpretations.

Lithologies in the Boundary area are relatively well exposed for interior Alaska, 

enabling a comprehensive determination of structural relationships in the Boundary area, 

although contacts between major metamorphic units defined in this study are not directly 

exposed in outcrop. Igneous contacts of minor lithologies that both predate and postdate 

metamorphism are exposed in outcrop, but do not represent contacts between tectonic 

assemblages. In some poorly exposed areas, the nature of contacts between lithologic units is 

inferred from locations scattered over kilometers. However, in many parts of the map area 

exposure in closely spaced outcrops, abundant rubble, and locally derived float, combined 

with significant topographic relief is sufficient to accurately locate and provide three- 

dimensional constraint on lithologic contacts at a local scale, including along most contacts 

between major tectonic assemblages in the Boundary area.

The bedrock geology map of the Boundary area and structural cross sections on plate 

1 illustrate the structural interpretations discussed in this chapter. Bracketed [ ] numbers in this 

chapter refer to locations shown on the location inset map on plate 1. Descriptions of 

individual locations and structural observations are in table A-2, and station numbers can be 

referenced on the station inset map on plate 1.

4.2 The Boundary anticline

A broad anticline encompasses the entire Boundary area, with a roughly north- 

trending axis exposed in the headwaters [39] of Walker Fork, and the anticline axis plunges
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both to the north and south. Compositional layering is subparallel to primary foliation 

throughout the Boundary area. The Nasina and Klondike series are exposed in a structural 

high in the eastern Boundary area, with foliation in these units and the Fortymile River 

assemblage generally dipping away from the anticline axis throughout the map area. Nasina 

series Iithologies in the eastern map area are the lowest structural level exposed in the 

Boundary area, in the core of the anticline, and resistant quartzites of the Nasina series in this 

area also form the highest topography in the Boundary area.

Open folding at a local level does not appear to be a significant structural feature in 

most of the Boundary area. Open folding is rarely evident in outcrops, and foliation 

throughout the map area is fairly consistent with the overall trend, dipping away from the 

anticline axis. Outcrops along ridgetops display particularly well the trend of foliation 

throughout the Boundary area. Outcrops that display foliation inconsistent with this trend 

typically are on slopes, and commonly are rubbly and appear possibly slumped, with the strike 

of foliation rotated towards parallel with the strike of the slope. Isoclinal folding of quartz 

lenses and compositional layering is common in many Iithologies in the Boundary area, with 

axes of isoclinal folds most commonly oriented approximately east-west. Secondary 

crenulation and mineral lineations are evident in many areas, although an overall trend is not 

apparent.

4.3 Nasina and Klondike series

The Nasina and Klondike series comprise the major middle to upper greenschist- 

facies tectonic assemblage in the Boundary area. The primary contact between the Nasina and 

Klondike series in the Boundary area, with a trace extending from east [48] of VABM 

Minnesota to the Canadian border north [16] of the Top of the World Highway, appears to be 

an unconformable stratigraphic contact. Mid-Permian Klondike series Iithologies overlie 

Devonian-Mississippian carbonaceous schist and quartzite (MDsqc) of the Nasina series with 

no increased deformation along this contact. The contact has been tilted, and generally appears 

to dip about 25 to 30 degrees. Resistant carbonaceous quartzite forms hilltops along the north 

side of the Top of the World Highway, including Davis Dome [22], and overlying Klondike 

series Iithologies crop out on slopes to the north and west that are not as steep as the dip of the 

contact (figure 4-1; also see cross-section A-A' on plate 1). This contact is also very well
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Figure 4-1. View of the Klondike/Nasina series contact in the northern Boundary map area. 
View facing west from the Moose Creek road, about 2 km east of the border. Customs on the 
Top of the World Highway is just south of (behind) the ridgetop towards the left end of this 
photograph. Foliation and compositional layering in the Nasina and Klondike series in this 
area generally dip about 20 to 35 degrees to the north.

exposed in adjacent outcrops along the Moose Creek road in the Yukon Territory, about 2 km 

east of the border, where it is described as stratigraphic contact by Green (1972).

Kyanite quartzite (MDkq) in the Nasina series appears to be an upper greenschist- 

facies stratigraphic unit. The western contact of kyanite quartzite with carbonaceous quartz 

schist (MDsqc) is well located in rubbly outcrops along the ditch [30] on the north side of 

Walker Fork, with no apparent indication of faulting. Other contacts of kyanite quartzite are 

poorly exposed, but are not on trend with known faults. Kyanite quartzite (MDkq) along 

Walker Fork and Poker Creek [36] may represent one layer within the Nasina series that crops 

out on opposite limbs of an anticline.

4.4 Fortymile River assemblage

The Fortymile River assemblage is the major middle amphibolite-facies tectonic 

assemblage in the Boundary area. Contacts of larger areas of granitic orthogneiss (MzPzog) in
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the Boundary area are poorly exposed, and intrusive contacts of granitic orthogneiss sills and 

dikes predate conclusion of tectonic activity, with weak foliation evident even in pegmatites, 

concordant with foliation in the country rock. Upper and lower stratigraphic contacts of the 

amphibolite unit (mPzam) within coarse-grained mica schist (mPzcs) are exposed in outcrop 

in several areas. Biotite-quartz-feldspar gneiss interlayered with coarse-grained mica schist on 

the ridge [81] at the southern end of the map area may represent a gradational contact with the 

amphibolite and mafic gneiss and schist unit (mPzmf). Sparse coarse-grained felsic schist in 

the amphibolite and mafic gneiss and schist unit may correlate with the coarse-grained mica 

schist unit.

4.5 Thrust Faults

A major thrust fault zone is exposed in the Boundary area. The Fortymile River 

assemblage is thrust over the Nasina and Klondike series, with some imbrication of these 

units, and ultramafic rocks, metagabbro, and epidote-amphibolite-facies gneiss and schist are 

imbricated along thrust faults. Thrust faults are indicated in numerous parts of the Boundary 

area, where apparently low-angle contacts juxtapose higher-grade metamorphic rocks over 

lower-grade metamorphic rocks, or older rocks over younger rocks. Locally intense 

deformation is common in the vicinity of thrust faults in the Boundary area, with complex 

folding, mylonitic textures, breccia, and slickensides in some areas.

In the southern map area, thrust faults are particularly well constrained by exposure of 

juxtaposed lithologies. On the east-west ridge [63] at 64° North, south of the unnamed creek 

locally referred to as No Name Creek [59], numerous small serpentinized ultramafic (TrPum) 

bodies, generally appearing lens-shaped, and discontinuous areas of gneiss and schist (Pzgs) 

overlie carbonaceous schist and quartzite (MDsqc). Some outcrops of gneiss and schist in this 

area are intensely deformed, with complex folding on the scale of meters. Chrysotile and 

waxy, foliated serpentine are locally common in the small ultramafic bodies in this area. 

Nearly continuous exposure of carbonaceous schist and quartzite in outcrops and rubble on the 

north slope of this ridge suggests Nasina series lithologies underlie this entire area. The 

complex juxtaposition of disparate lithologies on this ridge could not be the result of high- 

angle faulting, which would have to involve numerous high-angle faults with significant
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displacements, for which there is no evidence, and it is also unlikely an area thoroughly 

dissected by high-angle faults would form a ridgetop.

Thrust faults are well exposed at several locations in the southern map area. Small- 

scale imbrication is apparent on the first knob [65] to the south on the north-south ridge 

adjoining the 64° North ridge, where in adjacent outcrops gneiss and schist (Pzgs) overlies 

metagabbro (TrPmg), which overlies amphibolite (mPzam), and some of these outcrops 

directly overlie each other. This metagabbro is micaceous, but otherwise mineralogically and 

texturally indistinguishable from typical metagabbro in the central map area. On top of the 

ridge [56] about 1.5 km northwest of VABM Ptarmigan, a small klippe of gneiss and schist 

(Pzgs), comprised mostly of fine-grained biotite-quartz-epidote-homblende schist, with minor 

garnet-bearing biotite-quartz-feldspar gneiss, overlies carbonaceous schist and quartzite 

(MDsqc), with both units well exposed along the entire contact around this klippe, and no 

evidence of high-angle faulting in the area.

Large-scale imbrication along thrust faults is suggested near the southern end of the 

map area, where there appears to be a repetition of section comprised of coarse-grained mica 

schist (mPzcs) and amphibolite (mPzam), shown in cross-section C-C on plate 1. A major 

thrust zone is exposed from the 64° North ridge [63] to the ridge [73] south of Bedrock Creek, 

with coarse-grained mica schist and amphibolite overlying carbonaceous schist and quartzite 

(MDsqc), with gneiss and schist (Pzgs) and serpentinized ultramafic rocks (TrPum) locally 

imbricated along the thrust. Roughly parallel to this thrust and about 2 km southwest, a 5-km- 

long line [79] of amphibolite outcrops appears to represent a repetition of section, structurally 

overlying the amphibolite outcrops to the northeast by more than 1 km, and separated by a 

second thrust zone. Along this imbricate thrust, carbonaceous schist and quartzite (MDsqc) 

crops out southeast [69] of upper Cherry Creek, serpentinized ultramafic rocks (TrPum) crop 

out on the knob [77] just south of the prominent peak (4415 feet / 1345 meters) to the east, and 

carbonaceous schist and quartzite (MDsqc) that crops out on the spur ridge west [80] of Pat 

Murphy Creek includes carbonaceous fuchsite-quartz schist. Minor breccia is present in the 

vicinity of the apparent trace of this thrust along Cherry Creek [67].

The large serpentinized ultramafic (TrPum) and metagabbro (TrPmg) bodies in the 

central map area appear to be thrust over lithologies to the east. The VABM Minnesota [51] 

ultramafic body (TrPum) appears to be lensoid (see cross-section B-B' on plate 1), with a
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maximum thickness possibly exceeding 500 meters and a corresponding large aeromagnetic 

anomaly (Bums and Liss, 1999). The trace of the eastern contact of this ultramafic body is 

consistent with a thrust fault. The southern contact of the VABM Minnesota ultramafic body 

is not exposed, and the location is inferred from aeromagnetic data. A small area of 

metagabbro (TrPmg) about 0.8 km northwest [46] of VABM Minnesota is intensely deformed, 

with complex folding. The large metagabbro body (TrPmg) is locally micaceous near its 

eastern contact [37] on the ridge south of Walker Fork. The trace of the eastern contact of the 

large metagabbro body is well constrained by rubble, outcrops, and float on the ridge south of 

Walker Fork, along Walker Fork [29], and along the Top of the World Highway [24], and the 

relationship of this contact with topography is consistent with a (thrust) contact dipping about 

30 degrees to the west, subparallel to foliation in structurally underlying Klondike series 

Iithologies. The trace of this thrust fault on the ridge south of Walker Fork is at a slope break, 

with metafelsite (Pkf) on a (foliation) dip slope uphill to the east, and a slope of about 8 

degrees to the west over the metagabbro body. Gneiss and schist (Pzgs) structurally underlies 

the VABM Minnesota ultramafic body, and this sliver of amphibolite-facies rocks overlies 

carbonaceous schist and quartzite (MDsqc) and metafelsite (Pkf), with the epidote- 

amphibolite-facies gneiss and schist occupying the same structural position as farther south, 

imbricated along thrust faults.

Thrust faults are suggested by the distribution of Iithologies in the northeast map area, 

where Devonian-Mississippian carbonaceous schist and quartzite (MDsqc) of the Nasina 

series appears to structurally overlie mid-Permian Klondike series Iithologies, with 

serpentinized ultramafic (TrPum) bodies juxtaposed along the thrust faults (see cross-section 

A-A' on plate 1). Carbonaceous schist and quartzite (MDsqc) crops out in a small area around 

the confluence [11] of Arkansas and Brophy Creeks, with minor breccia on the ridge to the 

south, and intense deformation is present along lower Brophy Creek [10], with complex 

folding and mylonitic textures. Carbonaceous schist and quartzite (MDsqc) also crops out on 

spur ridges [1, 4] between the headwater tributaries of Hall Creek. Biotite-feldspar-quartz 

metafelsites (Pkf) of the Klondike series on the ridge [7] north of Brophy Creek are intensely 

deformed, with mylonitic textures. Mylonitic metafelsites crop out on this ridge on both sides 

of the Hall Creek ultramafic body (TrPum). The serpentinized ultramafic body (TrPum) along 

upper Hall Creek [6] is exposed in extensive rubblefields on slopes on both sides of the creek



Figure 4-2. Thin section of metagabbro (TrPmg) from the small metagabbro body near the mouth 
of Davis Creek. Biotite-chlorite-albite-clinozoisite-actinolite metagabbro (sample 00RF345A) in 
plane-polarized light. Description in table A-3. The primary metamorphic mineralogy of this rock 
appears to be actinolite + clinozoisite, and biotite appears to replace actinolite and be associated 
with secondary chlorite, calcite, and fine-grained quartz.

that closely match the aeromagnetic high produced by this ultramafic body, which constrains 

the shape of this 400 m-thick lensoid body, apparently imbricated along thrust faults. The 

small area of serpentinized ultramafic rocks (TrPum) on the slope [7] north of lower Brophy 

Creek presumably is also imbricated along this thrust zone.

4.6 Possible thrust fault

Juxtaposition within carbonaceous schist and quartzite (MDsqc) of the Nasina series 

of a small area of low-grade schist (Pks) along the Top of the World Highway just east [20] of 

Davis Dome, and a small area of metagabbro (TrPmg) along Walker Fork just downstream 

[33] of the mouth of Davis Creek, may suggest a poorly exposed imbricate thrust fault. The 

small metagabbro body near the mouth of Davis Creek is highly altered and contains minor 

biotite (figure 4-2), which replaces actinolite and is associated with secondary chlorite, 

abundant calcite, and fine-grained quartz, and the biotite appears to represent alteration or 

recrystallization in a fault zone postdating regional metamorphism. Major and minor oxide
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analysis also suggests significant alteration, with high LOI and elevated Si02 (sample 

00RF345B in table A-6). The primary metamorphic mineralogy (actinolite + clinozoisite) and 

texture of this metagabbro appears to be the same as metagabbro (TrPmg) in the large body to 

the west. Carbonaceous schist and quartzite (MDsqc) near the mouth of Davis Creek is 

complexly folded, and one rock with slickensides was found in rubble in the area. The small 

area of low-grade schist (Pks) just east of Davis Dome also contains minor biotite, but is 

otherwise mineralogically and texturally indistinguishable from chlorite-white mica-quartz 

schists in the Klondike series to the north.

Alternatively, the area of low-grade schist (Pks) just east [20] of Davis Dome could be 

a stratigraphic unit within the Nasina series, or could represent folding, or a dip in the 

unconformity that is the main contact between the Klondike and Nasina series. Furthermore, 

the juxtaposition of Klondike and Nasina series lithologies in this area could be the result of 

faults that predate regional metamorphism, with evidence of that faulting obscured by later 

metamorphism. Alternatively, the small metagabbro body (TrPmg) near the mouth [33] of 

Davis Creek could be emplaced along a poorly exposed high-angle fault. Also, this 

metagabbro may not correlate with the large metagabbro body to the west, and could have 

intrusive primary contacts with Nasina series lithologies, although this appears unlikely, 

because the metagabbro appears to be lower greenschist facies, with secondary biotite.

4.7 High-angle faults

The Boundary area is transected by numerous high-angle faults, possibly considerably 

more than shown on the bedrock geology map on plate 1. These high-angle faults presumably 

are strike-slip faults, and evidence of suggesting either normal faulting or association of high- 

angle faults with thrust faults is lacking in the Boundary area. Northeast-trending high-angle 

faults appear to be the most numerous and significant, with significant displacement apparent 

in the northern map area. Numerous high-angle shears are exposed in outcrops throughout the 

Boundary area, although no exposed high-angle shear has significant displacement apparent in 

the juxtaposition of different lithologies. Some outcrops display multiple orientations of 

shears. Evidence of high-angle faulting includes clay fault gouge zones, shears with 

slickensides, breccia, extensive fracturing, quartz and calcite veining, and locally intense 

alteration (oxidation, chlorite, sericite, calcite, epidote, clay minerals, etc.), with linear trends
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apparent in some areas. Because there is little constraint on location or continuation of high- 

angle faults where a linear trend was not found in this study, several short faults are shown on 

plate 1 only where there is evidence of their location.

The trace of the contact in the northeast map area between the Fortymile River 

assemblage and Nasina and Klondike series appears to be a major northeast-trending high 

angle fault zone. The location and linear northeast trend of this contact is well constrained by 

outcrops along Arkansas Creek [11] and Hall Creek [3], and outcrops and rubble on the slope 

southwest of Arkansas Creek. Northeast-trending high-angle shears, quartz and calcite 

veining, and locally intense alteration are exposed at several locations along lower Arkansas 

Creek [9]. A sample of a quartz vein along Arkansas Creek [9], about 200 meters downstream 

of the mouth of Brophy Creek, contained 25 ppb gold (table A-7), which was the only 

precious metal analysis in this study significantly above detection limits. Amphibolite 

(mPzmf) along Hall Creek [3] near this contact is highly altered, with calcite veining, and 

carbonaceous quartz schist (MDsqc) breccia crops out along the north fork of Hall Creek at 

the border [1], Breccia comprised of quartz and amphibolite (mPzmf) is present on the ridge 

[5] north of lower Brophy Creek, presumably near the contact, although there are no rocks 

exposed for more than 600 meters in the saddle to the southeast.

Foliation in Fortymile River assemblage Iithologies in the northern map area generally 

abruptly increases in dip and shows a counterclockwise shift in strike, relative to adjacent 

parts of the Nasina and Klondike series. This abrupt shift in foliation suggests these units are 

displaced along a contact that is at a significant angle to foliation, rather than subparallel to 

foliation. Significant downward relative displacement of Fortymile River assemblage 

Iithologies on the northwest side of this high-angle fault is suggested by the juxtaposition of 

lithologic units in the northeast map area, and the Fortymile River assemblage presumably 

overlies the Nasina and Klondike series at depth along a thrust fault (see the north end of 

cross-section A-A' on plate 1). The generally linear, northeast trend of the contact of 

amphibolite-facies units with greenschist-facies Iithologies continues for about 6 km into the 

Yukon Territory (Mortensen, 1988a).

Southwest of Arkansas Creek, exposure is poor along the northeast-trending fault 

zone in the northern map area. A northeast-trending high-angle fault crops out along Woods 

Creek, near the mouth [12] of a small tributary to the east, with clay fault gouge zones,
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breccia, and intense alteration in this outcrop. Breccia is present on the trend of the major 

northeast-trending fault zone in the northern map area in an excavation along the Canyon 

Creek road [18]. This breccia contains carbonaceous quartz schist (MDsqc), several kilometers 

within the Fortymile River assemblage, which suggests significant left-lateral displacement 

along this fault, consistent with other major northeast-trending high-angle faults in the Yukon- 

Tanana Upland region (Newberry et al, 1995; Solie et al., 1995). Alternatively, this 

carbonaceous quartz schist breccia could mark an unmapped imbricate thrust fault.

A northeast-trending high-angle fault zone appears to transect just south of the VABM 

Minnesota ultramafic body (TrPum), with displacement of the earlier thrust zone, although 

field evidence for this high-angle fault is sparse. A northeast-trending high-angle shear with 

breccia and intense alteration is exposed in ultramafic rocks near the southeast end [54] of the 

VABM Minnesota ultramafic body. Carbonaceous quartz schist (MDsqc) breccia crops out 

along No Name Creek [59] to the southwest, and breccia is noted by Foster (1969) to the 

northeast, on the ridgetop [50] south of Younger Creek, which was not visited in this study. 

Significant upward relative displacement of the southeast side of this fault is suggested by the 

westward jog in the area in which carbonaceous schist and quartzite crops out (MDsqc). An 

apparently east-northeast-trending shear with intense alteration crops out along the road [55] 

just north of No Name Creek, and a fractured, sheared, and altered outcrop with an east- 

northeast-trending, 30 cm-wide clay fault gouge zone is present on the east side of Cherry 

Creek [57], about 500 meters downstream of the mouth of Crow Creek; these shears may be 

related to the northeast-trending fault zone.

Rhyolite (TKfv) and andesite (TKad) of virtually identical latest Cretaceous to earliest 

Tertiary age (about 65 Ma; see section 5.3) in the southeast Boundary map area appear to be 

associated with a northeast-trending high-angle fault zone. Late Cretaceous volcanic and 

sedimentary rocks are mapped along inferred northeast-trending high-angle faults in the 

Yukon Territory on this trend, up to within 6 km of the border (Mortensen, 1988a, 1996). 

Field evidence of faulting on this trend is lacking in the map area of this study, presumably 

due to lack of exposure. Rhyolite crops out on a prominent peak (4415 feet / 1345 meters) 

[76], with a substantial apparent thickness. Evidence is lacking of either faulting or 

homfelsing of amphibolite (mPzam) in the saddle to the north, although rhyolite rubble from 

the peak may cover the bedrock contact in this area. Local alteration of amphibolite on other
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parts of the knob may be due to the proximity of either faulting or igneous activity. Andesite 

forms two small, isolated outcrops on the ridge [70] south of Bedrock Creek. The rhyolite and 

andesite could represent hypabyssal intrusion along a high-angle fault, or the volcanic rocks 

could be preserved in small grabens, representing localized extension along a northeast- 

trending strike-slip fault zone.

The small area of vesicular basanite (Tbs) of Miocene age (see section 5.2) exposed 

about 0.5 km north of customs [16] on the Top of the World Highway also presumably 

represents volcanic activity associated with late Tertiary to Quaternary strike-slip faulting in 

the region. Although the basanite may be a hypabyssal sill or dike associated with a fault, the 

basanite could also be a flow that originated elsewhere. No evidence of faulting was found in 

the vicinity of the basanite, and the basanite presumably correlates with alkali olivine basalt 

about 5 km to the east, near the head of Moose Creek (Mortensen, 1988a). Alkali olivine 

basalt in the region (Foster, 1970; Mortensen, 1988a; Szumigala et al., 2002) does not appear 

to be on a distinct trend.

North-trending high-angle faults are apparent in some parts of the Boundary area, 

although less conspicuous than northeast-trending high-angle faults. The straight, northerly 

course of Canyon Creek led Foster (1969) to suggest Canyon Creek flows along a north- 

trending fault, and highly fractured and sheared mafic gneiss (mPzmf) and marble (mPzmb) 

crops out on the east side of Canyon Creek [2] at the north end of the map area. A north- 

trending high-angle fault is exposed as a 0.5 m-wide breccia zone in an outcrop about 700 

meters north of VABM Ptarmigan [60], and there is abundant breccia in rubble at several 

locations to the south, on the VABM Ptarmigan peak. This fault does not juxtapose different 

lithologies, but is conspicuous in the nearly continuous rubble and outcrops on ridgetops in 

this area. An apparently north-trending high-angle fault in the central map area is discussed in 

the next section.

4.8 Thrust and high-angle faults?

In the central map area, the contact between Fortymile River assemblage lithologies 

and the large serpentinized ultramafic (TrPum) and metagabbro (TrPmg) bodies to the east 

appears to be a thrust zone transected by later high-angle, strike-slip faulting. Along the road 

[31] south of Walker Fork, near the base of the slope, semi-continuous rubbly outcrops are
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exposed for more than 300 meters in the roadcut, with adjacent outcrops, from north to south, 

of carbonaceous quartz schist (MDsqc), calcite vein(?), serpentinized ultramafic (TrPum) 

breccia, amphibolite (mPzmf), carbonaceous quartz schist (MDsqc), metagabbro (TrPmg), and 

calcite vein(?). The outcrops along the road are highly altered and fractured, with shears and 

slickensides in a wide range of orientations, from high-angle to low-angle, and there are two 

steep, 1 m-wide clay fault gouge zones at the south end of these outcrops. Suggested dip-slip 

displacement on a north-trending high-angle fault in this area is down-to-the-west, otherwise 

metagabbro or other lower structural-level, greenschist-facies Iithologies would crop out to the 

west of the fault. Carbonaceous quartz schist (MDsqc) elsewhere in the Boundary area is at a 

much lower structural level than the metagabbro body on the east side of this fault zone, thus 

down-to-the-west dip-slip displacement on a high-angle fault is not a viable mechanism to 

account for carbonaceous quartz schist in the fault zone. The width of the fault zone and 

variety of Iithologies exposed in the fault zone along the road suggests kilometers of 

displacement, consistent with thrust faults in the Boundary area. Carbonaceous quartz schist in 

the fault zone presumably was transported upward along a thrust fault, along with Fortymile 

River assemblage Iithologies to the west, and high-angle faulting in the area is later.

Evidence of faulting is present at several locations along a linear north-south trend 

extending from the road on the slope south of Walker Fork. Highly fractured and oxidized 

rocks crop out in excavations along this trend along the Top of the World Highway [21], and 

along the road on top of the spur ridge [40] about 2 km south of Walker Fork. Along the north 

fork of Turk Creek [44], on the north side of the creek, highly altered and fractured breccia 

with quartz and calcite veining and abundant bright green serpentine forms rubble that appears 

to be a rib. Highly altered amphibolite (mPzmf) with quartz veinlets crops out on this trend to 

the south, along the creek locally referred to as No Name Creek [58]. A lack of discemable 

lateral juxtaposition of adjacent lithologic units does not provide evidence of displacement on 

this trend.

The trace of the eastern contact of the Fortymile River assemblage through the central 

map area is generally consistent in relationship to topography with a thrust fault striking north 

to north-northeast, subparallel to the typical strike of foliation in the Fortymile River 

assemblage in this area. A small area of serpentinized ultramafic rocks (TrPum) on the north 

side of Walker Fork [25] is highly altered, with abundant magnesite, and presumably is in
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fault contact with adjacent lithologies. The trace of the contact of the amphibolite and mafic 

gneiss and schist (MPzmf) with metagabbro (TrPmg) to the east is well located in float along 

the top of the World Highway [23] and the creek about 700 meters to the north [19]; the 

eastward jog in the trace of the contact in this area is consistent with a thrust fault. Along the 

north fork of Turk Creek, about 1.5 km upstream of the fork [42], a north-northeast-trending 

quartz-serpentine breccia zone forms a low rib on the slope north of the creek. The dip of this 

breccia zone is not evident, thus the breccia could represent a north-striking thrust fault or 

north-northeast-trending high-angle fault. The location of the western contact of the VABM 

Minnesota ultramafic body (TrPum) is constrained by serpentine in this breccia zone, the 

upstream extent of Fortymile River assemblage lithologies in rocks in the south fork of Turk 

Creek [47], outcrops and float on the ridge [53] south of Turk Creek, and the extent of the 

aeromagnetic high produced by the ultramafic body. Overall, due to poor exposure, the nature 

of the contact between the Fortymile River assemblage and greenschist-facies lithologies in 

the central map area is not nearly as well constrained as other major tectonic contacts in the 

Boundary area.

4.9 Discussion

The major structural features of the Boundary area are a broad anticline encompassing 

the entire map area, a major imbricate thrust fault zone exposed rimming the anticline, and 

later high-angle, strike-slip faults throughout the map area. The anticline, with its axis 

plunging both to the north and south, whether the result of a single or multiple deformations, 

which is not evident, essentially forms a dome structure. Determination of structural 

relationships in the Boundary area was aided by this dome structure, in that the lowest 

structural levels exposed in the map area, at the core of the anticline, are quartz-rich, resistant 

Nasina lithologies that also form the highest topography in the area. Major tectonic contacts 

rim this structural and topographic high, well-exposed on ridges in many parts of the map 

area. In several areas, resistant lithologies (typically Nasina series quartzite) form the highest 

topography and underlie, either structurally or stratigraphically, less resistant lithologies that 

crop out downhill on slopes that are less steep than the dip of foliation and compositional 

layering (see figure 4-1 and cross-section A-A’ on plate 1).
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The thrust zone is a major tectonic suture, bounding extensive areas of amphibolite- 

facies and greenschist-facies rocks. The dip of the thrust faults appears to be subparallel to 

foliation, thus thrust faults in the Boundary area appear to dip about 25 to 45 degrees, although 

the fault plane may have been closer to horizontal at the time of thrusting. Metamorphic rocks 

ranging from middle amphibolite facies to lower greenschist facies are juxtaposed along these 

thrust faults, representing a range in temperature of peak metamorphism of at least 250°C 

(Blatt and Tracy, 1995), and presumably a substantial range in pressure as well. Given typical 

geothermal gradients of 15-30°C/km (Yardley, 1989), the temperatures of peak metamorphism 

of Boundary area lithologies would represent a range in depth of at least 8 km, and probably 

considerably more. Given that the thrust faults that juxtaposed this range of metamorphic 

rocks presumably were relatively shallow dipping, displacement along this thrust zone is at 

least tens of kilometers.

Thrust faults exposed in the Boundary area represent deformation that occurred at 

shallower depths than the development of primary metamorphic mineralogy and foliation in 

adjacent metamorphic rocks. These thrust faults juxtapose a wide range of metamorphic 

grades and textures, and large-scale ductile deformation is not associated with the thrust faults, 

evident in the lack of open folding in the Boundary area. Localized ductile deformation 

associated with thrust faults is evident in complex, chaotic folding in some outcrops in the 

immediate vicinity of thrust faults, mostly in the gneiss and schist unit (Pzgs), although this 

may represent deformation that significantly predates final thrust imbrication. Breccia and 

shears with slickensides are common in the vicinity of the thrust faults in the Boundary area. 

Mylonitic textures are most common near thrust faults, although mylonitic textures are present 

in greenschist-facies lithologies throughout the Boundary area, and the lithologies that best 

display mylonitic textures (i.e., metafelsites) are most common near thrust faults. Isoclinal 

folding of quartz lenses and compositional layering may be largely related to development of 

primary foliation. Likewise, secondaiy crenulation and mineral lineations in the Boundary 

area are not necessarily associated with final thrust imbrication. Hansen and Dusel-Bacon 

(1998) indicate that kinematic and structural analysis of oriented samples from several 

locations in the Boundary area display top-to-the-north-northeast to northwest shear, and 

samples from just south of the Boundary map area display both top-to-the-northwest and top- 

to-the-southeast shear. However, because the association between particular tectonic fabrics
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and movement on the thrust faults in Boundary area is equivocal, this kinematic data may 

record deformation that occurred earlier and deeper than represented by the thrust faults at the 

levels exposed in the Boundary area.

High-angle strike-slip faulting in the Boundary area records deformation at a still 

shallower level, and the brittle nature of this deformation may account for the apparently 

dispersed nature of this deformation. Only in the northeast map area is significant 

displacement evident in the juxtaposition of distinguishable lithologic units along a linear 

contact with evidence of faulting. This is a major northeast-trending fault zone, with several 

high-angle shears exposed along lower Arkansas Creek. Numerous high-angle shear zones are 

exposed in outcrops in other parts of the Boundary area, but evidence of significant 

displacement localized on any particular high-angle fault is lacking. However, given the 

numerous minor high-angle faults transecting the area, the combined displacement on a set of 

genetically related high-angle faults could be significant. High-angle faults located in this 

study probably only represent a portion of these faults in the area, with locally intense 

alteration and weathering apparent in the vicinity of high-angle faults tending to reduce 

exposure. High-angle shears in outcrops in the Boundary area are mostly exposed due to 

relatively rapid erosion along streams, and most other exposures of high-angle faults are man- 

made.
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5. Geochronology

5.1 ^Ar^Ar dating

40Ar/39Ar laser step-heating dating was performed in this study to provide constraints 

on the timing of igneous, metamorphic, and tectonic events in the Boundary area. 40Ar/39Ar 

dating was performed on nine samples from the Boundary area, with multiple analyses of 

some samples. These samples included all igneous lithologies in the Boundary area, and 

samples from several metamorphic lithologies. Samples dated in this study included whole- 

rock samples and mineral separates of hornblende, muscovite/white mica, and biotite. 

Analytical data produced in 40Ar/39Ar dating is presented in figures in this chapter, with 

complete data reported in appendix 4, and interpretations of 40Ar/39Ar dating are discussed in 

this chapter. The tectonic history of the Boundary area is discussed in chapter 6.

Age spectra generated in 40Ar/39Ar step heating are subject to both analytical and 

geological interpretation. Numerous definitions of a plateau in an age spectrum have been 

proposed (McDougall and Harrison, 1999). In this thesis study, a plateau in an age spectrum is 

generally considered to be three or more consecutive step-heating fractions comprising more 

than 60% of total 39Ar released, in which the plateau age (weighted average of apparent ages 

of individual fractions comprising the plateau) is within the 2a error in apparent age of each 

respective fraction in the plateau. Plateau ages determined in this study incorporate as many 

step-heating fractions as possible, and are reported ± la  errors.

Plateau ages yielded by 40Ar/39Ar step heating may represent a variety of geologic 

events. For volcanic or hypabyssal igneous rocks dated in this study, which presumably 

cooled rapidly and have not been reheated, the plateau age is interpreted as an igneous 

crystallization age. Plateau ages yielded by metamorphic and deeper intrusive rocks are more 

subject to interpretation. At moderate cooling rates, the closure temperature for argon 

diffusion in minerals dated in this study is approximately: 500°C for hornblende, 350°C for 

muscovite, and 300-350°C for biotite (McDougall and Harrison, 1999). Argon diffusion and 

loss are also affected to some degree by numerous factors, including grain size, mineral 

composition, and cooling rate. In the case of slowly cooled rocks that have not experienced 

later reheating and significant argon loss, plateau ages represent cooling below the closure
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temperature for argon diffusion of the respective minerals dated from peak metamorphism or 

intrusion, and the plateau age may significantly postdate peak metamorphism or intrusion.

Later heating events of either an igneous or metamorphic nature may produce argon 

loss, depending upon the closure temperature for argon diffusion of the respective minerals 

and factors such as the duration of reheating (McDougall and Harrison, 1999). In the case of 

total argon loss (resetting) during reheating, the plateau age yielded by 40Ar/39Ar step heating 

represents cooling from the reheating event. In the case of partial argon loss (partial resetting) 

during reheating, apparent ages produced will represent an age between initial cooling and the 

final reheating event. Thus, even in the case of reset or partially reset samples, the apparent 

age can be considered the minimum age of cooling from peak metamorphism or intrusion, 

although there is no constraint on how much the apparent age postdates peak metamorphism 

or intrusion. The possibility of argon loss and thermal resetting of apparent ages of samples 

may be apparent in either the characteristics of the 40Ar/39Ar analyses or the geologic context 

of the sample. Most of the samples dated in this study that produced apparent ages greater than 

100 Ma appear to have experienced some degree of thermal resetting.

Sample preparation was done in the geochronology laboratory at the University of 

Alaska Fairbanks. Mineral separates and whole-rock samples were prepared by crushing, then 

sieve sorting of several size fractions, from which an appropriate size fraction to yield the 

highest quality sample was selected and washed. Individual grains for dating samples were 

hand picked under a binocular microscope. This technique was sufficient to prepare clean, 

homogenous samples from the Iithologies dated. Petrographic thin sections of all dating 

samples were examined, and these petrographic analyses are reported in tables A-3 and A-5.

Dating samples were irradiated at McMaster University in Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, 

without Cd shielding, with samples sent for irradiation as parts of three different batches of 

samples. Hornblende standard MMhb-1 (Samson and Alexander, 1987), with an age of 513.9 

Ma (Lanphere et al., 1990), was used to monitor neutron flux in the reactor and calculate 

appropriate J values for all three sets of samples.

40Ar/39Ar laser step-heating dating was performed in the geochronology laboratory at 

the University of Alaska Fairbanks. Individual dating samples consisted of up to several grains 

from each respective irradiated sample, loaded into 2 mm-diameter holes in a copper tray, 

which was then loaded in an ultra-high vacuum line. The samples were step-heated using a 6-
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watt argon-ion laser, following the technique described in York et al. (1981) and Layer et al. 

(1987). Argon was purified using a liquid nitrogen cold trap and a SAES Zr-Al getter at 

400°C. Argon isotopes were measured using a VG-3600 mass spectrometer, with corrections 

for system blanks, decay of 39Ar and 37Ar, and reactor-induced interferences, following 

procedures outlined in McDougall and Harrison (1999). Ages were calculated using a decay 

constant of 5.543 x 10'1(lyr'‘ (Steiger and Jager, 1977). Age spectra are plotted as apparent 

ages (± lo errors) versus the fraction of total 39Ar released for each step-heating fraction, 

shown in figures in this chapter. Ratios of Ca/K and Cl/K, determined from measurement of 

argon isotopes produced in irradiation by these elements, are also shown in figures in this 

chapter, and are utilized in interpretation of minerals that may have that contributed argon in 

each step-heating fraction. Isochron ages were calculated using a reverse isochron diagram 

plotting 36Ar/40Ar versus using the least squares method with correlated errors

(York, 1969), and are reported in this study for samples that yielded a questionable plateau age 

and an apparently reliable isochron age. 40Ar/39Ar dating results are summarized in table 5-1, 

and the following sections discuss the results for each respective sample. Bracketed 

designations [ ] refer to locations on plate 1, on the geologic map.

5.2 Basanite (00RF547B)

A whole-rock sample of basanite (Tbs) from about 0.5 km north of customs on the 

Top of the World Highway [Arl] was dated by 40Ar/39Ar in this study. The basanite is 

relatively unaltered, and contains 1.74 wt% K20 (table A-6). The sample prepared for dating 

was an 18-35 sieve-size fraction (1-2 mm), with fragments selected for dating that appear to 

be mostly groundmass, without large phenocrysts. Analytical data produced in 40Ar/39Ar 

dating of this sample is shown in figure 5-1, with complete data reported in table A-8.

The basanite yielded a plateau age of 14.2 ± 0.4 Ma, with a plateau comprised of all 

11 step-heating fractions in the age spectrum. Presumably nepheline contributed most argon in 

low- to mid-temperature step-heating fractions, consistent with relatively low Ca/K and Cl/K 

in these fractions. Relatively high Ca/K and Cl/K in high-temperature fractions suggest 

hornblende may have contributed argon to these fractions, although hornblende was not 

identified in thin section, and presumably some calcium is from plagioclase and augite. The 

isochron age of 14.4 ± 0.4 Ma is based upon an isochron diagram with a significant range in



Table 5-1. Summary of Boundary area 40Ar/39Ar dating results. Age, Ca/K, and Cl/K spectra are shown in figures in this chapter. Size 
of samples reported is sieve size fractions for whole-rock samples, and sizes of entire grains for mineral separates, la  errors in age are 
reported. Complete analytical data for each analysis is reported in appendix 4. Analyses performed in the geochronology laboratory at 
the University of Alaska Fairbanks. UTM coordinates are zone 7, NAD27. Petrographic analyses are reported in table A-3. Hand 
sample descriptions are in table A-2.

Sample# Figure Map IDNorthins Easting Unit Lithology Sample type Size (mm) Age (Ma) Type % 39Ar MSWD Interpreted type of age

00RF547B 5-1 Arl 7106917 499904 Tbs basanite whole rock 1-2 14.2 ± 0 .4 Plateau 100 1.06 igneous crystallization
00RF113B 5-2 Ar2 7093765 497427 TKfv rhyolite whole rock 1-2 64.7 ± 0 .4 Plateau 57.7 0.44 igneous crystallization
00RF517 5-3 Ar3 7094570 499170 TKad andesite oxyhornblende <10 65.2 ± 0 .7 Plateau 98.1 0.16 igneous crystallization
00RF222A 5-4 Ar4 7101973 494624 Jhb homblendite hornblende -1 0 191.0 ± 1.6 Plateau 94.2 0.54 igneous cooling
00RF463A 5-5 Ar5 7094453 496200 Jhb homblendite biotite <10 109.3 ± 0 .6 Plateau 83.4 1.21 near-total reset
00RF463A 5-6 Ar5 7094453 496200 Jhb hornblendite hornblende # I <10 132.5 ± 1.1 Integrated No plateau partial reset
00RF463A 5-7 Ar5 7094453 496200 Jhb homblendite hornblende #4 <10 148.4 ± 1.8 Integrated No plateau partial reset
00RF463A 5-8 Ar5 7094453 496200 Jhb homblendite hornblende #3 <10 109.2 ± 0 .3 Plateau 60.4 1.6 near-total reset (biotite?)
00RF463A 5-9 Ar5 7094453 496200 Jhb homblendite hornblende #2 <10 175.7 ± 1.6 Plateau 90.4 0.18 undetermined reset?
00RF549A 5-10 Ar6 7107187 499893 Pks schist white mica <1 156.9 ± 1.2 Plateau 81.6 1.29 partial reset
00RF015B 5-11 Ar7 7106032 498505 MDsqc schist white mica #1 -1 106.2 ± 0 .6 Plateau 92.6 0.38 total reset
00RF015B 5-12 Ar7 7106032 498505 MDsqc schist white mica #2 -2 115.1 ± 0 .9 Integrated No plateau partial reset
00RF126A 5-13 Ar8 7092511 496475 mPzcs schist muscovite <4 167.9 ± 0 .8 Integrated No plateau partial reset
00RF126B 5-14 Ar8 7092511 496435 mPzam amphibolite hornblende <2 174.4 ± 3 .2 Plateau 93.3 1.2 undetermined reset?
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Sample: 00RF547B whole rock
Laser Cumulative Age ± l a % Atm
(mW) 39Ar (Ma) (Ma) 40 AAr

150 0.003 15.5 25.9 89.9
300 0.021 11.7 6.5 89.6
500 0.104 15.5 1.3 51.0
800 0.275 15.0 0.6 8.6

1000 0.448 13.3 1.0 8.7
1300 0.576 14.5 1.1 -2.1
1600 0.659 13.4 1.6 4.5
2000 0.725 14.9 3.0 -7.9
2500 0.824 13.2 1.1 -0.6
3500 0.879 12.0 1.4 2.7
8700 1.000 15.6 0.8 1.2

Integrated 14.2 0.4 22.1

Plateau age = 14.2 ± 0.4 Ma 
Number o f fractions = 11 
39Ar released = 100%
Plateau M SW D = 1.06 
Isochron age =  14.4 ± 0.4 Ma 
Number o f fractions = 11 
Initial 40Ar/36Ar = 305.5 ± 16.6 
Isochron MSWD = 1.07

Fraction o f 39Ar Released Fraction o f 39Ar Released

Figure 5-1. 40Ar/39Ar dating of whole-rock sample 00RF547B (Tbs). Whole-rock sample of 
basanite. Plateau data is in bold text, and dark shaded portions of spectra are the plateau, la  error 
bars are shown. Complete data is reported in table A-8. The plateau age of 14.2 ± 0.2 Ma is 
interpreted as igneous crystallization.
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40Ar/36Ar and MSWD = 1.07, thus is further evidence of the reliability of the plateau age. The 

plateau age of 14.2 ± 0.4 Ma is interpreted to be the igneous crystallization age of the basanite.

5.3 Felsic to intermediate volcanic rocks

Rhyolite (TKfv) and andesite (TKad) in the southeast Boundary map area yielded 

virtually identical latest Cretaceous to earliest Tertiary plateau ages (about 65 Ma).

5.3.1 Rhyolite (00RF113B)

A whole-rock sample of rhyolite from the prominent peak (4415 feet / 1345 meters) 

near the southeast end of the map area [Ar2] was dated by 40Ar/39Ar in this study. The rhyolite 

appears to have significant alteration, and contains 5.16 wt% K20 (table A-6). The sample 

prepared for dating was an 18-35 sieve-size fraction (1-2 mm), with fragments selected for 

dating that appear to be mostly groundmass, without large lithic fragments. Analytical data 

produced in 40Ar/39Ar dating of this sample is shown in figure 5-2, with complete data 

reported in table A-9.

The rhyolite yielded a plateau age of 64.7 ± 0.4 Ma, with a relatively flat plateau in 

the age spectrum comprised of six mid- to high-temperature step-heating fractions, 

representing 57.7% of total 39Ar released; taking into account the type of sample, this is 

considered a plateau. Older apparent ages in low-temperature step-heating fractions 

presumably are due to alteration, apparent in increasing atmospheric argon. Relatively low 

Ca/K and Cl/K throughout the spectrum are consistent with sanadine as the primary source of 

argon. The plateau age is interpreted to be the igneous crystallization age of the rhyolite.

5.3.2 Andesite (00RF517)

Oxyhomblende from oxyhomblende-plagioclase-phyric andesite on the ridge south of 

Bedrock Creek [Ar3] was dated by 40Ar/39Ar in this study. The oxyhomblende is subhedral to 

euhedral phenocrysts up to 1 cm long, with very little alteration. Analytical data produced in 

40Ar/39Ar dating of this sample is shown in figure 5-3, with complete data reported in table A- 

10.

Oxyhomblende from the andesite yielded a plateau age of 65.2 ± 0.7 Ma, with a 

plateau in the age spectrum comprised of seven step-heating fractions, representing 98.1% of
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Sample: 00RF113B whole rock
Laser Cumulative Age ± l a % Atm
(mW) 39Ar (Ma) (Ma) 40 Ar

200 0.010 55.4 4.0 37.2
250 0.020 80.9 3.4 19.0
400 0.042 76.6 1.5 11.8
600 0.097 76.7 0.6 7.3
750 0.179 72.5 0.5 4.8
900 0.333 67.3 0.2 3.1

1050 0.548 65.0 0.3 1.3
1200 0.676 64.9 0.4 1.2
1500 0.770 64.4 0.4 1.0
1800 0.850 64.5 1.3 1.1
2100 0.889 64.1 2.1 0.9
2500 0.910 64.6 2.0 0.2
3500 0.988 61.7 0.5 4.4
8700 1.000 58.1 2.6 10.3

Integrated 66.4 0.3 3.5

Plateau age = 64.7 ± 0.4 Ma
Number o f fractions = 6 
39Ar released = 57.7% 
Plateau MSWD = 0.44

Fraction o f 39Ar Released
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Fraction o f 39 Ar Released
1.0

Figure 5-2. ^Ar/^Ar dating of whole-rock sample 00RF113B (TKfV). Whole-rock sample of 
rhyolite. Plateau data is in bold text, and dark shaded portions of spectra are the plateau. 1 a  error 
bars are shown. Complete data is reported in table A-9. The plateau age of 64.7 ± 0.7 Ma is 
interpreted as igneous crystallization.
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Sample: 00RF517 oxyhomblende
Laser Cumulative Age ± l a % Atm
(mW) 39Ar (Ma) (Ma) 40 Ar

200 0.001 276.2 586.9 72.1
400 0.001 1181.0 653.2 -20.9
600 0.002 443.4 254.0 8.8
750 0.002 414.2 417.4 -142.6
900 0.005 142.3 52.3 -66.4

1050 0.018 84.9 13.7 -20.5
1200 0.063 63.0 6.2 7.5
1500 0.219 65.4 2.0 1.2
1800 0.463 65.0 0.8 2.2
2100 0.831 65.6 0.6 0.8
2500 0.946 64.9 1.9 1.5
3500 0.957 76.3 22.1 -15.4
8700 1.000 63.2 5.8 5.2

Integrated 66.9 0.9 1.2

Plateau age = 65.2 ± 0 .7 Ma
Number o f fractions = 7 
39Ar released = 98.1% 
Plateau MSWD = 0.16

Fraction o f 39Ar Released

Fraction o f 39Ar Released

Figure 5-3. 40Ar/39Ar data yielded by oxyhomblende from sample 00RF517 (TKad). 
Oxyhomblende from oxyhomblende-plagioclase-phyric andesite. Plateau data is in bold text, and 
dark shaded portions of spectra are the plateau. 1 a  error bars are shown. Complete data is reported 
in table A-10. The plateau age of 65.2 ± 0.7 Ma is interpreted as igneous crystallization.
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total 39Ar released. Most of the argon was released from this well-crystallized hornblende in 

four mid- to high-temperature fractions. Ca/K and Cl/K indicate very little alteration, and 

atmospheric argon is low in the plateau. The plateau age is interpreted to be the igneous 

crystallization age of the andesite.

5.4 Homblendite

Homblendite (Jhb) from two locations in the Boundary area was dated by 40Ar/39Ar in 

this study. The homblendite consists of greater than 85% hornblende, and there is minor 

biotite at one location.

5.4.1 Plagioclase homblendite (00RF222A)

Hornblende from plagioclase homblendite on the ridge north of Turk Creek [Ar4] was 

dated by 40Ar/39Ar in this study. Hornblende grains are about 1 cm in size in this rock; 

fragments of grains selected for dating appear to have little alteration, although this rock has 

considerable alteration overall (see figure 2-4). Analytical data produced in 40Ar/39Ar dating of 

this sample is shown in figure 5-4, with complete data reported in table A-11.

Hornblende from the plagioclase homblendite yielded a plateau age of 191.0 ± 1.6 

Ma, with a relatively flat plateau in the age spectrum comprised of the six highest-temperature 

step-heating fractions, representing 94.2% of total 39Ar released. Erratic apparent ages, high 

atmospheric argon, lower Ca/K, and erratic Cl/K in low-temperature fractions apparently 

reflect alteration. The slight increase in Ca/K in the highest temperature step-heating fraction 

may reflect pyroxene exsolution. The relatively flat plateau, lack of foliation in the 

homblendite, and lack of secondary metamorphic minerals suggests the plateau age represents 

cooling to below about 500°C from igneous crystallization of the homblendite. This igneous 

cooling age also constrains the minimum age of cooling from middle amphibolite-facies 

metamorphism of adjacent Fortymile River assemblage Iithologies.

5.4.2 Biotite homblendite (00RF463A)

Hornblende and biotite from biotite homblendite on the spur ridge between the 

uppermost forks of Cherry Creek [Ar5] was dated by 40Ar/39Ar in this study. Hornblende 

grains are up to 1 cm in size in this rock, and biotite grains are subhedral and up to 1 cm in
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Sample: 00RF222A hornblende
Laser Cumulative Age ± l a % Atm
(mW) 39 A Ar (Ma) (Ma) 40 Ar 250

150 0 .0 0 1 896.9 172.5 81.0
300 0.004 398.9 58.9 84.8
500 0.010 196.7 38.0 84.9
750 0.016 186.1 32.0 85.8 230

1000 0.029 178.7 17.6 72.7
1250 0.058 172.3 5.4 28.2
1500 0.100 188.0 3.9 9.6

^ 2 1 0
cc1750 0.183 190.8 2.1 7.3

2000 0.312 192.3 1.4 3.7 s

2500 0.549 191.1 0.8 2.6 <D

3500 0.867 191.6 0.7 2.2 <
1908700 1 .0 0 0 189.0 3.7 4.3

Integrated 191.7 1.7 17.0

Plateau age = 191.0 ± 1.6 Ma 
Number o f fractions = 6 
39Ar released = 94.2%
Plateau MSWD = 0.54

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Fraction o f 39Ar Released

1.0

u

Fraction o f 39Ar Released Fraction o f 39Ar Released

Figure 5-4. 40Ar/39Ar dating of hornblende from sample 00RF222A (Jhb). Hornblende from 
plagioclase homblendite. Plateau data is in bold text, and dark shaded portions of spectra are the 
plateau. 1 a  error bars are shown. Complete data is reported in table A-11. The plateau age of 191.0 
± 1.6 Ma probably represents igneous cooling, which also constrains the minimum age of 
metamorphic cooling in adjacent lithologies.
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size. Fragments of grains selected for dating appear to have little alteration, although this rock 

has considerable alteration overall. Four samples of hornblende and one sample of biotite from 

this rock were dated; analytical data produced in 40Ar/39Ar dating of these samples is shown in 

figures 5-5 to 5-9, with complete data reported in tables A-12 to A -l6.

Biotite from the biotite homblendite (figure 5-5) yielded a plateau age of 109.3 + 0.6 

Ma, with a plateau in the age spectrum comprised of ten step-heating fractions, representing 

83.4% of to tal39 Ar released. The age spectrum shows a slight decrease in apparent age in both 

low- and high-temperature fractions, and an upward hump in apparent age in the mid

temperature portion of the spectrum, suggestive of thermal resetting. Two hornblende samples 

from the biotite homblendite (numbers 1 and 4; figures 5-6 and 5-7) did not yield plateau ages 

or meaningful isochron ages. Generally lower Ca/K and Cl/K associated with younger ages 

suggests there was some biotite in these samples or alteration, and these samples contain 

considerable atmospheric argon. Hornblende sample #3 (figure 5-8) yielded a plateau age of

109.2 ± 0.3 Ma, with a plateau in a slightly humped age spectrum comprised of four step- 

heating fractions, representing 60.4% of to tal39Ar released. Relatively low Ca/K and Cl/K and 

the similarity of the plateau age of the biotite separate from this rock that was dated suggest 

most of the argon yielded by hornblende sample #3 is from biotite, apparently also in the 

sample. Hornblende sample #2 (figure 5-9) yielded a plateau age of 175.7 ± 1.6 Ma, with a 

plateau in the age spectrum comprised of the three highest temperature step-heating fractions, 

representing 90.4% of total 39Ar released, with 46.0% of total 39Ar released in the final 

(fusion) fraction. Low- to mid-temperature step-heating fractions of hornblende sample #2 

have erratic and generally younger apparent ages suggesting thermal resetting, and high 

atmospheric argon and erratic Ca/K and Cl/K suggest alteration.

The plateau age of 175.7 ± 1.6 Ma is the minimum age for igneous crystallization of 

the biotite homblendite, and could represent igneous or metamorphic cooling, or some degree 

of thermal reset, although resolution in the 40Ar/39Ar dating results for hornblende sample #2 is 

insufficient for an unequivocal interpretation. It is unlikely that this unusual lithology 

represents multiple phases of intrusive activity, thus the plateau age of 191.0 ± 1.6 Ma for 

hornblende from the plagioclase homblendite (sample 00RF222A) in the central map area 

may represent the minimum age of intrusion of homblendite throughout the Boundary area. 

Some of the biotite in the biotite homblendite appears possibly weakly foliated and slightly
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Sample: 00RF463A biotite
Laser Cumulative Age ± l a % Atm
(mW) 39Ar (Ma) (Ma) 40 Ar

200 0.004 75.1 14.0 80.4
400 0.058 105.2 1.1 14.7
600 0.163 107.1 0.6 10.1
800 0.292 108.4 0.5 2.3

1000 0.443 109.2 0.5 0.7
1200 0.576 110.2 0.9 -0.7
1400 0.685 110.7 1.0 -1.0
1600 0.776 109.6 1.4 0.0
1800 0.852 111.0 1.6 -1.5
2000 0.901 109.3 2.2 0.4
2500 0.960 107.0 1.7 1.5
3000 0.992 104.2 3.0 4.3
3500 0.997 102.9 21.1 3.1
8700 1.000 93.1 29.1 16.3

Integrated 108.6 0.6 3.4

Plateau age = 109.3 ± 0 .6 Ma
Number o f fractions = 1 0  
39Ar released = 83.4% 
Plateau M SW D = 1.21

Fraction o f 39Ar Released

Fraction o f 39Ar Released Fraction o f 39Ar Released

Figure 5-5. 40Ar/39Ar dating of biotite from sample 00RF463A (Jhb). Biotite from biotite 
homblendite. Plateau data is in bold text, and dark shaded portions of spectra are the plateau, la  
error bars are shown. Complete data is in table A-12. The plateau age of 109.3 ± 0.6 Ma probably 
represents nearly total thermal resetting, with the heating event at a slightly later date.
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Sample: 00RF463A hornblende #1
Laser 
(mW) 

150 
300 
500 
800 

1000 
1300 
1600 
2000 
2500 
3500 
8700 

Integrated

No plateau

Cumulative
39Ar

0.003
0.011
0.023
0.057
0.105
0.160
0.243
0.413
0.627
0.935
1.000

Age
(Ma)

293.8
141.9
109.0
104.3 
108.6
121.3 
151.6
167.0
133.8
116.0
125.9 
132.5

± la  
(Ma)
30.7
10.8
9.3
3.3
3.1 
2.0
1.5 
0.7 
0.6 
0.4
1.6
1.1

% Atm 
40 Ar 
51.5 
50.0
49.3
48.9
34.4
15.9 
6.6 
2.1 
4.9 
3.6 
5.1

10.5

200

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Fraction o f 39Ar Released

U73U

0.08

0.06

o
0.04

0.02

Fraction o f 9Ar Released
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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Figure 5-6.40Ar/39Ar dating of hornblende #1 from sample 00RF463A (Jhb). Hornblende sample 
#1 from biotite homblendite. la  error bars are shown. Complete data is reported in table A-13. 
The lack of a plateau in the age spectrum appears to be the result of partial thermal resetting.
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Sample: 00RF463A hornblende #4
Laser 
(mW) 

150 
500 

1000 
1500 
2000 
2500 
3000 
3500 
4000 
8700 

Integrated

No plateau

Cumulative
39Ar

0.002
0.025
0.105
0.347
0.846
0.919
0.992
0.999
0.999
1.000

Age
(Ma)

305.4
126.7 
129.1
145.9
156.0
140.9
141.8
117.8 

-129.2
206.0
148.4

± l a  
(Ma)
97.1 
8.8 
2.6 
0.9
2.4
4.4 
4.1

28.1 
192.0 
241.6

1.8

% Atm 
40 Ar 
42.9 
27.3 

7.8 
1.6
1.3
2.3 
5.1

22.6
210.0

-104.2
3.4

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Fraction o f 39Ar Released Fraction o f 39Ar Released

Figure 5-7.40Ar/39Ar dating of hornblende #4 from sample 00RF463A (Jhb). Hornblende sample 
#4 from biotite homblendite. la  error bars are shown. Complete data is reported in table A-14. 
The lack of a plateau in the age spectrum appears to be the result of partial thermal resetting.
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Sample: 00RF463A hornblende #3
Laser Cumulative Age ± l a % Atm
(mW) 39Ar (Ma) (Ma) 40 Ar

150 0.001 70.0 24.8 61.7
500 0.009 83.6 3.1 30.1

1000 0.064 103.2 0.4 8.6
1500 0.160 107.3 0.9 4.4
2000 0.293 107.7 0.5 2.6
2500 0.446 108.6 0.7 1.8
3000 0.606 109.7 0.3 0.8
3500 0.774 108.8 0.8 1.1
4000 0.897 107.9 1.0 1.4
8700 1.000 112.6 1.0 1.5

Integrated 108.4 0.9 2.5

Plateau age = 109.3 ± 0 .3 Ma
Number o f fractions = 4 
39Ar released = 60.4% 
Plateau M SW D = 1.6

Fraction o f 39Ar Released

Fraction o f 39Ar Released
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Fraction o f 39Ar Released
1.0

Figure 5-8.40Ar/39Ar dating of hornblende #3 from sample 00RF463A (Jhb). Hornblende sample 
#3 from biotite homblendite. Plateau data is in bold text, and dark shaded portions of spectra are 
the plateau, la  error bars are shown. Complete data is reported in table A-15. The plateau age of
109.2 ± 0.3 Ma appears to represent nearly total thermal resetting, and suggests there was also 
biotite in the sample.
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Sample: 00RF463A hornblende #2
Laser Cumulative Age ± l a % Atm
(mW) 39Ar (Ma) (Ma) 40 Ar

50 0 . 0 0 1 1233.7 254.5 41.4
300 0.007 533.6 22.4 41.1
500 0.019 215.2 13.3 70.2
750 0.025 176.9 29.6 82.4

1000 0.034 144.5 26.7 68.2
1250 0.044 141.6 14.6 43.3
1500 0.059 160.4 13.6 53.3
1750 0.075 157.7 9.4 38.0
2000 0.096 154.9 6.3 29.6 s

2500 0.174 173.0 4.8 8.1 CD
bD

3500 0.540 175.9 2.2 5.7 <

8700 1 . 0 0 0 176.2 2.8 4.4
Integrated 178.1 2.1 15.6

Plateau age = 175.7 ± 1 .6 Ma
Number o f fractions = 3 
39Ar released = 90.4% 
Plateau MSWD = 0.18

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Fraction o f 39Ar Released

Figure 5-9.40Ar/39Ar dating of hornblende #2 from sample 00RF463A (Jhb). Hornblende sample 
#2 from biotite homblendite. Plateau data is in bold text, and dark shaded portions of spectra are 
the plateau, la  error bars are shown. Complete data is reported in table A-16. The plateau age of
175.7 ± 1.6 Ma is the minimum age for igneous crystallization of the biotite homblendite, and 
could represent igneous or metamorphic cooling, or some degree of thermal resetting.
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bent in thin section, indicating deformation after igneous crystallization. Apparent ages 

younger than the plateau age of 175.7 ± 1.6 yielded by hornblende sample #2 reflect thermal 

resetting. The plateau age of 109.3 ± 0.6 Ma for biotite from biotite homblendite probably 

represents nearly complete thermal resetting, and a single thermal event causing nearly total 

argon loss would not greatly postdate this plateau age.

5.5 Nasina and Klondike series

White mica in two samples from the Klondike and Nasina series was dated by 

40Ar/39Ar to investigate the thermal history of these lithologic units. These two samples are 

from locations about 1.8 km apart, on the north side of the Top of the World Highway.

5.5.1 Low-grade schist (00RF549A)

White mica from quartz augen-bearing white mica-quartz schist in the low-grade 

schist unit (Pks), about 0.8 km north of customs on the Top of the World Highway [Ar6], was 

dated by 40Ar/39Ar in this study. White mica (phengitic muscovite) is up to 1 mm in size in this 

rock, and grains selected for dating appear unaltered. Quartz in this rock has ragged margins 

and undulose extinction, providing no evidence of static recrystallization due to post-tectonic 

reheating (as described in Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002). Analytical data produced in 40Ar/39Ar 

dating of this sample is shown in figure 5-10, with complete data reported in table A-17.

White mica from the quartz augen-bearing white mica-quartz schist yielded a plateau 

age of 156.9 ± 1 .2  Ma, with a plateau in the age spectrum comprised of 11 step-heating 

fractions, representing 81.6% of total 39Ar released. The age spectrum is uneven, with a 

general slight increase in apparent age towards lower temperature fractions, suggestive of 

some degree of argon loss due to thermal resetting. Ca/K and Cl/K are relatively consistent 

through most of the spectrum and atmospheric argon is low. The plateau age appears to most 

likely represent partial resetting during a later thermal event, rather than just cooling from 

greenschist-facies metamorphism, although very slow cooling in the range of the closure 

temperature for argon diffusion cannot be completely ruled out, and petrographic evidence of 

post-tectonic reheating is lacking. It is unlikely the apparent thermal resetting of this sample 

was caused by Miocene basanite (sample 00RF547B) about 300 meters to the south, because 

this volcanic activity probably had very localized thermal effects.
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Sample: 00RF549A white mica
Laser Cumulative Age ± l a % Atm
(mW) 39Ar (Ma) (Ma) 40 Ar

200 0.005 153.4 42.7 -9.4
400 0.049 163.2 6.4 -0.8
600 0.184 162.6 1.5 -1.2
800 0.317 159.7 1.8 -0.6

1000 0.408 160.7 2.1 -1.7
1200 0.500 158.3 1.3 1.3
1400 0.558 154.2 2.4 1.6
1600 0.588 153.1 3.1 4.2
1800 0.625 155.2 3.5 3.3
2000 0.665 160.8 3.0 0.6
2500 0.732 155.5 5.0 2.5
3000 0.856 155.3 2.8 2.9
3500 0.954 154.8 3.5 2.8
8700 1.000 152.0 7.4 4.3

Integrated 157.9 1.1 1.0

Plateau age = 156.9 ± 1.2 Ma
Number o f fractions = 11 
39Ar released = 81.6%  
Plateau M SW D = 1.29

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
Fraction o f 39Ar Released

Figure 5-10.40Ar/39Ar dating of white mica from sample 00RF549A (Pks). White mica from 
quartz augen-bearing white mica-quartz schist in the low-grade schist unit. Plateau data is in bold 
text, and dark shaded portions of spectra are the plateau. 1 a  error bars are shown. Complete data is 
reported in table A-17. The plateau age of 156.9 ±1.2 Ma probably represents partial resetting 
during a later thermal event.
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K-Ar dating of white mica in white mica-quartz schist in Klondike schist along Hall 

Creek about 200 meters east of the border, about 1.5 km to the north-northeast, yielded an age 

of 155.6 ± 2.4 Ma (Hunt and Roddick, 1992b). The apparent concordance of this age with the 

plateau age yielded by sample 00RF549A may be due to similarity in grain size and 

composition, with approximately the same degree of partial argon loss and age reset.

5.5.2 Metatuff layer in the Nasina series (00RF015B)

Two samples of white mica from a thin white mica-quartz schist layer in 

carbonaceous quartz schist (DMsqc), north of the Top of the World Highway and about 1.5 

km west of the border [Ar7], were dated by 40Ar/39Ar in this study. The white mica-quartz 

schist appears to be a metatuff layer, and white mica (phengitic muscovite) is up to 2 mm in 

size in this rock; grains and fragments selected for dating appear unaltered. Quartz in this rock 

has ragged margins and undulose extinction. Analytical data produced in 40Ar/39Ar dating of 

these samples is shown in figures 5-11 and 5-12, with complete data reported in tables A-18 

and A-19.

White mica sample #1 from the white mica-quartz schist consisted of several grains 

about 1 mm in size. White mica sample #1 (figure 5-11) yielded a plateau age of 106.2 ± 0.6 

Ma, with a relatively flat plateau in the age spectrum comprised of nine step-heating fractions, 

representing 92.6% of total 39Ar released. Ca/K and Cl/K are relatively consistent throughout 

the plateau and atmospheric argon is low. White mica sample #2 from the white mica-quartz 

schist consisted of a white mica grain about 2 mm in size. White mica sample #2 (figure 5-12) 

yielded step-heating fractions with apparent ages mostly from 109.4 to 121.6 Ma, without a 

well-defined plateau in the age spectrum, and an integrated age of 115.1 ± 0.9 Ma. The age 

spectrum is uneven, with a general slight increase in apparent age towards mid-temperature 

step-heating fractions, suggesting partial argon loss during thermal resetting. Ca/K and Cl/K 

are relatively consistent through the most of the spectrum and atmospheric argon is low.

Mid-Cretaceous apparent ages yielded by white mica samples from the white mica- 

quartz schist probably represent thermal resetting, rather than just cooling from greenschist- 

facies metamorphism, evident in the degree of resetting of different size grains. Although 

petrographic evidence of post-tectonic reheating is lacking, the plateau age of 106.2 ± 0.6 Ma 

yielded by white mica sample #1 appears to represent cooling following nearly total argon loss
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Sample: OORFO 15B white m ica# l 
Laser Cumulative Age ± l a  % A tm
(mW) 39Ar (Ma) (Ma) 40Ar

200 0.005 126.6 14.1 -0.7
400 0.026 110.0 3.6 -7.2
600 0.067 97.7 1.3 -0.2
800 0.117 105.2 1.0 -2.2

1000 0.176 106.7 1.2 0.0
1200 0.250 107.4 1.6 -0.9
1400 0.345 105.9 1.4 -0.4
1600 0.468 105.3 0.9 0.0
1800 0.584 106.2 0.9 -0.1
2000 0.708 106.3 1.1 -0.6
2500 0.899 106.7 0.8 -0.2
3000 0.993 106.2 1.4 0.4
3500 0.996 143.7 55.6 -28.2
8700 1.000 116.5 29.7 -6.3

Integrated 106.2 0.6 -0.6

Plateau age = 106.2 ± 0.6 Ma 
Number o f fractions = 9 
39Ar released = 92.6%
Plateau MSWD = 0.38

Fraction o f 39Ar Released

Figure 5-11.40Ar/39Ar dating of white mica #1 from sample OORFO 15B (MDsqc). White mica 
sample #1 from a white mica-quartz schist layer in carbonaceous quartz schist. Plateau data is in 
bold text, and dark shaded portions of spectra are the plateau, la  error bars are shown. Complete 
data is reported in table A-18. The plateau age of 106.2 ± 0.6 Ma probably represents cooling 
following nearly total argon loss and age reset, with the heating event at a slightly earlier date.
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Sample: 00RF015A white mica #2
Laser Cumulative Age ± l a %  Atm
(mW) 39Ar (Ma) (Ma) 40 Ar

200 0.003 43.7 45.3 76.5
400 0.016 101.8 9.2 12.5
600 0.049 105.6 3.9 -0.9
800 0.098 109.4 2.1 2.0

1000 0.167 115.0 2.3 1.7
1200 0.263 121.6 2.1 -1.9
1400 0.444 118.6 0.8 0.3
1600 0.597 114.5 1.3 1.7
2000 0.704 112.5 1.6 -0.1
2500 0.808 113.9 3.9 -0.7
3000 0.893 116.5 2.1 -1.1
3500 0.954 117.3 2.9 0.2
8700 1.000 115.0 3.7 4.9

Integrated 115.1 0.9 0.9

No plateau

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Fraction o f 39Ar Released

1.0

-0.008

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Fraction o f 39Ar Released

1.0

Figure 5-12.40Ar/39Ar dating of white mica #2 from sample 00RF015B (MDsqc). White mica 
sample #2 from a white mica-quartz schist layer in carbonaceous quartz schist, la  error bars are 
shown. Complete data reported in table A-19. The lack of a plateau in the age spectrum appears to 
represent partial thermal resetting, at a date later than the integrated age of 115.1 ± 0.9 Ma.
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and age reset. It is unlikely that the difference between this plateau age and the integrated age 

yielded by white mica sample #2 (about 9 Ma) is the result of different grain sizes during 

metamorphic cooling, thus white mica sample #2 appears to be partially reset. The age reset of 

these white mica samples most likely occurred during a relatively short-lived thermal event 

that peaked shortly before 106 Ma.

This metatuff layer in the Nasina series is at a structural and stratigraphic level 

apparently less than 500 meters lower than the location of sample 00RF549A in the Klondike 

series. The thermal event shortly before 106 Ma presumably also caused the partial resetting 

of white mica in sample 00RF549A, because the alternative explanation is cooling proceeding 

at an impossibly slow rate downward. Petrographic evidence of static recrystallization of 

quartz is lacking in either of these samples, but if static recrystallization of quartz was likely to 

occur in the range of the closure temperature for argon diffusion in white mica, then an 

extremely slow cooling rate would seem even more likely than a relatively short-lived 

reheating event to produce this texture.

5.6 Coarse-grained mica schist and amphibolite

Muscovite in coarse-grained mica schist (mPzcs) and hornblende in amphibolite 

(mPzam) of the Fortymile River assemblage from the one set of large outcrops, near the 

southern end of the map area [Ar8], were dated by 40Ar/39Ar in this study. This dating of 

minerals with different closure temperatures for argon diffusion, from rocks in one set of 

outcrops, was conducted to investigate the thermal history of these lithologic units.

5.6.1 Coarse-grained mica schist (00RF126A)

Muscovite from gamet-biotite-clinozoisite-plagioclase-muscovite-quartz schist in the 

coarse-grained mica schist unit was dated by 40Ar/39Ar in this study. Muscovite is up to several 

millimeters in size in this rock, and fragments selected for dating appear unaltered. Quartz in 

this rock has ragged margins and undulose extinction. Analytical data produced in 40Ar/39Ar 

dating of this sample is shown in figure 5-13, with complete data reported in table A-20.

Muscovite from the coarse-grained mica schist yielded step-heating fractions with 

apparent ages mostly from 153.0 to 174.9 Ma, without a well-defined plateau in the age 

spectrum, and an integrated age of 167.1 ± 0.8 Ma. The age spectrum is uneven, with a
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Sample: 00RF126A muscovite
Laser Cumulative Age ± l a % Atm
(mW) 39Ar (Ma) (Ma) 40 Ar

200 0.005 146.5 20.5 -7.9
400 0.024 158.0 6.4 5.1
600 0.111 174.9 1.3 0.0
800 0.282 171.8 0.7 -0.3

1000 0.431 166.6 0.9 0.3
1200 0.624 167.5 0.6 0.4
1400 0.732 164.0 0.8 -1.0
1600 0.759 157.5 3.5 -1.4
1800 0.785 159.2 3.7 1.3
2000 0.811 164.9 3.7 -4.1
2500 0.844 153.0 4.2 0.5
3000 0.871 157.5 4.8 -0.3
3500 0.949 170.9 1.9 -0.7
8700 1.000 168.7 2.5 -0.5

Integrated 167.1 0.8 -0.1

No plateau

Fraction o f 39Ar Released

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Fraction o f 39Ar Released

1.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
Fraction o f 39Ar Released

1.0

Figure 5-13.4<)Ar/39Ar dating of muscovite from sample 00RFT26A (mPzcs). Muscovite from 
gamet-biotite-clinozoisite-plagioclase-muscovite-quartz schist in the coarse-grained mica schist 
unit, la  error bars are shown. Complete data reported in table A-20. The lack of a plateau in the 
age spectrum probably represents partial thermal resetting, at a date later than the integrated age 
of 167.1 ±0.8 Ma.
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general slight increase in apparent age towards lower temperature fractions, suggesting partial 

argon loss due to thermal resetting. Atmospheric argon is low, and Ca/K and Cl/K are 

relatively consistent throughout the spectrum. The apparent ages of 153.0 to 174.9 Ma 

probably are the result of partial resetting during a later thermal event, rather than only 

representing cooling from middle amphibolite-facies metamorphism.

40Ar/39Ar dating of muscovite from quartz-zoisite-biotite-muscovite gneiss about 7 km 

to the southeast, along the Sixtymile River just west of the border, yielded a plateau age of 177 

± 1 Ma (M.A. Lanphere, pers. commun. in Dusel-Bacon et al., 1995) in an undisturbed, flat 

age spectrum, and biotite from the same sample yielded a pseudoplateau age of 123.6 ± 0.7 

Ma, in an uneven age spectrum (Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002). Dusel-Bacon et al. (2002) interpret 

these ages to represent cooling between the closure temperatures for argon diffusion of 

muscovite and biotite over more than 50 Ma, and consider thermal resetting associated with 

mid-Cretaceous plutonism unlikely, because the nearest known Cretaceous intrusion, the Crag 

Mountain pluton, is 6.5 km to the south. However, this cooling rate seems impossibly slow, 

particularly considering the flat age spectrum yielded by muscovite, unlikely even if cooling 

had been relatively fast until the temperature hovered around the closure temperature for argon 

diffusion in biotite for about 50 Ma. What is the closure temperature for argon diffusion in 

muscovite that experiences a temperature of about 300°C for 50 Ma? Considering the veiy 

poor exposure in the Sixtymile River drainage south of the Boundary area, the likelihood of 

mid-Cretaceous igneous activity in this area is strongly suggested by the presence of the Crag 

Mountain pluton only 6.5 km away. Until recently, the Crag mountain pluton had been 

thought to be Early Jurassic age (Mortensen, 1996). U-Pb dating of monazite from the Crag 

Mountain pluton yielded a crystallization age of 107.5 ± 1 Ma (J.K. Mortensen, oral commun., 

in Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002), an age of igneous activity in the region that also explains the 

apparent thermal resetting of samples 00RF015B and 00RF463A in this thesis study.

5.6.2 Amphibolite (00RF126B)

Hornblende from quartz-zoisite-homblende amphibolite in the amphibolite unit was 

dated by 40Ar/39Ar in this study. Hornblende grains are up to 2 mm long in this rock; 

fragments selected for dating had as little alteration as possible, although some alteration of 

hornblende in this rock is apparent in thin section (see figure 2-18), and this rock also has
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abundant zoisite, instead of plagioclase, an atypical mineralogy for this lithologic unit. 

Analytical data produced in 40Ar/39Ar dating of this sample is shown in figure 5-14, with 

complete data reported in table A-21.

Hornblende from the amphibolite yielded a plateau age of 174.4 ±3 . 2  Ma, with a 

plateau in the age spectrum comprised of eight step-heating fractions, representing 93.3% of 

total 39Ar released. Ca/K ratios indicate this is low-potassium hornblende, thus significant 

errors are associated with argon isotope measurements in the spectrum. The age spectrum is 

uneven throughout, and only the large errors associated with apparent ages of individual step- 

heating fractions permit the definition of a plateau. The uneven age spectrum may suggest 

argon loss due to thermal resetting, although the resolution is insufficient for an unequivocal 

interpretation. Ca/K and Cl/K are relatively consistent through most of the spectrum; relatively 

low Ca/K, erratic Cl/K, and high atmospheric argon in low-temperature step-heating fractions 

suggest alteration. The isochron age of 174.7 ± 4.0 Ma is based upon an isochron diagram 

with a significant range in 40Ar/36Ar and MSWD = 1.13, although this isochron age is also 

subject to lack of resolution due to the low potassium content of the hornblende. The plateau 

and isochron ages of about 174 Ma represent the minimum age of cooling from middle 

amphibolite-facies metamorphism of the Fortymile River assemblage in this area, and may 

also reflect some degree of thermal resetting. The low potassium concentration and thus low 

levels of radiogenic argon produced by this hornblende may also contribute to susceptibility to 

thermal resetting due to argon loss.

Hornblende from garnet amphibolite about 2 km to the south yielded an 40Ar/39Ar total 

fusion age of 202.4 ± 1.6 Ma (Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002). This amphibolite is on the same 

ridge and probably from the same layer as sample 00RF126B. Dusel-Bacon et al. (2002) 

interpret this and other ages of about 210-195 Ma yielded by 40Ar/36Ar dating in the southeast 

Eagle quadrangle to be Late Triassic or older metamorphic ages partially reset by plutonic and 

tectonic activity at about 186 Ma. In this thesis study, the plateau age of 191.0 ± 1.6 Ma 

yielded by sample 00RF222A provides the best constraint on the minimum age of 

metamorphic cooling in the Fortymile River assemblage in the Boundary area.



Sample: 00RF126B hornblende
Laser Cumulative Age ± l a % Atm
(mW) 39 aAr (Ma) (Ma) 40 Ar

200 0.010 200.4 132.9 76.3
400 0.019 171.7 140.0 66.4
600 0.034 -33.7 121.9 112.4
750 0.062 134.9 51.0 31.2
900 0.138 179.8 19.8 7.9

1050 0.313 173.1 5.2 12.0
1200 0.539 183.7 4.2 3.4
1500 0.660 163.9 6.5 13.7
1800 0.835 171.8 3.7 8.4
2100 0.933 174.7 7.5 6.0
2500 0.964 163.0 40.6 9.3
3500 0.995 165.7 35.7 8.0
8700 1.000 276.7 177.6 -39.1

Integrated 171.2 4.2 14.8

Plateau age = 174.4 ± 3.2 Ma 
Number o f fractions = 8 
39Ar released = 93.3%
Plateau MS W D = 1.2 
Isochron age = 174.7 ± 4.0 Ma 
Number o f fractions = 13 
Initial 40Ar/36Ar = 291.9 ± 61.6 
Isochron MS W D = 1.13

Fraction o f ’’Ar Released

Fraction o f 39Ar Released

Fraction o f  ̂ Ar Released

Figure 5-14.40Ar/39Ar dating of hornblende from sample 00RF126B (mPzam). Hornblende from 
quartz-zoisite-homblende amphibolite in the amphibolite unit. Plateau data is in bold text, and 
dark shaded portions of spectra are the plateau. 1 ct error bars are shown. Complete data reported in 
table A-21. The plateau and isochron ages of about 174 Ma represent the minimum age of 
metamorphic cooling, and probably also reflect some degree of thermal resetting.
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6. Synthesis

6.1 Tectonic history

The tectonic history of the Boundary area is constrained by structural relationships 

defined in this study, isotopic dating of correlative lithologic units in the region, and 40Ar/39Ar 

dating performed as part of this study. Lithology and composition constrain the protolith types 

of metamorphic rocks in the Boundary area, and regional correlations constrain the ages of 

metamorphic rocks in the Boundary area. The age of metamorphic cooling and thrust 

imbrication in the Boundary area is constrained by isotopic dating in this study and in 

correlative lithologic units in the region. A later thermal event is suggested by evidence of 

resetting in 40Ar/39Ar dating in this study. Age constraints on high-angle faulting in the area 

are suggested by volcanic rocks presumably associated with strike-slip faulting, and evidence 

of active faulting. Although the absolute timing of some events in the tectonic history of the 

Boundary area is uncertain, the results of this study have imposed numerous constraints on the 

nature and timing of tectonic events in the Boundary area. Table 6-1 summarizes the 

interpretations of the tectonic history of the Boundary area in this study.

The Fortymile River assemblage is the highest structural level exposed in the 

Boundary area. The Fortymile River assemblage in the Boundary area is primarily mafic, 

metavolcanic and lesser metasedimentary rocks, with minor felsic components, except in the 

southeast map area, where felsic metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks are the majority, 

with lesser mafic metavolcanic rocks. Basaltic rocks in the Fortymile River assemblage in the 

Boundary area appear to have MORB geochemistry, and the overall composition of the 

assemblage appears generally compatible with the oceanic origin suggested by Hansen and 

Dusel-Bacon (1998). Granitic orthogneiss of Early to mid-Mississippian age in the Fortymile 

River assemblage in the region (Mortensen, unpub. data in Mortensen, 1999; Szumigala et al., 

2002) suggests metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks of Fortymile River assemblage in the 

Boundary area are Early Mississippian age or older. The Fortymile River assemblage in the 

Boundary area has been metamorphosed to approximately middle amphibolite facies, 

consistent with geothermobarometric analysis in the region by Dusel-Bacon et al. (1995).

The Nasina and Klondike series are the lowest structural level exposed in the 

Boundary area. Protolith ages of the Nasina and Klondike series are well constrained by
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Table 6-1. Summary of interpreted tectonic history of the Boundary area. Explanation of these 
interpretations comprises section 6.2.

TECTO NIC ASSEM BLAG ES:

Fortym ile River assem blage
Highest structural level 
Oceanic origin(?)
Middle amphibolite facies
Some granitic orthogneiss: Early to mid-Mississippian age 
Metavolcanic/metasedimentary: Early Mississippian age 

or older

Ultram afic rocks and m etagabbro

Imbricated along thrust faults 
Dismembered ophiolite(?)
Lower greenschist facies 
Permian or Triassic age(?)

TECTO NIC H ISTORY:

Event (oldest to youngest)

Onset o f metamorphism in Boundary area ...........................
Onset o f metamorphism in Klondike & Nasina series .......
Peak metamorphism o f metamorphic rocks .........................
Metamorphic cooling - 2 km south o f map area ..................
Igneous(?) cooling o f homblendite & minimum age of

metamorphic cooling in 40mile River assemblage .....
Thrust fault imbrication ...........................................................

Short-lived, igneous(?) thermal event ....................................
Intrusion o f Crag Mountain pluton - south o f map area .....
High-angle, strike-slip faulting ...............................................
Bimodal magmatism along high-angle fault zone(?) ..........
Intrusion o f basanite associated with high-angle faulting(?) 
High-angle faults producing benches with terrace gravels ..

Nasina and K londike series
Lowest structural level 
Marginal-basin origin(?)
Middle to upper greenschist facies 
Nasina series: Devonian to Mississippian age 
Klondike series: mid-Permian age

G neiss and schist unit

Imbricated along thm st faults 
Correlation uncertain 
Epidote-amphibolite facies 
Paleozoic age(?)

Age constraint

Age o f respective lithologic units 
Mid-Permian age o f the Klondike series 
Early Jurassic age or older
202.4 ± 1.6 M a1

191.0 ± 1.6 Ma2
After cooling below 500°C in 40mile River assemblage 
After(?) intrusion o f homblendite 
Before mid-Cretaceous thermal event 
Between 109.3 ± 0.6 Ma3 and 106.2 ± 0.6 Ma4
107.5 ± 1 Ma5

After thm st fault imbrication 
About 65 Ma6 
14.2 ± 0.4 Ma7 

Active

Isotopic dating cited:
1. 40Ar/39Ar total fusion age o f hornblende from garnet amphibolite (Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002).
2. 40Ar/39Ar plateau age o f hornblende from plagioclase homblendite (sample 00RF222A).
3. 40Ar/39Ar plateau age o f biotite from biotite homblendite (00RF463A).
4. 40Ar/39Ar plateau age o f white mica from metatuff in the Nasina series (00RF015B).
5. U-Pb monazite date (J.K. Mortensen, oral commun., in Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002)
6. ^A r/^A r plateau ages o f oxyhomblende from andesite (00RF517) & whole-rock sample o f rhyolite (00RF113B).
7. 40Ar/39Ar plateau age o f whole-rock sample o f basanite (00RF547B).
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regional correlations. The metasedimentary rocks of the Nasina series are Devonian to 

Mississippian age (Mortensen, 1996), and carbonaceous material suggests deposition in a 

highly reducing environment, such as a restricted basin (Boggs, 1995). The Klondike series is 

mid-Permian age (Mortensen, 1988b; Mortensen, 1990b; Mortensen, unpub. data in 

Mortensen, 1999), and comprised of felsic to intermediate metavolcanic and metasedimentary 

rocks in the Boundary area. The overall composition of the Nasina and Klondike series in the 

Boundary area appears generally compatible with the marginal-basin origin suggested by 

Hansen and Dusel-Bacon (1998), and minor basaltic rocks in the Nasina series appear to have 

MORB geochemistry. Rocks of the Nasina and Klondike series in the Boundary area are 

metamorphosed to middle to upper greenschist facies, within the Barrovian biotite zone. The 

apparent correlation of the presence of biotite with potassium feldspar in the Klondike series 

suggests a metamorphic grade towards the lower end of the biotite zone, consistent with the 

higher stratigraphic level of the Klondike series. Kyanite quartzite apparently within the 

Nasina series, associated with biotite quartzite, indicates medium pressure during peak 

metamorphism (Yardley, 1989).

Ultramafic rocks and metagabbro generally imbricated along thrust faults in the 

Boundary area may represent part of a dismembered ophiolite, representing obducted oceanic 

crust and associated upper mantle material. The ultramafic rocks are serpentinized dunite, and 

Keith et al. (1981) suggest that the Mt. Sorensen serpentinized ultramafic body and associated 

lithologies, in a similar structural setting in the northern Eagle quadrangle, are a dismembered 

ophiolite. Regional correlations (Foster et al., 1978; Keith et al., 1981; Abbott, 1983) suggest 

serpentinized ultramafic rocks and metagabbro in the Boundary area probably are Permian or 

Triassic age. Mineralogy and textures of the serpentinized ultramafic rocks and metagabbro 

are consistent with lower greenschist facies.

The origin of gneiss and schist imbricated along thrust faults in the Boundary area is 

obscure. The gneiss and schist is a heterogenous lithologic unit, and mineralogy does not 

suggest tectonic recrystallization of adjacent lithologies in a fault zone (Yardley, 1989), thus 

correlation of the gneiss and schist unit is not suggested by composition. Basaltic rocks in the 

gneiss and schist unit appear to have MORB geochemistry. The gneiss and schist unit (Pzgs) 

is epidote-amphibolite facies, a metamorphic grade intermediate between the Fortymile River 

assemblage and Nasina and Klondike series in the Boundary area. Granitic orthogneiss sills
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and dikes are ubiquitous in Fortymile River assemblage in the Boundary area, and particularly 

abundant in areas adjacent to the gneiss and schist unit, but these intrusive rocks are not 

present in the gneiss and schist unit. The gneiss and schist unit presumably is Paleozoic age, 

although the only certain association of the gneiss and schist unit is with the thrust fault zone 

itself.

The onset of metamorphism of Boundary area lithologies is generally constrained by 

the ages of the respective lithologic units. Because the primary contact between the Klondike 

and Nasina series in the Boundary area appears to be a Paleozoic unconformity, the mid- 

Permian age of the Klondike series constrains the onset of metamorphism in both the 

Klondike and Nasina series.

Peak metamorphism and development of primary foliation in metamorphic rocks in 

the Boundary area appears to Early Jurassic age or older. Numerous isotopic dates reflecting 

metamorphic cooling and later thermal reset from lithologic units in the region correlative 

with Boundary area lithologies are Early Jurassic age and younger (Lowdon, 1961; Lowdon et 

al., 1962; Foster, 1969; J.G. Smith, unpub. data in Foster et al., 1976; D.L. Turner, unpub. data 

in Foster et al., 1976; Htoon, 1981; Cushing, 1984; Hansen et al., 1991; Hunt and Roddick, 

1992b; Hunt and Roddick, 1993; M.A. Lanphere, pers. commun. in Dusel-Bacon et al., 1995; 

Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002). 40Ar/39Ar dating in this study of hornblende in plagioclase 

homblendite in the central map area yielded a plateau age of 191.0 ± 1.6 Ma, probably 

representing igneous cooling, and constraining the minimum age for cooling from middle 

amphibolite-facies metamorphism of adjacent Fortymile River assemblage lithologies. This 

cooling could have occurred at least as early as the 40Ar/39Ar total fusion age of 202.4 ± 1.6 

Ma for hornblende from garnet amphibolite about 2 km south of the Boundary map area 

(Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002).

Early Jurassic metamorphic cooling ages in the Yukon-Tanana terrane in east-central 

Alaska may be due to uplift associated with thrusting. Dusel-Bacon et al. (2002) suggest that 

numerous 40Ar/39Ar plateau ages for metamorphic and plutonic rocks in the eastern Eagle 

quadrangle are the result of rapid and widespread Early Jurassic (about 188-186 Ma) cooling 

associated with thrusting. Juxtaposition of middle amphibolite- to lower greenschist-facies 

lithologies in the Boundary area is the result of thrusting that postdates cooling below the 

closure temperature for argon diffusion of hornblende (about 500°C; McDougall and Harrison,
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Figure 6-1. Temperatures of peak metamorphism of tectonic assemblages juxtaposed along 
thrust faults in the Boundary area. East half of cross-section C-Cf in the southeast map area shown. 
Metamorphic facies of lithologic units are indicated, with temperatures of peak metamorphism 
estimated from diagrams in Blatt and Tracy (1996). Juxtaposition of these Iithologies postdates 
cooling in the Fortymile River assemblage below the closure temperature for argon diffusion of 
hornblende (about 500°C; McDougall and Harrison, 1999).

1999) in amphibolite-facies Iithologies (figure 6-1), which appears to be Early Jurassic age. 

40Ar/39Ar plateau ages of 175.7 ± 1.6 Ma for hornblende in biotite homblendite and 174.4 ±

3.2 Ma for hornblende in amphibolite from the southern map area also may represent 

metamorphic cooling associated with thrusting and uplift, with thmst fault imbrication 

postdating these Middle Jurassic ages, or these plateau ages may be the result of some degree 

of thermal resetting.

The apparent confinement of homblendite to the Fortymile River assemblage suggests 

thmst imbrication postdates the intrusion of homblendite in the Boundary area. Homblendite 

or pyroxenite has not been mapped or described in the Nasina or Klondike series in the 

Boundary area or adjacent parts of the Yukon Territory. The very coarse grain size of the 

homblendite suggests slow crystallization and intrusion at considerable depth, into hot country 

rock, possibly roughly contemporaneous with metamorphic cooling. Likewise, some of the
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weakly foliated granitic (orthogneiss) sills and dikes confined to the Fortymile River 

assemblage in the Boundary area may be related to weakly foliated Early Jurassic granitic 

rocks in other parts of the Eagle A-l quadrangle (Szumigala et al., 2002), although this 

suggested age constraint on the maximum age of thrust imbrication is based on uncertain 

correlation.

40Ar/39Ar dating in this study yielded results that suggest complete and nearly 

complete mid-Cretaceous thermal reset, and older ages up to Middle Jurassic age that suggest 

partial thermal reset. These results cannot be attributed to extremely slow cooling, such as the 

rate of less than 100°C over more than 50 Ma suggested by Dusel-Bacon et al. (2002) for a 

sample about 5 km south of the Boundary map area. Dusel-Bacon et al. (2002) suggest that 

mid-Cretaceous isotopic dates in east-central Alaska in lithologic units modeled to represent 

lower structural levels represent tectonic unroofing during a proposed mid-Cretaceous 

extension event, but this interpretation does not appear to explain mid-Cretaceous isotopic 

dates in the Boundary area. The Boundary area appears to have been affected by a mid- 

Cretaceous reheating event, and this thermal event also is the youngest age constraint on thrust 

fault imbrication in the Boundary area provided by this study.

The mid-Cretaceous thermal event in the Boundary area appears likely to have been 

igneous, with widespread and locally variable effects. The locations of Boundary area samples 

that yielded mid-Cretaceous and older ages are shown in figure 6-2. Numerous mid- 

Cretaceous intrusions have been dated in the eastern Eagle and northern Tanacross 

quadrangles (J.G. Smith, unpub. data in Foster et al., 1976; Newberry et al., 1998; Werdon et 

al., 2001). Although mid-Cretaceous igneous rocks were not found in this study and have not 

previously been mapped in the Boundary area, exposure is poor in many parts of the map area. 

Bias towards mapping well-foliated lithologies that form outcrops is evident in that the large 

metagabbro body in the central map area, along a major tectonic contact in the most accessible 

part of the map area, was not mapped or described prior to this thesis study. In mid-Cretaceous 

time. Boundary area metamorphic rocks presumably were still at considerable depth and at 

relatively elevated temperatures, thus intrusive activity in the area could have had widespread 

effects. The anticline encompassing the Boundary area may represent doming associated with 

plutonism at depth. The 40Ar/39Ar plateau age of 106.2 ± 0.6 Ma for white mica from a 

metatuff layer in the Nasina series (sample OORFO 15B) with a flat age spectrum (completely



Figure 6-2. Boundary area 40Ar/39Ar dating that yielded mid-Cretaceous and older ages. A short
lived mid-Cretaceous thermal event appears to have had widespread and locally variable effects 
in the Boundary area. U-Pb dating of monazite from the Crag Mountain pluton yielded a 
crystallization age of 107.5 ± 1 Ma (J.K. Mortensen, oral commun., in Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002). 
Base map modified from U.S. Geological Survey digital raster graphic images of the Eagle and 
Tanacross quadrangles (1996).
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reset) and the plateau age of 109.3 ± 0.6 Ma for biotite in biotite homblendite (00RF463A) 

with a slightly humped age spectrum (almost completely reset) appear to bracket a relatively 

short-lived thermal event in the Boundary area. The U-Pb monazite date of 107.5 ± 1 Ma for 

the Crag Mountain pluton (J.K. Mortensen, oral commun., in Dusel-Bacon et al., 2002), about 

10 km south of the Boundary map area, is the smoking gun.

High-angle, presumably strike-slip, faults are present in all lithologic assemblages in 

the Boundary area, and postdate thrust fault imbrication. Rhyolite and andesite in the southeast 

map area apparently represent bimodal magmatism at about 65 Ma, presumably along a 

northeast-trending high-angle fault zone, possibly representing localized extension. High- 

angle faults in the Boundary area could be related to the Tintina and Denali fault systems, with 

the trace of the Tintina fault within 65 km north of the Boundary area (Foster, 1976). In the 

Yukon Territory, about 450 km of post-Middle Jurassic to pre-Eocene offset has been 

documented on the Tintina fault system (Gabrielse, 1985), and in east-central Alaska, the main 

strike-slip movement is post-Early Cretaceous age, obliquely cutting fold and thmst trends as 

young as Early Cretaceous age, and predates the deposition of poorly dated Tertiaiy(?) 

sedimentary rocks along the fault zone trace (Dover, 1994). Miocene basanite in the Boundary 

area represents igneous activity possibly associated with late Tertiary high-angle faulting. 

Benches with terrace gravels above Walker Fork and lower Cherry Creek (Yeend, 1996) are 

evidence of relative uplift associated with active high-angle faulting in the region, with 

relatively rapid, local changes in base level. The present topography of the Boundary area, 

comprised of maturely dissected mountains with relatively flat ridgetops at higher elevations, 

presumably is due to late Tertiary uplift in the region.

6.2 Conclusions

Detailed geologic mapping with supporting laboratory investigations of the geology of 

the Boundary area enabled well-constrained structural relationships to be determined in this 

study, and provided constraints on the tectonic history of the region. Geologic mapping in this 

study can largely be considered new mapping, rather than simply a refinement of previous 

work in the area. The existence of the thmst fault zone was previously proposed (Foster et al., 

1985), a likely hypothesis given the ultramafic rocks juxtaposed along a major tectonic 

contact. Although a generally valid model in a regional sense, localized evidence for this
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interpretation cited by Foster et al. (1985)—biotite-bearing metafelsites in a layer along the 

Klondike/Nasina series contact north of the Top of the World Highway and interlayered with 

chloritic schist on the ridgetop south of Walker Fork—does not represent thrust faulting. It 

remained for this thesis study to locate component thrust faults in the Boundary area and 

identify many adjacent lithologies. Even in easily accessible areas, previous mapping in the 

Boundary lacked important features, such as the large metagabbro body in the central map 

area. Laboratory analysis in this study was crucial in definition of lithologic units, and thus 

structure in the Boundary area. Hand sample identification of many Boundary area lithologies 

is equivocal, evidenced by previous mapping of much of the metafelsites in the Boundary area 

as amphibolite facies (Foster, 1969; Foster et al., 1985).

Poor exposure is usually an issue in geologic work in interior Alaska, and alternative 

structural interpretations are possible in some parts of the Boundary area due to lack of 

exposure. The map area of this study was modified as fieldwork progressed to incorporate the 

area most crucial to determination of structural relationships in the Boundary area. Along 

some contacts between major tectonic assemblages, refinement may be possible within the 

constraints provided by exposure, although generally only minor. On the other hand, structural 

relationships in the western part of the map area are particularly ambiguous due to poor 

exposure and lack of variation in metamorphic grade, a situation common in much of the 

Yukon-Tanana Upland region. Airborne geophysical maps (Bums and Liss, 1999) were useful 

in delineating lithologic units in some poorly exposed parts of the map area of this study.

As a result of this thesis study, it is probably possible to constrain the age of thrust 

imbrication of tectonic assemblages in the Boundary area, which may be applicable 

throughout the region. The age of thrusting in the Boundary area could be directly constrained 

without equivocal geologic inferences. Field evidence of thrust imbrication of metamorphic 

rocks ranging from middle amphibolite facies to lower greenschist facies is unequivocal in 

parts of the southern Boundary map area, and perhaps some of the best exposure of thrust 

faults in east-central Alaska. Because this thrust imbrication must postdate cooling below 

about 500°C in the Fortymile River assemblage, 40Ar/39Ar dating of hornblende in Fortymile 

River assemblage lithologies in close proximity to the thrust zone should be able to provide a 

maximum age for juxtaposition of these tectonic assemblages. 40Ar/39Ar dating in this study
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suggests final thrust imbrication is Early Jurassic age or younger, although more 40Ar/39Ar 

dating would be required to provide unequivocal constraint.

40Ar/39Ar dating in this study demonstrates the capabilities of this method to resolve 

multiple events in the thermal history of a region. For example, although one sample of white 

mica from metatuff in the Nasina series yielded a flat mid-Cretaceous plateau with no 

analytical evidence of thermal reset, which could suggest metamorphic cooling, dating of a 

larger grain of white mica from the same rock produced substantially older ages, and thus 

indication of thermal reset. Further resolution on this mid-Cretaceous thermal event was 

provided by other 40Ar/39Ar dating in this study, and it is apparent that quality of the geologic 

interpretation of isotopic dating can be proportional to the quantity of isotopic dating.

There are potential limitations in using 40Ar/39Ar dating, which yields minimum ages, 

to attempt to constrain the maximum age of a geologic event. Due to the complex thermal 

history of the Boundary area, this study did not provide a well-constrained age for 

metamorphic cooling in the Fortymile River assemblage, and thus did provide a well- 

constrained maximum age for thrust imbrication. However, if more 40Ar/39Ar dating of 

hornblende in the Fortymile River assemblage from several locations in the Boundary area 

yielded concordant plateau ages, not likely the result of only partial thermal reset, this age 

would represent cooling below about 500°C in the Fortymile River assemblage. Even if this 

age represented cooling from complete thermal reset rather than metamorphic cooling, a 

widespread thermal event that completely reset hornblende would have to be at temperatures 

that exceed the metamorphic grade of greenschist-facies Iithologies imbricated along thrust 

faults in the Boundary area, thus more 40Ar/39Ar dating of hornblende in the Fortymile River 

assemblage could constrain the maximum age of thrust imbrication in the Boundary area.

This study could not have provided good constraint on structure in the Boundary area 

with only reconnaissance mapping. There is no substitute for time spent on the ground, and I 

spent the entire summer of 2000 in the Boundary area. Many of the areas critical to 

understanding structure in the Boundary area received repeated visits. Flexibility in modifying 

the map area as fieldwork progressed was critical to this study, and areas crucial to 

understanding structure in the Boundary area are in and on the edge of the Tanacross D-l 

quadrangle. The almost 800 rock samples in this study collected were invaluable, and 

supporting laboratory investigations were an essential part of this study. This type of detailed
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study with extensive fieldwork may not be feasible in most parts of interior Alaska, but 

without the level of constraint on geology provided by this type of study, the door is wide 

open to model-driven geologic interpretations.
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Appendix 1. Field and rock sample data 

Table A-l. Mineral symbols and abbreviations for common geologic terms used in
appendices. Most symbols and abbreviations 
(1991).

Abbreviation G eologic term
abun abundant
alt alteration or altered
bxa breccia
carb carbonaceous
comp composition
cs coarse
dissem disseminated
dk dark
fn fine
fol foliation or foliated

gr grained
It light
med medium
min(s) mineral(s)
phenos phenocrysts
predom predominant
retro retrograde
rx rocks
rxn reaction
sec secondary
um ultramafic
undul undulose (extinction)
unfol unfoliated
vnlts veinlets
w/ with
xl crystal(s)
xln crystalline

are as listed in Compton (1985) or Hansen

Symbol M ineral
Act actinolite
Alb albite
Bt biotite
Cal calcite
Chi chlorite
Czo clinozoisite
Epi epidote
FeOx Fe oxides and/or hydroxides
Fsp feldspar
Grph graphite
Grt garnet
Hbl hornblende
Kfsp Kfeldspar
Mt magnetite
Mus muscovite
Olig oligoclase
Plag plagioclase
Qtz quartz
Serp serpentine
Ttn titanite
WMica white mica
Zo zoisite



Table A-2. Boundary area field and rock sample data. UTM coordinates are zone 7, NAD27. Table A-l is key for mineral symbols and 
geologic term abbreviations. Lithologies have principal minerals listed from least to most abundant next to rock name, ± accessory 
minerals. Metamorphic grade: LG = lower greenschist; UG = middle to upper greenschist (biotite zone); EA = epidote-amphibolite; 
MA = middle amphibolite; I = igneous rock. Types of analyses: •  = performed on sample. Foliation and structural attitudes are given 
in right-hand rule (dip is counterclockwise from strike azimuth).
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0 0RF0 01 A 7105642 498192 Pks Bt-Chl-Qtz-WMica schist UG 0.35 • • 235 35
0 0RF001B 7105642 498172 MDsqc carb(?) Bt-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.12 N ?

00RF002 7106410 499880 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite, gray banded quartzite UG 0.01 323 23
00RF003 7106140 498920 MDsqc carb quartzite ± WMica UG 0.02
00RF004 7104780 497680 MDsqc WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite ± carb UG 0.07
0 0RF0 05 A 7105123 496026 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.19
00RF005B 7105123 496026 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.13
00RF006 7105692 494441 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss MA 0.10
0 0R F0 08 A 7105642 498088 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG
00RF008B 7105642 498088 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.13 270 24
0 0RF008C 7105642 498088 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.10
00RF009 7105385 497815 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite, Qtz-schist breccia UG 0.03
0 0 R F0 10 A 7105234 497570 MDsqc gray banded & white quartzite, carb(?) WMica quartzite UG 0.03
0 0RF010B 7105234 497570 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.05
OORFO 11 7105515 497771 MDsqc gray banded quartzite, carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.01
OORFO 12 7105830 498441 Pks Qtz-WMica schist ± Chi UG 0.07
OORFO 13 7105855 498466 Pks WMica-Chl-Qtz-Bt schist UG 0.16
0ORFO14A 7105946 498487 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.02
0 0RF014B 7105936 498487 MDsqc WMica-Qtz schist ± carb UG 0.08
0 0R F0 15 A 7106032 498505 MDsqc carb Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.03
OORFO 15B 7106032 498505 MDsqc WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.03 • •

00RF017 7106332 499110 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite, gray banded quartzite UG
OORFO 18A 7106738 498928 Pks WMica-Fsp-Bt-Qtz schist ± Chi UG 0.45 248 27
00RF018B 7106738 498928 Pks WMica-Fsp-Bt-Qtz schist UG 0.10
00RF019 7106657 498912 Pks Qtz-WMica schist w/ Qtz augen, WMica quartzite UG 0.03
00RF020 7106740 498815 Pks WMica-Chl-Fsp-Bt-Qtz schist UG 0.85
00RF021 7106748 498591 Pks WMica-Fsp-Bt-Qtz schist ± Act U(i 3.4 232 25
00RF022 7107021 498720 Pks Qtz-Chl-WMica schist UG 0.09 232 18

00RF023A1 7107866 494414 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Btjpieiss MA 0.19 300 25



Table A-2. Continued.

Station/

Sam ple# D e s c rip tiv e  data

0 0R F0 01 A N of hwy, 50m SW of turnout. Small outcrops. Silvery It gray to dk green, fh to med gr. Minor FeOx after pyrite. Isoclinal folding. Abun Qtz lenses.
00RF001B 20m W of 00RF001A. Small rubbly outcrops poking out for 10m N-S. Silvery gray, fn gr.
00RF002 N of US customs house. Outcrops & abun rubble on slope. Silvery It gray, fh to med gr; It to dk gray, fh gr. Minor FeOx along fol in schist.
00RF003 N side of hwy. Rubble/float in roadcut. Dk gray, fh gr. Abun FeOx along fol, in pods. Qtz lenses.
00RF004 N side of hwy, in roadcut at Nat'l Geodetic Survey marker. Rubbly outcrop. Silvery It to dk gray, fh to med gr. FeOx along fol, after pyrite up to 3mm. Fold w/ steep W limb, axis N-S?
0 0RF0 05 A N side of hwy, 50m E of road to S. Float in excavation. Dk green, fh gr w/ relict cs-gr texture of replaced mins, cs Chi, mod fol, somewhat schistose.
00RF005B N side of hwy, 50m E of road to S. Float in excavation. Dk green & white ± FeOx, fh gr w/ relict cs-gr texture of replaced mins.
00RF006 N side of hwy, E side of Canyon Ck rd. Float in excavation. Dk gray, med gr. Minor Cal vnlts.
0 0RF0 08 A Base of E end of Davis Dome. Rubbly outcrop at base of slope.
00RF008B Base of E end of Davis Dome. 40m line of rubbly outcrops at 10° up to 1.5m high. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, some crenulation. Abun FeOx after pyrite along fol.
0 0RF008C Base of E end of Davis Dome. Rubbly outcrop at base of slope. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. FeOx after pyrite up to 4mm.
00RF009 SE slope of Davis. Float & rubble on slope. Silvery gray, fh to med gr. Bxa vuggy w/ FeOx.
0G RF010A SW side of top of Davis Dome. Rubble & float at top of slope. Lt to dk gray, fh gr; silvery It gray, fn to med gr. FeOx along fol, after pyrite up to 3mm in schist.
00RF010B SW side of top of Davis Dome. Rubble & float at top of slope. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr, some crenulation. FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF011 N slope of Davis Dome. Rubble on slope. Lt to dk gray, fh gr; silvery lt gray, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx along fol, after pyrite up to 3mm in schist, vuggy.
00RF012 N of hwy, E of turnout. Float. Silvery It gray ± greenish, fh to med gr, some Epi(?). Abun FeOx along fol, in pods. Qtz lenses.
00RF013 N of hwy, E of turnout. Sparse float, several boulders. Silvery greenish dk gray, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx along fol, up to 3mm after pyrite. Qtz lenses.
00R F0 14 A N of hwy, SW end of hill. Float/rubble. Shiny dk gray, fh gr. Abun FeOx along fol. Qtz lenses.
00RF014B Downhill (S) from 00RF014, 1st swale of hillside at 85°. Float. Silvery lt to dk gray, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx along fol, after pyrite up to 3 mm. Qtz lenses.
00R F0 15 A W end of hilltop. Rubble. Dk gray, fh gr. Abun FeOx along fol. Qtz lenses.
00RF015B W end of hilltop. Thin layers in carb schist. Lt gray, fh to med gr, metatuff layers.
00RF017 W of rest stop, E side of hilltop. Rubble/float.
00RF0 18 A Top of spur to N. 100 x 20 x 5m high outcrop. Silvery greenish dk gray, fh to med gr. Fol wavy, abun minor folds. Qtz lenses.
00RF018B Top of spur to N. 100 x 20 x 5m high outcrop. Silvery dk gray, fh to med gr.
00RF019 Saddle 70m S of 00RF018. Float. Silvery lt gray, fh to med gr, Qtz augen up to 2 mm. Abun FeOx along fol, after pyrite up to 3mm, in pods.
00RF020 W end of 00RF018 outcrop. Outcrop. Silvery gray, fh to med gr. FeOx along fol, after pyrite up to 4mm.
00RF021 N side of draw on W side of spur. 40 x 15m high outcrop. Silvery gray, fh to med gr, ± Act up to 2 cm randomly aligned in plane of fol. FeOx after pyrite up to 4mm.
00RF022 Top of spur to N. Scattered boulders & small outcrops. Silvery dk greenish gray, fh to med gr. FeOx along fol, after pyrite up to 3mm. Fol crenulated.

00RF023A1
NE side of mouth of Kiles Ck. 50 x 3m high rubbly outcrop in excavation. Dk greenish gray ± FeOx, med gr. Abun Chi ± FeOx, some dissem pyrite, minor Cal vnlts. 5cm wide clay + FeOx gouge at 
245740°, 2nd fit gouge zone at 240760°. Qtz lenses.



Table A-2. Continued.
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00RF023A2 7107866 494414 mPzmf WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist ± Epi MA 0.18
00RF023B 7107866 494414 MzPzog? granitic MA 0.02
0 0RF023C 7107903 494403 mPzmf Qtz breccia 0.03 •
0 0RF0 24 A 7109101 494739 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss MA 0.12 105 70
00RF024B 7109101 494739 MzPzog granitic orthogneiss MA 0.02
0 0RF024C 7109101 494739 MzPzog granitic orthogneiss MA 0.02
00RF025 7102208 495900 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.10
00RF026 7102416 496356 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG
00RF027A1 7102480 496665 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.14 220 30
0 0RF027A2 7102480 496665 Pkf WMica-Epi-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite ± Bt UG 0.07
00RF027B 7102480 496665 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.25 • 220 27
0 0RF027C 7102480 496665 Pkf WMica-Epi-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite ± Bt UG 0.05 210 25
00RF027D 7102480 496665 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.31
00RF027E 7102480 496680 Pkf WMica-Epi-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite ± Bt UG 0.07
0 0RF0 28 A 7100549 493305 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss ± Grt MA 0.34 290 15
00RF028B 7100549 493305 MzPzog granitic orthogneiss MA
00RF0 28 C 7100479 493375 MzPzog pegmatite MA 0.02
0 0R F0 29 A 7100385 493379 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.60
00RF029B 7100385 493379 MzPzog pegmatite MA 0.02
00RF0 29 C 7100385 493379 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.29
0 0RF0 30 A 7100151 493548 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.35
00RF030B 7100151 493548 MzPzog Grt-Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss (trondhjemitic orthogneiss) MA 2.7
00RF031A1 7099957 493672 mPzmf Bt schist MA 10.4 230 22
00RF031A2 7099957 493672 mPzmf amphibolite ± Bt MA 0.90
00RF031B 7099957 493672 MzPzog pegmatite MA 0.01
0 0RF031C 7099957 493672 mPzmf Qtz vein (lens?) 0
00RF031D 7099887 493742 mPzmf Bt schist MA
00RF032 7099722 493920 mPzmf Bt schist MA 235 25
0 0RF0 33 A 7099655 494062 mPzmf Bt schist MA 0.21 250 24
00RF033B 7099655 494062 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.15
0 0RF033C 7099655 494112 mPzmf Bt schist MA
00RF034 7099682 494239 mPzmf Bt schist MA 0.45 235 22
0 0R F0 35 A 7099636 494483 MzPzog Bt schist (trondhjemitic orthogneiss) MA 4.3 246 31
00RF035B 7099636 494483 mPzmf amphibolite MA 9.4
0 0RF035C 7099636 494483 MzPzog trondhjemitic orthogneiss MA 0.05
00RF036 7101451 493284 mPzmf amphibolite MA



Table A-2. Continued.
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Sam ple# D e s c rip tiv e  data

0 0RF023A2 NE side of mouth of Kiles Ck. 50 x 3m high rubbly outcrop in excavation. Silvery It gray ± pistachio green ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF023B NE side of mouth of Kiles Ck. 30cm wide dike/sill & 5 cm sill. White w/ pistachio green streaks ± FeOx, med to cs gr, Mus + Qtz + Fsp.
0 0RF023C NE side of mouth of Kiles Ck. NW end of outcrop. White ± FeOx, fh gr. Vuggy w/ abun FeOx.
0 0 R F0 24 A 100m S of Arkansas Ck, upslope. 10 x 5m high rubbly outcrop. Dk gray, med to cs gr. Knarled.
00RF024B 100m S of Arkansas Ck, upslope. Dikes/sills up to 20cm. Lt red to white ± Bt, cs gr Fsp + Qtz.
0 0RF0 24 C 100m S of Arkansas Ck, upslope. Dikes/sills up to 20cm. White + Mus up to 1cm ± Bt ± FeOx, cs gr, weak fol.
00RF025 W slope of N end of ridge. Abun float. Dk green & white, weak to mod fol, fh gr w/ relict cs-gr texture of replaced mins.
O0RF026 W slope of N end of ridge. Float. Green & white, fh gr w/ relict cs-gr texture of replaced mins.
OORF027A1 Top of 1 st knob at N end of ridge. Numerous large outcrops. Dk greenish gray, fh to med gr. Fol crenulated.
OORF027A2 Top of 1 st knob at N end of ridge. Numerous large outcrops. Silvery lt gray, fh to med gr.
00RF027B Top of 1st knob at N end of ridge. Outcrops on SW side of knob. Dk gray, fh to med gr. Fol wavy, with minor & isoclinal folds.
0ORF027C Top of 1 st knob at N end of ridge. Underlying 00RF027B. Silvery greenish lt gray, fh to med gr. Fol wavy, isoclinal folds.
00RF027D Top of 1st knob at N end of ridge. Predominant rx at 00RF027. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr to med gr.
0 0RF027E Top of 1 st knob at N end of ridge. Underlying/E of 00RF027D. Silvery greenish lt gray, fh to med gr.
0 0R F0 28 A NE side of road, in excavation. 10 x lm high outcrop. Greenish dk gray , med to cs gr. Dissem pyrite ± FeOx, abun Chi. Small fold-axis roughly 100725°.
00RF028B NE side of road, in excavation. Dikes/sills up to 5 cm wide. White to lt red, cs gr Fsp + Qtz.
0 0RF028C 100m SE, in excavation off road to NE. Rubble, dikes up to 1 m wide. WMica up to 2cm, white Fsp up to 3cm, Qtz up to 3 cm, weak fol.
0 0 R F0 29 A NE side of road, in ditch. Rubble/outcrop. Greenish dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Cal vnlts, abun Chi, sparse dissem pyrite. 1 rock w/ slicks, deformed rx.
00RF029B NE side of road, in ditch. Dikes up to 10cm wide. Cs gr, lt red & white Fsp + Mus + Qtz.
00RF0 29 C NE side of road, in ditch. Rubble/outcrop. Greenish dk gray ± FeOx, med gr. Cal vnlts.
0 0RF0 30 A NE side of road. Float. Black ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF030B NE side of road. Float. Lt red to dk gray, med to cs gr, w/ red-brown Grt up to 3 cm.
00RF031A1 SW side of road. 20 x 20m outcrop in excavation. Black ± FeOx, cs gr.
0 0RF031A2 SW side of road. Overlying Bt schist in outcrop. Black, med to cs gr.
00RF031B SW side of road. Several dikes up to 40cm wide. White & lt red Fsp >3cm + Qtz ± Bt. Planar side of dike (fit?) at 175745°.
0 0RF0 31 C SW side of road. Rubble at W end of excavation. Colorless, massive, FeOx on fractures.
00RF031D 100m SE, W side of road, at top of ridge. Rubbly small outcrop. Cs-gr granitic sills/dikes.
00RF032 Top of ridge 100m E of road, on trail. Rubbly small outcrop. Granitic layers.
0 0 R F0 33 A Top of ridge, S side of trail. 5 x 5m outcrop. Black ± FeOx, cs gr. Foliated granitic sills/dikes.
00RF033B Top of ridge, S side of trail. Underlying Bt schist in outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med gr.
0 0RF0 33 C 50m E of 00RF033. Small outcrop.
00RF034 Top of ridge, N side of trail. 5 x 3m rubbly outcrop. Black ± FeOx, cs gr. Cs-gr granitic sills/dikes up to 10cm.
0 0RF0 35 A Top of ridge, on trail. Knobs w/ 80m (E-W) of scattered outcrops. Black ± FeOx, cs gr. Minor folding, 1 rock w/ slicks.
00RF035B Top of ridge, on trail. Underlying Bt schist in outcrop. Black ± FeOx, med gr. Foliated granitic layers.
0 0RF0 35 C Top of ridge, on trail. Much of outcrop is dikes >lm wide. White Fsp + Qtz, cs gr.
00RF036 100m NW of main road, at end of short road. 30 x 20m rubble in excavation. Greenish black, med gr. Cs-gr granitic sills/dikes, appear syntectonic.
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0 0RF0 37 A 7101830 494370 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 4.0
00RF037B 7101830 494370 MzPzog trondhjemitic orthogneiss MA 0.02
0 0RF0 38 A 7102344 495155 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 0.03
00RF038B1 7102344 495155 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 0.06
00RF038B2 7102344 495155 mPzmf Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.03
00RF040 7098760 493838 mPzmf Qtz bxa/vein 0.01 280 20
0 0R F0 41 A 7097421 493730 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss/schist ± Mus MA 0.10
00RF041B 7097421 493730 MzPzog granitic orthogneiss MA 0.01
OO RF042A 7101465 494121 mPzmf amphibolite MA 1.5 208 32
O0RFO42B 7101465 494121 mPzmf Grt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist ± Bt MA 0.14
00RF043A1 7101558 494420 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss MA 0.16 160 40
0 0RF043A2 7101558 494420 mPzmf Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.03
0 0RF043B 7101553 494437 mPzmb marble MA 0.01 165 55
0 0RF0 43 C 7101553 494437 mPzmb Epi marble MA 0.03
00RF044 7101171 493752 mPzmf Grt amphibolite MA 3.0 243 60
0 0RF0 45 A 7101191 493931 mPzmf Grt amphibolite MA 9.3
00RF045B 7101191 493931 MzPzog pegmatite MA 0.02
00RF046 7101421 494230 mPzmf Grt amphibolite MA 265 45
0 0R F0 47 A 7102409 496741 Pkf Bt-Chl-Epi-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.07 • 195 20
00RF047B 7102409 496741 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.22
O0RFO48B 7102197 496705 Pkf WMica-Chl-Epi-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.06 175 25
0 0RF048C 7102197 496705 Pkf WMica-Epi-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.03
00RF049 7101795 496733 Pkf Qtz lens
OORFOSO 7101699 496674 Pkf Qtz lens 0
00RF051 7101574 496626 Pzgs Bt-Epi-Qtz-Hbl-Alb gneiss EA 1.8 • 55 25
0 ORFO52A 7101262 497061 Pkf WMica-Epi-Chl-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG  ̂ 0.05 150 22
0 0RF052C 7101262 497061 Pkf WMica-Epi-Chl-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.03 •
00RF052D 7101262 497061 Pkf Epi-Fsp-WMica-Chl-Qtz schist UG 0.06
00RF053 7101492 497172 Pkf WMica-Qtz-Fsp metafelsite UG 0.10 138 22
0 0R F0 54 A 7101488 497233 Pkf Bt-Qtz-Fsp schist UG 0.10 • • 150 25
00RF054B1 7101488 497233 Pkf Bt-Qtz-Fsp schist UG 0.12
00RF054B2 7101488 497233 Pkf Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.04
00RF055B1 7100899 497056 Pkf WMica-Chl-Epi-F sp-Qtz metafel site UG 0.06 180 22
O0RFO55B2 7100899 497041 Pkf Qtz-KFsp metarhyolite ± WMica UG 0.01
O0RFO55C 7100899 497021 Pkf WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG
O0RFO56B 7101245 496896 Pkf Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.06 180 25
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0 0 R F0 3 7 A 20m E of road, at end of short trail. Rubble in small excavation. Dk gray & white ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF0 37 B 20m E of road, at end of short trail. Rubble in small excavation. Cs gr Mus + white Fsp + Qtz ± sparse Bt ± FeOx, well fol.
0 0 R F0 3 8 A E side of road. Rubble in excavation. Dk gray & white + very abun FeOx, med to cs gr. 1 rock w/ slicks. Foliated granitics.
00RF038B1 E side of road. Rubble in excavation. Dk gray & white + very abun FeOx, med to cs gr. Some bxa.
00RF038B2 E side of road. Rubble in excavation. Lt gray + very abun FeOx, very alt. FeOx after pyrite (garnet?) up to 5cm.
O0RFO4O SW side of road, 100m N of No Name Ck. 10 x 3m high rubbly outcrops. Lt gray + abun FeOx, some dissolution, fft-gr black layers. Fault at 77780° w/ slicks dipping 50°E.
0 0 R F0 4 1 A Top of ridge, 50m NW of road. 20 x 5m rubbly outcrop. Silvery dk gray, med gr. Most of outcrop is foliated granitic sill or dike + layers.
00RF0 41 B Top of ridge, 50m NW of road. Dike/sill. Cs gr white Fsp + Qtz, weak fol.
0 0 R F0 4 2 A N side of road. 50 m of rubble & outcrop in roadcut & ditch. Greenish dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Sparse Qtz vnlts. Isoclinal folds w/ -E-W  axes.
00RFG 42B N side of road. Overlying in rubble & outcrop. Lt silvery gray ± FeOx, cs gr, red-brown Grt up to 5mm.
00RF043A1 100m E of curve on road, N side of N fk of Turk Ck. 50 x 5-15m high outcrop along base of slope. Greenish dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Cal along some fractures. Minor fold w/ axis N-S?
00RF0 43 A2 100m E of curve on road, N side of N fk of Turk Ck. 50 x 5-15m high outcrop along base of slope. Lt silvery gray ± FeOx, cs gr.
O0RFO43B 100m E of curve on road, N side of N fk of Turk Ck. 30m thick layer. Xln, white to gray, med to cs gr, abun FeOx on weathered surfaces, some dissolution. Isoclinal folds w/ axes -135735°.
0 0R F0 43 C 100m E of curve on road, N side of N fk of Turk Ck. 15cm thick layer. Xln, lt pistachio green and dk green acicular.
00RF044 N side of road. Outcrops up to 30m high in roadcut. Greenish black, med to cs gr, w/ red-brown Grt up to 8mm. Sparse Qtz vnlts, abun Cal on fractures.
0 0 R F0 4 5 A N  side of road. 2 x 1m high rubbly outcrop in roadcut. Greenish black & lt gray, med to cs gr, w/ red-brown Grt up to 6mm.
00RF0 45 B N  side of road. Sill. Very cs-gr white Fsp + Qtz + Mus, Mus books up to 5cm.
00RF046 NW side of road. 30 x 5m high outcrop in roadcut. Greenish dk gray, med to cs gr, dk red Grt up to 2mm. Abun Cal on fractures. Cs-gr granitic sills/dikes.
0 0 R F0 4 7 A 50m SE of top of 1st knob at N end of ridge. Several large outcrops. Silvery dk gray, fit to med gr. Abun isoclinal folds w/ axes -E-W. Qtz lenses.
00RF0 47 B 50m SE of top of 1st knob at N end of ridge. Several large outcrops. Dk gray, fh to med gr.
00RF0 48 B Top of 2nd knob from N end of ridge. 30 x 3m high outcrop. Silvery greenish gray , fh to med gr. Abun Qtz lenses.
0 0R F0 48 C Top of 2nd knob from N end of ridge. 30 x 3m high outcrop. Silvery greenish lt gray, fh to med gr. Dissem pyrite ± FeOx.
00RF049 W slope of 3rd knob from N end of ridge. 5 x 3 m boulder/outcrop. Massive, white to colorless. Qtz lens material, not vein.
00RF050 W slope of 3rd knob from N end of ridge. Boulders up to 3m high. Massive, white to colorless, FeOx on some fractures. Qtz lens material, not vein.
00RF051 SW side of 3rd knob from N end of ridge. 3 x 2m high outcrop. Black, fh to med gr. Qtz lenses.
0 0 R F0 5 2 A SE end of 4th knob S from end of ridge. 40 x 20m of outcrops. Silvery green & white, fh to med gr. Sparse pyrite up to 4mm. Fol crenulated & isoclinal folding w/ -E-W  axes.
00RF0 52 C SE end of 4th knob S from end of ridge. 40 x 20m of outcrops, up to 4m high. Silvery green & white, fh to med gr.
0 0RF052D SE end of 4th knob S from end of ridge. Interlayered. Silvery green & white, fh to med gr.
OORF053 Top of spur ridge, near jet w/ top of ridge. 5 x 2m high outcrop. Silvery lt gray & tan ± FeOx, med gr. Qtz lenses.
0 0R F0 54 A Top of spur ridge. 5 x 3m high outcrop. Dk gray, fh to med gr. Qtz lenses.
00RF054B1 Top of spur ridge. 5 x 3m high outcrop. Dk gray, fh to med gr.
00RF054B2 Top of spur ridge. 5 x 3m high outcrop. Silvery lt gray, fh to med gr.
00RF055B1 Saddle N of Minn Mtn, on E side of top of ridge. Rubbly 8 x 5m high outcrop. Silvery lt greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Qtz lenses.
00RF055B2 Saddle N of Minn Mtn, on E side of top of ridge. In float to W. White, fh gr. Abun pyrite along layering.
0 0R F0 55 C Saddle N of Minn Mtn, on E side of top of ridge. Predominant float to W.
OORF056B SW end of 4th knob S from end of ridge. Rubbly 10 x 3m high outcrop. Silvery gray, fh to med gr. Lineation at 35°. Qtz lenses.
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0 0R F0 56 C 7101230 496911 Pkf WMica-Chl-Epi-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.04
00RF057 7101637 496983 Pkf Bt-Qtz-Fsp metafelsite ± WMica UG
0 0 R F0 5 8 A 7101834 496907 Pkf Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG
00RF0 58 B 7101834 496907 Pkf Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.09
00RF0 59 B 7102458 496778 Pkf WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite ± Bt UG 0.06 165 12
00RF060 7102361 496191 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.18
0ORF061 7102236 495973 TrPmg Alb-Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.18 • • •
00RF062 7102205 494781 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss ± Grt MA 4.4 230 28
0 0 R F0 6 3 A 7097101 495076 mPzam Plag-Hbl amphibolite MA 0.40 • 180 27
00RF0 63 B 7097136 495026 mPzam amphibolite MA 185 25
00RF064 7097053 495101 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 13.0
0 0R F0 65 A 7097128 495168 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 24
00RF065B 7097128 495168 TrPum Qtz vein
0 0R F0 65 C 7097084 495284 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF066 7097113 495591 MDsqc carb(?) WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite ± Bt UG 0.03
00RF067 7097175 495983 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 11.3
0 0 R F0 6 8 A 7097210 496027 MDsqc carb(?) Bt quartzite UG 0.18 180 8
00RF068B1 7097210 496027 MDsqc carb(?) Bt quartzite UG 0.27
00RF068B2 7097210 496027 MDac Act schist UG 0.37
00RF069 7097354 496022 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite, WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.03
0ORFO7O 7097171 496228 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite, sparse WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.03 325 35
00RF071 7096892 496752 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 0.22 325 35
0 0 R F0 7 2 A 7096872 496658 Pzgs Chl-Qtz-Epi-Alb-Hbl gneiss EA 0.08 305 32
00RF0 72 B 7096872 496658 Pzgs Chl-Qtz-Epi-Alb-Hbl gneiss EA 0.29 •
0ORFO73 7096751 496622 TrPum serpentinized dunite LG 1.4
0 0 R F0 7 4 A 7096802 497066 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 1.7 120 15
00RFO 74B 7096802 497066 TrPum chrysotile LG 0.23
0O RFO 75 A 7096790 497222 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.07 345 20
00RF075B1 7096850 497390 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.10
00RF075B2 7096850 497390 Pzgs Epi-Hbl-Qtz gneiss EA 0.16
00RF075C1 7096850 497306 Pzgs Epi-Hbl-Qtz gneiss EA 0.33
00RF075C2 7096850 497306 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.09
00RF076 7097538 496448 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG Strong
0 0R F0 77 A 7096720 497396 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Qtz schist EA 0.06 82 16
00RF0 77 B 7096720 497396 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Qtz schist EA 0.10
00RF078A1 7096875 497435 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 19.7
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00RF0 56 C 20m SE of 00RF56. Boulder. Silvery lt greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF057 SE side of 3rd knob from N end of ridge. Rubble. Silvery dk gray, fh to med gr.
0 0R F0 58 A NE side of 3rd knob from N end of ridge. Rubble. Silvery gray, fh to med gr.
00RF058B NE side of 3rd knob from N end of ridge. Rubble. Silvery gray, fh to med gr. 2 cm granitic dikelet in sample.
00RF059B E side of 1st knob at N end of ridge. Large outcrops. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. On steep slope-slump causing decrease in dip. Qtz lenses.
00RF060 W slope of N end of ridge. Abun float. Green & white, mod fol, fh gr w/ relict cs-gr texture of replaced mins.
OORF061 W slope of N end of ridge. Float. Green & white, mod fol, fh gr w/ relict cs-gr texture of replaced mins.
OORF062 100m W of road, forming knob. 15 x 4m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr, dk red Grt up to 2 mm. Cs-gr granitic layers.
OO RF063A 1st knob above treeline on ridge. 3 x 5 x 2m high outcrop. Greenish dk gray, med to cs gr. Prominent fracture zone roughly at 55790°. Minor cs-gr granitic layers.
00RF063B 60m from 00RF063 at 305°. 3 x 5 x 3m high outcrop.
00RF064 Small knob on S side of top of ridge, at 40m at 140° from 00RF063. 10 x 5 x 3m high outcrop. Black to dk green, fh gr, sparse fibrous chrysotile, patchy Cal.
0 0R F0 65 A NW base of large (2nd E) knob on top of ridge. Rubble. Lt to dk green to black, fii gr.
00RF065B NW base of large (2nd E) knob on top of ridge. 2cm wide vein in ultramafic. Colorless, w/ Qtz prisms up to 7mm.
00RF0 65 C Large (2nd E) knob on top of ridge. Rubble on entire knob.
00RF066 W flank of 3rd knob E on top of ridge. Rubble/float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Abun FeOx along fol. Qtz lenses.
00RF067 SW side of 3rd knob E on top of ridge. Rubble. Dk gray to dk green, fh gr.
00R F0 68 A W flank of 3rd knob E on top of ridge. 2 small outcrops. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF068B1 W flank of 3rd knob E on top of ridge. 2 small outcrops. Silvery dk gray, fh to med gr.
00RF068B2 W flank of 3rd knob E on top of ridge. Layers. Dk green ± FeOx, med to cs gr, grades into carb(?) Bt quartzite in hand sample.
00RF069 End of spur N off 3rd knob E on top of ridge. Rubble-covered slope. Silvery dk gray, fh gr; silvery lt gray, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx along fol. Some bxa in sample. Qtz lenses.
OORF07O E side of 3rd knob E on top of ridge. SW end of 100m of rubble & scattered outcrops, >10m high. Silvery dk gray, fh gr; silvery lt gray, fh to med gr. Abun slicks in rubble.
00RF071 4th knob E on top of ridge 50 x 5m high rubble & some outcrops. Dk green to greenish black, some waxy & foliated.
0 0R F0 72 A 4th knob E on top of ridge. 20m of rubbly outcrop. Greenish dk gray, fh gr.
00RF072B 4th knob E on top of ridge. 20m of rubbly outcrop. Greenish dk gray, fh gr.
00RF073 4th knob E on top of ridge. 40 x 30m of abun rubble. Dk green to black ± FeOx, fh gr, some olivine.
00R F0 74 A W flank of 5th knob E on top of ridge. 15 x 15m of abun rubble. Lt to dk green to black, some waxy & foliated, some olivine.
0 0RF074B W flank of 5th knob E on top of ridge. Considerable. Dk green ± FeOx, fibers up to 10cm, some bent. Abun chrysotile.
0 0 R F0 75 A NW side of knob at E end of ridge. SW end of 100 m of rubble & scattered outcrops, >10m high. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Minor FeOx along fol. Some isoclinal folding.
00RF075B1 50m SW of 00RF078. NE end of continuous outcrop & rubble from 00RF075. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF075B2 50m SW of 00RF078. NE end of continuous outcrop & rubble from 00RF075. Dk greenish gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF075C1 Middle of 00RF075 line of outcrops & rubble. Rubble/outcrops. Dk greenish gray, fh to med gr.
00RF075C2 Middle of 00RF075 line of outcrops & rubble. Rubble/outcrops. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF076 End of spur NE off 3rd knob E on top of ridge. 100 x 100m of rubble on top & side. Dk green to black.
0 0 R F0 7 7 A SE end of top of knob at E end of ridge. 2m high outcrops. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Qtz lenses.
0 0RF077B SE end of top of knob at E end of ridge. 2m high outcrops. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF078A1 Small knob NE of knob at E end of ridge. 50 x 50m of rubble & outcrops. Dk green to gray green, fh gr_
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00RF078A2 7096845 497400 MDac Act schist UG 0.31
00RF078B1 7096850 497390 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.09
00RF078B2 7096850 497390 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Qtz schist EA 0.08
00RF078B3 7096850 497390 Pzgs Hbl-Epi-Qtz gneiss EA 0.15
0 0RF078C 7096875 497435 TrPum Serpentinite LG 45 •
0 0R F0 79 A 7096962 497433 Pzgs Mus-Bt-Qtz schist & quartzite EA 0.10
00RF079B 7096962 497433 Pzgs Mus-Bt-Qtz schist & quartzite EA 0.15 170 20
0 0R F0 80 A 7097185 497735 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Qtz schist EA 0.08 70 22
00RF080B 7097185 497735 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Qtz schist EA 0.08
O0RFO80C 7097165 497705 MDsqc carb(?) WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.10 75 18
0 0 R F0 8 1 A 7100694 496950 Pzgs Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss ± Mus EA 0.22
00RF081B 7100716 496906 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss EA 0.75
0 0RF081C 7100716 496906 Pzgs Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss EA 0.60
0 0R F0 82 A 7097269 491719 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Hbl-Bt gneiss MA 0.28 55 7
00RF082B 7097169 491719 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 65 12
0 0R F0 83 A 7095454 491533 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Hbl-Bt gneiss MA 0.37 150 28
00RF083B 7095454 491533 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Mus schist MA 0.07
0 0R F0 84 A 7094070 491134 mPzmb marble MA 60 25
OORF084B 7094070 491134 MzPzog Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss w/ KFsp augen MA 0.18
OO RF085A 7093131 490634 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 5.5
00RF085B 7093131 490634 mPzmf amphibolite MA 1.8 170 35
0 0R F0 86 A 7096775 492519 mPzmf Bt-Plag-Hbl gneiss MA 0.12 122 30
00RF086B 7096775 492519 mPzmf Bt-Plag-Hbl gneiss MA 0.25 • •
0 0RF086C 7096672 492450 mPzmf Bt gneiss ± Hbl MA 160 34
00RF087 7097087 496026 Pzgs Mus-Bt-Epi-Fsp-Qtz schist EA 0.19 325 25
00RF088 7096643 497180 mPzcs Mus-Bt-Czo-Fsp-Qtz schist ± Grt MA 0.09 320 15
00RF089 7096726 497562 Pzgs Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss EA 0.05
00RF089 7096726 497562 Pzgs Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist ± Bt EA 0.18
0 0R F0 90 A 7096651 497625 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist EA 0.08
00RF090B 7096651 497625 Pzgs Grt-Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss EA 0.24 130 20
00RF091 7096441 497260 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Qtz schist EA 0.06
0 0R F0 92 A 7096261 497122 TrPmg WMica-Alb-Act-Chl-Czo metagabbro LG 0.14 • • • 242 20
00RF092B 7096261 497122 mPzam amphibolite MA 0.33
00RF093 7096148 497122 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Qtz schist MA 0.06 165 15
0 0R F0 94 A 7096040 497010 mPzam amphibolite MA 0.55 290 20
00RF094B 7096040 497010 TrPmg WMica-Alb-Act-Chl-Czo metagabbro LG 0.12



Table A-2. Continued.

Station/

Sam ple# D e sc rip tive  data

00RF0 78 A2 40m SW of 00RF078. In float/rubble. Green ± FeOx, cs gr.
00RF078B1 50m SW of 00RF078. Rubble & outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF078B2 50m SW of 00RF078. Rubble & outcrop. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF078B3 50m SW of 00RF078. Rubble & outcrop. Dk green ± FeOx, fn gr.
0 0R F0 78 C Small knob NE of knob at E end of ridge. 50 x 50m of rubble & outcrops. Grayish green to dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
0 0 R F0 7 9 A N slope of ridge, 30m N of 00RF078. 30 x 7m high outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, med gr to cs gr. Very knarled, axes of folds very roughly 65°.
0 0RF079B N slope of ridge, 30m N of 00RF078. 30 x 7m high outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, med gr to cs gr. Very knarled, slicks on 1 rock.
0 0 R F0 8 0 A SW side of bottom of saddle. 10 x 4m high outcrop. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med gr.
0 0RF080B SW side of bottom of saddle. 10 x 4m high outcrop. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF0 80 C 40m from 00RF080 at 245°. 3m long flat outcrop & abun float/rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
0 0 R F0 8 1 A Toward W side of saddle 500m N of Minn Mtn. Rubble. Dk greenish gray, med gr, migmatic.
00RF081B Knoll toward W side of saddle N of Minn Mtn. 40 x 40m of abun rubble. Lt gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF0 81 C Knoll toward W side of saddle N of Minn Mtn. Minor. Dk gray, med gr.
0 0R F0 82 A W side of road. >3m high oucrops. Dk gray ± FeOx, med gr. Granitic layers up to 15cm wide.
00RF082B W side of road. Large outcrop.
0 0 R F0 8 3 A Top of knob, W side of road. Several >4m high outcrops. Dk gray ± FeOx, med gr. Wavy to isoclinal to complex folding w / axes -E-W. Granitic layers.
00RF083B Top of knob, W side of road. Layers. Silvery lt gray, med to cs gr.
00RF084A NE side of Mt Witherspoon, W side of road. Huge outcrops, >10m high, extending W. White & gray banded, xln. Highly fractured, some folding.
0 0RF084B NE side of Mt Witherspoon, along W side of road. 2 small outcrops along road. Dk gray, fh to med gr, w/ It red KFsp augen up to 2cm.
0ORFO85A Knob on NE side of top of Mt Witherspoon. Many large outcrops. Dk gray, fh to med gr. Knarled, folds w/ steeper W limbs & axes -N-S. Foliated granitic & quartzite layers.
0 0RF0 85 B Knob on NE side of top of Mt Witherspoon. Many large outcrops. Greenish black ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Abun folding.
0 0 R F0 8 6 A SW side of Cherry Ck, old cabin site. Outcrop & rubble in excavation. Dk gray, cs gr. Dissem pyrite. Some isoclinal folding. Foliated granitic layers.
0 0RF0 86 B SW side of Cherry Ck, old cabin site. Outcrop & rubble in excavation. Dk gray, cs gr. Dissem pyrite.
0 0R F0 86 C W side of & in creek, 100m from 00RF086 at 210°. Large outcrops. Foliated granitic layers, dikes merging w/ layers parallel to fol.
00RF087 S side of 3rd knob E on top of ridge. 5 x 2m high outcrop poking out. Silvery dk gray, med gr, migmatic. Somewhat folded, axes -E-W.
0ORF088 SW end of knob at E end of ridge Bouldercrops up to 2m high. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr, sparse dk red Grt up to 2mm. Isoclinal folds w/ axes -N-S.
00RF089 100m E of 00RF077. Bouldercrops up to 2m high. Silvery lt gray, med gr. Knarled w/ axes of folds -N-S.
00RF089 100m E of 00RF077. Bouldercrops up to 2m high. Dk gray, fh to med gr.
0 0 R F0 9 0 A Heading toward spur to SE from knob at E end of ridge. Line of large outcrops at 140°, up to 8m high. Silvery It gray, med gr. Some quite knarled.
0 0RF090B Heading toward spur to SE from knob at E end of ridge. Line of large outcrops at 140°, up to 8m high. Dk gray, med gr, red-brown Grt up to 2mm, Fsp layers. Very sparse pyrite.
00RF091 Downslope on S side of knob at E end of ridge. Float in small trench. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med gr.
0 0 R F0 9 2 A N side of 1st knob S on ridge. Outcrops up to 2m high & rubble. Dk green & white, mod fol, fn gr w/ relict cs-gr texture of replaced mins. Act lineation at 310°
0 0RF092B N side of 1st knob S on ridge. Outcrops up to 2m high, possibly underlying 00RF092A. Greenish dk gray ± FeOx, med gr. Prominent fracture set at 60790°
00RF093 SW side of 1st knob S on ridge. Scattered outcrops up to 3m high. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Abun Qtz lenses.
0ORF094A S side of top of 1st knob S on ridge, going down side. Outcrops up to 5m high, in bottom outcrops. Greenish black, med to cs gr. Some folding, axes? Foliated cs-gr granitic layers.
0 0RF094B S side of top of 1st knob S on ridge, going down side. In top outcrops. Dk green & white, mod fol, fh gr w/ relict cs-gr texture of replaced mins.
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00RF0 94 C 7096040 497010 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.16
00RF095 7095720 497147 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Qtz schist EA 0.07 318 13
0 0R F0 96 A 7095395 497344 Pzgs Mus-Bt-Qtz schist EA 0.13 285 20
OORF096B 7095395 497344 Pzgs Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss ± Grt EA 0.15
00RF097 7096471 496782 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG
00RF098 7096369 496725 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG Strong
00RF099 7095844 496135 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist EA 0.09 38 14
00RF100 7095823 495974 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist EA 310 30
00RF101 7095725 495682 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist EA 0.09 • 45 17
00RF102 7095745 495420 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, minor WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.05
00RF103 7095537 495166 mPzam amphibolite MA 0.30 115 25
00RF104 7095705 497032 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist EA 0.08 12 22
0 0R F1 05 A 7095150 497471 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist EA 0.07 115 20
00RF105B 7095150 497471 Pzgs Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss ± Grt EA 0.21
00RF106 7094930 497558 Pzgs Chl-Bt-Epi-Hbl schist EA 0.24 40 31
0 0R F1 07 A 7094811 497660 Pzgs Chl-Bt-Epi-Hbl schist EA 0.23 54 22
00RF107B 7094811 497660 Pzgs Qtz-Chl-Hbl-Epi-Alb gneiss EA 0.18 •
00RF1 07 C 7094811 497660 Pzgs Bt-Chl schist EA 0.15
OORF108 7094890 497719 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist & quartzite, minor WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.03
00RF109 7094790 498230 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist & quartzite UG
0 0 R F1 1 0 A 7094322 497412 mPzam amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.53 165 32
0 0RF110B 7094322 497412 MzPzog trondhjemitic orthogneiss MA 0.02
OORF111 7094372 497445 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 16.6
0 0 R F1 1 2 A 7094053 497342 mPzam Plag-Hbl amphibolite MA 0.39 • • • 148 29
0 0RF112B 7094053 497342 mPzam amphibolite MA 1.2
00RF1 12 C 7094053 497342 MzPzog granitic orthogneiss MA 0.04
0 0 R F1 1 3 A 7093765 497427 TKfv lithic rhyolite I 0.06
0 0RF113B 7093765 497427 TKfv lithic rhyolite I 0.11 • • • •
00RF114 7093482 497534 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist & quartzite ± Grt MA 0.10 110 35
O O R F 1 15 7093501 497623 mPzam ampliibolite MA 0.47 150 32
00RF116 7093373 497334 mPzcs Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist & quartzite ± Bt MA 0 04
OO RF117A 7093317 497375 mPzam amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.48 135 30
0 0RF117B 7093327 497375 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 1.4
00RF118 7093262 497378 mPzcs Mus-KFsp-Bt-Plag-Qtz schist ± Grt MA 0.10 • • • 145 27
00RF119 7093256 497230 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.20 60 22
00RF120 7093195 497275 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 325 13



Table A-2. Continued.

Station/

Sam ple# D e s c rip tiv e  data

0 0R F0 94 C S side of top of 1 st knob S on ridge, going down side. In middle outcops. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Foliated cs-gr granitic layers parallel and subparallel to fol
00RF095 Top of ridge, 300m S of knob. Several outcrops, up to 5 x 1.5m high. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, med gr. Qtz lenses.
0 0 R F0 9 6 A E side of top of ridge. Outcrops over 100m N-S. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, med gr. Complex folds w/ axes -E-W, isoclinal folds w / axes -N-S. Abun Qtz lenses.
00RF096B E side of top of ridge. Interlayered. Dk gray, med gr, dk red Grt up to 2mm. Abun Qtz lenses.
00RF097 W slope of ridge. Abun rubble over 20 x 10m. Silvery dk gray, fh gr.
00RF098 W slope of ridge, downslope. Rubble. Green to black, fh gr.
00RF099 Top of spur ridge to W. Several outcrops over 80m E-W, up to 5m high. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med gr. Isoclinal folding w/ axes -E-W. Abun Qtz lenses.
00RF100 Top of spur ridge to W. 5 x lm high outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF101 Knob near end of spur ridge to E. Outcrops >100 x 15m high. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med gr. Isoclinal folding w/ axes -E-W. Qtz lenses.
00RF102 W end of spur ridge. Rubble over 100 x 100m. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Abun FeOx along fol. Qtz lenses.
00RF103 Downslope SW of end of spur ridge. Scattered outcrops up to 3m high. Greenish dk gray, med gr. Qtz vnlts. Fol granitic layers.
OO RF 104 W side of top of ridge. 100m N-S of scattered rubbly outcrops. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med gr. Qtz lenses.
OO RF 105 A Top & E side of top of ridge. Large outcrops over 150m E-W, up to 5m high. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med gr. Wavy folding w/ axes -N-S. Qtz lenses.
00RF105B Top & E side of top of ridge. Interlayered, lesser. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, sparse dk red Grt up to 2mm.
O O R F 106 Top of ridge, approaching jet w/ ridge to E. 10 x 5m high outcrop. Dk grayish green, fh to med gr. Some deformation. Qtz lenses.
0 0 R F1 0 7 A Jet of ridges going N, E, & SW. Continuous outcrop 200m SW-NE, up to 15m high. Dk grayish green, fh to med gr. Wavy folds w/ axes -N-S. Qtz lenses.
0 0RF107B Jet of ridges going N, E, & SW. Continuous outcrop 200m SW-NE, up to 15m high. Dk grayish green, fh to med gr.
00RF1 07 C Jet of ridges going N, E, & SW. Interlayered, lesser. Dk grayish green, med gr.
00RF108 Along N side of ridge to E, 30m N of E end of 00RF107 outcrop. Rubble-covered slope going >50m downslope & >100m to E. Shiny dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Qtz lenses.
00RF109 Knob on top of ridge to E. Rubble & float. Shiny dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; silvery lt gray, fh gr. Abun FeOx. Qtz lenses.
0 0R F1 10 A NE side of peak 4415, at SW end of saddle. Large knobcrop, 40 x up to 8m high. Greenish black, med to cs gr, sparse red-brown Grt up to 2mm. Dissem pyrite.
00RF110B NE side of peak 4415, at SW end of saddle. Sparse layers & dikes up to 10cm wide. White to It gray, cs gr, Fsp + Qtz, weak fol.
00RF111 In saddle, 30m NE of 00RF110. Rubble & float over 20 x 10m. Lt green to black, fh gr, unfol.
0 0 R F1 1 2 A Knob on NE side of peak 4415. Huge outcrops, on top & sides, up to 30m high. Greenish black, med to cs gr. Prominent fracture set at 210-280750-70°.
00RF112B Knob on NE side of peak 4415. 5m layer adjacent to granitic dike. Greenish black, fh to cs gr, weak fol. Cal on fractures.
0 0R F1 12 C Knob on NE side of peak 4415. Sparse layers & dikes. White to It gray, very cs gr, foliated.
O O R F 113 A Peak 4415, UTM in center. Rubble over 500m N-S x 300m E-W. Lt gray to reddish gray, aphanitic, wavy FeOx banding, abun FeOx specks, sparse lithic fragments.
00RF113B Peak 4415, UTM in center. Predominant in center. Relatively fresh, brownish gray to dk purplish gray, aphanitic, massive, hard, silicic, lithic fragments.
00RF114 NE & E side of knob S of peak 4415. Large outcrops over 100m N-S, up to 4m high. Silvery lt to dk gray, med to cs gr, sparse dk red Grt up to 2mm. Abun cs-gr granitic layers.
00RF115 E slope of knob S of peak 4415. Scattered outcrops over 100m E-W, up to 5m high. Greenish black, med to cs gr. Dissem pyrite. Foliated granitic layers.
00RF116 N side of knob S of peak 4415. Rubble over 100 x 100m on top & down slope. Quartzite predom, silvery lt to med gray + abun FeOx, med to cs gr.
0 0R F1 17 A Toward SW end of top of knob S of peak 4415. 6 x 2m high outcrop. Greenish black, med to cs gr, dk red Grt up to 2mm. Granitic layers subparallel to fol.
00RF117B Just N of 00RF117A outcrop. Sparse float over 5 x 15m area. Green to black ± FeOx, med gr Serp + Chi + magnesite.
00RF118 SW end of top of knob S of peak 4415. 15 x 3m high outcrop. Silvery lt to dk gray, med to cs gr, migmatic. Abun foliated granitic layers & dikes subparallel to fol.
00RF119 NW side of knob S of peak 4415, heading into saddle to W. Several 2m high outcrops. Silvery med to dk gray, cs gr. Qtz vnlts. Granitic layers.
OO RF 120 Center of ridge, heading into saddle to W. Several outcrops, up to 2m high. Silvery gray, cs gr. Granitic layers.
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00RF121 7093120 497345 mPzcs Mus-Qtz schist & quartzite ± Bt MA
00RF122 7093385 496834 mPzcs Mus-Qtz schist & quartzite MA
O O R F 123 A 7092995 496694 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Qtz schist & quartzite MA 0.03

00RF1 23 B 7092985 496684 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.13 100 14

O O R F 124 7092870 496506 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist & minor quartzite MA 0.14 130 20

00RF125 7092762 496348 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.15 185 32

O O R F 126 A 7092511 496475 mPzcs Grt-Bt-Czo-Plag-Mus-Qtz schist MA 0.07 • • • •

0 0RF126B 7092511 496435 mPzam Qtz-Zo-Hbl amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.20 • • • • 155 40

0 0RF1 26 C 7092511 496435 MzPzog trondhjemitic orthogneiss/pegmatite MA 0.03

0 0RF126D 7092180 496551 mPzcs Bt-Fsp-Mus-Qtz schist MA 140 30

0 0 R F1 2 7 A 7102332 495216 mPzmf Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.03

00RF1 27 B 7102332 495216 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.15

0 0R F1 27 C 7102332 495216 TrPmg altered Act schist LG 113

00RF128 7102330 495941 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 1
0 0 R F1 2 8 A 7102330 495941 TrPmg Chl-Act schist LG 3.1 •

00RF1 28 B 7102270 495941 TrPmg chlorite rock LG 3.1

O O R F 129 A 7102392 496148 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.15

00RF129B 7102392 496148 TrPmg Chl-Act schist LG 0.15

00RF1 29 C 7102392 496148 Pkf WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.05

00 R F1 3 0 A 7102494 496361 Pkf Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.05

00RF130B 7102494 496361 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.11
00RF1 30 C 7102494 496361 Pkf WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite ± Bt UG 0.06

00RF130D 7102494 496361 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.23

00RF1 30 E 7102494 496361 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.12

00RF131 7102545 496707 Pkf WMica-Epi-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.08 185 25

00RF132 7102623 496696 Pkf Chl-WMica-Epi-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.08 200 22

OO R F 133 7102823 496501 Pkf Epi-Bt-Alb-Qtz schist UG 0.13 •

00 R F1 3 4 A 7102823 496337 TrPmg Chl-Alb-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.12 • • •

00RF134B 7102823 496337 TrPmg Act schist LG
OORF135 7102900 495907 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG
0 0 R F1 3 6 A 7102460 495931 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG
00RF136B 7102460 495931 TrPmg Act schist LG
0 0 R F1 3 7 A 7102183 495933 TrPmg metagabbro LG
0 0RF137B 7102183 495933 TrPmg Chl-Act schist LG 0.20

0 0R F1 38 A 7102224 496337 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG
00RF138B 7102224 496337 Pkf WMica-Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist UG
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00RF121 Short spur off S side of ridge. Rubble over 30 x 30m. Quartzite predom, silvery gray, cs gr. Qtz lenses.
00RF122 End of spur to NW off ridge. Rubble on top & N slope. Quartzite predom, silvery gray, cs gr. Qtz lenses.
0 0R F1 23 A Base of rise at SW end of saddle. Rubblecrops scattered over 150m NW-SE. Quartzite predom, silvery gray, cs to very cs gr.
00RF123B 15m SW of 00RF123, uphill, lm high outcrop poking out. Silvery gray, cs to very cs gr.
00RF124 NE end of knob at jet of ridges. NE end of knob at jet of ridges. Scattered outcrops up to 5m high. Silvery gray, cs gr. Abun granitic layers.
00RF125 Near NW end of knob at jet of ridges. 4 x 1.5m high bouldercrop. Silvery gray, cs gr. Abun granitic layers.
0 0RF1 26 A E side of top of ridge heading S, N end of outcrops Outcrops for 350m N-S, up to >15m high. Silvery gray, cs to very cs gr. Qtz lenses. Granitic layers.
00RF126B E side of top of ridge heading S, N end of outcrops Underlying in S end, on top in N end. Greenish black, med to cs gr, dk red Grt up to 4mm. Qtz lenses. Granitic layers.
0 0RF126C E side of top of ridge heading S, N end of outcrops Mostly in layers, very sparse dikes. White to lt gray, very cs gr, weak fol, Mus + Qtz + Fsp.
00RF126D E side of top of ridge heading S, N end of outcrops Outcrops for 350m N-S, up to >15m high.
0 0 R F1 2 7 A 50 m E of road, on trail. Sparse float. Lt gray + abun FeOx, med to cs gr, very alt.
0 0RF127B 50 m E of road, on trail. Sparse float. Dk green & white, cs gr replaced by fh gr.
0 0RF1 27 C 50 m E of road, on trail. Sparse float. Lt green to dk gray + abun FeOx, weak fol, low-Fe Act up to 7mm.
00RF128 W slope of knob at N end of ridge, just above treeline. Abun scattered float. Dk green & white, cs gr replaced by fh gr.
0 0RF1 28 A W slope of knob at N end of ridge, just above treeline. Sparse float. Green to black + abun FeOx, med gr, mod fol.
00RF128B 60m S of 00RF128. Sparse float. Dk green, cs to very cs gr.
0 0RF1 29 A W slope of knob at N end of ridge. Abun scattered float. Dk green & white, cs gr replaced by fh gr, mod to well fol. More fol/~schistose than to W.
00RF129B W slope of knob at N end of ridge. Sparse float. Dk green + FeOx, cs gr, well fol.
0 0RF129C W slope of knob at N end of ridge. Sparse float here, from uphill to E. Silvery lt gray, fh to med gr.
0 0 R F1 30 A W side of knob at N end of ridge, 40m W of slope break. Scattered sparse float. Silvery dk gray, fh to med gr. Very deformed.
0 0RF130B W side of knob at N end of ridge, 40m W of slope break. Scattered sparse float. Dk gray, fh to med gr. Deformed.
0 0RF1 30 C W side of knob at N end of ridge, 40m W of slope break. Scattered sparse float. Silvery lt gray, fh to med gr.
00RF130D Scattered sparse float. Dk gray, fh to med gr.
0 0RF130E W side of knob at N end of ridge, 40m W of slope break. Scattered sparse float. Dk gray, fh to med gr.
00RF131 NE side of top of knob at N end of ridge. Abun rubble over a large area. Silvery greenish lt gray, fh to med gr. Numerous isoclinal folds w/ axes roughly 115725°. Qtz lenses.
00RF132 E side of knob at N end of ridge. 10 x 1.5m high outcrop & abun rubble. Silvery lt greenish gray, fh to med gr. Abun Qtz lenses.
00RF133 NW slope of knob at N end of ridge. Abun rubble. Dk gray, fh to med gr. Abun Qtz lenses.
0 0R F1 34 A NW slope of knob at N end of ridge, 40m W of slope break. Sparse float. Dk green & white, cs gr replaced by fh gr, mod fol.
0 0RF134B NW slope of knob at N end of ridge, 40m W of slope break. 1 rock. Green, med gr.
00RF135 NW slope of knob at N end of ridge, last little knob above treeline. Rubble & float. Dk green & white, cs gr replaced by fh gr, mod fol.
0 0R F1 36 A W slope of knob at N end of ridge, just above treeline. Float.
00RF136B W slope of knob at N end of ridge, just above treeline. 1 rock. Dk green, cs gr, weak fol.
0 0RF1 37 A W slope of knob at N end of ridge, just above treeline. Float.
00RF137B W slope of knob at N end of ridge, just above treeline. Sparse float. Dk green + FeOx, cs gr, weak fol.
0 0RF1 38 A W slope of 2nd knob from N end of ridge. Pebbles & rocks in frostpiles. Gray, fh to med gr.
00RF138B W slope of 2nd knob from N end of ridge. Pebbles & rocks in frostpiles. Silvery dk gray, fh to med gr.
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0 0 R F1 3 9 A 7102211 496799 Pkf Chl-Bt-WMica-Epi-F sp-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.05 220 20
0 0RF139B 7102211 496769 Pkf WMica-Qtz-Fsp metafelsite ± Bt UG 1.3
0 0 R F1 4 0 A 7102426 496853 Pkf Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG 150 25
0ORF14OB 7102426 496853 Pkf WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG
0 0 R F1 4 1 A 7102338 496848 Pkf Bt-WMica-Qtz-Fsp metafelsite UG 0.05 205 15
0 0RF141B 7102268 496898 Pkf Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG
0 0 R F1 4 2 A 7102010 496855 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist & metafelsite ± WMica UG 0.40
O O R F 143 7101663 496898 Pkf Bt-WMica-Kfsp-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG 1.8 •
O O R F 144 7101449 497003 Pkf Alb-Qtz-KFsp metarhyolite ± WMica UG 0.03 •
00RF145A1 7101052 497040 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.10
00RF1 45 A2 7101052 497040 Pkf WMica-Qtz-Fsp metafelsite UG 0.10
00RF1 45 B 7101052 497040 Pkf Alb-Qtz-KFsp metarhyolite ± WMica UG 0.02
0 0R F1 45 C 7101052 497055 Pkf Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG
O O R F 146 7101786 496668 Pkf Bt-Qtz-Fsp metarhyolite UG 0.40
00RF147 7102172 496122 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG
00RF148 7100565 492616 mPzmf Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 10 25
0 0R F1 49 A 7101804 494229 MzPzog pegmatite/granitic orthogneiss MA 0.01
OORF149B 7101804 494229 mPzmf Bt gneiss MA
0 0R F1 50 A 7102543 494454 mPzmf Grt-Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.60 210 25
O O R F 1 SOB 7102543 494454 mPzmf Bt gneiss MA
OORF151 7102792 494082 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.35 200 25
O O R F 152 7103566 493654 mPzmf Grt amphibolite ± Bt MA 0.55 220 10
O O R F 153 7103876 493234 MzPzog Bt-Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Grt (trondhjemitic orthogneiss) MA 3.0
0 0 R F1 5 4 A 7103824 492482 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Grt MA 0.25
0 0RF1 54 B 7103824 492482 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.25
00RF155 7103631 492418 mPzmf amphibolite MA
0 0 R F1 5 6 A 7103465 492558 mPzmf Bt-Mus-Qtz-Fsp schist ± Grt MA 0.05
0 0RF156B 7103465 492558 MzPzog granitic orthogneiss MA 0.01
O O R F 157 7099521 494828 tnPzmf Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz gneiss MA 0.05
O O RF 158 7097996 491862 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Grt MA 0.10 120 20
O O RF 159 7097804 491534 mPzmf Qtz-Plag-Bt-Hbl gneiss, amphibolite MA 0.25 • 135 20
O O RF 160 7097725 491220 mPzmf Bt-KFsp-Mus-Qtz schist MA 0.08 • • 105 20
OORF161 7102532 496688 Pkf WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG
00RF164 7101528 497384 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, minor WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded quartzite UG 0.03
O O RF 165 7101305 497405 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.03
O O RF 166 7101490 497438 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite ± Bt UG 0.10 228 29
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0 0R F1 39 A E side of top of 2nd knob from N end of ridge. 2 x 2m high outcrop. Silvery greenish lt gray, fh to med gr.
00RF139B 30m W of OORF 139, in middle of knob. Float. Silvery reddish It gray, fh to med gr.
OO RF140A Steep E slope of knob at N end of ridge. 2m high bouldercrop. Silvery It greenish gray, fh to med gr. Qtz lenses.
OORF140B Steep E slope of knob at N end of ridge. Predominant rubble.
0 0R F1 41 A NE slope of 2nd knob from N end of ridge, lm high outcrop & rubble. Silvery It gray, fin to med gr.
00RF141B E slope of 2nd knob from N end of ridge. Float.
0 0R F1 42 A NE side of 3rd knob from N end of ridge. 2m high outcrop & rubble. Dk gray, fh to med gr. Abun Qtz lenses.
OO RF 143 S side of top of 3rd knob from N end of ridge. Abun float. Dk gray & white, fh to med gr.
00RF144 N side & W side of top of 4th knob from N end of ridge. Abun rubble & float over 150m N-S x 50m E-W area. White to lt gray to It red, fin gr. FeOx after pyrite, pyrite abun in some.
OO RF 145 A 1 Top of ridge S of 4th knob from N end of ridge, 15m W of E edge. 10 x 10m rubblepatch. Dk gray, fh to med gr.
OO RF 145 A 2 Top of ridge S of 4th knob from N end of ridge, 15m W of E edge. 10 x 10m rubblepatch. Silvery lt gray, fh to med gr.
00RF145B Top of ridge S of 4th knob from N end of ridge, 15m W of E edge. 10 x 10m rubblepatch. Lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF1 45 C Along E edge of top of ridge S of 4th knob from N end of ridge. Outcrops.
OO RF 146 W side of top of 3rd knob from N end of ridge. Sparse float. Dk gray ± reddish, fh to med gr.
00RF147 W slope of 2nd knob from N end of ridge, at treeline. 1 rock, no other rx near. Dk green & white, cs gr replaced by fh gr.
OO RF 148 E side of Cherry Ck, 500m S of Turk Ck. 8m high slumpy outcrop. Silvery dk gray, med gr. Granitic layers.
0 0R F1 49 A 100m off NW side of road, 50 x 50m excavation. Abun rubble. White, very cs gr, Fsp + Qtz + Mus.
00RF149B 100m off NW side of road, 50 x 50m excavation. Minor.
OO RF 150 A Crest of ridge to NW. 40 x 5m high knobcrop. Dk gray, med gr, abun dk red Grt up to 2mm. Isoclinal folding w/ axes roughly -E-W. Granitic layers.
00RF150B Knob 100m SE of OORF 150. Float.
OO RF 151 3 small knobs on top of ridge at turn to NNW. Rubblecrops. Dk gray, cs gr, dk red Grt up to 2mm. Abun granitic layers.
OO RF 152 3 small knobs at N end of top of ridge. 3 x lm high outcrop & float. Dk gray, med to cs gr, abun dk red Grt. Granitic layers.
OO RF 153 NW slope of end of ridge. Sparse float. Lt gray to tan, med gr, sparse dk red Grt.
OO RF 154 A S side of Walker Fork, along base of slope. Rubble/boulders over 20m. Dk gray, med gr, dk red Grt. Granitic layers.
00RF154B S side of Walker Fork, along base of slope. Rubble/boulders over 20m. Dk gray, med gr, migmatic.
OO RF 155 E bank of Cherry Ck. Rubblecrop over >20m.
0 0R F1 56 A E bank of Cherry Ck. Rubble over 10m. Silvery med to dk gray, med to cs gr, dk red Grt up to 5mm.
00RF156B E bank of Cherry Ck. Abun dikes up to 50cm wide. Lt gray to lt red, cs gr, Fsp + Qtz ± Mus.
00RF157 On top of ridge, on trail. Sparse float. Silvery gray, cs gr. Granitic rx (from layers) in float.
OO RF 158 SW bank of Crow Ck. 5m high outcrop. Dk gray, med gr, dk red Grt up to 2mm. Abun quartzite & granitic layers up to 15cm wide, some subparallel to fol.
OO RF 159 N side of Crow Ck. 4m high outcrop. Dk gray, med gr. Sparse granitic layers, some cut fol.
OO RF 160 15m N of Crow Ck. lm high outcrop. Silvery gray, med to cs gr.
OO RF 161 N end of knob at N end of ridge. N end of line of outcrops.
OO RF 164 N side of spur ridge to E. Float & rubble. Silvery dk gray, fh gr; silvery lt gray, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx along fol in schist.
OO RF 165 S side of spur ridge to E. Sparse float.
OO RF 166 Middle of spur ridge to E. 3 x 1.5m high outcrop. Silvery dk gray, fh gr. Abun FeOx. Some Qtz lenses.
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00RF167 7101577 497512 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist UG 0.05

00RF168 7101596 498097 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.03

00RF169 7101835 498341 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist & quartzite, minor WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.03

00RF170 7101355 497532 MDsqc gray banded to white quartzite, minor carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.51 175 35

0 0 R F 1 7 IA 7101315 497076 Pkf Rt-WMica-Epi-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite ± Chi UG 0.51

0 0RF171B 7101315 497076 Pkf Bt-WMica-Epi-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite ± Chi UG 0.03

0 0 R F1 72 A 7100727 497090 Pkf Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG
0 0RF172B 7100727 497070 Pzgs Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss, Mus-Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist EA
0 0RF1 73 A 7100231 497059 Pzgs Mus-Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist/gneiss EA 0.08

0 0RF173B 7100154 496976 Pzgs Bt-Qtz-Alb gneiss EA 0.13 •
0 0 R F1 7 4 A 7099914 497282 Pzgs Epi-Bt-Hbl-Qtz-Alb gneiss EA 0.75 • • • 125 35

0 0RF174B 7099884 497282 Pzgs Mus-Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss EA 0.08 170 30

0 0RF1 74 C 7099914 497282 Pzgs Epi-Bt-flbl-Alb-Qtz gneiss EA 4.2

00RF174D 7099884 497282 Pzgs Mus-Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss EA 0.08

OORF175 7100032 497554 Pkf WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist/metafelsite UG 0.08

00RF176 7100070 497607 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.05

0 0 R F1 7 7 A 7100000 497412 Pzgs Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss EA 130 35

0 0RF177B 7100000 497422 Pkf WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist/metafelsite UG
0 0R F1 78 A 7099463 494982 mPzmf Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz gneiss MA
0 0RF178B 7099463 494982 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG Strong
00RF179 7099434 495165 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 12.0

00RF180 7099457 495407 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 40

00RF181 7099391 495535 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 7.5

0 0 R F1 8 2 A 7099256 495781 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 23

00RF182B 7099256 495781 TrPum chlorite rx LG 0.51

OORF183 7099300 496096 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 41

00RF184 7099503 496356 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG Strong
00RF185 7099313 496301 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF186 7099246 496344 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic, chlorite rock LG 2.6

00RF186 7099246 496344 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG Strong
0 0 R F1 87 A 7099341 496803 r TrPum serpentinized dunite LG 28 •
00RF187B 7099341 496803 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 11.0
0 0RF1 87 C 7099341 496803 TrPum chromite-serpentine rx LG >100 • • •
00RF187D 7099341 496803 TrPum chlorite rx LG 26

00RF188 7099321 496976 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG Strong
00RF189 7099256 496978 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 34
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00RF167 N side of spur ridge to E. Small rubblecrop. Shiny dk gray, fh gr.
00RF168 Knob on spur ridge to E. Abun rubble over 70 x 100m. Silvery dk gray, fh gr. Abun FeOx along fol.
00RF169 Knob at NE end of spur ridge to E. Abun rubble over 40 x 40m. Silvery dk gray, fh gr; silvery lt gray, fh gr. Sparse Qtz vnlts, abun FeOx.
00RF170 S side of spur ridge to E. Abun rubble & small rubblecrops. White to dk gray, fh gr; silvery dk gray, fh gr.
0 0 R F1 7 1 A E side of top of 4th knob from N end of ridge. Middle of 100m NNW line of oucrops & rubble. Silvery gray, fh to med gr. Qtz lenses.
00RF171B Middle of 100m NNW line of oucrops & rubble. Silvery gray, fh to med gr.
0 0 R F1 7 2 A Along E edge of top of ridge, in saddle N of Minn Mtn. Small outcrops & rubble.
00RF172B Just W of 00RF172. Rubble. Some Qtz lens material.
O O R F 173 A NE side of top of Minn Mtn, on NE slope. Abun rubble for 100m to NW & to OORF 174. Silvery dk gray, med gr, some migmatic. Qtz lenses.
00RF173B N side of N lobe of Minn Mtn, at NE end of N-S depression. Rubble. Dk gray fh to med gr, some migmatic.
0 0 R F1 74 A SE end of top of N part of Minn Mtn. 10 x 5m high outcrop & abun rubble. Dk gray, fh to med gr. Deformed.
00RF174B 30m S of 00RF174A. 3m high outcrop. Silvery gray, med gr, some migmatic.
00RF174C SE end of top of N part of Minn Mtn. 10 x 5m high outcrop & abun rubble. Dk gray, fh to med gr.
00RF174D 30m S of 00RF174A. 3m high outcrop. Silvery gray, med gr, some migmatic.
00RF175 E slope of N part of Minn Mtn, 50m E of slope break. Sparse float. Silvery lt gray, fh to med gr.
OO RF 176 End of short spur E ofFN part of Minn Mtn. Abun float in line at 160° both ways. Shiny dk gray, fh gr. Abun FeOx.
00R F1 77 A E slope of N part of Minn Mtn. 4m high outcrop & abun rubble. Dk gray, fh to med gr. Sparse Qtz vnlts, Qtz vein up to 4cm wide at 13760°. Qtz lenses.
00RF177B Downhill to E. Sparse float.
00R F1 78 A Top of ridge, on trail. Sparse pebbles. Abun FeOx. Fault?
00RF178B Top of ridge, on trail. 1 pebble. Abun FeOx.
OO RF 179 Top of ridge, on trail. Sparse float. Green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr.
OO RF 180 Top of ridge, on trail E of steep rise. Sparse float. Green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr, Mt layers.
00RF181 Top of ridge, on trail E of rise. Sparse float. Dk gray to black, fh gr.
OO RF 182 A Knob on top of ridge, on trail. Bouldercrop & float. Greenish black + FeOx, fh gr.
00RF182B Knob on top of ridge, on trail. Minor. Dk green, cs gr, weak fol, grades into Serp um in hand sample.
OO RF 183 Knob at top/E end of ridge. Large bouldercrop, boulders & float over large area. Greenish black + FeOx, fh gr.
OO RF 184 NW side of SW lobe of Minn Mtn. Bouldercrop & abun boulders. Greenish black + FeOx, fh gr.
OO RF 185 W side of SW lobe of Minn Mtn. S end of large bouldercrops.
OO RF 186 SW side of SW lobe of Minn Mtn. Sparse, Serp um grading into in sample. Green to greenish black + FeOx, fh gr.
OO RF 186 SW side of SW lobe of Minn Mtn. Abun pebbly rubble & boulders. Green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr; dk green, cs gr.
00R F1 87 A W side of S lobe of Minn Mtn. Predom in abun pebbly rubble & boulders. Greenish black, fh gr, Mt up to 4mm dissem & in stringers.
00RF187B W side of S lobe of Minn Mtn. Not uncommon. Lt to dk green, fh gr w/ bands of It green chrysotile.
00RF187C W side of S lobe of Minn Mtn. Not uncommon. Bluish purple to purplish black, fh gr, soft, layers of chromite + Mt up to 4mm.
00RF187D W side of S lobe of Minn Mtn. Uncommon. Dk green + FeOx, med gr, unfoliated.
OO R F 188 W side of top knob of S lobe of Minn Mtn. Bouldercrop for >100m N-S. Greenish black + FeOx, fh gr.
OO R F 189 S side of top of S lobe of Minn Mtn. Bouldercrop & boulders extending >200m E. Greenish black + FeOx, fh gr.
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O0RF19O 7099387 497218 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 36
00RF191 7099585 497000 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
O O R F 192 7099780 497010 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic, minor chlorite rx LG 0.22
0 0R F1 93 A 7099876 497118 Pzgs WMica-Qtz-Fsp gneiss EA 0.02
00RF193B 7099876 497118 Pzgs Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist/gneiss ± Mus EA 0.16
O O R F 194 A 7099953 496975 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 48
00RF194B 7099953 496975 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 0.23
O O R F 195 A 7100046 497027 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF195B 7100046 497027 Pzgs Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss EA
00RF196 7100154 496936 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG Strong
00RF197B1 7099627 497291 Pzgs Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss/schist EA 0.17
00RF197B2 7099627 497291 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss EA 0.02
O O R F 198 7099534 497405 Pzgs Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss EA
00RF199 7099398 497278 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 39
00RF200 7099509 497225 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
0 0R F2 01 A 7101221 496792 Pkf Epi-Chl-KFsp-WMica-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.05 • •
00RF201B 7101221 496492 Pkf Qtz-KFsp metarhyolite UG
00RF2 01 C 7101221 496592 Pkf Epi-Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG
OORF201D 7101021 496592 Pzgs Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss EA
00RF203 7100395 496677 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG Strong
00RF204 7100538 496369 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG Strong
0 0R F2 05 A 7100860 496357 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG Strong
00RF205B 7100890 496357 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.10
00RF2 05 C 7100860 496357 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 41
0 0R F2 06 A 7100819 496505 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.15
00RF206B 7100819 496505 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 0.60
0 0R F2 07 A 7101123 496428 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss EA
00RF207B 7101123 496428 Pzgs Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss EA
00RF208 7100786 496256 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
0 0RF2 09 A 7100819 496000 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 39
00RF209B 7100819 496000 TrPum quartz LG 0.02
00RF210 7100622 496160 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF211 7100496 495848 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF212 7100334 495950 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 2.0
00RF213 7100297 496139 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
0 0R F2 14 A 7099852 496142 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 35



Table A-2. Continued.

Station/

Sam ple# D e s c rip tiv e  data

00RF190 SE end of top of S lobe of Minn Mtn. Abun pebbly rubble & boulders to 00RF189. Greenish black + FeOx, fh gr, abun dissem Mt.
00RF191 SW end of saddle in middle of Minn Mtn. Scattered pebbles & rx. Greenish black + FeOx, fh gr.
00RF192 S side ofN  lobe of Minn Mtn. Rubblecrop & float extending 50m W. Dk green + FeOx, fh gr, waxy, weak fol; dk green, med gr, weak fol.
0 0R F1 93 A S side of N lobe of Minn Mtn. Abun float & rubble extending to 00RF174. Lt gray, fh to med gr.
00RF193B S side of N lobe of Minn Mtn. Lesser. Dk gray, fh to med gr.
0 0R F1 94 A Middle of N-S depression in N lobe of Minn Mtn. Rubble & float. Greenish black + FeOx, fh gr.
0 0RF194B Middle of N-S depression in N lobe of Minn Mtn. Rubble & float. Dk green, fh gr, waxy, foliated. Foliated Serp urn common, particularly near contact to E.
0 0R F1 95 A Along W side of N-S depression in N lobe of Minn Mtn. Float to W. Contact appears to go through here at 170°.
0 0RF195B Along W side of N-S depression in N lobe of Minn Mtn. Float to E.
00RF196 N side of N lobe of Minn Mtn, at NW end of N-S depression. Large rubblecrop extending to W. Greenish black + FeOx, fh gr.
00RF197B1 E end of saddle in middle of Minn Mtn. Scattered abun float. Dk gray, fh to med gr. Abun Qtz lens material.
00RF197B2 E end of saddle in middle of Minn Mtn. Scattered abun float. Lt gray, fh to med gr.
00RF198 E slope of S lobe of Minn Mtn, downslope in draw. 10 x 10m of abun rubble. Gray, fh to med gr.
00RF199 SE end of S lobe of Minn Mtn, at base of steep slope. 4m high outcrop & abun rubble extending to N. Dk green to black, fh gr, abun waxy Serp. Bxa, abun alt, prominent fractures at ~60°/75°.
OORF20O NE end of S lobe of Minn Mtn, at SE end of saddle. NW end of abun rubble from 00RF199.
0 0R F2 01 A W slope of 4th knob S from end of ridge, 120m W of 00RF056. Sparse float in mudholes. Silvery green to lt gray, fn gr.
0 0RF201B For 500m W of O0RF2O1, downhill. Sparse to very sparse float, predom.
O ORF201C For 500m W of 00RF201, downhill. Sparse to very sparse float, more abun uphill (E).
00RF201D SW of 00RF201. Sparse to very sparse float.
00RF203 NW side of N lobe of Minn Mtn. Abun rubble from 00RF196. Green to black + FeOx, fh gr.
00RF204 NW slope of N lobe of Minn Mtn. Abun rubble over 40 x 40m. Green to black + FeOx, fh gr.
0 0R F2 05 A NW slope ofN lobe of Minn Mtn, well downslope, 100m S of headwaters of S fork of N fork of Turk Ck. Abun rubble going >100m upslope. Green to black + FeOx, fii gr. Some green & waxy.
0 0RF205B 30m N of 00RF205A. Abun float & rubble. Green & white ± FeOx, fh gr replacing cs gr, weak to mod fol.
0 0RF2 05 C At contact w/ metagabbro. Common in Serp urn rubble. Green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr, Mt up to 1cm.
0 0 R F2 0 6 A Area of headwater spring of S fork ofN  fork of Turk, in depression. Abun rubble & float from 00RF205. Green & white ± FeOx, fh gr replacing cs gr, weak to mod fol. Some rx very deformed.
0 0RF206B Area of headwater spring of S fork ofN  fork of Turk, in depression. Lesser. Dk green + FeOx, fh gr, some waxy.
0 0R F2 07 A To W of 4th knob from N end of ridge, far downhill just above treeline. Abun boulders over 50 x 20m.
0 0RF207B To W of 4th knob from N end of ridge, far downhill just above treeline. Lesser.
00RF208 NW slope of Minn Mtn, just above treeline. Abun float.
0 0 R F2 0 9 A Knob at W end of short spur ridge W from N lobe of Minn Mtn. □ 40 x 40m of abun float. Dk green to greenish black + FeOx, fh gr, some chrysotile & chlorite rx.
0 0RF209B Knob at W end of short spur ridge W from N lobe of Minn Mtn. 1 rock. Lt gray, fii gr, dk gray specks define fol.
00RF210 W side of top of S lobe of Minn Mtn. Abun rubble over large area.
00RF211 Small side of S spur ridge ofTN lobe of Minn Mtn. Sparse float.
00RF212 S side of S spur ridge off N lobe of Minn Mtn. Large knobcrop & rubble. Greenish black + FeOx, fii gr.
00RF213 Small knob at W end of S spur ridge off N lobe of Minn Mtn. E end of knobcrops & boulders from 00RF212.
0 0R F2 14 A Spring at headwaters of S fork offurk Ck. 2m high outcrop & abun boulders. Dk green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr, some waxy, sparse chrysotile + magnesite.
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OORF214B 7099852 496172 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 0.23
OORF215 7099983 496812 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF216 7101670 494940 TrPum Qtz + Serp um breccia 0.05
0 0 R F2 1 7 A 7101637 495334 TrPum Qtz + Cal vein 0.05 •
00RF2 17 B 7101637 495334 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic 0.10 •
0 0R F2 17 C 7101637 495334 TrPum Qtz + gneiss + Serp um breccia 0.10
00RF217D1 7101602 495349 Qmo glacial moraine
00RF217D2 7101602 495349 Qmo carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.05
OORF218 7101634 495638 Pzgs Qtz lens(?) 0.01
0 0 R F2 1 9 A 7101653 495700 Pzgs Mus-Fsp-Qtz gneiss ± Bt EA 0.02
00RF2 19 B 7101653 495700 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz gneiss EA 0.05
00RF220 7101744 494970 TrPum Qtz + Serp ultramafic + gneiss breccia 0.03
00RF221 7101551 494082 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.10
0 0 R F2 2 2 A 7101973 494624 Jhb Plag homblendite I 0.29 • • •
00RF2 22 B 7101973 494624 mPzmf Grt amphibolite MA 19,0 • 210 35
00RF223 7102147 494735 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.23
00RF224 7102251 495035 MzPzog Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist/gneiss (granodioritic orthogneiss) MA 0.10
0 0R F2 25 A 7102550 495243 mPzmf Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz gneiss MA 0.01
00RF225B 7102550 495243 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.13
0 0 R F2 2 6 A 7102900 495288 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG
00RF2 26 B 7102900 495288 mPzmf Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA
00RF227A1 7103787 495235 TrPum clay fault gouge
00RF2 27 A2 7103802 495230 mPzmb Cal vein(?) MA 0.05
00RF2 27 B 7103827 495220 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.05
0 0 R F2 2 8 A 7103887 495207 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.16 15 20
00RF2 28 B 7103937 495177 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.36

00RF229A1 7103993 495144 MDsqc carb schist + Serp um breccia 0.04 350 20
00RF2 29 A2 7103993 495144 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG

00RF2 29 B 7104043 495129 mPzmb Cal vein(?) MA 0.10
00R F2 29 C 7104063 495124 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG
00RF230 7099070 496934 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG Strong
00RF231A1 7098833 496957 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.08 185 18
00RF2 31 A2 7098833 496957 MDsqc WMica-Qtz schist ± Bt UG 0.06
00RF2 31 B 7098833 496942 Pzgs Bt-WMica-Qtz schist EA 0.20
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00RF214B 30m E of 00RF214A. 1 rock. Dk green to dk gray, fh to med gr, abun Chi.
00RF215 S side of N lobe of Minn Mtn. Sparse float over large area.
00RF216 Small knoll on N side of N fork of Turk Ck. Abun float in 2 x 4m excavation at base. Qtz + black fh-gr ultramafic + FeOx, sparse bright green fh-gr Serp. Bxa, prominent springs just N.
0 0RF2 17 A 15m N-S x 10 x 5m high mound on N side of N fork of Turk Ck. Bouldercrop at base (S end). Veins up to 2cm along shears, Cal rhombs & bright green fh-gr Serp. Shear zone at -50-80790°?
00RF217B 15m N-S x 10 x 5m high mound on N side of N fork of Turk Ck. Bouldercrop at base (S end). Abun bright green fh-gr Serp + FeOx.
0 0RF217C 15m N-S x 10 x 5m high mound on N side of N fork of Turk Ck. Float from higher on mound. Abun FeOx, Qtz + Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss + Serp urn.
00RF217D1 30m SE-NW x 10 x 5m high mound on S side of N fork of Turk Ck. Moraine float. Most rounded, abun FeOx, mix of quartzite, metagabbro, Musc-Qtz-Fsp gneiss, quartz, Serp ultramafic.
00RF217D2 30m SE-NW x 10 x 5m high mound on S side of N fork of Turk Ck. Predom moraine float in middle of mound. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF218 30m N of N fork of Turk Ck, uphill. Ribcrops several m high poking out over 10 x 10m. Colorless to white, massive, abun FeOx on fractures.
0 0R F2 19 A N side of N fork of N fork of Turk Ck. 10m N-S x 5 x 2m high rib w/ abun rubble & float. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr, angular rx.
00RF219B N side of N fork of N fork of Turk Ck. 10m N-S x 5 x 2m high rib w/ abun rubble & float. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr, migmatic.
00RF220 100m N of Turk Ck, 100m NNE of 00RF216. lm high x 4m wide mound (rib) at -35° for >50m w/ boulders & float. Qtz + FeOx, dk gray fh-gr Serp, Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss fragments.
00RF221 E comer of jet w/ Snuffy’s road, in 5 x 100m E-W excavation. Abun float & rubble. Dk gray, med to cs gr. Granitic layers.
0 0RF2 22 A SE side of road, in area w/ relatively sparse veg. Sparse float, rubble in new excavation. Black, -equant Hbl up to 1cm + fh-gr dk green interstitial + FeOx, unfol. Sparse Cal vnlts.
00RF222B 30m at 250° from 00RF222. 5 x lm high outcrop poking out. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr, some layers >50% dk red Grt up to 7mm. Foliated granitic layers.
00RF223 50m W of road, 40m from 00RF062 at 215°. 2m high rubbly knobcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med gr. Foliated granitic layers.
00RF224 SE side of road, at SW end of branch in road. Float in 5 x 10m excavation. Silvery lt gray, cs gr. Qtz layers.
0 0RF2 25 A Small mound 15m E of road. Float. Lt gray + abun FeOx, med gr.
00RF225B Small mound 15m E of road. Minor. Dk green & white ± FeOx, cs gr replaced by fh gr.
0 0R F2 26 A E side of road, in ditch. Abun float.
00RF226B E side of road, in ditch. Minor.
00RF227A1 E side of road, along ditch. Rubble. 2 -vertical lm  wide clay fit gouge zones.
00RF227A2 15m N of 00RF227A1. 5m wide outcrop. White to lt gray + abun FeOx, fh to med gr. Fault at 120770° w/ slicks dipping 15° NW, other fractures also at 120°.
00RF227B 25m N of 00RF227B. Scattered lm high outcrops for 25m to N. Lt to dk green & white ± FeOx, cs gr replaced by fh gr. Very messed up.
0 0R F2 28 A E side of road, in ditch & along bank. Scattered outcrops up to 3m high for 40m to N. Dk gray, fh gr. Abun FeOx. Abun fractures.
00RF228B 50m N of 00RF228A. Sporadic outcrops up to 2m high for 20m to N. Dk gray ± FeOx, med gr. Abun Qtz vnlts. Prominent fracture set 250-275780°.

00RF229A1

E side of road, in ditch & along bank. Sporadic outcrops up to 2m high for 30m to N. Carb WMica-Qtz schist is silvery dk gray+ abun FeOx, fh gr, some bright green fh-gr Serp. Highly fractured, 
shear at 195-205715-30° w/ NW-dipping slicks, 2nd shear at 145790° w/ slicks dipping 75° SE.

00RF229A2 E side of road, along bank above outcrops. Abun float from above. Prominent fracture set at 70-100790° in bank outcrops.

00RF229B

60m N of 00RF229A1. Semi-continuous outcrop for 20m to N. Green & dk red, white, & dk green & white ± FeOx, fh gr, odd textures common, some pebble-like amygdules. Bxa w/ abun FeOx in 
matrix, abun veining at N end where grading into carb schist.

00RF2 29 C 20m N of 00RF229B. 5m of outcrop to N.
00RF230 S slope of platform on S side of S lobe of Minn Mtn. Rubblecrop over >100m. Green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr. Some waxy dk green Serp.
00RF231A1 W slope S of gully S of Minn Mtn, downslope. 5 x lm  high outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx.
00RF231A2 W slope S of gully S of Minn Mtn, downslope. 5 x lm high outcrop. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF231B 15m W of 00RF231. 5 x 3m high outcrop. Silvery gray, med to cs gr. Cal vnlts. Abun isoclinal/tight folds w/ axes ENE-WSW.
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0 0R F2 31 C 7098833 496912 Pzgs Bt-WMica-Qtz schist EA 180 16

00RF231D 7098783 497007 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, lesser WMica-Qtz schist UG
00R F2 32 A 7098910 497430 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.05
00RF232B 7098960 497430 Pzgs Bt-Qtz-Epi-Hbl schist EA 0.28
00RF2 32 C 7098885 497430 Pzgs Bt-Qtz-Epi-Hbl schist EA
00RF233 7099200 497420 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.10
00RF234 7099367 497800 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG
00RF235 7099016 497734 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist & quartzite, minor WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.08 20 10

00 R F2 3 6 A 7098634 497486 Pzgs Bt-Qtz-Epi-Hbl schist EA 0.37 • • • 175 15

00RF236A2 7098634 497466 Pzgs Bt-Qtz-Epi-Hbl schist EA
00RF236B 7098634 497466 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist EA 0.10
00R F2 36 C 7098614 497466 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist EA 0.10
00RF236D 7098634 497426 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Qtz schist EA 0.06 200 13

00RF237 7098617 497346 Pzgs Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss ± Grt EA 0.05
0 0 R F2 3 8 A 7098781 497194 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.10 240 25

00RF2 38 B 7098781 497314 Pzgs Bt-Qtz-Epi-Hbl schist EA
0 0R F2 39 A 7098790 497512 Pzgs Bt-Qtz-Epi-Hbl schist EA 180 24

00RF2 39 B 7098790 497512 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist UG
0 0R F2 40 A 7098556 497583 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite, minor WMica-Qtz schist UG
00RF240B 7098556 497583 MDmb marble UG 0.15
0 0R F2 41 A 7098200 498080 MDsqc gray banded quartzite, carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 80 18

00RF241B 7098320 497760 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded quartzite, WMica-Qtz schist UG
00RF242 7098054 497985 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite, WMica quartzite UG 0.05
00RF243 7097487 498105 MDsqc carb WMica-quartz schist UG 0.02
00RF244 7101094 493521 mPzmf Grt amphibolite MA 0.50
0 0 R F2 4 5 A 7100602 494404 MzPzog granitic orthogneiss MA 0.03
00RF245B 7100602 494404 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.03
0 0R F2 46 A 7100453 494913 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 30
0 0RF246B 7100453 494913 TrPum chromitite LG 0.90 •

00RF247 7092707 491182 MzPzog Bt-Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss & schist MA 0.10 250 25

00RF248 7092581 491740 mPzmb marble MA
00RF249 7092430 492058 mPzmb marble MA
00RF250 7092509 492228 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Mus MA 0.20 250 15

0 0R F2 51 A 7092932 492414 mPzmf Qtz-Hbl-Plag gneiss MA 18.0 • 190 57

00RF251B 7092972 492414 mPzmf Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss MA 0.10 80 18

0O RF2 52 A 7093089 492419 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Grt MA 0.20 140 35
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00RF2 31 C 45m W of 00RF231. 5 x 2m high outcrop.
00RF231D 80m SE of 00RF231. Abun float.
0 0 R F2 3 2 A W side of top of ridge. Abun float, boulders, extending 25m S. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF232B 50m N of 00RF232, in saddle. Sparse float. Dk green ± FeOx, fh gr, fissile, black Flbl.
00R F2 32 C 25m S of 00RF232. Float to S.
00RF233 Rise to SE on E side of top of ridge, in saddle S of Minn Mtn. Scattered semi-abun float/rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF234 End of short spur to NE. Abun rubble/float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Sparse Qtz lenses.
0ORF235 Along E side of top of ridge, UTM in middle. Abun rubble & outcrop continuous for >l00m  N-S. Shiny dk gray, fh gr, highly fractured, blocky rubble.
0 0 R F2 3 6 A W side of top of ridge. Abun large outcrops here & scatttered to N. Dk green, fh gr w/ med-gr Bt, fissile, black Hbl.
00RF2 36 A2 20m S of 00RF236. Scattered outcrops up to 2m high in line at 260° to W.
00RF2 36 B 20m S of 00RF236. Grading down to in outcrop. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00R F2 36 C S of 00RF236B. Sparse float. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF236D 40m W of 00RF236B. Interlayered in outcrops w/ Bt-Qtz-Epi-Hbl schist. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Sparse Qtz lenses.
00RF237 W slope of ridge, just below (W of) end of outcrops from 00RF236. Boulders/float. Dk gray, fh to med gr, sparse red Grt up to 2 mm.
0 0 R F2 3 8 A W slope of ridge. Scattered outcrops <2m high in line at 105°. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Kind of deformed.
00RF2 38 B 120m E of 00RF238, Uphill. Float & boulders, downhill (W) extent.
0 0 R F2 3 9 A Middle of top of ridge. Several lm high outcrops. Dk grayish green, fh gr.
00RF2 39 B 10m E of 00RF239. Float to E.
0 0 R F2 4 0 A Towards W side of top of ridge. Abun float/rubble.
OORF240B Towards W side of top of ridge. Among carb schist in sparse float in <10m area. White to lt gray ± FeOx, med gr xln, rhombs visible.
0 0 R F2 4 1 A NE side of top of ridge. NW end of rubbly outcrops & extensive rubble for >150m. Quartzites predom, blocky, highly fractured rubble.
0ORF241B Along top of ridge from 00RF240 to 00RF242 & down both for 200m from top. Abun float/rubble.
00RF242 SW side of top of ridge. Abun float/rubble from 00RF240. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; silvery lt gray, fh gr.
00RF243 Top of ridge going into saddle SW. Scattered abun float/rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Sparse recemented bxa.
O0RF244 100m W of Snuffy's cabin, on N side of Turk Ck valley. Small rubbly outcrop & rubble. Greenish black, med to cs gr, abun red Grt up to 4mm, abun Chi.
0 0R F2 45 A S side of S fork of Turk Ck, on hillside. Abun float/rubble for >40m. Lt gray to lt red, very cs gr. From layers in gneiss.
00RF245B S side of S fork of Turk Ck, on hillside. Abun float/rubble for >40m. Gray ± FeOx, med gr.
0 0R F2 46 A N side of S fork of Turk Ck. Small rubblepatch. Green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr. Some large Qtz in creek rx.
00RF246B In S fork of Turk Ck, 60m downstream (W of) 00RF246. ~30cm rock amongst creek rx. Dk gray ± FeOx, submetallic, >95% chromite up to >lcm, white to lt green, fh-gr, soft intersitial, very dense.
00RF247 Top of E-W ridge. 4m high knobcrop. Silvery It to dk gray, fh to med gr, It red KFsp up to several cm in some layers. Qtz lenses.
00RF248 W end of huge knob on top of ridge. Huge outcrops + rubble + float comprise entire knob. White to gray, gray weathering, fh gr, generally highly fractured.
00RF249 E end of top of huge knob on top of ridge. Large outcrops extending to 10m E.
00RF250 Top of ridge NE of marble knob. Small outcrop & patchy float to NE. Dk gray to lt red, fh to med gr.
0 0 R F2 5 1 A Top of short spur to N. Knobcrop. Dk gray, med gr, Epi clots up to 2mm.
00RF251B 30m N of 00RF251, 15m SW of 00RF252. 2.5m high outcrop. Dk greenish gray, med gr. Sparse Qtz lenses.
0 0 R F2 5 2 A N end of short spur to N, just above treeline. 5 x 3m high outcrop poking out. Dk gray, med gr, abun dk red Grt along contact w/ homblendite.
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00RF252B 7093089 492419 Jhb homblendite I 0.61
00RF2 52 C 7093089 492439 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.05 •

G 0 RF25 3A 7092360 493139 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz gneiss/schist MA 0.10 145 41
00RF2S3R 7092330 493169 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz gneiss/schist MA 105 27
00RF254 7092192 493451 mPzmf? Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss MA 0.05
00RF255 7092500 494060 mPzmf? Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.06
00RF256 7092869 494205 mPzcs Mus-Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss/schist ± Grt MA 0.08 100 35
0 0 R F2 5 7 A 7093124 494368 mPzam Plag-Hbl amphibolite MA 0.30 • 140 45
00RF257B 7093144 494268 mPzam amphibolite MA 120 40
0 0R F2 58 A 7093712 494021 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 90 40
00RF258B 7093712 494021 mPzam Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA
00RF259 7093883 493893 mPzam amphibolite MA 0.25 150 27
00RF260 7094083 493944 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 110 20
0 0R F2 61 A 7094542 493925 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.10 110 45
00RF261B 7094567 493950 mPzam amphibolite, Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 0.20
0 0R F2 62 A 7094670 493992 mPzam Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss ± Grt MA 0.23
00RF262B 7094680 494002 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite ± Bt UG 0.06
00RF2 62 C 7094622 493845 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 155 35
0 0R F2 63 A 7095513 493454 mPzmf amphibolite ± Bt MA 0.26 175 35
00RF263B 7095543 493454 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss MA 0.16
0 0R F2 64 A 7094321 493964 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.11 115 33
00RF264B 7094321 493964 mPzam Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 0.18
0 0R F2 65 A 7093157 494562 mPzam amphibolite MA 0.39 105 38
00RF265B 7093157 494562 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.13 115 40
OORF265C 7093157 494562 mPzam Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 0.15
00RF2 66 A 7093261 494753 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 135 35
00RF266B 7093261 494753 mPzam amphibolite, Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA
0 0R F2 67 A 7093082 494711 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 125 45
00RF267B 7093082 494711 mPzam amphibolite, Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA
00RF268 7092913 494875 mPzam amphibolite MA 0.39 155 57
00RF269 7092725 495032 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 135 42
00RF2 70 A 7092800 495190 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.05
00RF270B 7092800 495190 mPzam amphibolite MA 0.67 125 18
00RF271 7092694 495280 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA
00RF2 72 A 7092780 495575 mPzam amphibolite MA 160 30
00RF272B 7092856 495575 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist UG 0.08



Table A-2. Continued.

Station/

Sam ple# D e s c r ip t iv e  data

0 0RF252B N end of short spur to N, just above treeline. 2-10 cm wide sill or dike. Black ± greenish, very cs gr, Hbl up to >lcm, unfol.
0 0RF252C 20m E of 00RF252. Small rubbly outcrop. Gray, med gr.
0 0RF2 53 A Top of E-W ridge. 10 x 5m high knobcrop. Silvery gray, med to cs gr. Qtz lenses.
00RF253B 40m SE of 00RF253. 3m high outcrop.
00RF254 Top of E-W ridge. Sparse float. Dk gray, med gr.
00RF255 Top of E-W ridge. 1.5m high outcrop. Dk gray, med to cs gr.
00RF256 W end of large knob on top of ridge. 20 x 5m high knobcrop. Silvery gray, med to cs gr, dk red Grt. Sparse fol cs-gr granitic layers.
0 0R F2 57 A SW side of large knob on top of ridge. Huge outcrops all over knob. Dk gray, med to cs gr. Abun granitic layers, sills, dikes.
00RF257B 120m from 00RF257 at 300° Large knobcrops.
00R F2 58 A S side of large knob on top of ridge to N. Large knobcrops. Silvery gray, med to cs gr. Thin granitic layers.
00RF258B S side of large knob on top of ridge to N. Interlayerd.
00RF259 Large knob on top of ridge to N. Huge outcrops all over knob. Dk gray, med to cs gr. Abun minor folding. Abun fol cs-gr granitic layers/sills, up to >0.5m wide.
00RF260 N side of large knob on top of ridge to N. Low-lying outcrops & float. Silvery gray, med to cs gr. Thin granitic layers.
00R F2 61 A Top of ridge to N, near treeline. Scattered large outcrops. Silvery gray, med to cs gr. Sparse Qtz lenses. Thin granitic layers.
00RF261B 40m NE of 00RF261 A. Outcrop. Greenish dk gray, med to cs gr, sparse bright green fh-gr Serp. Sparse bright green fh-gr Serp. Qtz lenses. Granitic layers.
00R F2 62 A NE end of top of ridge to N, just above treeline. Small knobcrop. Dk gray, med gr, sparse dk red Grt. Outcrop knarly. Granitic layers.
00RF262B For 30m NE of 00RF262A. Float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Vuggy FeOx along fol.
00RF262C 100m NW of 00RF261, just above treeline. Small outcrop.
00R F2 63 A Knob near N end of ridge to N. 40 x 5m high outcrop poking out. Dk gray, med to cs gr.
OORF263B In N end of outcrop. Underlying. Dk gray, med to cs gr.
OO RF264A Top of ridge to N. Middle of scattered outcrops along ridgetop. Silvery gray, cs to very cs gr.
0ORF264B Top of ridge to N. Interlayered. Dk gray, med to cs gr.
00R F2 65 A NE side of large knob on top of ridge. On top in huge outcrops. Dk gray, cs gr. Abun granitic layers.
00RF265B NE side of large knob on top of ridge. Underlying in outcrops. Silvery gray, cs to very cs gr. Abun granitic layers/sills/dikes.
00RF265C NE of large knob on top of ridge. Interlayered. Dk gray, med to cs gr.
0 0 R F2 66 A NE side of large knob on top of ridge. Large outcrops for >100m to NE. Abun granitic layers/sills/dikes.
00RF266B NE side of large knob on top of ridge. Interlayered, lesser.
0 0 R F2 6 7 A E of large knob on top of ridge. E end of outcrops from large knob.
00RF267B E of large knob on top of ridge. Interlayered, lesser.
00RF268 Top of E-W ridge. Large outcrops for 120m SE-NW. Dk gray, med to cs gr. Abun granitic layers/sills/dikes.
0GRF269 Toward S side of top of E-W ridge. 5 x lm high outcrop.
0 0 R F2 7 0 A W end of large knob on top of E-W ridge. Thin layers in outcrops. Silvery gray, cs to very cs gr, Mus up to several cm in schist, migmatic.
00RF270B W end of large knob on top of E-W ridge. Large outcrops. Dk gray, cs to very cs gr. Abun granitic layers/sills/dikes.
00RF271 Toward S side of top of E-W ridge, lm high outcrops.
0 0R F2 72 A E end of large knob on top of E-W ridge. Huge outcrops of knob.
00RF272B N of large knob on top of E-W ridge. Rubble. Shiny dk gray, fh to med gr, crenulated.
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00RF272C 7092856 495575 MDsqc KFsp-Alb-WMica-Qtz metafelsite U G 0.06 •

00RF274 7103207 494924 mPzmf Grt amphibolite MA 0.28 230 35
00RF275 7103359 494963 mPzmf amphibolite MA 222 35
00R F2 76 A 7103434 494919 mPzmf Grt amphibolite MA 0.93
00RF276B 7103434 494919 MzPzog pegmatite MA 0.24
00RF276C 7103434 494919 mPzmf Grt-Bt schist MA 0.63
0 0R F2 77 A 7103600 494937 mPzmf Grt-Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist/gneiss MA 0.03 200 15
00RF277B 7103600 494987 mPzmf amphibolite MA 155 40
00RF278 7103653 494950 MzPzog Mus-Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss ± Grt (granodioritic orthogneiss) MA 0.53 170 17
00R F2 79 A 7103707 494905 mPzmf amphibolite MA 245 28
00RF279B 7103707 494925 mPzmf Mus-Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss ± Grt MA
00RF279C 7103707 494925 mPzmf Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist ± Grt MA 0.13
00RF2 80 A 7103764 494876 mPzmb marble MA 0.01 180 22
00RF280B 7103764 494891 mPzmf Mus-Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist ± Grt MA 0.15 175 25
00RF280C 7103764 494901 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Grt (granodioritic orthogneiss) MA 0.15
00RF280D 7103764 494911 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.28 185 23
00RF280E 7103764 494826 mPzmf Grt-Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.11 190 20
00RF281 7103960 494857 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 170 27
00RF282 7104025 494879 mPzmf amphibolite MA 170 23
00RF283 7104140 494491 mPzmf amphibolite MA 190 27
00RF284 7104110 494447 mPzmf amphibolite MA 2.4 205 22
00RF285 7104140 494323 mPzmf amphibolite MA
00RF286 7104190 494249 mPzmf amphibolite MA 155 25
00RF287 7104225 494015 mPzmf amphibolite MA 1.4 190 27
00RF288 7104281 493882 mPzmf Grt-Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss MA 1.2 135 5
00RF289 7104240 494535 mPzmf amphibolite MA 115 27
00RF290 7103069 495109 mPzmf Bt-Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.10
00RF291 7104602 495051 mPzmf gneiss breccia 0.03
00RF2 92 A 7104172 495137 mPzmf amphibolite MA 7.3
00RF292B 7104172 495132 MDsqc carb schist + Serp ultramafic breccia 0.06
0 0RF292C 7104172 495122 TrPmg metagabbro + Serp ultramafic breccia 0.34
00RF292D 7104172 495122 TrPmg Chl-Act metagabbro LG 0.18
0 0RF2 93 A 7104212 495250 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.07
00RF293B 7104227 495265 TrPmg Epi-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.10 •
0 0 R F2 94 A 7104407 495350 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.08
00RF294B 7104407 495350 TrPum Sei£entinite LG 44 •
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Sample# D e s c rip tiv e  data

0 0RF2 72 C N of large knob on top of E-W ridge. Rubble. Fn gr5 lt gray.
00RF274 E side of top of spur ridge to N, W of road. 5m high knobcrop. Dk gray, cs gr, abun red-brown up to 5mm in some layers.
00RF275 E side of spur ridge to N, W of road. Large knobcrops.
00R F2 76 A E side of spur ridge to N, W of road. 8m high rubbly knobcrop. Dk gray, cs gr, abun red-brown up to 5mm in some layers.
00RF276B E side of spur ridge to N, W of road. 0.5m wide layer. Lt gray to lt reddish gray, very cs gr, Fsp + Qtz + Mus up to 2cm.
00RF276C E side of spur ridge to N, W of road. In rubblecrop at top of knob. Dk gray & dk red, very cs gr, Bt & Grt up to 1cm, 60% Bt + 40% Grt, mod fol.
00R F2 77 A E side of spur ridge to N, W of road. 5m high knob crop. Silvery gray, cs to very cs gr, dk red Grt up to 3mm.
00RF277B 40m E (downslope/down-section). Outcrops.
00RF278 E side of spur ridge to N, W of road. Rubbly knobcrop. Silvery gray, cs gr, dk red Grt.
0 0R F2 79 A E side of spur ridge to N, W of road. 4m high rubbly knobcrop.
00RF279B 20m E (downslope/down-section). Outcrops.
00RF2 79 C 15m W (upslope/up-section). Outcrops. Silvery gray, cs gr, dk red Grt.
0 0RF2 80 A N end of top of spur ridge to N, W of road. 1 m high outcrop. White w/ gray bands, fh to med gr xln.
00RF280B 10 to 20m E (downslope/down-section). Several small outcrops. Silvery gray, cs gr, dk red Grt.
0 0RF280C 20 to 30m E (downslope/down-section). Float/rubble. Gray & white, med to cs gr, dk red Grt, migmatic.
00RF280D Starting 30m E (downslope/down-section). Large outcrops, 10s of m high. Dk gray, cs to very cs gr, dk red Grt. Granitic layers.
0 0RF280E 50m W (upslope/up-section), on top of ridge. Large outcrop. Silvery gray, cs gr, dk red Grt up to 4mm.
00RF281 NE slope of spur ridge to N, downslope, W of road. 5m high outcrop.
00RF282 NE slope of spur ridge to N, downslope, W of road. Large outcrops from 00RF281.
00RF283 N slope of N end of spur ridge to N, S of Walker Fk. Large outcrops from here to SW.
00RF284 N slope of N end of spur ridge to N, S of Walker Fk. 5m high outcrop. Dk gray, cs gr. Granitic layers.
00RF285 NW slope of N end of spur ridge to N, S of Walker Fk. Sparse rubble on knob.
00RF286 NW slope of N end of spur ridge to N, S of Walker Fk. 2m high knobcrop.
00RF287 W side of mouth of small creek between spur ridges, S of Walker Fk. 15m high knobcrop. Dk gray, med to cs gr. Cal + Epi ± pyrite vnlts.
00RF288 S side of Walker Fk. Small outcrop + rubble/float. Dk gray, cs to very cs gr, dk red Grt. Cal vnlts. Fault at 0787° w/ slicks dipping 55°N (in-place?).
00RF289 S side of Walker Fk. 30 x 10m high outcrop. Dk gray, med to cs gr. Abun granitic layers up to 15cm wide.
00RF290 Knoll between forks of small creek W of road. Sparse float. Silvery gray + very abun FeOx, med gr. Some bxa, very abun FeOx.
00RF291 W end of ditch road, on slope N of Walker Fk. Float in bottom of large excavation. Very abun FeOx. Very abun FeOx. Bxa.
0 0R F2 92 A S side of Walker Fk. 10m high outcrop. Greenish dk gray ± FeOx, med gr. Cal veining. Highly fractured, synformal fold w/ -N-S axis, steep W limb.
00RF292B 5m W of 00RF292A. 4m high rubbly outcrop. Carb WMica-Qtz schist + abun FeOx w/ bright green fh-gr Serp. Abun FeOx, sparse dissem pyrite. Some bxa.
00RF2 92 C 15m W of 00RF292A. 4m high rubbly outcrop. Dk green + abun FeOx, fh gr, some bright green fh-gr Serp. Abun FeOx, some Cal veining. Bxa.
00RF292D 15m W of 00RF292A. 4m high rubbly outcrop. Dk green + FeOx, fh gr. Cal vnlts. Some bxa.
0 0RF2 93 A 100m upslope S of Walker Fk. Abun rubble/float in patches. Dk green & white ± FeOx, & gr replacing cs-gr phenos, weak to mod fol, some -schistose.
00RF293B 20m NE of 00RF293A. 1 boulder. Dk green & white ± feOx, fh gr replacing very cs-gr phenos up to several cm. Some dissem pyrite up to 4mm, Cal vnlts.
0 0R F2 94 A Slope N of road, N of Walker Fk. Bouldery float/rubble. Dk green & white ± FeOx, fii gr replacing cs-gr phenos, med-gr Chi, weak fol.
00RF294B Slope N of road, N of Walker Fk. Bouldery float/rubble. Dk green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr, unfol.
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0 0RF2 94 C 7104407 495350 TrPmg chlorite rx. LG 0.15
0 0RF294D 7104407 495380 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG
00RF295 7104307 495425 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG
00RF296 7104217 495651 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG
0 0R F2 97 A 7104160 496528 Pkf Bt-Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist/metafelsite UG 0.09 250 25
0 0RF297B 7104170 496528 Pkf Bt-Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist/metafelsite UG 0.07 245 40
0 0RF2 97 C 7104205 496493 Pkf Chl-Bt-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.07 •
00RF298 7104216 496510 Pkf Bt-Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.05 240 27
00RF299 7104263 496314 Pkf Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.04 195 25
0 0 R F3 0 0 A 7104236 496235 Pkf Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist/metafelsite UG 0.04
00RF300B 7104236 496195 Pkf Bt-Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist/metafelsite UG 0.05
00RF3 00 C 7104236 496175 Pkf WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite ± Bt UG 0.04 190 30
0 0 R F3 0 1 A 7104277 496161 Pkf Bt-WMica-Qtz schist ± Chi UG 0.09
0 0RF301B 7104277 496161 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.22
0 ORF301C 7104277 496161 TrPmg metagabbro + Qtz breccia 0.05
00RF302 7104170 495974 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG
00RF303 7104051 495990 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG
0 0R F3 04 A 7104044 496018 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.05
00RF304B 7104044 496108 Pkf WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.02
0 0R F3 04 C 7103974 496178 Pkf Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite & schist UG 0.05
00RF305 /103966 496227 Pkf Bt-Qtz-Fsp metafelsite UG 0.04
0 0 R F3 0 6 A 7104895 496462 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.18
0 0RF306B 7104863 496533 Pks Bt-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.05 185 10
0 0R F3 06 C 7104829 496615 Pks WMica-Qtz-Fsp metafelsite UG 0.05 120 20
0 0RF306D 7104812 496652 Pks Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.07
00RF307 7104792 496695 Pks Chi-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.07 135 15
0 0 R F3 0 8 A 7104585 497215 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist UG 0.11
00RF308B 7104585 497215 Pkf WMica-Qtz-Fsp metafelsite UG 0.04 •
O0RF3O9 7105453 498147 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.03
00RF310 7101256 492260 mPzmf amphibolite MA
00RF311 7100230 492490 mPzmf Grt amphibolite MA 0.43
00RF312 7099913 492257 mPzmf Grt amphibolite/Hbl-Plag gneiss MA 0.48 250 42
00RF313 7099752 492368 mPzmf Grt-Qtz-Plag-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 0.54 270 42
00RF314 7099713 492160 mPzmf Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Bt MA 0.08 260 35
00RF315 7099601 492171 mPzmf Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Bt MA
00RF316 7099139 492164 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fspjgieiss MA 0.14
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00RF2 94 C Slope N of road, N of Walker Fk. In rubble. Dk green, med to cs gr, grades in Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro in hand sample.
00RF294D 30m E of 00RF294A. Rubblepatch.
00RF295 Slope S of Walker Fk, 50m upslope. Rubblepatch of boulders.
00RF296 Slope S of Walker Fk, 100m upslope. Rubble/boulderpatch.
0 0 R F2 9 7 A 150m N of Walker Fk on slope. Scattered sizable rubbly outcrops. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. FeOx after dissem pyrite. Knarled, crenulation axes -N-S.
00RF297B 10m N of 00RF297A. Line of outcrops. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fii to med gr.
00RF2 97 C 50m NW of 00RF297B. Small rubbly outcrop. Silvery greenish gray & white ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Sparse FeOx after pyrite. Crenulated.
00RF298 400m upslope N of Walker Fk. Sizable outcrop. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Sparse Qtz lenses.
00RF299 300m upslope N of Walker Fk. Line of small outcrops at -90°. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Sparse FeOx after pyrite.
0 0 R F3 0 0 A 250m upslope N of Walker Fk. 15 x 5m high outcrop. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF300B 40m W of 00RF300A. Outcrops. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF3 00 C 20m W of 00RF300B. Line of outcrops. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fii to med gr.
0 0 R F3 0 1 A In small creek, 250 N of Walker Fk on slope. Float. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF301B In small creek, 250 N of Walker Fk on slope. Float. Dk green & white ± FeOx, fh gr replacing cs-gr phenos, mod fol.
00R F3 01 C In small creek, 250 N of Walker Fk on slope. Float. Clasts of metagabbro in Qtz + FeOx.
00RF302 On S side of Walker Fk. Creek rx/placer workings. Slicks on 1 rock.
00RF303 In small creek, 100m S of Walker Fk on slope. Float.
0 0 R F3 0 4 A 100m upslope S of Walker Fk. 1 rock. Dk gray, fh to med gr.
00RF304B 90m E of 00RF304A. 1 rock. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF3 04 C 100m SE of 00RF304B. 1 rock. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF305 200m upslope S of Walker Fk. Rubblepatch. Gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Crenulated fol.
0 0 R F3 0 6 A N side of hwy. Float in ditch. Dk green & white ± FeOx, fii gr replacing cs-gr phenos, mod fol.
00RF306B 100m E of 00RF306A. Flat-lying outcrops in ditch for 30m. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF3 06 C 100m E of 00RF306B. Flat-lying small outcrops in ditch. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Crenulated fol.
0 0RF306D 30m E of 00RF306C. Flat-lying outcrops in ditch for 30m. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF307 N side of hwy. Small flat outcrops. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. FeOx after dissem pyrite.
0 0 R F3 0 8 A N side of hwy on S side of Davis Dome. Float in ditch. Shiny dk gray, fii gr.
0 0RF308B N side of hwy on S side of Davis Dome. Rubble/float on bank. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr. FeOx after dissem pyrite.
00RF309 N side of hwy on E side of Davis Dome. Float + small outcrops(?) in ditch. Silvery dk gray, fh gr.
00RF310 W side of Cherry Ck, W of ponds, 30m upslope. 10m high rubbly outcrop. Dk gray, med gr. Granitic layers.
00RF311 W side of Cherry Ck. Small rubbly outcrop + rubble. Dk gray, med to cs gr, abun dk red Grt up to 4mm in some layers. Granitic layers & dikelets.
00RF312 E side of Cherry Ck. 2.5m high outcrop. Dk gray, cs gr, dk red Grt. Granitic dikelets.
00RF313 100m E of Cherry Ck. 8m high outcrop. Dk gray, med to cs gr, abun dk red Grt up to 4mm. Granitic layers, 0.5m granitic dike.
00RF314 W side of Cherry Ck. 20 x 4m high outcrop. Lt greenish gray to dk gray + abun FeOx, med gr. Some bxa, highly fractured mostly striking -N-S & dip steeply E.
00RF315 W side of Cherry Ck. 15 x 2m high outcrop. Abun FeOx. Very highly fractured.
00RF316 W side of Cherry Ck. Boulder rubble. Greenish dk gray ± FeOx, med gr. Granitic layers & dikelets.
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OORF317 7099036 492337 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 270 28
00RF318 7098948 492391 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 280 24
00RF319 7098544 492471 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.30 70 25
0ORF32O 7098539 492180 mPzmb marble ± Mus MA 0.01 30 42
00RF321 7098385 492193 mPzmf Mus-Fsp-Qtz gneiss MA 0.10 220 32
00RF3 22 A 7102840 496271 TrPmg Alb-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.18 • • •

00RF322B 7102840 496271 TrPmg Chl-Act schist LG 0.31
00RF323 7102990 496372 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG
00RF323 7102965 496347 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG
00RF324 7103005 496684 Pkf WMica-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG >100 •

OORF325 7102700 497013 Pkf Bt-WMica-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.06 •
00RF326 7102431 497448 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.04
00RF327 7102492 497571 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, WMica schistose quartzite UG 0.04
00RF328 7102622 497728 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist ± sparse Bt UG 0.04 230 27
00RF329 7102818 497442 MDsqc Bt-Alb-Qtz metagraywacke UG 0.08 • 250 23
00RF330 7102870 497477 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist ± sparse Bt UG 0.04 80 20
00RF331 7102800 497247 MDsqc Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist/quartzite UG 0.09 195 15
00RF332 7103070 497491 MDsqc WMica-Epi-Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist/metafelsite UG 0.12 245 32
00RF333 7103347 497580 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.10 • 235 25
00RF334 7103509 497601 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.05 220 20
00RF335 7103522 497560 TrPmg Bt-Chl-Alb-Czo-Act metagabbro LG? 0.23
0 0R F3 36 A 7103680 497248 MDsqc Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 1.1 235 40
00RF336B 7103680 497248 MDsqc Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 10.5
00RF337 7104051 496738 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.08 215 27
0 0 R F3 38 A 7104062 496694 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.07
0 0RF338B 7104062 496694 MDsqc? WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite ± Bt UG 0.04 180 25
0 0 R F3 3 9 A 7104104 496601 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.09
0 0RF339B 7104104 496561 Pkf Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.06 •
00RF339C 7104104 496561 Pkf Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.06
0 0 R F3 40 A 7103915 496947 MDkq kyanite quartzite UG 0.07 270 32
00RF340B 7103915 496947 MDkq kyanite quartzite UG 0.43 • •

00RF3 40 C 7103922 496917 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG
00RF341 7103790 497200 MDkq WMica-kyanite quartzite UG 0.05 •

00RF342 7103789 497127 MDkq Chl-kyanite quartzite UG 0.08 •
00RF343 7103668 497400 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.02
00RF344 7103610 497481 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.08 195 40
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OORF317 E side of Cherry Ck. 15 x 2m high outcrop.
00RF318 NE side of Cherry Ck. 5 x 3m high outcrop.
OORF319 E side of Cherry Ck. 20 x 5m high outcrop. Greenish dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr. Fault at -160770° w/ horizontal slicks, 30cm blue-gray fit gouge zone at -80745°.
0ORF320 W side of Cherry Ck. 1 0 x 1 .5m high rubbly outcrop. White to lt greenish gray, cs gr xln.
OORF321 SW side of Cherry Ck, bank of side channel. 5 x 5m high rubbly outcrop. Silvery lt gray, cs gr. Very abun dissem pyrite elongate up to 5mm & foliated.
OO RF322A NW slope of knob at N end of ridge. Float/rubblepatch. Dk green & white ± FeOx, fh gr replacing cs-gr phenos, weak fol.
00RF322B NW slope of knob at N end of ridge. Sparse. Dk green + FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF323 NW slope of knob at N end of ridge. Rubble/float patches.
OORF323 40m SW of 00RF323A. Rubble/float patches.
OORF324 N slope of knob at N end of ridge. Top (S) end of 100+ x 100+ m rubblefield. Lt brownish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Dissem pyrite.
00RF325 NE slope of knob at N end of ridge. Rubble/float patches. Lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF326 Top of spur E from 2nd knob from N end of ridge. Very sparse float in mudholes. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; silvery lt gray + FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF327 Top of spur E from 2nd knob from N end of ridge. Sparse dug-up float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF328 E end of top of spur E from 2nd knob from N end of ridge. Small knobby outcrops + abun patchy float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
OORF329 N slope of spur E from 2nd knob from N end of ridge. Small outcrops + scattered float. Gray + FeOx, fh to med gr.
0ORF33O N slope of spur E from 2nd knob from N end of ridge. 2m high outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Qtz lenses.
00RF331 N slope of spur E from 2nd knob from N end of ridge. 2m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF332 N slope of spur E from 2nd knob from N end of ridge. Small outcrop poking out. Greenish silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF333 S side of Walker Fk valley bottom. Small flat outcrops + rubble in excavation. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Abun pyrite, Qtz lenses, sparse green marble(?). Slicks on 1 rock.
00RF334 N side of Walker Fk. 5m high rubbly outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Complex small-scale folding w/ axes -55°.
00RF335 N side of Walker Fk. 5m high rubbly outcrop. Dk green, fh to med gr, -schistose, some white Alb-rich layers.
0 0RF3 36 A N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. 8m high outcrop. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Knerled w/ fold axes -E-W.
0 0RF336B N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. 8m high outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. FeOx (including Mt) after pyrite up to 5mm along fol. Qtz lenses.
OORF337 N side of trench near base of slope N of Walker Fk. 1,5m high outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Qtz lenses.
0 0R F3 38 A N side of trench near base of slope N of Walker Fk. Lesser in outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
0 0RF338B N side of trench near base of slope N of Walker Fk. Rubbly 8 x 3m high outcrop. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
0 0RF3 39 A N side of trench near base of slope N of Walker Fk. Small outcrops + abun float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF339B 40m W of 00RF339A. Float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Abun dissem pyrite.
00RF339C 40m W of 00RF339A. Float. Silvery lt gray + FeOx, fh to med gr. FeOx after dissem pyrite.
0 0 R F3 40 A N side of trench near base of slope N of Walker Fk. Rubbly 2m high outcrops. Bluish gray ± FeOx, fh gr w/ cs-gr kyanite.
0 0RF340B N side of trench near base of slope N of Walker Fk. Rubbly 2m high outcrops. Bluish gray ± FeOx, fh gr w/ cs-gr kyanite.
00RF340C 30m W of 00RF340A. Small rubbly outcrop in trench wall.
00RF341 Slope N of Walker Fk. Abun scattered float. Silvery bluish gray ± FeOx, fh gr w/ cs-gr kyanite.
00RF342 N side of trench near base of slope N of Walker Fk. Abun boulders. Bluish gray ± FeOx, fh gr w/ cs-gr kyanite.
00RF343 50m upslope N of Walker Fk. Boulders/float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Deformed.
00RF344 50m upslope N of Walker Fk. 2m high rubbly outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx along fol.
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00RF345A 7103551 497584 TrPmg Bt-Chl-Alb-Czo-Act metagabbro L G ? 0.12 • • •

00RF345B 7103551 497584 TrPmg Bt-Chl-Alb-Czo-Act metagabbro L G ? 0.12
00RF346 7103455 497672 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.05 255 27

00RF347 7103777 498066 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded quartzite U G

00RF348 7104292 498616 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, WMica schistose quartzite U G 0.01 325 32

0 0RF3 49 A 7104505 498795 MDac Bt-Epi-Qtz-Act schist U G 0.33 • • • 250 30

OORF349B 7104505 498795 MDac fuchsite-Qtz-Act schist U G 0.17 • • •

00RF349C 7104505 498795 MDsqc carb Bt-Qtz schist/quartzite U G 0.93
00RF349D 7104530 498820 MDsqc WMica-Chl-Bt-Qtz schist U G 1.2 • 245 23

0 0RF3 50 A 7104642 498915 MDsqc carb Bt quartzite U G 0.09 240 28

00RF350B 7104642 498915 MDsqc Chl-WMica-Qtz schist ± Bt U G 0.17
0 0RF3 51 A 7104765 499030 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite U G 0.02 295 24

00RF351B 7104779 499046 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist ± Bt U G 0.07 260 30

00RF352 7104868 499111 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist/quartzite U G 0.03 255 32

00RF353 7105095 499302 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist/quartzite U G 0.02 300 30

00RF354 7105236 499528 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist/quartzite U G 0.04
00RF355 7103660 498265 MDsqc gray banded quartzite, lesser carb WMica-Qtz schist U G

00RF356 7103725 498687 MDsqc carb Bt-Qtz schist/quartzite U G 0.11 240 10

00R F3 57 A 7103817 498880 MDsqc carb Bt-Qtz schist/quartzite U G 0.06 260 17

00RF357B1 7103832 498895 MDsqc carb Bt-Qtz schist/quartzite U G

00RF357B2 7103832 498895 MDac Act schist U G 0.15
00RF3 57 C 7103822 498905 MDac Bt-Qtz-Act schist U G 0.15 • •

00RF358 7103892 498934 MDsqc carb Bt quartzite, WMica-Qtz schist ± Bt U G 0.06
00RF359 7103946 499011 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist/quartzite U G 0.02
0ORF36O 7103992 499200 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist/quartzite U G 300 23

00RF361 7104136 499326 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.04 310 18

00RF362 7104765 499875 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded quartzite, WMica quartzite U G 0.03
00RF363 7103335 500038 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded quartzite U G

00RF364 7103311 499786 MDsqc Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist/quartzite U G 0.08 280 18

00RF365 7103257 499641 MDsqc carb Bt-Qtz schist/quartzite U G 0.09 335 18

00RF366 7103225 499487 MDsqc carb Bt-Qtz schist/quartzite U G 0.06
00RF367 7103108 499078 MDsqc Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist U G 0.14 350 17

00RF368 7102957 499023 MDsqc Act-Bt-Alb-Qtz schist U G 0.12 • 10 33

0 0RF3 69 A 7102965 498836 MDsqc carb Bt-Qtz schist/quartzite U G 0.90 340 5

00RF369B 7102965 498836 MDac Act schist U G 0.17
00RF370 7102933 498775 MDkq Chl-kyanite quartzite ± Bt U G 0.44
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00RF3 45 A 100m upslope N of Walker Fk. Rubblecrop. Dk green & white ± FeOx, fh to med gr replacing cs gr phenos, mod fol.
00RF345B 10m W of 00RF345A. Sparse boulders. Dk green & white ± FeOx, fh to med gr replacing cs gr phenos, mod fol. Dissem pyrite.
00RF346 N side of Walker Fk. 5m high outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx after pyrite along fol. Complex folding w/ axes -45°.
00RF347 In Davis Creek. Creek rx.
00RF348 NW side of Davis Ck. Outcrops for 100m, <2m high. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; lt gray, fh gr. Abun FeOx along fol.
0 0RF3 49 A NW side of & in Davis Ck. Small 3m long outcrop. Dk green ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF349B In Davis Creek. Scattered sparsely in creek rx. Lt green, med gr, patchy bright green fuchsite.
00RF349C In Davis Creek. In creek rx. Dk gray, fh to med gr.
00RF349D In creek 40m upstream (NE) of 00RF349A. Small outcrops. Dk gray, fh to med gr. Dissem pyrite. Qtz lenses.
0 0R F3 50 A NW side of & in Davis Ck. 20 x <0.5m high outcrop. Dk gray, fh gr. Qtz lenses.
00RF350B NW side of & in Davis Ck. Interlayered. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Vuggy FeOx after pyrite.
0 0R F3 51 A Both sides of Davis Ck. Scattered low-lying outcrops. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Abun FeOx after pyrite up to 5mm.
00RF351B On SE side of creek 20m upstream (NE) of 00RF349A. Large outcrop in ditch. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF352 SE side of Davis Ck. Low-lying outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Vuggy FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF353 SE side of Davis Ck. Semi-continuous outcrop in ditch from 00RF352. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Abun FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF354 20m upslope SE of Davis Ck. Rubblepatches all over slope to SE. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fii gr. Abun FeOx after pyrite up to 5mm along fol. Qtz lenses.
00RF355 NW slope of end of spur ridge S of Davis Ck. 50+m-long rubblefield downslope to NW.
00RF356 Top of spur ridge S of Davis Ck. 10 x 3m high outcrop. Dk gray, fh to med gr. Crenulated, complex folding w/ axes -30° plunging ~20°NW. Folded Qtz lenses.
00R F3 57 A W end of top of spur ridge S of Davis Ck. 8 x 2m high outcrop.
00RF357B1 25m NE of 00RF357A, along NW edge of top of ridge. Small rubbly outcrop.
00RF357B2 25m NE of 00RF357A, along NW edge of top of ridge. 10cm sill in outcrop. Green + FeOx, very cs gr, Act up to several cm, mod fol. Grades into carb Bt-Qtz schist w/ same fol.
00RF357C 10m SE of 00RF357B. Small rubbly outcrop. Dk green ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF358 Top of spur ridge S of Davis Ck. Small rubbly outcrops + rubble. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr; silvery It gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF359 Top of spur ridge S of Davis Ck. Abun rubble on mound at -85° for 200m. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF360 S side of top of spur ridge S of Davis Ck. Small outcrop.
OORF361 S side of top of spur ridge S of Davis Ck. Small outcrop + rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; silvery It gray ± FeOx, fh gr. FeOx after pyrite. Qtz lenses.
00RF362 Top of spur ridge S of Davis Ck. Abun rubble + float from 00RF361. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; gray, fh gr. Abun FeOx after pyrite up to 5mm. Abun Qtz from lenses.
00RF363 In Poker Ck at border. Creek rx.
00RF364 N side of Poker Ck. 3m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Crenulated.
00RF365 30m upslope on N side of Poker Ck. Small rubbly outcrops. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF366 40m upslope on N side of Poker Ck. Small rubbly outcrops. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF367 40m upslope on N side of Poker Ck. Small rubbly outcrops. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF368 S side of Poker Ck. Large knobcrop. Greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
OO RF369A In Poker Ck. Low-lying outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF369B In Poker Ck. Creek rock. Green, cs to very cs gr, mod fol.
00RF370 S side of Poker Ck. Boulder/rubblecrop in bank. Greenish bluish gray, fh gr w/ cs gr kyanite, grades into Bt quartzite in hand sample. Sparse dissem pyrite.
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0 0RF3 71 A 7102953 498641 MDsqc Act-Bt-Alb-Qtz schist UG 0.64 325 14
00RF371B 7102917 498671 MDsqc Bt-Epi-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 1.9
0 0RF3 71 C 7102973 498641 MDsqc Act-Bt-Qtz schist UG 0.13 • 340 25

0 0RF3 72 A 7104520 494320 mPzmf Qtz + Fsp breccia 0.10
00RF372B 7104520 494320 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.36
0 0R F3 72 C  ' 7104520 494300 mPzmf breccia
0 0 R F3 73 A 7104506 494242 mPzmf Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss MA 5.6 155 30
00RF373B 7104506 494227 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.33 145 30
00RF374 7104483 494192 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 1.7 185 30
00RF375 7104472 493984 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt r MA 2.4 155 16
00RF376 7104480 493871 mPzmf Qtz-Plag-FIbl amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.56 • • • 150 25
0 0 R F3 77 A 7104477 493805 mPzmf amphibolite MA 170 12
00RF377B 7104477 493805 Jhb homblendite I 1.1
00RF378 7104428 493397 mPzmf amphibolite MA 3.0 270 22
00RF379 7104460 493486 mPzmf amphibolite MA 1.3 280 8
00RF380 7104242 493255 MzPzog Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss ± Grt MA 0.16
00RF381 7104201 493174 MzPzog Grt-Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss MA 7.0
00RF382 7104536 492888 mPzmf terrace gravel 0.01
00RF383 7104683 492892 mPzmf Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.09
0 0R F3 84 A 7104780 492865 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.19
00RF384B 7104780 492865 mPzmf Bt schist MA 54
00RF385 7101730 492370 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.28 215 30
0 0R F3 86 A 7105540 495226 mPzmf Bt-Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.04 5 17
00RF386B 7105540 495226 MDsqc? carb(?) WMica schistose quartzite UG 0.04
0 0 R F3 87 A 7106276 494174 mPzmf Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.07
00RF387B 7106276 494174 MDsqc carb quartzite breccia 0.02
00RF388 7107037 493934 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Mus MA 0.25 135 27
0 0R F3 89 A 7107155 494000 mPzmf Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss/schist MA 0.04 225 33
0 0RF389B 7107155 494000 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.57
0 0RF3 89 C 7107195 494010 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.18
00RF390 7107707 494252 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA
00RF391 7107676 494630 mPzmf Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.17 60 18
00RF392 7107585 494733 MzPzog Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss/schist (granodioritic orthogneiss) MA 0.54 200 25
00RF393 7107459 494839 mPzmf Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss/schist MA 0.17 230 22

00RF394 7107142 494829 mPzmf Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss/schist MA 0.17 190 23



Table A-2. Continued.

Station/

Sam ple# D e s c rip tive  data

0 0R F3 71 A N side of Poker Ck. 1 5 x 1 .5m high outcrop. Greenish gray ± FeOx, fii to med gr. Abun FeOx.
0 0RF371B 40m from 00RF371A at 115° on S side of Poker Ck. Small rubbly outcrop. Greenish gray ± FeOx, fii to med gr. FeOx after pyrite up to 2mm.
0 0RF3 71 C 20m upslope to N of 00RF371 A. Rubbly outcrop. Greenish gray ± FeOx, fii to med gr.

0 0 R F3 7 2 A

N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. 2 x 4m high rubbly outcrop. Qtz + Fsp breccia + abun FeOx. Abun FeOx. Highly fractured, multiple surfaces w/ silcks, prominent shears at -165737°(?) w/ sicks 
dipping 60°SW & ~145750°(?) w/ slicks dipping 45°SW.

0 0RF372B N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. Float. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr.
0 0R F3 72 C 20m W of 00RF372A. Small outcrop. Shear at -60765° w/ slicks dipping 30°SW.
0 0 R F3 7 3 A N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. Small outcrops poking out. Dk gray ± FeOx, med gr. Granitic layers.
0 0RF373B 25m W of 00RF373A. Small outcrops poking out. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Sparse granitic layers.
00RF374 N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. 4m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr, sparse dk red Grt. Some Epi. Abun granitic layers.
00RF375 N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. 8m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr, sparse dk red Grt Epi vnlts.
00RF376 N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. 40 x 10m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr, sparse dk red Grt. Hbl lineation at -120°. Abun granitic layers & dikelets.
0 0 R F3 7 7 A N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. Large outcrops from 00RF376. Hbl lineation at -120°.
00RF377B N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. 2m wide layer/sill. Dk gray to black ± FeOx, very cs gr, Hbl up to 2cm, some Bt, unfol. Dissem pyrite.
00RF378 N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. 4m high knobcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr.
00RF379 N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. 12m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr, considerable Bt. Hbl lineation at -145°. Granitic layers.
00RF380 S side of Walker Fk valley, near bottom of slope. Sizable rubblepatch. Gray + FeOx, med gr, sparse dk red Grt. Granitic layers & dikelets.
00RF381 S side of Walker Fk valley, near bottom of slope. Sizable rubblepatch. Gray ± FeOx, med gr, abun dk red Grt.
00RF382 500m N of Walker Fk, on N side of E-W trench crossing trail. Float. Terrace gravel, rounded, mostly carb WMica schistose quartzite from upstream.
00RF383 E side of trail N from Walker Fork. Dug-up float. Very abun FeOx, med to cs gr.
0 0R F3 84 A S side of small knoll on W side of trail N from Walker Fk. Scattered sparse float. Dk gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF384B S side of small knoll on W side of trail N from Walker Fk. Scattered sparse float. Dk gray + abun FeOx, cs gr.
00RF385 W side of Cherry Ck. 10m high rubbly outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr.
0 0R F3 86 A N side of hwy. Outcrops + rubble towards NE end of large excavation. Silvery gray + abun FeOx, med to cs gr.
0 0RF386B N side of hwy. In rubble. Silvery dk gray + FeOx, fh to med gr.
0 0R F3 87 A E side of Canyon Ck road. Abun float/rubble in 15 x 15m excavation. Silvery gray + FeOx, med to cs gr. FeOx after pyrite.
00RF387B E side of Canyon Ck road. In rubble. Carb WMica schistose quartzite: silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, some brecciation.
00RF388 E side of Canyon Ck road. 5m long outcrop in ditch. Dk gray + FeOx, med gr, some Fsp augen(?). Abun Qtz vnlts, sparse pyrite. Granitic dikelets.
0 0 R F3 8 9 A E side of Canyon Ck road. 5m long outcrop in ditch. Silvery gray + FeOx, cs to very cs gr. Qtz vnlts. Abun FeOx, some bxa(?). Granitic layers.
0 0RF3 89 B E side of Canyon Ck road. Float. Dk gray + abun FeOx, med gr. Qtz vnlts.
0 0R F3 89 C 50m N of 00Rf389A on E side of Canyon Ck road. Rubbly 8m long out crop in roadcut. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Qtz vnlts. Abun FeOx, some bxa(?). Granitic dikelets.
00RF390 Slope on E side of Canyon Ck road. Outcrop + abun rubble & float in roadcut. Abun FeOx.
00RF391 N side of Kiles Ck. 20 x 2m high outcrop. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, cs gr. Qtz vnlts.
00RF392 S side of Kiles Ck. 8 x 2m high rubbly outcrops poking out. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr, migmatic.
00RF393 At fork in Kiles Ck. Large outcrops. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Cal vnlts.
00RF394 Along S fk of Kiles Ck. Outcrops for 60+ m to N. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
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00RF395 7107495 494962 mPzmf Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss/schist MA 200 17
00RF396A 7108963 495200 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.53 270 57
00RF396B 7108953 495270 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 255 55
00RF397A 7108897 495449 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.49 270 42
00RF397B 7108897 495449 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.29
00RF397C 7108872 495499 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.70 265 40
00RF398 7108908 495646 mPzmf amphibolite MA 8.3 225 42
00RF399 7108843 495722 mPzmf Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 0.24 230 57
00RF400 7108681 495775 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 21 225 23
00RF401 7108626 495952 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.10
00RF402 7108612 496068 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.45 225 37
00RF403A 7108554 496447 mPzmf Mus-Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist/gneiss MA 0.13 20 18
00RF403B 7108554 496477 mPzmf Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.20 325 25
00RF404 71085431 496535 mPzmf Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.20 210 18
00RF405A 7108471 496583 mPzmf amphibolite MA 2.2 175 36
00RF405B 7108461 496583 mPzmf Qtz + Cal vein 1.2 •
00RF406 7108392 496679 mPzinf amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.48 175 25
00RF407 7108292 496739 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 1.9 120 18
00RF408 7108280 496820 MDsqc carb Bt-WMica-Qtz schist UG 1.2 295 38
00RF409 7108178 496839 MDsqc Bt-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.05 235 23
00RF410 7108500 496073 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 0.96 217 18
00RF411 7108469 495976 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.07
00RF412 7108213 495734 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss (granitic orthogneiss) MA 7.1
00RF413 7108209 495779 mPzmf Qtz-Bt schist MA 0.56 290 33
00RF414 7108440 495416 MzPzog Qtz-Fsp-Bt schist MA 0.27 305 33
00RF415A 7108652 495178 mPzmf Qtz-Bt schist MA 3.5 265 45
00RF415B 7108652 495178 MzPzog granitic orthogneiss MA 0.03
00RF416A 7108659 495073 MzPzog Qtz-Fsp-Bt schist (granodioritic orthogneiss) MA 0.17 265 60
00RF416B 7108659 495073 MzPzog granodioritic orthogneiss MA 0.03
00RF417 7108864 494933 MzPzog Qtz-Fsp-Bt schist (granodioritic orthogneiss) MA 0.15
00RF418A 7096855 492704 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.43
00RF418B 7096855 492704 mPzmf Mus-Bt-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.65
00RF419 7096112 493554 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.27 215 24
00RF420A 7095794 493795 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Mus MA 0.18 110 24
00RF420B 7095794 493795 mPzmb dolomitic marble MA 0.05
00RF421 7095190 494607 mPzam amphibolite, Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA
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00RF395 Along N fk of Kiles Ck. Outcrops for 40+ m to E. Bt lineation at -150°.
00 R F3 9 6 A S side of Arkansas Ck. 3m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med gr. Abun FeOx. Fault at -50755° w/ slicks dipping ~15°NE.
0 0RF396B 70m upstream (E) on S side of Arkansas Ck. Outcrop.
0 0 R F3 9 7 A S side of Arkansas Ck. 5m high rubbly outcrops poking out. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Fault at -50765°, highly fractured.
00RF3 97 B S side of Arkansas Ck. E side of fault in outcrop. Dk greenish gray ± FeOx, fh gr, weak fol. Cal vnlts, abun Cal.
0 0R F3 97 C 50m upstream (E) of 00RF397A. Large outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr. Hbl lineation at -0°.
00RF398 50m upslope on N side of Arkansas Ck valley. Large knobcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr. Highly fractured.
00RF399 15m upslope on N side of Arkansas Ck valley. Small outcrops poking out. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr.
00RF400 70m upslope on S side of Arkansas Ck valley. Large ribcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr. Highly fractured.
00RF401 S side of Arkansas Ck valley. Abun float/rubblefield going upslope (S) for 120+ m. Brownish gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF402 S side of Arkansas Ck. 10m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Sparse granitic layers.
0 0 R F4 0 3 A 10m upslope on N side of Arkansas Ck valley. 4m high rubbly outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Sparse granitic layers.
0 0RF403B 30m E of 00RF403A. 3m high rubbly outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr.
00RF404 10m upslope on N side of Arkansas Ck valley. Large outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr.
0 0 R F4 0 5 A N side of Arkansas Ck. 20m high outcrop. Greenish dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr. Cal vnlts. Shears at -70737° w/ slicks dipping ~27°S, -47790° w/ slicks dip ~5°SW.
00RF4 05 B At bottom of outcrop, on creek. On SE side of fault. Gray w/ dk green specks, fh gr. Sparse pyrite.
00RF406 S side of Arkansas Ck. 3m high rubbly outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr, sparse dk red Grt. Some Epi. Sparse granitic layers.
00RF407 40m upslope on S side of Arkansas Ck valley. Large outcrops. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr, dk red Grt. Cal vnlts.
00RF408 On E side of confluence of Brophy & Arkansas Creeks. 30 x 1.5m high outcrops on E side. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Sparse Qtz vnlts.
00RF409 W side of Arkansas Ck. <lm  high outcrops for 10+ m , Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF410 N slope of ridge S of Arkansas Ck, just W of indent. 15m high knobcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr.
00RF411 N slope of ridge S of Arkansas Ck. Abun float/rubble. Brownish gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF412 N side of top of ridge S of Arkansas Ck, at head of steep drainage. Large knobcrop trending N-S. Lt red to reddish gray, med gr.
00RF413 N side of top of ridge S of Arkansas Ck, on E side of drainage. Large outcrops. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr.
00RF414 N side of top of ridge S of Arkansas Ck, on E side of steep drainage. Large outcrops. Dk gray ± FeOx, very cs gr. Granitic dikes up to several m wide.
0 0 R F4 1 5 A N side of top of ridge S of Arkansas Ck, on E side of steep drainage. Large outcrops. Dk gray + FeOx, med gr. Granitic layers.
0 0RF415B N side of top of ridge S of Arkansas Ck, on E side of steep drainage. Dike several m wide. Lt reddish gray ± FeOx, very cs gr, Qtz + KFsp + Plag.
0 0 R F4 1 6 A N side of top of ridge S of Arkansas Ck, on E side of steep drainage. Rubbly outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr, S-C tectonite texture(?).
0 0RF416B N side of top of ridge S of Arkansas Ck, on E side of steep drainage. Dike several m wide. Lt reddish gray ± FeOx, cs gr, mod fol, Qtz + KFsp + Plag.
00RF417 NW side/end of top of ridge S of Arkansas Ck. Rubblecrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr, S-C tectonite texture(?).
0 0R F4 18 A N side of Cherry Ck. Small rubbly outcrop. Dk gray, med gr.
0 0RF418B N side of Cherry Ck. Small rubbly outcrop. Silvery gray, med to cs gr.
00RF419 S side of Cherry Ck, upslope 30m. 10m high knobcrop. Dk gray, med gr.
00 R F4 2 0 A S side of Cherry Ck, upslope 100m. 10m high outcrop. Dk gray, med gr.
00RF420B S side of Cherry Ck, upslope 100m. Layers in hand sample. Lt gray w/ dk green specks & bands ± FeOx, med gr xln.
00RF421 N side of Cherry Ck. Float (creek rx?) under uprooted tree.
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00RF422 7094963 494759 mPzmb dolomitic marble MA 0.01 •
00RF423 7094457 494792 mPzam amphibolite MA 0.29
00RF424 7095112 495583 mPzcs? no rx
00RF425 7095474 494343 mPzmb dolomitic marble MA 0.01
00RF426 7095721 494037 mPzcs? Mus schistose quartzite MA? 0.07
00RF427 7096024 494092 mPzcs? Mus schistose quartzite MA? 0.02
00RF428 7096152 494337 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist & quartzite MA 0.04 135 32
00RF429 7096135 494520 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist ± Grt MA 0.20 240 35
00RF429 7096135 494560 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist ± Grt MA 125 35
OORF430 7096186 494824 mPzam amphibolite MA 0.62
00RF431 7096222 494927 mPzam amphibolite MA 0.49 155 47
00RF432 7096207 495198 mPzcs? no rx
00R F4 33 A 7098577 493611 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 8.1
00RF433B 7098577 493611 MzPzog granitic orthogneiss MA 1.1
00RF434 7098479 493876 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt gneiss MA 0.21
00R F4 35 A 7098069 493055 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt schist MA 0.24 280 14
00RF435B 7098069 493135 MzPzog Qtz-Fsp-Bt schist/gneiss ± Mus (granitic orthogneiss) MA 0.36
00RF436 7097495 494144 mPzmb marble ± Epi MA 0.01
00RF437 7106513 495020 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.53 160 26
00RF438 7106171 495325 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.40 195 32
00RF439 7106007 495474 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.26 220 35
OORF440A1 7105962 495833 Pks Chl-WMica-Qtz schist, WMica-Qtz schist UG
00RF440A2 7105962 495833 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.25
00RF440B 7105962 495833 TrPmg Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG 0.16
00RF441 7105912 495942 Qmo glacial moraine(?)
00RF442 7105751 496490 Pks Chi-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG
00RF443 7105663 496634 Pks Chi-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist & metafelsite ± Bt UG 0.05
00RF444 7105795 496700 Pks Chi-WMica-F sp-Qtz schist UG 0.08 50 8
00RF445 7105631 496724 Pks Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.06
00RF446 7105847 496822 Pks WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.04 190 14
00RF447 7105253 496789 Pks Chi-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG
00RF448 7105429 495612 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.89
00RF449 7107415 498619 Pks Chl-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.07 290 20
00RF450 7107551 498584 Pks Chl-WMica-Qtz schist UG 265 25
00RF451 7107802 498515 Pks Chl-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.05
00RF452 7092973 497847 mPzcs Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist & quartzite ± Bt MA 0.06
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00RF422 SW side of fork in Cherry Ck. Large rubblepatch. Lt gray ± FeOx, med gr xln. Minor dissem graphite flakes.
00RF423 W side of S fk of Cherry Ck. Large rubblefield. Dk gray, med to cs gr.
00RF424 N side of middle fk of Cherry Ck. Many springs on bank. Many springs on N bank.
00RF425 S side of Cherry Ck, on slope. Small rubblepatch. Reddish lt gray to tan ± FeOx, med to very cs gr gr xln. Abun dissem graphite flakes, rotten egg smell.
00RF426 N side of Cherry Ck, on bank. Small rubblepatch. Silvery lt gray + FeOx, med gr. Dissem pyrite.
00RF427 N side of N fk of Cherry Ck, on bank. Rubblecrop. Silvery lt gray + FeOx, med gr. Sparse dissem graphite flakes.
00RF428 N side of N fk of Cherry Ck, upslope on bank. Large rubbly outcrop. Silvery gray + FeOx, med to cs gr. Qtz lenses.
00RF429 N side of N fk of Cherry Ck, 10m upslope behind old cabin. Rubblecrop. Silvery It gray ± FeOx, cs gr, abun dk red Grt.
00RF429 40m E of 00RF429A. Small rubbly outcrop.
00RF430 N side of N fk of Cherry Ck, on large knob. Scattered float. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr.
00RF431 N side of N fk of Cherry Ck, on large knob. Rubbly outcrop. Greenish dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr.
00RF432 N side of N fk of Cherry Ck, 10m W of old cabin. Springs on bank. Springs on N bank.
0 0RF4 33 A S side of No Name Ck valley, 200m upslope. Large rubblepatch. Lt reddish gray, med gr. Foliated granitic layers.
00RF433B

00RF434

S side of No Name Ck valley, 200m upslope. Large rubblepatch. Lt red to gray, very cs gr.
On road 500m S of No Name Ck, on steep hill. Abun float. Dk gray, cs gr.

0 0RF4 35 A W end of top of ridge. 5 x 1.5m high outcrop. Dk gray, med gr.Granitic layers.
00RF435B 80m E of 00RF435A. Float. Dk gray, med gr.
00RF436 Top of ridge, just SE of road. Low-profile rib w/ small rubblecrops for 50m E. White w/ lt green layers, med gr xln.
00RF437 15m upslope S of S fk of Kiles Ck. Large knobcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr, sparse dk red Grt.
00RF438 100m upslope S of S fk of Kiles Ck. Large knobcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr, dk red Grt in some layers.
00RF439 200m upslope S of S fk of Kiles Ck. Huge knobcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr, dk red Grt. Hbl lineation at -0°.
00RF440A1 In hole dug next to S fk of Kiles Ck. Creek rx(?).
OORF440A2 In hole dug next to S fk of Kiles Ck. Minor. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr.
00RF440B In hole dug next to S fk of Kiles Ck. Minor. Dk green & white ± FeOx, fh gr replacing cs-gr phenos, mod fol.
00RF441 S side of S fk of Kiles Ck. 15m high mound going S for 50m, then curving SE for 50m. Rx have varoius degrees of rounding.
00RF442 50m upslope N of S fk of Kiles Ck. Very sparse float.
00RF443 Knoll between upper forks of S fk of Kiles Ck. Very sparse float. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF444 150m N of S fk of Kiles Ck. Large knobcrop + small scattered outcrops. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Minor folding. Sparse Qtz lenses.
00RF445 Knoll between upper forks of S fk of Kiles Ck. Rubble/outcrop. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF446 Upslope N of S fk of Kiles Ck. 3m high knobcrop. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx along fol.
00RF447 Slope SW of Davis Dome, just above treeline. Sparse float, mostly dug-up. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF448 N side of hwy. Float in small excavation. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr. Abun FeOx, sparse pyrite.
00RF449 Top of spur ridge to N, S of Brophy Ck. 10 x 2m high outcrop. Silvery greenish gray + FeOx, fh to med gr. FeOx along fol.
00RF450 Top of spur ridge to N, S of Brophy Ck. Large outcrop. Silvery greenish gray + FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF451 Just above treeline on top of spur ridge to N, S of Brophy Ck. Rubble/float. Silvery greenish gray + FeOx, fh to med gr. Anun FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF452 Top of spur ridge to SE. Rubblepatch. Silvery gray + abun FeOx, med gr, cataclastic texture. Abun chunks of white Qtz in area.
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00RF4 53 A 7092808 498215 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.06
00RF453B 7092848 498286 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite U G 0.01
00RF453C 7092848 498286 MDsqc carb fiichsite schistose quartzite U G 0.01
00RF454 7092589 498817 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist & quartzite MA 0.07 • • 140 28
0 0 R F4 55 A 7092581 498909 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist & quartzite MA
00RF455B 7092581 498909 mPzam amphibolite MA 1.4 155 30
00RF456 7092387 499230 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist & quartzite MA 0.11 100 18
00RF457 7092400 499312 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist & quartzite MA 145 32
0 0RF4 58 A 7092228 499914 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist & quartzite MA
0 0RF458B 7092228 499914 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite U G

0 0RF458C 7092228 499914 MzPzog tourmaline granite orthogneiss MA 0.01
00RF459 7093138 499016 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist ± Grt MA 0.14 120 27
00RF460 7093163 498856 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist ± Grt MA 105 30
00RF461 7094242 496617 mPzcs Grt-Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.21 90 28
00RF462 7094356 496320 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 95 16
00RF4 63 A 7094453 496200 Jhb Bt homblendite 0.42 • • •
00RF463B 7094453 496200 Jhb Cal lens + Act selvage 0.05
0 0RF463C 7094453 496200 Jhb homblendite I 14.1 •
00RF463D 7094473 496200 mPzam amphibolite MA 0.38 90 18
00RF464 7094539 496043 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist ± Grt MA 0.08 105 27
00RF465 7094547 495922 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 115 25
00RF466 7094547 495751 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 105 24
00RF467 7094660 495900 mPzam Qtz-Plag-Hbl amphibolite MA 0.35 • • • 80 24
00RF468 7094551 496122 mPzam amphibolite MA 0.55 125 31
00RF469 7098406 494211 mPzmb marble MA 0.01 190 50
00RF470 7098442 494750 mPzam amphibolite MA 1.2
0 0RF4 71 A 7098217 495515 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.03
00RF471B 7098217 495515 MDsqc carb schist breccia 0.03
00RF472 7097825 495680 MDsqc gray banded quartzite, lesser carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.01
00RF473 7097711 495800 MDsqc gray banded quartzite, It gray quartzite UG
00RF474 7097850 495907 MDsqc gray banded quartzite, It gray quartzite UG
00RF475 7097911 496183 MDsqc gray banded quartzite UG
0 0RF4 76 A 7097820 496494 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.01 50 10
00RF476B 7097820 496484 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 49
00RF477 7097637 496532 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF478 7097608 496713 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, lesser WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.01 75 30
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0 0R F4 53 A SW side of top of knob on top of spur ridge to SE. Abun float on elongate mound at 140°. Silvery gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr, migmatic.
00RF453B E side of top & down E side of knob on top of spur ridge to SE. Float/rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fii to med gr.
0 0RF453C E side of top of knob on top of spur ridge to SE. Sparsely amongst float. Silvery green to dk gray, fh to med gr.
00RF454 Large knob on top of spur ridge to SE. Scattered large outcrops going SE-NW. Silvery gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr, migmatic. Cs-gr granitic layers.
0 0R F4 55 A SE end of large knob on top of spur ridge to SE. Large outcrop.
00RF455B SE end of large knob on top of spur ridge to SE. Interlayered. Dk gray, med gr. Knarled, complex to isoclinal folds w/ axes -SE-NW. Abun granitic layers & dikelets.
00RF456 Small knob on top of spur ridge to SE. Rubbly 10 x 1,5m high outcrop. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF457 SE end of top of spur ridge to SE. Scattered large outcrops.
0 0 R F4 58 A Along Pat Murphy Creek, in bank. Float is mostly. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF458B Along Pat Murphy Creek, in bank. Lesser in float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
0 0RF458C Along Pat Murphy Creek, in bank. Lesser in float. Lt gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr, Fsp + Qtz + Mus + abun black tourmaline up to 7mm, weak fol.
00RF459 SW side of Pat Murphy Creek, upslope 20m. 3m high outcrops at end of mound at 110° to NW. Silvery gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr, abun dk red Grt.
00RF460 NE side of small drainage, upslope on mound from 00RF459. Large knobcrop. Minor folding w/ -E-W  axes.
00RF461 Top of spur ridge to NW. 4m high knobcrop. Silvery gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr, abun dk red Grt.
00RF462 Small knob on top of spur ridge to NW. Small rubbly outcrops.
0 0R F4 63 A SE side of large knob on top of spur ridge. 10 x 4m high blobcrop. Dk gray to black ± FeOx, very cs gr, unfol, Hbl up to 7mm, patchy Bt up to 4mm.
0 0RF463B SE side of large knob on top of spur ridge. Bottom of outcrop. White ± FeOx, veiy cs gr; dk green, cs gr.
0 0RF463C SE side of large knob on top of spur ridge. Below 00RF463B in outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, very cs gr, unfol. Abun dissem pyrite.
0 0RF463D 20m N of 00RF463A. 3m rubbly high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF464 Large knob on top of spur ridge. Large & small outcrops + rubble all over knob. Silvery gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr, abun dk red Grt.
00RF465 NW end of top of large knob on top of spur ridge. Outcrop.
00RF466 W of large knob on top of spur ridge. Small outcrop.
00RF467 NW slope of large knob on top of spur ridge. 6m high rubbly outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF468 NE slope of large knob on top of spur ridge. 10m high outcrop & scattered large outcrops for 100m NW. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF469 S side of No Name Ck valley, 200m upslope. Rubblepatch + rubbly outcrop. White to lt gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr xln.
00RF470 Knoll on N side of No Name Ck valley. Patchy float/rubble. Dk greenish gray ± FeOx, cs gr.Qtz vnlts, dissem pyrite, abun Chi.
0 0R F4 71 A Knoll on N side of No Name Ck valley. Very sparse float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fn gr.
0 0RF471B Knoll on N side of No Name Ck valley. Very sparse float. Carb WMica-Qtz scist breccia w/ abun FeOx, Qtz veining.
00RF472 W of small drainage on S side of No Name Ck valley, 300m upslope. Large rubblepatch. Lt to med gray, fix gr; silvery dk gray, fii gr.
00RF473 200m E of small drainage on S side of No Name Ck valley . Large rubblepatch.
00RF474 Between forks of small drainage on S side of No Name Ck valley, 400m upslope. Rubblepatch.
00RF475 500m upslope on S side of No Name Ck valley. A few boulders.
0 0 R F4 76 A N slope of ridge S of No Name Ck. 10m high knobcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Bxa in -lenses, highly fractured w/ prominent -N-S fracture set.
00RF476B Just W of 00RF476A. Amongst carb schist in float. Green to Dk gray, fh gr, unfol, some olivine.
00RF477 NE slope of spur N ofTE-W ridge. NE end of rubblefield from 00RF076.
00RF478 Knob to E of steep drainage off E-W ridge. Scattered outcrops & rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; lt gray, fn gr. Folding, some isoclinal, w/ axes -E-W.
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00RF479 7097708 496553 MDsqc carb WMica schistose quartzite, lt gray quartzite UG 0.01 80 21
00RF480 7097453 496736 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded quartzite, lt gray quartzite UG
00RF481 7097361 496792 MDsqc gray banded quartzite, It gray quartzite UG 90 8
00RF482 7097226 496993 MDsqc carb(?) Bt quartzite ± Chi, gray banded quartzite UG 0.30 40 15
0 0R F4 83 A 7097194 497043 MDsqc Bt-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.07 105 14
0 0RF483B 7097199 497043 MDsqc Bt-Qtz schist ± Chi UG 0.45
0 0 R F4 8 4 A 7097183 497177 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist ± Bt UG 0.05
0 0RF484B 7097183 497177 MDsqc carb Bt-Qtz schist UG 0.11 • 100 14
00RF485 7097330 497128 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.01 15 18
00RF486 7097409 497151 MDsqc gray banded quartzite UG 0.01 55 15
0 0 R F4 8 7 A 7097544 497157 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded & lt gray quartzite UG 0.02 50 17
0 0RF487B 7097544 497157 TKfv rhyolite I 0.02 • •
00RF488 7098017 498328 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0 • •
00RF489 7097743 498737 MDsqc WMica schistose quartzite, minor carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.02 •
0 0R F4 90 A 7097583 498781 MDsqc carb schist + WMica schist + Qtz bxa 0.05 •
00RF490B 7097563 498801 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded quartzite UG 0
00RF491 7097489 498989 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded & It gray quartzite UG 0.01 65 8
0 0R F4 92 A 7097379 499039 MDsqc carb WMica schistose quartzite UG 0.02
0 0RF492B 7097379 499039 MDsqc carb schist + Qtz bxa 0.02 75 1 16
0 0 R F4 9 3 A 7097315 499072 MDsqc carb WMica schistose quartzite UG
00RF493B 7097315 499072 MDsqc Qtz lens UG 0.01
00RF494 7097304 499226 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist ± WMica UG 0.01
00RF495 7097572 499011 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist UG 110 15
00RF496 7097951 498825 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist UG
00RF497 7098007 498918 MDsqc carb WMica schistose quartzite, gray banded quartzite UG 0.01
0 0R F4 98 A 7098215 499000 MDsqc carb WMica schistose quartzite UG 0.03
0 0RF4 98 B 7098215 499000 MDsqc carb quartzite bxa 0.17 95 21
00RF499 7098262 498943 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.03 75 21
0ORF5O0 7098757 499253 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded & WMica shistose quartzite UG 0.02 105 15
00RF501 7098836 499306 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded & WMica shistose quartzite UG 0.01 85 23
00RF502 7098910 499356 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, WMica shistose quartzite UG 0.03 80 I 18
00RF503 7099029 499702 MDsqc gray banded quartzite, carb WMica schistose quartzite UG 0 75 8
00RF504 7099244 499069 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded & WMica shistose quartzite UG
00RF505 7099058 499139 MDsqc carb WMica shistose quartzite UG 0.03 65 20
00RF506 7098919 499158 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded & WMica shistose quartzite UG 30 16
0 0R F5 07 A 7098640 498980 MDsqc gray banded quartzite, carb WMica schistose quartzite UG 0.01 90 26
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00RF479 E of steep drainage off E-W ridge. 2m high outcrop + rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; silvery lt gray + FeOx, fh gr.
00RF480 End of spur off N side of top of E-W ridge. Rubblepatches.
00RF481 N side of top of E-W ridge. 2m high rubbly outcrops + boulders.
00RF482 SE side of cirque, on N slope of E-W ridge. Several outcrops up to 6m high. Dk gray ± greenish, fh gr w/ med-gr Bt; Lt to med gray, fh gr.
0 0R F4 83 A SW side of cirque, on N slope of E-W ridge. 2m high outcrop. Silvery gray, fh to med gr; gray banded quartzite interlayered. Dissem pyrite. Qtz lenses.
00RF4 83 B Just downslope (N) from 00RF483A. Small outcrop. Greenish dk gray, fh to med gr. Qtz vnlts. Qtz lenses.
00 R F4 8 4 A E side of cirque, on N slope of E-W ridge. Lower part of 5m high rubbly outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr to med gr.
00RF484B E side of cirque, on N slope of E-W ridge. Upper part of 5m high rubbly outcrop. Dk gray, fh to med gr. Dissem pyrite up to 5mm. Qtz lenses.
00RF485 Downslope in cirque, on N slope of E-W ridge. 6m high rubbly outcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; silvery lt gray + FeOx, fh gr.
00RF486 Downslope in cirque, on N slope of E-W ridge. 6m high outcrop. Lt to dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr, fol WMica layers defines banding.
0 0 R F4 8 7 A E end of No Name Ck valley. >10m high outcrops + rubble extending 50m S & 200m N. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; lt to dk gray, fh gr.
00RF4 87 B E end of No Name Ck valley. Common in rubble at base of outcrops. Lt gray to lt purple ± FeOx, aphanitic, lt gray blotches, FeOx banding + blotches.
00RF488 NE side of top of ridge & slope. Abun rubble from 00RF241. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF489 W side of top of Ptarmigan Mtn. E end of large rubblefield. White to silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr; silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fn gr.
0 0R F4 90 A W side of top of Ptarmigan Mtn. NW end of large rubblefield to SW & E. Carb WMica-Qtz schist + WMica-Qtz schist + Qtz bxa w/ abun FeOx. Enormous quantity of bxa.
00RF490B Upslope to SE. Rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; lt to dk gray, fh gr.
00RF491 S top of Ptarmigan Mtn. Large rubbly outcrop + abun rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; lt to dk gray, fh gr. Qtz lenses up to 1.5m wide.
0 0 R F4 9 2 A S top of Ptarmigan Mtn. Large rubbly outcrop + abun rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
0 0RF492B S top of Ptarmigan Mtn. In rubble. Carb WMica-Qtz schist + Qtz bxa w/ very abun FeOx.
0 0 R F4 9 3 A S top of Ptarmigan Mtn. Abun rubble.
0 0RF493B S top of Ptarmigan Mtn. 10m wide rubble zone for 50m at 240°. Colorless to white ± FeOx in fractures, massive.
00RF494 SE end of S top of Ptarmigan Mtn, near cairn. Abun rubble all over top & sides. Shiny dk gray, fh gr. Scattered Qtz boulders appear to be from lenses.
00RF495 Towards N end of S top of Ptarmigan Mtn. Large rubbly outcrop + abun rubble.
00RF496 SW end of N top of Ptarmigan Mtn. Abun rubble all over top. Qtz lenses.
00RF497 Benchmark on N top of Ptarmigan Mtn. Abun rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; lt to dk gray, fh gr.
0 0 R F4 9 8 A E side of knob just N of Ptarmigan Mtn. Rubbly outcrop + abun rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF4 98 B E side of knob just N of Ptarmigan Mtn. In rubble. Carb quartzite clasts + very abun FeOx.
00RF499 N side of knob just N of Ptarmigan Mtn. Huge outcrop + rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Some -cubic vugs (after pyrite?).
00RF500 N side of large knob NE of Ptarmigan Mtn. Large outcrops on N side + abun rubble all over knob. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; lt to dk gray, fh gr.
00RF501 N slope of large knob NE of Ptarmigan Mtn. 40m NE-SW line of 2m high outcrops + rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; It to dk gray, fh gr.
00RF502 NW slope of large knob NE of Ptarmigan Mtn. 40m line of high outcrops + rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; It gray, fh gr.
00RF503 Knob in saddle near border. Rubbly outcrop + abun rubble. Lt to dk gray, fh gr; silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Some isoclinal folding w/ axes -30°.
00RF504 N end of top of Ptarmigan Mtn ridge before large dropoff to spur ridge N. Rubblepatches + float.
00RF505 N of large knob NE of Ptarmigan Mtn. Small rubbly outcrops. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF506 N of large knob NE of Ptarmigan Mtn. NE-SW line of rubbly outcrops.
0 0 R F5 0 7 A W side of large knob NE of Ptarmigan Mtn. W end of line of outcrops from 00RF500. Lt to dk gray, fh gr; silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh_gr.
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00RF507B 7098640 498980 MDsqc Qtz breccia 0.10 •
00RF508 7097709 498448 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, WMica shistose quartzite UG 0.02
00RF509 7098565 493792 mPzmb marble MA
00RF510 7097039 492405 mPzmb marble ± fuchsite MA 0.02 •
00RF511 7093992 491427 MzPzog Mus-Bt-Qtz-Plag-KFsp augen gneiss MA 0.07 • 55 65
00RF512 7094089 491791 mPzmf Mus-Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Grt MA 0.73 50 34
00RF513 7094211 491913 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Grt MA 0.13 80 32
00RF514 7094285 491936 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.21 95 23
00RF515 7094106 491003 mPzmb marble MA
0 0 R F 5 I6 7094848 498560 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.16 125 18
00RF517 7094570 499170 TKad oxyHbl-Plag-phyric andesite I 11.3 • • • •
00RF518 7094422 499258 TrPum Serpentininized ultramafic LG 31
00RF519 7094286 499371 TrPum Serpentininized ultramafic LG 0.61
0 0 R F5 2 0 A 7094051 499583 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist ± tourmaline MA 0.09 130 15
00RF520B 7094051 499583 MzPzog tourmaline granite orthogneiss MA 0.02 • •
00RF521 7093928 499842 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist/gneiss MA 0.11 130 35
0 0 R F5 22 A 7093830 499977 mPzmb marble MA 0.01 125 30
0 0RF522B 7093830 499977 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA
0 0RF5 22 C 7093800 499992 mPzmb marble MA
0 0RF522D 7093800 499992 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 120 " 40
00RF523 7093741 500025 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA
00RF524 7094431 499052 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF525 7094607 498164 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.03
00RF526 7095023 497475 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Qtz schist MA 0.07
00RF527 7096412 497083 MDsqc carb quartzite bxa 0.01
00RF528 7096957 497625 Pzgs Mus-Bt-Qtz schist EA 0.22 315 9
00RF529 7105067 496985 Pkf Bt-Alb-Qtz-KFsp metarhyolite UG 5.5 •
00 R F5 3 0 A 7105023 497355 Pkf Bt-Alb-Qtz-KFsp metarhyolite UG 0.06
00RF530B 7105023 497355 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.08
0 0R F5 31 A 7105335 497380 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.12
00RF531B 7105335 497380 Pkf Alb-WMica-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.06 •
00RF5 31 C 7105375 497380 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.10
00RF531D 7105375 497380 Pks Bt-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.11
00 R F5 3 2 A 7105660 497426 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.06
00RF532B 7105660 497426 Pkf Bt-WMica-Qtz-Fsp metarhyolite UG 0.04
00RF533 7106177 497063 Pks Chl-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.08 260 23
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00RF507B W side of large knob NE of Ptarmigan Mtn. 0.5m wide zone. Quartzite clasts + very abun FeOx. Bxa zone very roughly at -175775°.
00RF508 W approach to Ptarmigan Mtn. Mound w/ abun rubble from 00RF489. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; lt gray, fh gr.
00RF509 200m S of No Name Ck. Abun amongst road/ditch float. White to gray ± FeOx, med gr xln.
0 0 R F 5 I0 N side of road, N of Cherry Ck. Abun amongst float. White to gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr xln, some fol fuchsite layers. Sparse dissem pyrite.
00RF511 Top of spur ridge to E. Small knob w/ numerous outcrops poking out. Dk gray, fh to med gr, It red KFsp augen up to several cm.
00RF512 E nd of top of spur ridge to E. Small outcrops. Silvery gray, med gr, sparse dk red Grt.
00RF513 Top of spur ridge to E. 2 2m high outcrops. Dk gray, med gr, sparse dk red Grt up to 5mm. Sparse granitic layers.
00RF514 NE slope of E nd of spur ridge to E. 2 3m high outcrops. Dk gray, med gr. Minor folding on -E-W  axes.
OORF515 N side of top of Mt Witherspoon, 200m E of 00RF084. Scattered large outcrops from 00RF084 to 100m W.
OORF516 N side of ridge to E. 2m high rubbly outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx along fol.
00RF517 N side of top of ridge to E. 2 small knobcrops. Gray ± FeOx, porphyritic, Hbl + Plag phenos up to 6mm in aphanitic groundmass.
00RF518 Top of ridge to E. Small rubblepatch & float. Dk green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr, unfol.
00RF519 Small knob on top of ridge to E. Rubble & float. Dk green + FeOx, fh gr, unfol.
0 0 R F5 2 0 A Large knob on top of ridge to E. Scatttered large outcrops. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr, sparse black tourmaline up to 7mm.
00RF5 20 B Large knob on top of ridge to E. In 1(?) location on knob. Reddish lt gray, very cs gr, some Mus up to 2cm, abun tourmaline up to 2cm in some layers.
00RF521 Small knob on top of ridge to E. Scattered large rubbly outcrops. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
0 0 R F5 2 2 A Line of knobcrops at 140° on top of ridge to E. 4m high outcrop. White to lt gray ±  FeOx, med gr xln.
0 0RF522B Line of knobcrops at 140° on top of ridge to E. Overlying in rubbly outcrop.
0 0RF5 22 C 40m from 00RF522A at 140°. Knobcrop.
0 0RF522D 40m from 00RF522A at 140°. Overlying.
00RF523 At border survey marker on top of ridge. Rubbly 3m high outcrop.
00RF524 SW side of top of ridge to E. Rubblepatches, float from 00RF519.
00RF525 Knoll on SW side of top of ridge to E. Float. Silvery dk gray, fh to med gr.
00RF526 Top of ridge. Small rubbly outcrop. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF527 SW side of knob at E end of ridge. Rubblepatches. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr clasts, recemented, vuggy w/ slicks. Fit ENE here based on rubble & float.
00RF528 SE side of saddle. Rubbly small outcrops & boulders. Silvery gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF529 SW slope of Davis Dome.Small rubblepatch. Lt brownish gray, fh to med gr.
0 0 R F5 3 0 A At slope break on SW slope of Davis Dome. Small rubblepatches for 40+ m upslope. Lt brownish gray, fh to med gr, crenulated fol.
0 0RF530B At slope break on SW slope of Davis Dome. Small rubblepatches for 40+ m upslope. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr, slightly crenulated fol.
0 0 R F5 3 1 A W slope of Davis Dome. Large rubblepatches. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, some w/ crenulated fol.
00RF531B W slope of Davis Dome. Lesser. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, crenulated fol.
0 0R F5 31 C 40m N of 00RF531A. Large rubblepatch. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr, slightly crenulated fol.
0 0RF531D 40m N of 00RF531A. Lesser. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, crenulated fol.
0 0 R F5 3 2 A W slope of Davis Dome. Scattered rubblepatches. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr, slightly crenulated fol. FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF532B W slope of Davis Dome. Lesser(?) Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, crenulated fol. Minor folding.
00RF533 Top of ridge NW of Davis Dome. Several large outcrops, up to 10 x 3m high. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. FeOx along fol. Sparse Qtz lenses.
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00RF534 7107114 496837 Pks WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.05 260 29
00RF535 7107926 496566 MDsqc carb schist breccia 0.03
00RF536 7108158 496375 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.19
00RF537 7108266 496365 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss (trondhjemitic orthogneiss) MA 0.09 325 42
00RF538 7108233 496464 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.13
00RF539 7108233 496530 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt schist MA 0.18 230 49
00RF540 7108133 496573 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.19 250 21
00RF541 7108092 496570 mPzmf amphibolite MA 1.8 245 27
0 0R F5 42 A 7107933 496636 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.04
00RF542B 7107933 496636 MDsqc WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafesite U G 0.03
00RF543 7107747 496584 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.03
00RF544 7107365 496535 Pkf KFsp-Alb-Qtz metafelsite U G 0.02 •

00RF545 7106501 500019 MDsqc gray banded quartzite, carb WMica quartzite U G 0.01 250 34
00RF546 7106401 499517 MDsqc gray banded quartzite, carb WMica quartzite U G 0.02 285 21
0 0R F5 47 A 7106887 499904 MDsqc WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.06

00RF547B 7106917 499904 Tbs vesicular basanite 1 5.4 • • • •

00RF548 7107103 499893 MDsqc calcareous WMica quartzite (homfelsed?) U G 0.15 290 17
0 0 R F5 49 A 7107187 499893 Pks Qtz augen WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.10 • • • 290 28
00RF549B 7107217 499893 Pks WMica-Alb-KFsp-Qtz schist U G 0.05 •

00RF550 7107304 499903 Pks Bt-Chl-Epi-KFsp-WMica-Alb-Qtz schist U G 0.20 • 290 22
00 R F5 5 1 A 7107526 499862 Pks Bt-Chl-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist U G 0.16 260 22
00RF551B 7107446 499862 Pks WMica-Qtz schist ± Act U G 0.58
00RF552 7107719 499764 Pks Chi-WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.05 • • • 270 22
00RF553 7107864 499685 Pks Chi-WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.07 260 25
00RF554 7108041 499573 Pks Chl-WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.05 220 22
00RF555 7108572 499050 Pkf WMica-Bt-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite U G 0.08
00RF556 7108658 , 498906 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic L G 0.16
00RF557 7108794 498711 Pkf Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite & schist U G 0.09
00RF558 7108858 498528 Pkf Bt-WMica-Alb-Qtz metafelsite U G 0.08 • 265 21
00R F5 59 A 7108852 498323 Pkf WMica-Bt-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite U G 0.08 250 18
OORF559B 7108852 498323 Pkf granitic w/ Qtz-Bt schist selvage U G 0.08
00RF560 7108902 498100 Pkf Bt-WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.10 260 16
00RF561 7097141 495511 Pzgs Qtz-Alb-Epi-Hbl gneiss EA 0.23 65 16
00RF562 7097163 496103 MDac Bt-Epi-Act schist U G 0.35 315 15
00RF563 7096924 496804 Pzgs Qtz-Alb-Hbl-Epi gneiss ± Bt EA 0.50 • • • 145 45



Table A-2. Continued.

Station/

Sam ple# D e s c rip t iv e  data

00RF534 NE side of top of ridge SW of Arkansas Ck. Small outcrop + 2 small trenches + float. Silvery lt gray + FeOx, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx along fol. Qtz lenses.
00RF535 NE side of top of spur S of Arkansas Ck. 2 mounds w/ float. Silvery It gray + abun FeOx, fii to med gr. Abun FeOx.
00RF536 W side of spur S of Arkansas Ck, E side of steep drainage. Small rubbly outcrop. Greenish dk gray, med gr. Abun Cal veining, abun Cal. Granitic layers.
00RF537 Knob at N end of top of spur S of Arkansas Ck. Numerous small outcrops poking out. Gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF538 NE slope of ridge SW of Arkansas Ck. Small rubbly outcrop. Reddish/greenish gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF539 NE slope of ridge SW of Arkansas Ck. Rubbly outcrops poking out of rib. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr.
00RF540 NE slope of ridge SW of Arkansas Ck. 4m high outcrop + smaller outcrops. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF541 NE slope of ridge SW of Arkansas Ck. 15 x 5m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr. Sparse granitic layers.
0 0R F5 42 A NE slope of ridge SW of Arkansas Ck. Abun float/rubble on slope. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Sparse Qtz vnlts, FeOx along fol.
00RF542B NE slope of ridge SW of Arkansas Ck. Minor. Silvery lt gray + FeOx, med to cs gr, cataclastic(?) texture.
00RF543 NE side of top of ridge SW of Arkansas Ck. Sparse float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, some crenulation. Qtz lenses.
00RF544 NE side of top of ridge NW of Davis Dome. Sparse float. Lt gray + FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF545 Top of E-W ridge just N of customs. 8 x 1.5m high outcrop + abun rubble. Lt to dk gray, fii gr; silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Some Qtz veining in area. Some bxa in area.
00RF546 SW end of E-W ridge just N of customs. 100m line of 5+ m high outcrops + abun rubble. Lt to dk gray, fh gr; silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fii gr.
0 0RF5 47 A E-W swale on N slope of E-W ridge just N of customs. Abun float/rubble. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fii gr. Abun FeOx after pyrite along fol.

00RF547B

30m N of 00RF547A. Scattered float/boulders over 50m at -70°. Dk gray ± FeOx, aphanitic, sparse phenos of olivine & augite up to 3mm, abun vesicles up to 1.5 cm long (most <3mm), many 
vesicles filled w/ Cal or FeOx.

00RF548 Saddle N of E-W ridge just N of customs. Knobby rubbly small outcrop. Lt gray + abun FeOx, fh gr, possibly homfelsed(?). Abun FeOx after pyrite. Knarled.
0 0RF5 49 A S side of 1st knob to N on top of ridge. Scattered small rubbly outcrops + rubble & float. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, Qtz augen up to 5mm. FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF549B 30m N of 00RF549A. Small rubbly outcrops + rubble & float to N. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. FeOx after pyrite along fol. Sparse Qtz lenses.
00RF550 Top of 1st knob to N on top of ridge. Large outcrops all over top of knob. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. FeOx after pyrite along fol. Sparse Qtz lenses.
00R F5 51 A Towards bottom ofN  slope of 1 st knob to N on top of ridge. Small rubbly outcrops + float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fii to med gr, some crenulation. FeOx after pyrite along fol. Sparse Qtz lenses.
00RF551B 80m S of 00RF551A. Small outcrop. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, sparse Act up to 2cm. FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF552 S side of 2nd knob to N on top of ridge. Line of outcrops + float. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fii to med gr. FeOx after pyrite up to 1cm along fol. Sparse Qtz lenses.
00RF553 Top of 2nd knob to N on top of ridge. Large outcrops all over top of knob. Silvery greenish gray + FeOx, fh to med gr. FeOx after pyrite, abun FeOx along fol.
00RF554 NW slope of 2nd knob to N on top of ridge. Scattered large rubbly outcrops. Silvery greenish gray + FeOx, fii to med gr. FeOx after pyrite, abun FeOx. Crenulated on axes -50°.
00RF555 Top of ridge to NW. Sparse float. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fn to med gr, deformed, mylonitic texture.
00RF556 Top of ridge to NW. 8 x 5m rubblepatch. Green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr, unfol.
00RF557 Top of ridge to NW. Very sparse float. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, deformed, mylonitic texture.
00RF558 Top of ridge to NW. Scattered small outcrops + rubble/float on knob. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, deformed, mylonitic. Qtz lenses up to 0.5m wide.
0 0RF5 59 A SW side of top of ridge to NW. Small outcrop poking out. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, deformed, mylonitic texture.
00RF559B SW side of top of ridge to NW. In sample. Cs-gr foliated granitic (Qtz + Fsp + Bt) w/ cs-gr Qtz-Bt schist selvage.
00RF560 Top of ridge to NW. Scattered small outcrops poking out on knob. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fii to med gr, deformed, mylonitic texture. FeOx after pyrite. Qtz lenses.
00RF561 N side of saddle E of big ultramafic knob. 5 x 0.5m high outcrop poking out. Dk greenish gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF562 100m W of 00RF070 knob. Small outcrop poking out. Dk green ± FeOx, fii gr w/ med gr Bt.
00RF563 4th knob E on top of ridge, 30m NE of 00RF071. 4 x 2m high outcrop poking out. Greenish dk gray, fii gr.
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00RF564 7097022 496986 TrPum serpentinized dunite LG 47 •
00RF565 7096941 497055 MDsqc WMica-Bt quartzite UG 0.07 95 28
OORF566 7096777 497117 MDsqc WMica-Bt quartzite U G 0.09
00RF567 7096917 497285 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite ± sparse Bt UG 0.06 330 24
00RF568 7096863 497202 MDsqc WMica-Bt quartzite U G 0.16
00RF569 7100885 491477 MzPzog granodiorite orthogneiss ± Grt MA 4.5 •
00RF570 7100712 491361 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Grt (trondhjemitic orthogneiss) MA 0.66
00RF571 7100976 491291 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA
OORF572A 7101335 491513 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.03
00RF572B 7101335 491513 mPzmf Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist MA 0.09
00RF573 7101702 491825 mPzmf Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss ± Mus MA 0.19
00RF574 7102405 492251 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.55
00RF575 7102584 492381 MzPzog Bt-Fsp-Qtz gneiss (trondhjemitic orthogneiss) MA 7.3
00RF576 7102650 492433 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.32
00RF577 7102833 492578 mPzmf Grt amphibolite MA 0.63 235 28
00RF578 7103008 492535 mPzmf amphibolite MA
00RF579 7103615 492147 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 6.6
00RF580 7103685 491982 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.75
00RF581 7103838 491600 mPzmf no rx
00RF582 7104200 491750 mPzmf gravel
00RF583 7103874 492121 mPzmf amphibolite MA 1.5 170 20
00RF584 7106940 499300 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.04 220 16
00RF585 7107780 498777 Pks Chi-WMica-Qtz schist U G 0.10 250 32
00RF586 7108041 498680 Pks no rx
00RF587 7108362 497853 MDsqc carb Bt-Act-Qtz schist ± WMica, carb Bt-Qtz schist U G 0.15 280 20
00RF588 7108232 497693 Qmo glacial moraine
00RF589 7108362 497711 MDsqc carb Bt-Act-Qtz schist ± WMica U G 0.16 • 230 38
00RF590 7108257 497418 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF591 7108256 497297 MDsqc Bt quartzite ± Act UG 1.9 255 50
00RF592 7108380 497175 MDsqc WMica-Bt-Qtz schist U G 0.11 265 19
00RF593 7107984 496967 MDsqc carb Bt-Qtz schist U G 0.22 260 28
00RF594 7107833 497064 Pks Chi-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.14 290 54
00RF595 7107791 497069 Pks Chi-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.08 270 34
00RF596 7107494 497112 Pks Bt-Chl-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.10 285 34
00RF597 7107200 497193 Pks Chi-WMica-Qtz schist ± Bt U G 0.07 320 23
00RF598 7106912 497362 Pks Chi-WMica-Qtz schist U G



Table A-2. Continued.

Station/

Sam ple# D e s c rip t iv e  data

00RF564 200mW of knob at E end of ridge. Rubbly 2m high outcrop & rubblepatch for 50m NE. Greenish dk gray, fh gr, olivine visible.
00RF565 250m NW of knob at E end of ridge. 4m high outcrop & rubble. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF566 100m W of knob at E end of ridge. >10m rubblepatch. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF567 100m NE of 00RF075. Same outcrops & rubble as 00RF075. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Complex folding on -N-S axes.
00RF568 20m NW of 00RF075 outcrops. 4m high blobcrop. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF569 Top of ridge W of Cherry Ck. Sparse float. Lt gray ± FeOx, med gr, dk red Grt. Granitics (layers).
00RF570 Top point on ridge W of Cherry Ck. Sparse float. Lt gray ± FeOx, med gr, dk red Grt. Granitics (layers).
00RF571 NW side of top of ridge W of Cherry Ck. Sparse float.
00RF572A Top of spur to N on ridge W of Cherry Ck. Scattered float. Lt gray + abun FeOx, med gr. Qtz veining, abun FeOx.
00RF572B Top of spur to N on ridge W of Cherry Ck. Scattered float. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, cs gr.
00RF573 Top of spur to N on ridge W of Cherry Ck. Sparse float. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Granitics (layers).
00RF574 Crest of spur slope to NE, W of Cherry Ck. Sparse float. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr, dk red Grt.
00RF575 Near base of spur slope to NE, W of Cherry Ck. Sparse float. Lt gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF576 Crest of spur slope to NE, W of Cherry Ck.Rubblepatches for 200m to NE. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very gr, red-brown Grt.
00RF577 Base of slope on N side of small creek, W of Cherry Ck. Small rubbly outcrop + float. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr, abun dk red Grt in some layers.
00RF578 Base of slope W of Cherry Ck. Rubble + float for 100m N.
00RF579 Base of slope SW of confluence of Cherry Ck & Walker Fk. Large rubblefield. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr, dk red Grt.
00RF580 Base of slope S of Walker Fk. Abun rubble. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr, dk red Grt.
00RF581 Base of slope S of Walker Fk. N-facing permafrost slope.
00RF582 N bank of Walker Fk. Creek bank.
00RF583 Knoll on N side of Walker Fk. 100m line of rubbly outcrops up to 4m high. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr. Some Epi. Granitic layers.
00RF584 Between upper forks of Brophy Ck. Rubbly outcrops on knoll. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fii to med gr. FeOx after pyrite up to 4mm, Cal on fractures. Folding on -ENE axes.
00RF585 200m upslope to SW of Brophy Ck. Large rubbly outcrops + abun rubble. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx along fol.
00RF586 SW side of Brophy Ck. Wood platform (drillhole collar location). No rx on lower slopes or in Brophy Ck.
00RF587 150m upslope to N of Brophy Ck. Numerous rubbly outcrops poking out on steep slope. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, deformed, mylonitic texture. Cal on fractures.
00RF588 S side of Brophy Ck. 100m E-W x 50 x 20m high mound.
00RF589 100m N of Brophy Ck. 8m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, deformed, mylonitic texture. Cal on fractures. Folding on axes -60°.
00RF590 In Brophy Ck. Creek rx.
00RF591 Along Brophy Ck. Small outcrops on N side & in creek for 10m. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF592 200m N of Brophy Ck on slope. 10m high outcrop. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Dissem pyrite.
00RF593 Along E side of Arkansas Ck. 5 x 2m high rubbly outcrop. Dk gray + FeOx, fh to med gr. Cal veining, dissem pyrite, abun FeOx.
00RF594 Along E side of Arkansas Ck. 8 x 2m high rubbly outcrop in bank. Silvery greenish gray + FeOx, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx along fol. Sparse Qtz lenses.
00RF595 Along both sides of Arkansas Ck. Outcrops up to 3m high for 15m in banks. Silvery greenish gray + FeOx, fh to med gr. Abun FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF596 Along both sides of Arkansas Ck. Numerous large outcrops in banks. Silvery greenish gray + FeOx, fh to med gr. FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF597 Along both sides of Arkansas Ck. Rubbly outcrops on banks. Silvery greenish gray + FeOx, fh to med gr. Dissem pyrite, abun FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF598 Along both sides of Arkansas Ck. Rubbly outcrops on banks.
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00RF599 7106832 497424 Qmo glacial moraine
0 0R F6 00 A 7106672 497774 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist UG 0.07
00RF600B 7106672 497774 MDsqc WMica-Qtz-Fsp metafelsite UG 0.06
00RF601 7106791 498200 Pks WMica-Bt-Epi-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.47
00RF602 7105902 497492 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist, minor carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.06
0 0 R F6 03 A 7105912 497556 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.04
00RF603B 7105912 497536 MDsqc Bt-WMica-Qtz-Fsp metafelsite UG 0.06
00RF604 7105778 497537 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, lesser WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.07
00RF605 7105703 497644 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.04
00RF606 7105588 497594 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, minor WMica schistose quartzite UG 0.04
00RF607 7105470 497665 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist, carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.07 • •
00RF608 7105453 497780 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist/quartzite UG 0.03
00RF609 7105097 497520 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist/quartzite UG 0.06
00RF610 7105286 497737 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist/quartzite UG 0.05
00RF611 7105590 498023 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist UG 0.08
00RF613 7106082 499423 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist/quartzite UG
0 0 R F6 14 A 7106124 499212 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, minor WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.04
0 0 R F 6 I4 B 7106124 499212 MDmb marble UG 0.40
0 0 R F 6 I5 7111208 496636 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 0.25 300 60
00RF616 7111063 496794 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Grt MA 0.20 300 58
00RF617 7110975 496878 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.37 • • 320 50
00RF618 7110820 497010 mPzmf Hbl-Bt-Qtz-Plag gneiss ± Grt MA 76 • 290 54
0 0R F6 19 A 7110709 497231 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.17 310 40
00RF619B 7110684 497239 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 320 50
00RF620 7110634 497244 mPzmf Qtz-Bt schist ± Mus MA 0.13 305 57
00RF621 7110569 497389 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss (granitic orthogneiss) MA 0.63 300 50
00RF622 7110412 497622 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 9.5 300 54
00RF623 7110388 497851 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 1 0.22
00RF624 7110304 498382 mPzmf Hbl-Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.23 255 55
00RF625 7110341 498563 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 0.41 240 35
OO RF626A 7111133 500044 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.03
00RF626B 7111133 500044 MDsqc carb schist breccia 0.03
OO RF627A 7110814 500057 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist & quartzite UG 0.02
00RF627B 7110814 500057 MDsqc WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.01
0 0 R F6 28 A 7110659 499573 Pkf Qtz-KFsp metarhyolite ± WMica UG 0.02
00RF628B 7110659 499573 Pkf WMica-Fsp schistose quartzite UG 0.05



Table A-2. Continued.

Station/

Sam ple# D e s c rip t iv e  data

00RF599 NE side of Arkansas Ck. 40 x 30 x 5m high mound.
00RF600A 300m N of draw on E side of Arkansas Ck. Sparse float. Shiny dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF600B 300m N of draw on E side of Arkansas Ck. Sparse float. Silvery lt brownish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF601 300m N of draw on E side of Arkansas Ck. Rubbly outcrops. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF602 N slope of Davis Dome. Abun scattered rubblepatches/float. Shiny dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr, some crenulation; silveiy lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr. FeOx after pyrite.
00RF6 03 A N slope of Davis Dome. Abun scattered rubblepatches/float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr, some crenulation. FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF603B 20m W of 00RF603A. Amongst rubble/float. Lt brownish gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF604 N slope of Davis Dome. Abun scattered rubblepatches/float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr, some crenulation; silvery lt gray + FeOx, fh gr. FeOx after pyrite.
00RF605 N slope of Davis Dome. Abun rubblepatches. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; silvery lt gray + FeOx, fh gr. Abun FeOx after pyrite along fol.
OO RF6O6 N slope of Davis Dome. Scattered rubblepatches/float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr, some crenulation; Lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Abun FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF607 Near top of N slope of Davis Dome. Abun scattered rubblepatches/float. Shiny dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr, sparse fuchsite. Abun FeOx after pyrite.
00RF608 Near top of NE slope of Davis Dome. Abun rubblepatches. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr, some crenulation. Abun FeOx after pyrite along fol. Qtz from lenses in area.
00RF609 SW end of top of Davis Dome. Abun rubble/float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, some crenulation. FeOx after pyrite along fol. Qtz from lenses in area.
00RF610 SE side of top of Davis Dome. Abun rubble/float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, some crenulation. FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF611 E slope of Davis Dome, 150m up (W) from base. Abun rubble. Shiny dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr, crenulated. FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF613 300 m S of hwy, SE of rest stop. Scattered rubblepatches.
00RF6 14 A 200 m S of hwy, S of rest stop. Abun float on knoll. Silveiy dk gray ± FeOx, fti gr; silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr. FeOx after pyrite along fol.
0 0RF614B 200 m S of hwy, S of rest stop. Minor. Gray + FeOx, med to cs gr xln.
00RF615 S side of Hall Ck. Knob w/ rubbly outcrops. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs to very cs gr.
00RF616 Both sides of & in Hall Ck. Large outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr, sparse dk red Grt. Sparse granitic layers.
00RF617 Along S side of Hall Ck. 6m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr. Sparse granitic layers.
00RF618 Along S side of Hall Ck. 5m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr, sparse dk red Grt.
0 0R F6 19 A N side of Hall Ck. 5m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF619B 40 m upstream (SSE) of 00RF619A. 10m high outcrop.
00RF620 S side of Hall Ck. 20m high outcrop + rubble. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF621 S side of Hall Ck. 20 x 4m high outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF622 100m upslope S of Hall Ck. 5m high outcrop + rubble. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Granitic layers.
00RF623 S side of Hall Ck. 8m high rubblecrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Cal vnlts.
00RF624 S side of Hall Ck. 4m high rubbly outcrop. Greenish dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Abun Cal, some Chi.
00RF625 100m upslope N of Hall Ck. Small outcrops poking out of steep slope. Greenish dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr. Cal vnlts, some Chi.
0 0R F6 26 A 200m upslope S of N fk of Hall Ck, just E of border cut line. Scattered float on knoll. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr, some crenulation. Some crenulation.
00RF626B 200m upslope S of N fk of Hall Ck, just E of border cut line. Scattered float on knoll. Carb WMica-Qtz schist breccia + abun FeOx.
0 0RF627A Top of spur ridge, just W of border cutline. Sparse scattered float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
00RF627B Top of spur ridge, just W of border cutline. Sparse scattered float. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr. FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF6 28 A N side of top of spur ridge. Scattered float going down N slope. Tan to It gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF628B N side of top of spur ridge. Line of rubble at 170°. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr. FeOx after pyrite up to 5mm along fol.
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00RF6 29 A 7110285 499021 Pkf Alb-Qtz-KFsp metarhyolite ± WMica UG 0.02 •

00RF629B 7110285 499021 Pkf Qtz-WMica schist UG 0.06 285 26
00R F6 30 A 7110245 498914 Pkf Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.10 270 28
0ORF630B 7110245 498914 Pkf granitic w/ Qtz-Bt schist selvage UG 0.05
00RF6 31 A 7110256 l_498778 Pkf Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.08
00RF631B 7110256 498778 Pkf granitic w/ Qtz-Bt schist selvage UG 0.01
O0RF632 7110225 498604 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.18 250 42
00RF633 7102319 498532 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.04
00RF634 7101432 498870 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.10
00RF635 7101298 499369 MDsqc carb WMica schistose quartzite UG
00RF636 7101078 499775 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.05
00RF637 7100633 500068 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded quartzite UG 0.02
00RF638 7100700 499887 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, gray banded quartzite UG
00RF639 7101031 499911 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG
00RF640 7101216 500083 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG
00RF641 7102227 499955 MDsqc carb Bt-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.10 335 24
0 0RF6 42 A 7102231 499790 MDsqc carb(?) Bt-Qtz schist UG 0.13 345 27
00RF642B 7102231 499790 MDsqc carb(?) Bt-Qtz schist UG 0.16
0 0RF642C 7102231 499750 MDsqc WMica-Alb schistose quartzite UG 0.06 • 355 20
00RF643 7102110 499405 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist, WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.01
0 0RF6 44 A 7105863 498084 MDsqc Grph-Qtz schist UG 0.07
00RF644B 7105863 498084 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.12
0 0RF6 45 A 7108972 499790 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 13.5
00RF645B 7108932 499790 Pks Chl-WMica-Qtz schist UG
0 0RF645C 7108932 499790 Pkf Bt-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG
00RF646 7109281 499513 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 29
00RF647 7109396 499465 TrPum Serpentinite LG 29 •
00RF648 7109490 499359 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF649 7109619 499335 TrPum serpentinized dunite LG 91 •
00RF650 7109663 499186 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
0 0RF6 51 A 7109754 499154 Pkf Act-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.24
00RF651B 7109754 499154 Pkf WMica-Fsp-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.08 210 25
00RF651C 7109754 499274 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF652 7110000 499152 Pkf WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist ± Bt UG 0.07
00RF653 7110140 499319 Pkf Epi-Bt-KFsp-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.08 •
00RF654 7110180 499577 Pkf Epi-Bt-KFsp-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG 0.08 290 20



Table A-2. Continued.

Station/

Sam ple# D e s c rip tive  data

00RF6 29 A W end of top of spur ridge. Scattered sizable rubbly outcrops. Tan to lt gray ± FeOx, fn gr.
00RF629B W end of top of spur ridge. Predominant in lower outcrops, >10m thick. Silvery It gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, metatuff. FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF6 30 A Slope on W end of spur ridge. Scattered outcrops. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
0ORF630B Slope on W end of spur ridge. In sample. Cs-gr granitic (Qtz + Fsp) w/ cs-gr Bt schist selvage.
0G RF631A At base of W crest slope of spur ridge. Small rubbly outcrops. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr.
OORF631B At base of W crest slope of spur ridge. In sample. Cs-gr granitic (Qtz + Fsp) w/ cs-gr Bt schist selvage, grades into Bt-WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist.
OORF632 100m SW of Hall Ck. Rubbly outcrop. Dk greenish gray, med to cs gr. Abun Chi, abun Cal, Cal vnlts.
00RF633 Slope on W side of Younger Ck. Abun rubble/float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF634 Upslope near N base of ridge, 50m E of W fk of Younger Ck. Scattered float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
OORF635 SW side of E fk of Younger Ck. Large rubblefield going 100's m upslope to S.
00RF636 SW side of E fk of Younger Ck. Scattered rubblepatches extending upslope (SW) into extensive rubblefield to top. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF637 At base of slope on S side of SE fk of Younger Ck, on border. Large rubblefield going upslope to S. Silvery lt to dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr; lt to dk gray, fh gr.
00RF638 W side of SW fk of Younger Ck. Scattered rubblepatches extending upslope.
00RF639 SE side of confluence of S & E fks of Younger Ck. Abun float in roadcut & scattered on slope.
00RF640 300m N of E fk of Younger Ck, on border. Abun float in roadcut.
00RF641 Top of spur ridge, just W of border. E-W line of small outcrops for 50m. Shiny brownish dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Sparse Qtz lenses.
0 0R F6 42 A Top of spur ridge. Line of outcrops up to 10m high for 100m NNE + smaller outcrops. Shiny brownish dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Sparse Qtz lenses.
00RF642B Top of spur ridge. Grading down into in outcrop. Shiny brownish dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
0 0RF642C 40m W of 00RF642A. Line of outcrops up to 10m high for 50m N-S Lt gray to tan + FeOx, fh gr, metatuff layer(?).
00RF643 W end of top of spur ridge. Abun rubble/float circling around end for 300m. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fii gr; silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Qtz from lenses.
00RF6 44 A NE slope of Davis Dome. Scattered float & rubblepatches. Shiny dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Abun FeOx along fol.
00RF644B NE slope of Davis Dome. Minor. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. FeOx after pyrite up to 3mm, abun FeOx along fol.
0 0RF6 45 A W side of S fk of Hall Ck. Large rubblefield for 40+ m upslope. Green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr, unfol.
00RF645B In small creek 40m S of 00RF645A. Float.
OORF645C In small creek 40m S of 00RF645A. Float. Gray, fh to med gr, deformed, mylonitic texture.
OORF646 Both sides of S fk of Hall Ck. Huge rubblefield going upslope 200+ m W & 300+ m E. Green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr, some waxy w/ weak fol.
00RF647 E side of S fk of Hall Ck. In enormous rubblefield, amongst typical Serp um rubble. Green, fh gr, w/ dk gray Mt in layers (-stripes).
00RF648 50m W of S fk of Hall Ck. Large knobcrop amongst rubble.
00RF649 40m E of S fk of Hall Ck. 8m high rubbly outcrop in rubblefield. Green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr, unfol, abun dissem Mt.
00RF650 100m W of S fk of Hall Ck. Mound w/ abun rubble poking out.
OORF651A W side of S fk of Hall Ck. 5m high rubbly outcrop. Silvery greenish gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, abun Act up to 7mm.
00RF651B W side of S fk of Hall Ck. Interlayered. Silvery It gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF6 51 C E side of S fk of Hall Ck. 50 x 50 x 5m high mound w/ boulders poking out (moraine?).
00RF652 S side of middle fk of Hall Ck. Scattered float going uphill to S. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF653 50m N of middle fk of Hall Ck. 8m high outcrop. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, cataclastic texture.
00RF654 S side of middle fk of Hall Ck. Rubble + small outcrops poking out on top of knoll. Silvery gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, cataclastic texture.
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00RF655 7110051 499661 MDsqc carb Bt-WMica-Qtz schist UG 0.06
00RF656 7109651 499680 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF657 7109546 499822 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
00RF658 7109402 499938 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 7.0
00RF659 7109246 500000 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
0 0R F6 60 A 7108930 500026 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist UG
00RF660B 7108930 500026 Pks Chl-WMica-Qtz schist UG
00RF661 7105676 498431 Pks WMica-Fsp-Qtz schist UG 0.05
00RF662 7108442 497003 MDsqc carb Bt-Qtz schist/quartzite UG 0.07 280 52
00RF663 7108483 497171 MDsqc no rx
00RF664 7108486 497216 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG 0.75
00RF665 7109040 497954 Pkf no rx
00RF666 7109400 497626 mPzmf amphibolite + Qtz bxa 0.03
00RF667 7109433 497493 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 0.51
00RF668 7109521 497421 mPzmf amphibolite MA 0.37 225 45
00RF669 7109638 497256 mPzmf amphibolite MA 7.1 215 52
00RF670 7109621 496867 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 1.7 210 58
00RF671 7109804 496628 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss (granitic orthogneiss) MA 1.8
00RF672 7109863 495887 mPzmf no rx
00RF673 7109991 495965 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA 3.9
00RF674 7110456 496200 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA
00RF675 7110835 495882 mPzmf Qtz-Fsp-Bt-Hbl gneiss MA 2.9 310 57
0 0RF6 76 A 7110879 494901 MzPzog Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss (tonalitic orthogneiss) MA 0.40
00RF676B 7110879 494901 mPzmb marble MA 0.02 N?
OORF677 7109425 494531 mPzmf amphibolite MA 13.8
00RF678 7108654 494377 ntPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss MA
0 0R F6 79 A 7107300 493910 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss/schist ± Mus MA 0.17 210 57
00RF679B 7107223 493870 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss/schist MA 235 36
O O RF68O 7107066 493760 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Mus MA 210 33
OORF681 7106910 493648 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt MA 1.3 • • 190 35
01RF6 82 A 7101632 495485 TrPum Serp um + gneiss + Qtz breccia 0.01
01RF682B 7101632 495485 Pzgs Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss EA 0.03
01RF6 83 A 7101700 495680 Pzgs Mus-Qtz-Fsp gneiss EA
01RF683B 7101670 495660 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG
01RF684 7101360 495931 Pzgs Mus-Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss ± Grt EA 0.07
01RF684 7101350 495931 TrPum serpentinized ultramafic LG



Table A-2. Continued.

Station/

Sam ple# D e sc rip tive  data

00RF655 Slope S of middle fk of Hall Ck. Sparse float. Silvery dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr.
00RF656 Top of spur ridge. Rubble + float to S.
00RF657 Top of spur ridge. Rubble to W.
00RF658 Top of spur ridge. Rubble/float over large area (E to border). Green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr, unfol.
00RF659 Top of spur ridge. Small rubblepatch.
0 0R F6 60 A In S fk of Hall Ck, just W of border. Creek rx.
00RF660B In S fk of Hall Ck, just W of border. Minor in creek rx.
00RF661 100m S of hwy, S of turnout. Abun float/rubble on knoll. Silvery lt gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr, some crenulation. Abun FeOx after pyrite along fol.
00RF662 300m N of Brophy/Arkansas Ck confluence. Small rubbly outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh gr. Cal vnlts, sparse dissem pyrite.
00RF663 400m N of Brophy Ck. No rx.
00RF664 400m N of Brophy Ck. Small knobcrop w/ rubble for 15m around on knob. Green to dk gray + FeOx, fh gr, unfol.
00RF665 Top of ridge to NW.No rx.
00RF666 Top of ridge to NW. Sparse float. Amphibolite + Qtz bxa w/ abun FeOx.
00RF667 Top of ridge to NW. Sparse float. Lt to dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF668 Top of ridge to NW. Knob w/ small outcrops poking out. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr.
00RF669 Top of ridge to NW. Large knobcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr.
00RF670 Top of ridge to NW. Knob w/ small outcrops poking out. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr, dk red Grt.
00RF671 Top of ridge to NW. Sparse float. Lt reddish gray, med to cs gr.
00RF672 W end of top of ridge to W. No rx from 200m W of 00RF671 to here.
00RF673 NW side of end of top of ridge to W. Sparse float. Dk gray ± FeOx, med gr.
00RF674 W side of top of ridge to NW. Sparse float.
00RF675 Top of ridge to NW. Large knobcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, fh to med gr. Granitic layers.
0 0 R F6 76 A E side of Canyon Ck valley bottom. Large outcrops on cliff. Dk gray ± FeOx, med gr. Highly fractured, fault at -290757° w/ slicks dipping ~10°NW, other orientations.
0 0RF676B E side of Canyon Ck valley bottom. Several layers up to 0.5m wide. White to lt gray, med gr xln.
00RF677 W side of Canyon Ck. 5m high rubbly knobcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr.
00RF678 100m upslope on W side of Canyon Ck valley. Sparse float.
0 0 R F6 79 A In Woods Ck. Outcrops for 40m. Dk gray ± FeOx, med to cs gr. Granitic layers.
00RF679B 100 m upstream (S) from 00RF679A. Outcrop.
00RF680 In & along Woods Ck. Semi-continuous outcrop from 00RF679A.
00RF681 Along Woods Ck. Rubbly little outcrop. Dk gray ± FeOx, cs gr, dk red Grt. Abun dissem pyrite
0 1RF6 82 A Knob on N side of N fk of Turk Ck. Float. Abun FeOx, dk gray lh-gr Serp um + white Qtz + alt gneiss.
01RF682B Knob on N side of N fk of Turk Ck. Float. Lt gray + FeOx, med gr.
0 1 R F6 8 3 A Knob on N side of N fk of Turk Ck. Sparse float.
0 1RF683B 40m SW of01RF683. Sparse float.
01RF684 S side of little draw at head of N fk of Turk Ck. Abun boulders. Gray ± FeOx, med gr, sparse dk red Grt.
01RF684 S side of little draw at head of N fk of Turk Ck. Abun rubble.
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01RF685 7101521 496110 Pzgs Mus-Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss EA 0.04
01RF686 7101642 496091 Pzgs Mus-Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss EA
01RF687 7101773 496024 Pzgs Mus-Bt-Qtz-Fsp gneiss EA
01RF688 7102094 495416 TrPmg Alb-Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro LG
01RF689 7103955 496941 MDsqc carb-WMica-Qtz schist UG
01RF690 7103995 497020 MDsqc no rx



Table A-2. Continued.
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Sam ple# D e s c rip tiv e  data

01RF685 200m n of little draw at head of N fk of Turk Ck. Small rubblepatch. Gray ± FeOx, med gr.
01RF686 N of head of N fk of Turk Ck. Small rubblepatch.
01RF687 NW of head of N fk of Turk Ck. Knobby rubblepatch.
01RF688 S side of ridge N of N fk of Turk Ck. Sparse float in mudholes
01RF689 40m upslope (N) from ditch on N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. Sparse float.
01RF690 100m upslope (N) from ditch on N side of Walker Fk valley bottom. Change in vegetation. Thinly forested Labrador tea tundra to W, heavily forested to E.



Appendix 2. Petrographic data

Table A-3. Petrographic analyses of Boundary area metamorphic rocks. UTM coordinates are zone 7, NAD27. Table A-l is key for 
mineral symbols and geologic term abbreviations. Metamorphic grade: LG = lower greenschist; UG = middle to upper greenschist 
(biotite zone); EA = epidote-amphibolite; MA = middle amphibolite. Alteration: L = low; M = medium; H = high. Mineral modal % 
reported (X = « 1 % ). Hand sample descriptions are in table A-2.
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00RF061 7102236 495973 TrPmg Alb-Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro L G L ? 10 Alb 15 20 2 53 X X
0 0R F0 92 A 7096261 497122 TrPmg WMica-Alb-Act-Chl-Czo metagabbro L G L ? 8 Alb 5 23 16 48 X
0 0R F1 28 A 7102330 495941 TrPmg Chl-Act schist L G L 25 73 1 1
00RF134 7102823 496337 TrPmg Chl-Alb-Act-Czo metagabbro L G L ? 15 Alb 3 34 48
00RF293B 7104227 495265 TrPmg Epi-Act-Czo metagabbro L G M 1 35 8 50 5 X 1
0 0RF3 22 A 7102840 496271 TrPmg Alb-Act-Czo metagabbro LG L ? 8 Alb X 45 47 X X
0 0RF3 45 A 7103551 497584 TrPmg Bt-Chl-Alb-Czo-Act metagabbro L G ? H 8 ~ L2 l Alb 7 7 34 15 17 X
0 0R F0 01 A 7105642 498192 Pks Bt-Chl-Qtz-WMica schist UG M 32 1 Alb 33 13 6 14 X 1 1 X
0 0R F5 49 A 7107187 499893 Pks Qtz augen WMica-Qtz schist UG L 61 4 Alb 30 2 3
00RF549B 7107217 499893 Pks WMica-Alb-KFsp-Qtz schist UG L 40 23 20 Alb 15 X 2 X
00RF550 7107304 499903 Pks Bt-Chl-Epi-KF sp-WMica-Alb-Qtz schist UG L 40 8 22 Alb 11 7 5 7 1 X
OORI S52 7107719 499764 Pks Chl-WMica-Qtz schist UG L 65 X Alb? 24 11 X X
00RF027B 7102480 496665 Pkf Bt-Alb-Qtz schist UG L 69 15 Alb T T 3
0 0R F0 47 A 7102409 496741 Pkf Bt-Chl-Epi-WMica-Qtz schist UG L 62 3 Alb? 20 5 3 7 X X
00RF0 52 C 7101262 497061 Pkf WMica-Epi-Chl-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG H 45 30 Alb 5 14 6 X X X X
00RF133 7102823 496501 Pkf Epi-Bt-Alb-Qtz schist UG L 55 20 Alb 4 12 9 X
00RF143 7101663 496898 Pkf Bt-WMica-Kfsp-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG M 37 10 36 Alb 8 X 5 X 2 X 2 X
00RF144 7101449 497003 Pkf Alb-Qtz-KFsp metarhyolite ± WMica UG L 29 50 15 Alb 3 1 2
00RF201 7101221 496792 Pkf Epi-Cbl-KFsp-WMica-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG L 46 27 Alb 12 9 6 X X
00RF2 97 C 7104205 496493 Pkf Chl-Bt-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG L 49 37 Alb 2 4 8 X X
00RF308B 7104585 497215 Pkf WMica-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG M 40 4 28 Alb 25 1 2 X
00RF324 7103005 496684 Pkf WMica-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG L 53 27 Alb 12 2 3 X 1 2 X
00RF325 7102700 497013 Pkf Bt-WMica-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG H 46 23 Alb 17 3 5 5 X X 1
OORI 339B 7104104 496561 Pkf Bt-WMica-Alb-Qtz schist UG M 37 3 25 Alb 24 X 3 4 2 2
00RF529 7105067 496985 Pkf Bt-Alb-Qtz-KFsp metarhyolite UG L 30 49 15 Alb 5 1
00RF531B 7105335 497380 Pkf Alb-WMica-Qtz metafelsite UG L 45 30 Alb 28 ~ T X
00RF544 7107365 496535 Pkf 1KFsp-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG H 56 15 25 Alb 4
00RF558 7108858 498528 Pkf Bt-WMica-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG L 45 38 Alb 9 7 1 X
0 0 R F6 29 A 7110285 499021 Pkf Alb-Qtz-KFsp metarhyolite ± WMica UG L 40 40 14 Alb 5 1 X
00RF653 7110140 499319 Pkf Epi-Bt-KFsp-Alb-Qtz metafelsite UG L 38 8 35 Alb 4 1 8 6 X
00RF015 7106032 498505 MDsqc WMica-Qtz schist UG L 54 1 Alb 38 4 3
00RF2 72 C 7092856 495575 MDsqc KFsp-Alb-WMica-Qtz metafelsite UG L 40 10 30 Alb 20 X X ~ x “

__
r



Table A-3. Continued.

Sample# Description
00RF061 Pseudomorphed cs-gr phenos replaced by green Act + Chi, weakly aligned in groundmass of weakly fol fn-gr Czo + Alb porphyroblasts, patchy med-gr Chi
0 0RF0 92 A Foliated, pseudomorphed cs-gr phenos replaced by pale green elongate Act elongate, groundmass fn-gr Czo + Alb, patches of fh- to cs-gr Chi
OORF128A Splaying fh-gr pale green bladed Act, scattered foliated med- to cs-gr Act, pseudomorphed cs-gr phenos replaced by Act in 1 area, patchy Chi, scattered opaques, dissem FeOx grunge
OORF134 Pseudomorphed cs-gr phenos replaced by green Act + high-relief dark blebs + Chi along fractures, groundmass of fti-gr Czo + Alb, no fol visible, scattered opaques + FeOx grunge, minor limonite
00RF293B

OORF322A
Pseudomorphed very cs-gr phenos up to cm's replaced by pale green Act ± Epi ± fuchsite ± Chi in some areas, groundmass fh-gr Czo + dissem Cal, no fol visible
Pseudomorphed cs-gr phenos replaced by pale green Act, groundmass of fh-gr Czo + med-gr Alb porphyroblasts + Act, no visible fol

0 0RF3 45 A Pseudomorphed cs-gr phenos replaced by Act, groundmass of fh- to med-gr Czo + Alb, very alt w/ abun Cal + Chi + fh-gr Qtz + minor Bt, Bt is later - replaces Act & interleaved with Chi, no fol
0 0RF0 01 A Schistose/very crenulated, fh- to med-gr mica + imdul Qtz, folded Qtz lenses w/ Qtz up to >10mm, abun patchy & dissem Cal, pyrite up to 3mm, abun dissem opaques + FeOx grunge
0 0RF5 49 A Schistose/mylonitic, fh- to med-gr WMica + undul Qtz + Alb, Qtz porphyroclasts & replaced (by Cal + FeOx) mafic phenos up to several mm aligned w/ fol, abun dissem opaques
IMIRF549B Schistose/foliated, fh- to med-gr WMica + undul Qtz, porphyroclasts up to 3mm of KFsp (corroded, partially replaced by Qtz) + Alb (abun twinning, Qtz inclusions), stringers of opaques up to 2mm
00RF550 Schistose/foliated, fh- to med-gr mica + Qtz + fh-gr Epi, Alb (abun twinning, Qtz inclusions) + KFsp (corroded, partially replaced by Qtz) porphyroclasts up to 1mm, stingers of opaques along fol
OORF552 Schistose/slightly crenulated fh- to med- gr WMica + Chi + undul Qtz
00RF027B Schistose/crenulated fh-gr Bt + Epi, fh- to med-gr undul Qtz + Alb (sparse twinning & little alt)
0 0RFO 47A Schistose/mylonitic, fh- to med-gr mica + undul Qtz + fh-gr Epi, sparse Alb(?) porphyroclasts (very alt)
00RF052C Foliated/mylonitic, fh- to med-gr Chi + WMica + undul Qtz + Epi, abun Alb porphyroclasts up to 3mm (untwinned & very alt), same rock as 00RF201
00RF133 Schistose/mylonitic, fh-gr undul Qtz + Bt + Epi + WMica, Alb porphyroclasts up to 4mm (sparse twinning, abun Qtz inclusions, little alt)
OO RF 143 Foliated/mylonitic, fh- to med-gr mica + undul Qtz + Alb + Kfsp (sparse tartan twinning), scattered Alb porphyroclasts up to 1.5mm (abun twinning, Qtz inclusions), abun dissem cubic opaques + FeOx
OO RF 144 Foliated, fh-gr undul Qtz + KFsp (tartan twinning) + Alb (sparse twinning) + minor dissem WMica, med-gr KFsp porphyroclasts scattered & in layers w/ med-gr Qtz, layers w/ abun FeOx + opaques
00RF201 Foliated/mylonitic, fh-gr WMica + Chi + Qtz + Epi, abun Alb porphyroclasts up to 3mm (abun twinning, Qtz, Epi inclusions), allanite up to 0.5mm rimmed by Epi
00RF297C Mylonitic/crenulated discontinuous layers of med-gr Bt ± Chi, some globs of med-gr undul Qtz, most of rock is fh-gr matrix of Qtz + Alb (sparse twinning) + dissem mica
00RF308B Schistose, fh- to med-gr WMica + Alb (sparse twinning w/ little alt) + undul Qtz, KFsp porphyroclasts up to 1,5mm, mafics up to 2mm replaced by Bt + Cal + opaques
00RF324 Weakly foliated, crenulated, fh-gr undul Qtz + mica, abun Alb porphyroclasts up to 1,5mm (abun twinning, Qtz inclusions), abun dissem cubic opaques up to 0.5mm
00RF325 Foliated/mylonitic, fh- to med-gr Qtz + Alb + mica, Alb (sparse twinning, very alt), Cal flooding, dissem cubic opaques up to 0.5mm
00RF339B Schistose/slightly crenulated, fh- to med-gr WMica + Bt + undul Qtz, Alb (abun twinning, Qtz, Epi inclusions) + KFsp porphyroclasts up to 5mm, dissem cubic opaques up to 3mm
00RF529 Foliated, fh- to med-gr KFsp + undul Qtz + Alb (sparse twinning) dissem Bt, scattered KFsp porphyroclasts up to 2mm (tartan twinning), dissem cubic opaques
00RF531B Foliated, crenulated fh- to med-gr WMica + undul Qtz + Alb (sparse twinning w/ little alt), distinct crenulation cleavage at -30° to primary fol
00RF544 Mylonitic, fh- to med-gr Qtz + Alb + KFsp, Alb porphyroclasts up to 2mm (abun twinning & moderate alt), abun FeOx in stringers
00RF558 Blastomylonitic, broken globs of med-gr undul Qtz + Alb porphyroclasts (abun twinning, Qtz inclusions) + mica, fh-gr matrix of Qtz + Alb + mica
00RF6 29 A Foliated, fh-gr undul Qtz + KFsp (sparse tartan twinning) + Alb (sparse twinning) + dissem WMica, very little alt of Fsp, FeOx after dissem pyrite & grunge
OORI (>53 Blastomylonitic, broken globs of med-gr undul Qtz, Alb (abun twinning, Qtz, Epi inclusions) + KFsp porphyroclasts up to several mm, med-gr mica, fh-gr matrix of Qtz + mica + Epi
00RFQ15 Schistose/slightly crenulated, fh- to med-gr WMica (continuous size range), undul Qtz, some mica fish, patchy Chi, abun opaque masses & stringers
0 0RF2 72 C Foliated, fh-gr Qtz + WMica + Alb (sparse twinning w/ little alt) + KFsp, sparse KFsp porphyroclasts (w/ sparse tartan twinning), sparse mafic porphyroclasts very alt to Bt + Cal
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OORF329 7102818 497442 MDsqc Bt-Alb-Qtz metafelsite U G H 45 34 Alb? X 15 4 X 2 X
00RF349D 7104530 498820 MDsqc WMica-Chl-Bt-Qtz schist U G L 63 4 Alb? 8 10 13 X X 2 X
00RF368 7102957 499023 MDsqc Act-Bt-Alb-Qtz schist U G H 45 18 Alb? 10 18 6 1 X X 2 X
00RF371C 7102973 498641 MDsqc Act-Bt-Qtz schist U G L 60 3 Alb 3 22 12 X X
OORF489 7097743 498737 MDsqc WMica schistose quartzite U G M 94 X 6 X X
00RF589 7108362 497711 MDsqc carb Bt-Act-Qtz schist ± WMica U G M 67 X 2 1 8 9 2 8 3 X
00RF6O7 7105470 497665 MDsqc Grph-WMica-Qtz schist U G M 66 l 23 6 X 2 2
00RF642C 7102231 499750 MDsqc WMica-Alb schistose quartzite U G M 87 5 Alb 5 2 1 X
00RF341 7103790 497200 MDkq WMica-kyanite quartzite U G M 70 14 1 14 X 1 X
00RF342 7103789 497127 MDkq Chl-kyanite quartzite U G M 70 3 6 21 X X X
00RF3 49 A 7104505 498795 MDac Bt-Epi-Qtz-Act schist U G L 18 ? 5 71 6 X
00RF349B 7104505 498795 MDac fuchsite-Qtz-Act schist U G L 4 89 4 X 3
00RF051 7101574 496626 Pzgs Bt-Epi-Qtz-Hbl-Alb gneiss EA L 15 33 Alb 3 10 20 17 2
00RF072B 7096872 496658 Pzgs Chl-Qtz-Epi-Alb-Hbl gneiss EA L 10 25 Alb 5 45 13 2 X
00RF101 7095725 495682 Pzgs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist EA H 54 20 Alb? 13 2 7 2 X X 2 X
00RF107B 7094811 497660 Pzgs Qtz-Chl-Hbl-Epi-Alb gneiss EA H 10 58 Alb 10 10 12 X
00RF173B 7100154 496976 Pzgs Bt-Qtz-Alb gneiss EA L 29 60 Alb 3 6 X 2 X
OO RF 174 A 7099914 497282 Pzgs Epi-Bt-Hbl-Qtz-Alb gneiss EA L 22 40 Alb? 4 13 12 9 X X X
00RF2 36 A 7098634 497486 Pzgs Bt-Epi-Hbl schist EA L 8 2 Alb? 3 46 40 X 1 j X X
OORF563 7096924 496804 Pzgs Qtz-Alb-Hbl-Epi gneiss ± Bt EA L 10 25 Alb? 3 27 35
00RF511 7093992 491427 MzPzog Mus-Bt-Qtz-Plag-KFsp augen gneiss MA H 29 30 29 Olig 4 3 4 X X X 1
00RF520B 7094051 499583 MzPzog tourmaline granite orthogneiss MA M 20 50 25 Olig 1 X X X X 4
00RF569 7100885 491477 MzPzog granodiorite orthogneiss ± Grt MA L 30 25 40 Olig X 4 X 1
00RF118 7093262 497378 mPzcs Mus-KFsp-Bt-Plag-Qtz schist ± Grt MA M 32 13 30 Olig 9 2 14 X X
0 0R F1 26 A 7092511 496475 mPzcs Grt-Bt-Czo-Plag-Mus-Qtz schist M A M 41 4 13 Olig 22 8 3 8 X 1 X
00RF063 7097101 495076 mPzam Plag-Hbl amphibolite MA H 3 20 Olig 64 13 X X
0 0R F1 12 A 7094053 497342 mPzam Plag-Hbl amphibolite M A M 5 15 Olig 75 4 1 X X X
00RF126B 7092511 496435 mPzam Qtz-Zo-Hbl amphibolite ± Grt MA L 15 1 Olig? 64 X 20 X
00RF257 7093124 494368 mPzam Plag-Hbl amphibolite MA H 4 29 Olig 56 9 2
00RF467 7094660 495900 mPzam Qtz-Plag-Hbl amphibolite MA L 12 16 Olig? X 52 20 X X
00RF086B 7096775 492519 mPzmf Bt-Plag-Hbl gneiss MA H 6 20 Olig? 10 14 42 1 3 1 3
00RF159 7097804 491534 mPzmf Qtz-Plag-Bt-Hbl gneiss, amphibolite MA L 10 7 Olig? 6 76 X X 1 X
OO RF 160 7097725 491220 mPzmf Bt-KFsp-Mus-Qtz schist MA L 40 20 30 10 X X
00RF222B 7101973 494624 mPzmf Grt amphibolite MA H 5 8 Olig 1 X 67 13 2 X 4
0 0 R F2 51 A 7092932 492414 mPzmf Qtz-Hbl-Plag gneiss MA H 10 45 Olig 20 10 2 8 5 X
00RF252C 7093089 492439 mPzmf Bt-Qtz-Plag gneiss MA M 33 50 Olig 1 15 X 1 X
00RF376 7104480 493871 mPzmf Qtz-Plag-Hbl amphibolite ± Grt MA M 8 29 Olig X 2 58 X X X 3 X
00RF618 7110820 497010 mPzmf Hbl-Bt-Qtz-Plag gneiss ± Grt MA M 23 35 OhS? 18 18 1 X 5 X



Table A-3. Continued.

Sample# Description
00RF329 Foliated/mylonitic, med-gr Bt + discontinuous layers of med-gr undul Qtz, fh-gr matrix of Qtz + Alb(?) + Bt + Epi, Alb very alt to ser + grunge, stringers & masses of opaques/FeOx
00RF349D Schistose, fh- to med-gr Bt + undul Qtz + minor Alb (very alt), fh-gr Chi + WMica, stringers of opaques
00RF368 Mylonitic/crenulated, med-gr Bt + broken layers of med-gr undul Qtz, fh-gr matix of Qtz + Alb (very alt) + Chi + Bt, splaying med-gr pale green acicular Act in 1 area, abun opaques in stringers
00RF371C Schistose/mylonitic, med-gr Bt + pale green acicular Act + broken layers of med-gr undul Qtz + minor Alb (sparse twinning, very alt), fh-gr matrix of Qtz + Alb + Act + Bt, stringers of opaques
00RF489 Foliated, fh- to cs-gr undul Qtz + dissem fh-gr WMica, layers w/ sparse KFsp
00RF589 Mylonitic/crenulated, globs of med-gr undul Qtz, fh-gr matrix of mica + pale green Act + Qtz + Epi, abun patchy Cal, abun dissem cubic opaques & grunge
00RF607 Foliated/ crenulated, fh-gr WMica + Chi + undul Qtz, FeOx after dissem pyrite up to several mm, stringers of opaques (some is Grph) along fol
0 0RF642C Foliated/mylonitic, globs of med-gr undul Qtz in fh-gr Qtz + minor sparsely twinned Alb, dissem fh- to med-gr mica
00RF341 Foliated, layers of med-gr kyanite + fh-gr WMica + minor Chi, med-gr Qtz + fh-gr dissem WMica, sparse cubic opaques up to 2mm, abun dissem & stringers of opaques
00RF342 Crenulated layers of med-gr kyanite at ~90° to weak fol of layers of fh- to med-gr undul Qtz + Chi assoc w/ kyanite, dissem fh-gr WMica
00RF3 49 A Foliated, fh-gr pale green acicular Act + Qtz + Epi, dissem med-gr Bt
00RF349B Foliated to splaying, fh-gr to >10mm pale green acicular Act, minor blotches of cs-gr Qtz &  fuchsite, dissem Cal
00RF051 Foliated/slightly crenulated, fh- to med-gr blue-green to lt-brown elongate Hbl + Alb + Epi + Bt + undul Qtz +  Chi, Alb sparsely twinned w/ little alt, dissem cubic opaques up to 3mm
00RF072B Foliated, fh- to med-gr blue-green to green elongate Hbl, fh-gr Alb + Epi + undul Qtz, Alb sparsely twinned w/ little alt, abun globs of fh-gr Ttn, patchy Cal
00RF101 Schistose/foliated, fh- to cs-gr mica + Plag + Qtz + Epi, Plag very alt to ser + Cal (Alb?)
00RF107B Foliated, fh- to med-gr blue-green to lt-brown Hbl + Chi + undul Qtz + Epi, Alb porphyroclasts up to 2mm moderately twinned w/ much alt, fol bends around Alb
00RF173B Foliated/slightly crenulated fh-gr Alb + undul Qtz + Bt + Chi, Alb porphyroclasts up to 2mm, Alb sparsely twinned w/ little alt, layer of Qtz up to 15mm along 1 side, patchy Cal
0 0RF1 74 A Gneissose, fit - to med-gr Bt + blue-green to green elongate Hbl, fh-gr undul Qtz + Epi + Plag, at least 40% Plag (probably Alb - very sparsely twinned w/ little alt)
OORI <’236A Foliated, fh-gr blue-green to green elongate Hbl + Epi + Qtz, Plag, minor med-gr Bt, minor very sparsely twinned Plag (probably Alb?)
00RF563 Foliated, fh- to med-gr Epi + blue-green to green elongate Hbl + Plag + Qtz, Plag sparsely twinned w/ little alt (Alb?), sec Bt along fracture
00RF5 1 1 Gneissose, fh- to med-gr undul Qtz + KFsp + Plag (sparsely twinned & very alt) + mica, KFsp porphyroclasts up to several mm aligned w/ fol, KFsp mod alt to ser, Bt very alt to Chi, opaque stringers
00RF520B Weakly foliated, jumble of broken KFsp + Plag (moderately twinned & very alt) + med-gr undul Qtz, abun KFsp up to several mm w/ tartan twinning, very alt tourmaline up to several mm
00RF569 Weakly foliated, fh- to med-gr jumble of Plag (moderately twinned) + Ksp (tartan twinning) + undul Qtz + minor Bt, scattered Grt up to 1mm
00RF118 Schistose, med- to cs-gr mica + med- to cs-gr sutured undul Qtz, Plag + KFsp porphyroclasts up to 10mm, sparse broken Grt, scattered irreg opaque masses
OO RF 126 A Schistose, med- to cs-gr mica, Plag + KFsp porphyroclasts up to 3mm, cs-gr & sutured undul fh-gr Qtz, med-gr Czo, scattered Grt up to 3mm partially replaced by Bt
00RF063 Foliated, med- to cs-gr blue-green to brown Hbl + med-gr Plag (very alt) + fh- to med-gr retro Epi after Hbl, dissem Ttn rimmed by Cal
OORF112A Weakly foliated, med- to cs-gr blue-green to brown Hbl + med-gr Plag + Qtz, fh-gr Qtz + ser vnlts, retro Epi after Hbl, globs of Ttn, dissem opaques
00RF126B Foliated, med- to cs-gr blue-green to brown Hbl + med- to cs-gr columnar Zo + undul Qtz, fol bends around round 7 mm grain of Hbl + Epi + Qtz (replaced Grt?), scattered opaque masses
00RF257 Weakly foliated, med- to cs-gr green to brown Hbl + Plag + minor undul Qtz, med-gr retro Epi after Hbl, fh-gr Qtz vnlts, abun dissem Ttn
00RF467 Foliated, med-gr blue-green to brown Hbl + Plag, fh- to med-gr undul Qtz + retro Epi after Hbl, minor sec Bt
00RF086B Weakly foliated, med- to cs-gr green to brown Hbl + Bt, med-gr Plag + undul Qtz, sparse partially replaced Grt, scattered pyrite up to 2mm, Bt very alt to Chi, Plag very alt to ser, sec Epi
OO RF 159 2 lithologies: foliated, cs-gr amphibolite w/ >90% green to brown Hbl; foliated, med- to cs-gr Qtz-Plag-Bt-Hbl gneiss; Plag very alt, sec Epi, scattered cubic opaques up to 1mm
00RF160 Schistose, med- to cs-gr, well-fol mica + undul Qtz + KFsp, KFsp has abun Qtz inclusions
OORF222B Foliated, med-gr blue-green to brown Hbl + minor Plag, fol bends around sieved Grt up to 7 mm partially replaced by Plag + Qtz + Epi + opaques, dissem cubic opaques (Mt), patches of cs-gr Chi
0 0RF2 51 A Foliated, fh- to med-gr blue-green to brown Hbl + Plag (very alt, sparse twinning) + undul Qtz, Epi after Grt up to several mm, abun dissem cubic opaques up to 1mm, globs of fh-gr Ttn
0 0RF252C Gneissose, fh- to med-gr Bt + undul Qtz, med- to cs-gr Plag (mod alt, sparse twinning)
00RF376 Foliated, med-gr blue-green to brown elongate Hbl + sparsely twinned Plag + undul Qtz, abun elongate opaques
00RF618 Foliated, fh- to med- gr blue-green to brown Hbl + Bt + undul Qtz + Plag (very alt), garnet up to 2mm, very abun dissem cubic opaques



Table A-4. Petrographic analyses of Boundary area serpentinized ultramafic rocks. UTM coordinates are zone 7, NAD27. Table A-l is
key for mineral symbols and geologic term abbreviations. Metamorphic grade: LG = lower greenschist. Mineral modal % reported (X
= « 1 % ). Hand sample descriptions are in table A-2.
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0ORFO78C 7096875 497435 TrPum serpentinite LG 88 6 6
0 0R F1 87 A 7099341 496803 TrPum serpentinized dunite LG 70 18 4 4 1 1 1 1
OORF187C 7099341 496803 TrPum chromite-serpentine rock LG 55 45 X
0 0RF294B 7104407 495350 TrPum serpentinite LG 58 4 2 2 32 2
00RF564 7097022 496986 TrPum serpentinized dunite LG 48 20 10 1 1 20
00RF647 7109396 499465 TrPum serpentinite LG 88 10 X 2
00RF649 7109619 499335 TrPum serpentinized dunite LG 65 5 10 20

Sam ple#

0ORFO78C

D esc rip tio n _______________________________________________________________________

Fn-gr Serp mesh totally replacing large grains (olivine), dissem Mt, blotches of Cal
0 0 R F1 87 A Relict, mostly replaced olivine (optically continuous up to 5mm) + minor Mt (rimmed by Chi + brucite) in Serp mesh, abun vnlts of Mt ± magnesite, fibrous mass of chrysotile in 1 area 

Equant chromite grains up to 5mm, fii-gr Serp veining & between grains, chromite presumably rimmed by Mt0 0RF1 87 C

0 0RF294B Scaly masses of Serp + magnesite blotches completely replacing large grains (olivine), fn-gr Serp veining & between grains, veining & blotches of ffa-gr Chi + brucite, abun dissem Mt up to 2mm
Relict, partly to mostly replaced olivine (optically continuous up to 3mm) + dissem Mt (rimmed by Chi + brucite), in fn-gr Serp, abun blotches of magnesite & magnesite ± Mt veins____________
Fn-gr Serp mesh, Mt blotches, dissem FeOx grunge ___________________________ ______________________________________________________________ ________________________

00RF564

00RF647

00RF649 Relict, mostly replaced olivine (optically continuous up to 2min) + dissem Mt (up to 2mm), in fii-gr Serp, abun blotches of magnesite and magnesite ± Mt veins



Table A-5. Petrographic analyses of Boundary area igneous rocks. UTM coordinates are zone 7, NAD27. Table A-l is key for mineral
symbols and geologic term abbreviations. Alteration: M = medium; H = high. Mineral modal % reported (X = « 1 % ). Hand sample
descriptions are in table A-2.
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00RF547B 7 106917 499904 Tbs vesicular basanite M 35 X 30 6 6 2 6 8 7
00RF113B 7093765 497427 TKfv lithic rhyolite H 33 44 X 5 1 5 12
00RF487B 7097544 497157 TKfv rhyolite H 43 50 X 8 1 8
00RF517 7094570 499170 TKad oxyHbl-Plag-phyric andesite M 70 1 1 2 10 16
0 0RF2 22 A 7101973 494624 Jhb Plag homblendite M 1 12 X 81 X X 6 X
00R F4 63 A 7094453 496200 Jhb Bt homblendite h " 3 3 X 71 6 2 1 5 8 X 1

Sam ple# D e sc rip tio n

00RF547B Vesicular/amygdaloidal, microphenos & phenos up to 2mm of olivine + augite + Ti-augite, groundmass of augite + Plag laths + sparse poikilitic nepheline(?), sparse opx phenos up to 1mm w/ ext rxn
coronas, Ti-augite zoned, very abun dissem fh-gr Mt, abun dissem FeOx, vesicles up to 10's mm empty to completely filled w/ Cal ± FeOx

00RF113B Lithic fragments up to >10mm of met rx (Qtz + mica) + Serp ultramafic (Serp + FeOx) + Qtz, roughly aligned, groundmass sanadine laths + Qtz, sanadine ext alt > ser, abun dissem Cal + FeOx
00RF487B Porphyritic/altered, blocky/lath-shaped phenos up to 3mm entirely replaced by fh-gr Qtz ± Fe oxides & Cal, Qtz fragments, groundmass of sanadine laths + Qtz, very abun dissem Cal + FeOx
OORF517 Porphyritic, phenos up to >10mm of Plag + brown oxyHbl + cpx, groundmass Plag laths, some Plag phenos w/ oscillatory zoning, thin rxn corona on oxyHbl + some alt to Bt, cpx mostly to entirely

replaced by Bt + Cal + opaques, abun dissem opaques + Cal
0 0RF2 22 A Subhedral granular, blue-green to brown Hbl mostly -lOmm, interlocking + w/ interstial Plag, patchy Epi after Plag, scattered opaque laths up to 1mm
0 0 R F4 63 A Inequigranular, blue-green to brown Hbl up to >10mm, scattered Bt up to >10mm, abun Epi & Cal dissem & in patches, interstial Plag alt to Epi + Cal ± ser, globs of Ttn, dissem opaques



Appendix 3. Geochemical data

Table A-6. Boundary area XRF major and minor oxide and trace element analyses. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analyses of metaborate- 
fused pellets. Analyses performed at ALS Chemex Ltd. in North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. UTM coordinates are zone 7, 
NAD27. Table A-l is key for mineral symbols. Hand sample descriptions are in table A-2.

A i2o 3 CaO C r 20 3Fe 20 3 k 2o M g O M n O Na2o |  P2Os S i0 2 T i 0 2 LOI T o ta l Ba R b S r N b Z r Y
U n its : wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% wt% ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm ppm

D etection  l im it  -  lo w e r: 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 5 2 2 2 3 2
Sam ple# N o rth in g E a sting  U n it L ith o lo g y  u p p e r: 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000
00RF547B 7106917 499904 Tbs vesicular basanite 11.21 11.19 0.02 12.70 1.74 10.50 0.18 3.38 0.92 40.08 3.04 4.06 99.02 795 54 972 102 225 24
00RF113B 7093765 497427 TKfv lithic rhyolite 14.09 1.21 <0.01 1.45 5.16 0.24 0.07 1.72 0.04 72.01 0.17 2.93 99.09 2260 204 254 20 120 26
OORF487B 7097544 497157 TKfV rhyolite 14.07 1.36 <0.01 1.71 3.69 0.50 0.13 <0.01 0.03 71.03 0.17 5.83 98.52
00RF517 7094570 499170 TKad oxyHbl-Plag-phyric andesite 13.91 6.53 0.01 6.50 2.40 4.95 0.13 2.45 0.23 56.31 0.62 4.89 98.93 1165 66 472 12 108 22
00RF061 7102236 495973 TrPijig Alb-Chl-Act-Czo metagabbro 15.64 14.62 0.13 6.60 0.11 11.10 0.11 1.10 0.01 47.10 0.25 2.60 99.34 40 14 82 6 15 12
00RF0 92 A 7096261 497122 TrPmg WMica-Alb-Act-Chl-Czo metagabbro 20.18 12.06 0.05 4.84 0.61 9.39 0.08 1.84 0.02 46.40 0.12 3.54 99.10 585 22 128 4 15 6
OO RF 134 A 7102823 496337 TrPmg Chl-Alb-Act-Czo metagabbro 16.21 13.79 <0.01 7.24 0.10 8.40 0.14 1.91 0.02 49.03 0.42 1.71 98.94 60 10 98 4 18 14
0 0RF3 22 A 7102840 496271 TrPmg Alb-Act-Czo metagabbro 12.75 14.72 0.03 7.66 0.07 11.60 0.14 1.15 0.22 48.69 0.40 1.68 99.11 40 12 50 6 18 14
0 0RF3 45 A 7103551 497584 TrPmg Bt-Chl-Alb-Czo-Act metagabbro 11.82 10.54 0.10 7.53 0.54 12.85 0.15 1.72 0.14 50.10 0.20 3.58 99.27 610 24 102 6 18 14
00RF0 01 A 7105642 498192 Pks Bt-Chl-Qtz-WMica schist 13.68 1.80 0.03 6.75 3.18 4.18 0.05 1.34 0.23 62.54 0.92 3.99 98.69
00RF5 49 A 7107187 499893 Pks Qtz augen WMica-Qtz schist 13.32 0.93 0.01 4.00 4.27 0.82 0.07 1.01 0.10 70.98 0.42 2.79 98.72
00RF552 7107719 499764 Pks Chi-WMica-Qtz schist 11.88 0.18 0.01 3.76 1.81 4.74 0.10 0.92 0.13 71.87 0.46 3.18 99.04
00RF054 7101488 497233 P k f Bt-Qtz-Fsp schist 13.85 2.16 <0.01 4.96 2.62 2.44 0.07 3.45 0.18 68.09 0.70 1.05 99.57 1885 104 264 16 171 32
0 0RF2 01 A 7101221 496792 Pkf Epi-Chl-KF sp-WMica-Alb-Qtz metafel site 12.89 2.31 0.01 1.87 1.07 1.40 0.04 2.18 <0.01 75.27 0.12 1.59 98.75
00RF488 7098017 498328 MDsqc carb WMica-Qtz schist 5.16 0.17 0.01 0.50 1.65 0.52 0.01 <0.01 0.06 87.61 0.27 2.58 98.54 1645 62 120 12 66 16
00RF340B 7103915 496947 MDkq kyanite quartzite 17.44 0.69 <0.01 1.96 0.09 0.53 0.03 <0.01 0.24 75.94 0.95 1.64 99.51 <5 8 <2 28 210 22
0 0RF3 49 A 7104505 498795 MDac Bt-Epi-Qtz-Act schist 15.22 8.85 <0.01 9.92 0.42 8.35 0.13 2.92 0.10 50.34 0.85 1.93 99.03 795 18 324 8 57 20
00RF349B 7104505 498795 MDac fuchsite-Qtz-Act schist 2.65 11.92 0.10 5.97 0.23 19.52 0.19 0.02 0.03 55.68 0.04 3.10 99.45 455 16 6 6 12 8

0 0RF357C 7103822 498905 MDac Bt-Qtz-Act schist 15.33 7.12 0.01 9.90 0.31 7.30 0.15 3.05 0.35 51.97 0.98 2.85 99.32 225 16 422 8 75 24
OO RF 174 A 7099914 497282 Pzgs Epi-Bt-Hbl-Qtz-Alb gneiss 17.36 6.12 <0.01 11.16 2.29 4.85 0.18 4.46 0.36 49.53 1.04 1.39 98.74 2360 64 310 6 108 26
00RF2 36 A 7098634 497486 Pzgs Bt-Qtz-Epi-Hbl schist 14.85 12.12 0.06 11.33 0.49 8.23 0.18 2.16 0.12 45.99 1.22 2.26 99.01 355 20 220 6 81 22
00RF563 7096924 496804 Pzgs Qtz-Alb-Hbl-Epi gneiss ± Bt 16.19 10.66 0.05 11.77 0.64 4.90 0.17 3.18 0.22 47.06 1.88 1.92 98.64 530 22 236 10 132 32
OO RF 118 7093262 497378 mPzcs Mus-KFsp-Bt-Plag-Qtz schist ± Grt 11.71 1.23 0.03 6.01 3.91 2.83 0.08 1.16 0.53 68.38 0.95 1.75 98.57 910 162 90 28 192 20
OO RF 126 A 7092511 496475 mPzcs Grt-Bt-Czo-Plag-Mus-Qtz schist 13.68 2.75 <0.01 5.19 3.22 1.78 0.07 1.03 0.10 68.28 0.64 1.99 98.70 995 112 164 20 231 30
00RF454 7092589 498817 mPzcs Bt-Mus-Fsp-Qtz schist & quartzite 9.51 0.64 0.02 2.75 2.48 0.76 0.04 1.17 0.09 79.83 0.35 1.36 99.00 650 96 70 14 201 22
00R F1 12 A 7094053 497342 mPzam Plag-Hbl amphibolite 14.74 9.88 0.01 11.08 0.49 7.59 0.18 3.43 0.14 49.01 1.52 1.71 99.78 165 18 148 10 93 28
00RF126B

00RF467

7092511 496435 mPzam Qtz-Zo-Hbl amphibolite ± Grt 15.67 11.00 0.01 10.23 0.43 7.53 0.18 1.59 0.05 50.07 0.43 1.89 99.08 160 16 116 6 27 16
7094660 495900 mPzam Qtz-Plag-Hbl amphibolite 14.77 10.60 0.01 11.85 0.61 5.05 0.19 2.87 0.17 50.06 1.62 1.37 99.17 165 28 156 10 96 26

OO RF 160 7097725 491220 mPzmf Bt-KFsp-Mus-Qtz schist 11.02 0.16 0.02 2.19 4.76 1.87 0.03 0.14 0.05 76.74 0.20 1.75 98.93
00RF376 7104480 493871 mPzmf Qtz-Plag-Hbl amphibolite ± Grt 14.76 6.50 <0.01 12.20 0.54 5.42 0.20 4.21 0.11 52.08 1.25 1.29 98.56 195 20 144 8 66 24
00RF617 7110975 496878 mPzmf amphibolite 15.18 8.57 0.04 11.44 1.16 5.45 0.20 2.92 0.19 51.68 1.17 0.86 98.86 390 32 258 10 78 24
00RF681 7106910 493648 mPzmf amphibolite ± Grt 15.55 8.28 0.01 10.26 0.57 5.15 0.24 1.98 0.19 53.11 1.09 1.99 98.42 230 18 206 8 63 24



Table A-7. Boundary area trace element and precious metal analyses by ICP-AES and A A. Minor and trace element analyses by 
induced coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES), with nitric aqua regia leach. Au1 determined by fire assay and 
atomic absorption (AA) spectroscopy. Au2, Pt, and Pd determined by fire assay and ICP-AES. Analyses performed at ALS Chemex 
Ltd in North Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. UTM coordinates are zone 7, NAD27. Table A-l is key for mineral symbols. Hand
sample descriptions are in table A-2.

T  A u 1 _ A u L P t Pd A g A l A s B Ba Be B i C a C d  ! C o C r
U n its : PPb PPb PPb PPb L pp h l % Ppm ppm p m ppm ppm % ppm ppm ppm

D etection  l im it  -  lo w e r: 5 2 5 2 0.2 0.01 2 10 10 0.5 2 0.01 0.5 1 1
Sam ple# N o rth in g Eastin g U n it L ith e lo g y  u p p e r: 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 100 15 10,000 10,000 10,000 100 10,000 15 500 10,000 10,000
O0RF222A 7101973 494624 Jhb Plag homblendite <5 <2 <5 <2 — — -L — — . . . . . . . . . . . . — —

0 0R F4 63 A 7094453 496200 Jhb Bt homblendite <5 <2 <5 <2 — — — — . . . . . . . . . . . . — — —

0 0RF463C 7094453 496200 Jhb homblendite <5 — . . . — <0.2 1.80 <2 <10 150 <0.5 <2 1.88 <0.5 32 52
0 0RF187C 7099341 496803 TrPum chromite-serpentine rx <10 <6 <6 <6 0.2 0.97 <2 <10 <10 <0.5 A 0.29 <0.5 10 2170
0 0 R F2 1 7 A B 7101645 495334 TrPum Qtz + C a l + Serp vein <5 — — — <0.2 0.21 8 <10 401 <0.5 <2 3.35 <0.5 28 220
OORI 246B 7100453 494913 TrPum chromitite <10 6 <6 <6 — — — — . . . . . . — — — — —

OORF552 7107719 499764 Pks Chl-WMica-Qtz schist <5 — — . . . <0.2 2.19 <2 <10 120 <0.5 2 0.10 <0.5 4 101
OORF333 7103347 497580 MDsqc carb WMicfi-Qtz schist & quartzite <5 — . . . — <0.2 0.25 20 <10 60 <0.5 <2 0.78 <0.5 11 72
00RF484B 7097183 497177 MDsqc carb Bt-Qtz schist 5 — . . . — 0.4 2.45 <2 <10 240 <0.5 <2 1.54 1.5 17 271
0 0R F4 90 A 7097583 498781 MDsqc carb schist + WMica schist + Qtz bxa 5 1.0 0.39 44 <10 970 <0.5 <2 0.01 <0.5 <1 95
0 0RF507B 7098640 498980 MDsqc Qtz breccia <5 <0.2 0.49 34 <10 3150 1.5 <2 0.01 <0.5 4 139
00RF607 7105430 497665 MDsqc Grph-WMica-Qtz schist <5 — — — 0.2 0.96 <2 <10 190 <0.5 2 0.35 <0.5 10 80
0ORF520B 7094051 499583 MzPzog tourmaline granite orthogneiss <5 — — — 0.6 0.30 <2 <10 10 <0.5 14 0.14 <0.5 <1 80
00RF422 7094963 494759 mPzmb dolomitic marble <5 — — — <0.2 0.01 <2 <10 70 <0.5 < 2 >15 <0.5 3 <1
0ORF510 7097039 492405 mPzmb marble ± fuchsite <5 — — — <0.2 0.03 <2 <10 200 <0.5 <2 >15 0.5 <1 12
OORI 023C 7107866 494462 mPzmf Qtz breccia <5 — — . . . <0.2 0.20 <2 <10 30 <0.5 2 0.21 <0.5 1 120
0 0RF0 86 C 7096775 492519 mPzmf Bt-Plag-Hbl gneiss <5 <0.2 1.73 <2 <10 140 <0.5 <2 0.81 <0.5 20 35
0 0RF405B 7108508 496583 mPzmf Qtz + Cal vein 25 — — . . . 0.2 0.77 12 <10 20 <03 2 0.85 <0.5 4 79

Cu Fe Ga Hg K La Mg Mn Mo Na Ni P Pb S Sb Sc Sr Ti TI u V W Zn
ppm % ppm ppm % ppm % ppm J PPm % ppm PPm PPm % ppm PPm ppm % PPm ppm PPm PPm ppm

D etection lim it - low er: 1 0.01 10 1 0.01 10 0.01 5 1 0.01 1 10 2 0.01 2 -J 1 1 0.01 10 10 1 10 2
Sample# upper: 10,000 15 10.000 10,000 10 10,000 15 10,000 10,000 10 10,000 10,000 10,000 5 10,000 10,000 10,000 10 10.000 10,000 10,000 10.000 10,000
00RF222A ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ — — — — — . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . — — . . . —

00RF463A ___ ___ ___ — — — — — — — — . . . —

00RF463C 83 4.71 <10 1 0.80 <10 1.46 820 3 0.13 30 4470 2 1.23 <2 6 48 0.18 10 <10 92 <10 30
OORI I87( 17 0.35 <10 <1 <0.01 <10 2.59 65 1 0.01 578 <10 <2 <0.01 81 <1 16 <0.01 <10 <10 11 <10 6
OORI 217A B 16 2.31 <10 <1 0.09 <10 9.65 340 <1 <0.01 379 20 <2 <0.01 <2 4 100 <0.01 <10 <10 8 <10 16
00RF246B ___ — ___ ___ ___ ___ — — — . . . — — — — . . . — — — — . . .

00 R F 5 5 2 10 1.93 10 <1 0.13 <10 2.09 545 4 0.02 22 550 32 0.02 <2 1 8 <0.01 <10 <10 17 <10 96

OORI 333 61 2.34 <10 1 0.16 <10 0.90 840 6 0.01 64 200 6 1.04' <2 2 17 <0.01 20 <10 10 <10 40
0 0 R F 4 8 4 B 73 3.52 10 <1 1.33 10 2.73 625 1 0.06 42 560 8 0.93 <2 15 33 0.16 <10 <10 104 <10 76
00RF490A 201 5.56 <10 <1 0.07 <10 0.01 20 2 0.01 5 160 14 0.04 38 <1 11 <0.01 <10 <10 29 <10 12
00RF507B 141 8.00 <10 <1 0.01 <10 <0.01 50 10 0.01 19 3490 <2 0.06 6 1 42 <0.01 <10 <10 145 <10 172
00RF607 41 3.24 <10 <1 0.22 10 0.63 345 1 0.01 55 710 2 0.01 2 2 11 <0.01 <10 <10 20 <10 98
0 0 R I 520B 3 l 0.23 <10 <1 0.20 <10 0.01 35 2 0.05 2 570 16 <0.01 <2 <1 1 <0.011 <10 <10 <1 <10 6
OORI 422 <1 0.11 <10 5 <0.01 <10 10.45 105 9 0.01 1 50 4 <0.01 <2 <1 117 <0.01 <10 <10 4 <10 12
00RF510 3 0.11 <10 1 0.01 <10 t 0.54 135 <1 0.01 1 110 <2 0.04 <2 <1 374 <0.01 <10 <10 2 <10 8
0O R IO 23C 9 0.93 <10 < 1 0.07 <10 0.05 75 1 <0.01 6 260 6 <0.01 <2 2 4 <0.01 <10 <10 5 <10 40
OORF86B 35 3.23 <10 <1 0.61 <10 0.95 420 4 0.04 17 1500 8 0.37 <2 5 39 0.11 10 <10 56 <10 60
00RF405B 76 1.95 <10 <1 0.09 <10 0.25 180 <1 0.07 5 120 <2 0.35 <2 2 15 <0.01 <10 <10 12 <10 18



Appendix 4 .40Ar/39Ar dating data

Table A -8.40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by whole-rock sample 00RF547B (Tbs). Whole-rock sample of basanite. Plateau data is in 
bold text. Analyses performed in the geochronology laboratory at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.

Weighted average of J from standards = 0.002451 ± 0.000020
Laser
(mW)

Cumulative
39Ar

40Ar/39Ar
measured ±  I ct

37Ar/39Ar
measured ±  Ict

36Ar/39Ar
measured ±  I ct

% Atm 
40 Ar Ca/K ±  Ict Cl/K ± I ct 40*/39K ±  I ct

Age
(Ma)

± Ict 

(Ma)

150 3.10E-03 3.48E+01 1.77E+00 5.66E-01 9.32E-02 1.06E-01 2.07E-02 8.99E+01 1.04 E+00 1.71 E-01 5.00E-05 8.99E-03 3.52E+00 5.92 E+00 15.51 25.93

300 2.14E-02 2.55E+01 7.06E-01 6.29E-01 1.86E-02 7.75E-02 5.02 E -03 8.96E+01 1.15E+00 3.42 E -02 4.49E-03 1.60E-03 2.64E+00 1.49E+00 11.65 6.53

500 1.04E-01 7.23E+00 1.92E-01 7.15E-01 2.18E-02 1.26E-02 9.20E-04 5.10E+01 1.31 E+00 4.00E-02 1.91E-03 3.40E-04 3.53E+00 2.97E-01 15.53 1.30

800 2.75E-01 3.75E+00 9.97E-02 7.47E-01 2.51E-02 1.27E-03 3.60E-04 8.55E+00 1.37 E+00 4.62 E -02 1.05E-03 2.10E-04 3.40E+00 1.41E-01 14.97 0.62

1000 4.48E-01 3.33E+00 1.34E-01 2.11E-01 6.64E-03 1.02E-03 6 .00E-04 8.67E+00 3.87E-01 1.22E-02 1.85E-03 2.10E-04 3.02E+00 2.22E-01 13.30 0.97

1300 5.76E-01 3.26E+00 1.86E-02 3.27E-01 2.52E-03 -1 .40E-04 8.40E-04 -2.09 E+00 6.00E-01 4.63 E -03 2.63 E-03 2.00E-04 3.29E+00 2.50E-01 14.51 1.09

1600 6.59E-01 3.21 E+00 1.66E-02 6.15E-01 4.51E-03 6.40E-04 1.22E-03 4.54E+00 1.13E+00 8.28E-03 3.73E-03 2.50E-04 3.03E+00 3.60E-01 13.36 1.58

2000 7.25E-01 3.16E+00 1.86E-02 2.70E+00 1.73E-02 -1 .50E-04 2.29E-03 -7.93E+00 4.97E+00 3.18E-02 7.63E-03 6.10E-04 3.39E+00 6.78E-01 14.92 2.97

2500 8.24E-01 2.99 E+00 1.15E-02 8.13E+00 2.18E-02 2.01 E-03 8.60E-04 -5.76E-01 1.50E+01 4.04E-02 1.38E-02 1.40E-04 3.00E+00 2.56E-01 13.21 1.12

3500 8.79E-01 2.80E+00 1.41E-02 8.65E+00 3.63E-02 2.45E-03 1.04E-03 2.73E+00 1.60E+01 6.74E-02 1.46 E-02 3.30E-04 2.71 E+00 3.10E-01 11.95 1.36

8700 1.00 E+00 3.60 E+00 1.04E-02 1.12E+01 3.10E-02 2.99E-03 6.20E-04 1.23E+00 2.07E+01 5.78E-02 1.67E-02 1.90E-04 3.55E+00 1.85E-01 15.63 0.81

Integrated 4.16E+00 3.45E-02 3.15E+00 1.78E-02 3.89E-03 3.00E-04 2.21E+01 5.79E+00 3.27E-02 6.07E-03 1.00E-04 3.23E+00 9.53E-02 14.22 0.43

Table A -9.40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by whole-rock sample 00RF113B (TKfv). Whole-rock sample of rhyolite. Plateau data is in 
bold text. Analyses performed in the geochronology laboratory at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Weighted average of J from standards = 0.002745 ± 0.000010
Laser
(mW)

Cumulative
39Ar

40Ar/39Ar
measured ±  I ct

37Ar/39Ar
measured ± I ct

36Ar/39Ar
measured ± I ct

% Atm 
40 Ar Ca/K ± I ct Cl/K ± I ct 40V39K ±  I ct

Age
(Ma)

± Ict 

(Ma)

200 1.02E-02 1.81E+01 8.50E-02 2.03E-01 3.90E-02 2.28E-02 2.80E-03 3.72E+01 3.73E-01 7.16E-02 1.24E-03 4.70E-04 1.14E+01 8.30E-01 55.39 3.99

250 1.95E-02 2.07E+01 1.53E-01 2.36E-01 6.05E-02 1.33E-02 2.36E-03 1.90E+01 4.33E-01 1.11E-01 8.30E-04 6.10E-04 1.67E+01 7.09E-01 80.92 3.36

400 4.21E-02 1.79E+01 8.44E-02 1.49E-01 1.71 E-02 7.19E-03 1.04E-03 1.18E+01 2.74E-01 3.13E-02 8.10E-04 3.80E-04 1.58E+01 3.18E-01 76.63 1.51

600 9.68E-02 1.71E+01 3.74E-02 1.36E-01 1.13E-02 4.28E-03 4.40E-04 7.35E+00 2.49E-01 2.08E-02 6.40E-04 1.10E-04 1.58E+01 1.36E-01 76.65 0.64

750 1.79E-01 1.57E+01 3.62E-02 1.90E-01 6.64E-03 2.58E-03 3.20E-04 4.77E+00 3.48E-01 1.22E-02 3.30E-04 9.00E-05 1.49E+01 1.01E-01 72.47 0.48

900 3.33E-01 1.43E+01 2.35E-02 2.40E-01 4.30E-03 1.54E-03 1.40E-04 3.06E+00 4.40E-01 7.88E-03 4.70E-04 7.00E-05 1.38E+01 4.69E-02 67.30 0.22

1050 5.48E-01 1.36E+01 1.34E-02 1.19E-01 4.64E-03 6.20E-04 1.80E-04 1.28E+00 2.18E-01 8.52E-03 3.60E-04 1.00E-04 1.34E+01 5.50E-02 65.03 0.26

1200 6.76E-01 1.35E+01 1.94E-02 2.99E-02 3.65E-03 5.40E-04 2.50E-04 1.16E+00 5.49 E-02 6.69E-03 8.20E-04 7.00E-05 1.33E+01 7.73E-02 64.86 0.37

1500 7.70E-01 1.34E+01 2.48E-02 1.69 E -02 3.19E-03 4.80E-04 2.40E-04 1.05E+00 3.09E-02 5.85E-03 1.02E-03 1.00E-04 1.32E+01 7.37E-02 64.44 0.35

1800 8.50E-01 1.34E+01 3.12E-02 4.17E-02 1.58E-02 5.10E-04 9.30E-04 1.10E+00 7.64E-02 2.90E-02 1.94E-03 3.40E-04 1.33E+01 2.75E-01 64.51 1.32

2100 8.89E-01 1.33E+01 3.12 E -02 8.78E-03 2.21 E-02 4.10E-04 1.50E-03 9.17E-01 1.61 E-02 4.06E-02 1.27E-03 2.40E-04 1.32E+01 4.46E-01 64.07 2.13

2500 9.10E-01 1.33E+01 4.59E-02 -2.84 E-02 2.41 E-02 9.00E-05 1.44 E -03 2.26E-01 -5.21 E-02 4.42 E -02 1.28E-03 3.30E-04 1.33E+01 4.27E-01 64.60 2.04

3500 9.88E-01 1.33E+01 3.04E-02 1.15E-02 6.49E-03 1.95E-03 3.40E-04 4.35E+00 2.11 E-02 1.19E-02 1.91 E-03 1.20E-04 1.27E+01 1.04E-01 61.67 0.50

8700 1.00E+00 1.33E+01 1.14E-01 -1.33E-01 5.80E-02 4.60E-03 1.82E-03 1.03E+01 -2.44E-01 1.06E-01 4.73E-03 6.60E-04 1.19E+01 5.48E-01 58.05 2.63

Integrated 1.42E+01 8.19E-03 1.01E-01 2.53E-03 1.71E-03 1.30E-04 3.52E+00 1.85E-01 4.64E-03 8.90E-04 4.00E-05 1.37E+01 4.01E-02 66.43 0.30



Table A-10. 40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by oxyhomblende from sample 00RF517 (TKad). Oxyhomblende from oxyhornblende-
plagioclase-phyric andesite. Plateau data is in bold text. Analyses performed in the geochronology laboratory at the University of
Alaska Fairbanks.

Weighted average of J from standards = 0.002745 ± 0.000010
Laser
(mW)

Cumulative
39Ar

40Ar/39Ar
measured ± la

37Ar/39Ar
measured ± la

36Ar/39Ar
measured ± l a

% Atm
40 Ar Ca/K ± la Cl/K ± la 40*/39K ± la

Age
(Ma)

± l a  
(Ma)

200 5.00E-04 2.09E+02 7.62E+01 4.45E+01 1.86E+01 5.22E-01 4.86E-01 7.21E+01 8.41E+01 3.62E+01 -2.22E-01 1.08E-01 6.03E+01 1.38E-F02 276.24 586.88

400 8.00E-04 2.39E+02 1.23E+02 2.21E+02 1.14E+02 -1.12E-01 4.48E-01 -2.09E+01 4.73E+02 2.85E+02 -1.62E-01 1.52E-01 3.37E+02 2.54E+02 1180.96 653.22
600 1.60E-03 1.04E+02 2.58E+01 9.78E+01 2.47E+01 5.59E-02 1.90E-01 8.82E+00 1.92E+02 5.18E+01 -1.61 E-02 5.32E-02 1.01E+02 6.56E+01 443.42 254.03
750 2.00E-03 3.83E+01 1.31E+01 2.06E+01 9.48E+00 -1.79E-01 3.42E-01 -1.43E+02 3.83E+01 1.79E+01 -9.58E-02 1.04E-01 9.40E+01 1.06E+02 414.17 417.39
900 5.10E-03 1.79E+01 1.03E-F00 4.85E+00 1.24E+00 -3.90E-02 3.82E-02 -6.64E+01 8.92E+00 2.30E+00 1.90E-04 1.07E-02 2.99E+01 1.14E+01 142.31 52.27
1050 1.84E-02 1.45E+01 2.60E-01 5.17E+00 2.56E-01 -8.78E-03 9.73E-03 -2.05E+01 9.52E+00 4.73E-01 1.54E-02 3.23E-03 1.76E+01 2.90E+00 84.92 13.71
1200 6.30E-02 1.40E+01 9.46E-02 4.97E+00 5.77E-02 4.79E-03 4.33E-03 7.48E+00 9.15E+00 1.07E-01 1.57E-02 1.16E-03 1.29E+01 1.29E+00 63.00 6.15

1500 2.19E-01 1.36E+01 4.11E-02 4.96E+00 3.42E-02 1.80E-03 1.43E-03 1.18E+00 9.13E+00 6.31 E-02 1.46E-02 2.90E-04 1.34E+01 4.27E-01 65.37 2.04

1800 4.63 E-01 1.36E+01 2.50E-02 4.98E+00 1.76E-02 2.26E-03 5.20E-04 2.17E+00 9.17E+00 3.24E-02 1.50E-02 2.80E-04 1.34E+01 1.57E-01 65.02 0.75

2100 8.31 E-01 1.36E-F01 1.95E-02 4.96E+00 2.40E-02 1.65E-03 4.20E-04 8.43E-01 9.13E+00 4.44 E -02 1.48E-02 1.60E-04 1.35E+01 1.25E-01 65.59 0.60

2500 9.46 E-01 1.35E+01 8.44E-02 4.88E+00 5.60 E-02 1.92E-03 1.31E-03 1.49E+00 8.99E+00 1.03E-01 1.42E-02 5.50E-04 1.33E+01 3.96E-01 64.89 1.89

3500 9.57E-01 1.36E+01 2.95E-01 5.05E+00 3.51 E-01 -5 .80E-03 1.56E-02 -1.54E+01 9.29E+00 6.49E-01 1.65E-02 5.35E-03 1.57E+01 4.65E+00 76.34 22.07

8700 1.00E+00 1.37E+01 9.21E-02 5.03E+00 9.17E-02 3.68E-03 4.04E-03 5.21E+00 9.26E+00 1.69E-01 1.67E-02 1.34E-03 1.30E+01 1.20E+00 63.21 5.75

Integrated 1.39E+01 1.81E-02 5.15E+00 1.72E-02 1.89E-03 6.10E-04 1.23E+00 9.49E+00 3.17E-02 1.46E-02 1.80E-04 1.38E+01 1.82E-01 66.90 0.90

Table A -ll. 40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by hornblende from sample 00RF222A (Jhb). Hornblende from plagioclase homblendite. 
Plateau data is in bold text. Analyses performed in the geochronology laboratory at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.

Weighted average of J from standards = 0.002451 ± 0.000020
Laser
(mW)

Cumulative
39Ar

40Ar/39Ar
measured ± la

37Ar/39Ar
measured ± la

36Ar/39Ar
measured ± l a

% Atm 
40Ar Ca/K ± l a Cl/K ± l a 40*/39K ± l a

Age
(Ma)

± l a
(Ma)

150 9.00E-04 1.38E+03 2.24E+02 3.30E+00 6.23E-01 3.78E+00 6.35E-01 8.10E+01 6.06E+00 1.15E+00 2.23E-01 5.15E-02 2.63E+02 6.42E+01 896.91 172.53
300 3.80E-03 6.65E+02 3.26E+01 1.82E+00 1.69E-01 1.91 E+00 1.08E-01 8.48E+01 3.34E+00 3.11E-01 8.68E-02 1.08E-02 1.01E+02 1.66E+01 398.86 58.88
500 9.80E-03 3.11E+02 1.19E+01 8.54E-01 8.59E-02 8.94E-01 4.66E-02 8.49E+01 1.57E+00 1.58E-01 1.36E-02 5.88E-03 4.70E+01 9.57E+00 196.73 37.95
750 1.59E-02 3.13E+02 1.16E+01 7.66E-01 5.70E-02 9.09E-01 4.29E-02 8.58E+01 1.41 E+00 1.05E-01 -1.10E-04 4.83E-03 4.43E+01 8.02E+00 186.11 31.98
1000 2.86E-02 1.55E+02 2.12E+00 1.86E+00 4.48E-02 3.82E-01 1.56E-02 7.27E+01 3.41 E+00 8.23E-02 7.36E-03 3.22E-03 4.25E+01 4.40E+00 178.67 17.63
1250 5.78E-02 5.68E+01 4.32E-01 4.04E+00 3.79E-02 5.53E-02 4.38E-03 2.82E+01 7.43E+00 7.00E-02 7.50E-03 1.27E-03 4.09E+01 1.33E+00 172.28 5.35
1500 1.00E-01 4.94E+01 2.38E-01 5.71E+00 3.39E-02 1.74E-02 3.19E-03 9.56E+00 1.05E+01 6.26E-02 1.26E-02 1.10E-03 4.48E+01 9.72 E-01 188.02 3.87

1750 1.83E-01 4.89E+01 1.51E-01 6.16E+00 1.72E-02 1.36E-02 1.71E-03 7.30E+00 1.13E+01 3.18E-02 1.61E-02 4.50E-04 4.55E+01 5.28E-01 190.76 2.10

2000 3.12E-01 4.75E+01 2.10E-01 6.13E+00 2.55E-02 7.53E-03 9 .70E-04 3.72 E+00 1.13E+01 4.71 E -02 1.62E-02 2.30E-04 4.59E+01 3.53E-01 192.29 1.40

2500 5.49E-01 4.66E+01 9.49E-02 5.99E+00 1.35E-02 5.57E-03 6.30E-04 2.57E+00 1.10E+01 2.49E-02 1.67E-02 2.40E-04 4.56E+01 2.10E-01 191.06 0.83

3500 8.67E-01 4.66E+01 9.76E-02 6.15E+00 1.31 E -02 4.98E-03 4 .40E-04 2.17E+00 1.13E+01 2.42 E -02 1.59E-02 1.40E-04 4.57E+01 1.63E-01 191.57 0.65

8700 1.00E+00 4.69E+01 8.79E-01 6.91 E+00 1.33E-01 8.60E-03 9.80E-04 4.31 E+00 1.27E+01 2.46E-01 1.64E-02 5.70E-04 4.51E+01 9.21 E-01 189.04 3.67

Integrated 5.50E+01 1.38E-01 6.00E+00 1.85E-02 3.32E-02 5.20E-04 1.70E+01 1.10E+01 3.42E-02 1.60E-02 1.50E-04 4.57E+01 2.01 E-01 191.70 1.68



Table A-12.40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by biotite from sample 00RF463A (Jhb). Biotite from biotite homblendite. Plateau data is in
bold text. Analyses performed in the geochronology laboratory at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.

Weighted average of J from standards = 0.001380 ± 0.000006
Laser Cumulative 40Ar/39Ar 37Ar/39Ar 36Ar/39Ar % Atm Age ± I ct

(mW) 39Ar measured ± 1 cr measured ± Ict measured ± Ict 40 Ar Ca/K ± Ict Cl/K ± Ict 40V39K ± I ct (Ma) (Ma)

200 3.70E-03 1.57E+02 3.31E+00 9.55E-02 4.21 E-01 4.28E-01 2.16E-02 8.04E+01 1.75E-01 7.72E-01 4.1 IE-03 5.63E-03 3.08E+01 5.85E+00 75.07 13.97
400 5.75E-02 5.11E+01 1.79E-01 -3.30E-02 2.90E-02 2.54E-02 1.42E-03 1.47E+01 -6.06E-02 5.33E-02 1.44E-03 3.70E-04 4.35E+01 4.47E-01 105.22 1.05

600 1.63E-01 4.93E+01 9.52E-02 -1.42E-02 1.54E-02 1.68E-02 8.00E-04 1.01E+01 -2.61 E-02 2.82E-02 1.94E-03 1.80E-04 4.43E+01 2.51E-01 107.06 0.59
800 2.92E-01 4.59E+01 8.02 E-02 -1 .22E-02 1.20E-02 3.56E-03 6.10E-04 2.29E+00 -2.24E-02 2.21 E-02 1.53E-03 2.10E-04 4.49E+01 1.96E-01 108.36 0.46

1000 4.43E-01 4.56E+01 1.22E-01 -1 .42E-02 1.01 E-02 1.10E-03 5.80E-04 7.13E-01 -2.60E-02 1.85E-02 1.35E-03 1.90E-04 4.52E+01 2.10E-01 109.2 0.49

1200 5.76E-01 4.54E+01 1.55E-01 -1 .22E-02 1.89E-02 -1.05E-03 1.14E-03 -6 .84E-01 -2 .25E-02 3.47E-02 1.33 E -0 3 1.70E-04 4.56E+01 3.71 E-01 110.21 0.87

1400 6.85E-01 4.54E+01 1.18E-01 -3.71 E -02 1.57E-02 -1 .57E-03 1.42E-03 -1.01 E+00 -6.81 E-02 2.88 E-02 1.27E-03 2.20E-04 4.59E+01 4.35E-01 110.71 1.02

1600 7.76E-01 4.54E+01 1.45E-01 -4 .12E-03 2.28E-02 -6.00E-05 1.89E-03 -3 .96 E-0 2 -7.56E-03 4.19E-02 1.48E-03 2.40E-04 4.54E+01 5.76E-01 109.55 1.35

1800 8.52E-01 4.53E+01 1.08E-01 -4 .30E-02 2.90E-02 -2.33E-03 2.23E-03 -1.51E+00 -7.89 E-02 5.33 E-02 1.35E-03 3.20E-04 4.60E+01 6.67E-01 110.97 1.56

2000 9.01 E-01 4.54E+01 1.31E-01 2.25E-02 3.30E-02 5.50E-04 3.10E-03 3.56E-01 4.13E-02 6.05E-02 1.40E-03 4.20E-04 4.52E+01 9.26E-01 109.26 2.17

2500 9.60E-01 4.49E+01 1.90 E-01 1.50E-02 2.40E-02 2.23E-03 2.43 E-03 1.47E+00 2.74E-02 4.40E-02 8.90E-04 4.20E-04 4.43E+01 7.42E-01 106.98 1.74

3000 9.92E-01 4.50E+01 3.41 E-01 1.07E-01 6.68E-02 6.50E-03 4.23 E-03 4.25E+00 1.96E-01 1.23E-01 1.04E-03 9.80E-04 4.31E+01 1.29 E+00 104.17 3.04

3500 9.97E-01 4.40E+01 1.09E+00 1.55E-02 4.21 E-01 4.67E-03 3.01 E-02 3.14E+00 2.84E-02 7.72E-01 1.10E-03 5.36E-03 4.25E+01 8.97E+00 102.94 21.09

8700 1.00E+00 4.59E+01 2.03E+00 -1.59E-01 4.17E-01 2.53E-02 4.13E-02 I.63E+01 -2.92E-01 7.65E-01 -9.15 E-03 7.96E-03 3.83E+01 1.23E+01 93.05 29.11

Integrated 4.66E+01 4.35E-02 -1.1 IE-02 6.76E-03 5.31 E-03 4.90E-04 3.37E+00 -2.03E-02 1.24E-02 1.38E-03 9.00E-05 4.50E+01 1.51 E-01 108.62 0.59

Table A-13. 40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by hornblende #1 from sample 00RF463A (Jhb). Hornblende sample #1 from biotite 
homblendite. No plateau in age spectrum. Analyses performed in the geochronology laboratory at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.

Weighted average of J from standards = 0.002451 ± 0.000020
Laser
(mW)

Cumulative
*A r

40Ar/39Ar
measured ± Ict

37Ar/39Ar
measured ± Ict

36Ar/39Ar
measured ± I ct

% Atm 
40 Ar Ca/K ± Ict Cl/K ± Ict 40*/39K ± Ict

Age
(Ma)

± Ict

(Ma)
150 3.40E-03 1.49E+02 4.83E+00 4.22E-01 5.75E-02 2.60E-01 2.78E-02 5.15E+01 7.75E-01 1.06E-01 1.37E-02 8.15E-03 7.22E+01 8.18E+00 293.78 30.74
300 1.12E-02 6.68E+01 1.17E+00 3.71E-01 2.58E-02 1.13E-01 8.90E-03 5.00E+01 6.81E-01 4.74E-02 3.65E-03 2.43E-03 3.34E+01 2.63E+00 141.86 10.76
500 2.25E-02 5.02E+01 7.27E-01 1.60E-01 1.68E-02 8.37E-02 7.53E-03 4.93E+01 2.93E-01 3.07E-02 2.23E-03 1.57E-03 2.54E+01 2.23E+00 109.04 9.28
800 5.70E-02 4.76E+01 2.21E-01 7.31E-02 5.43E-03 7.88E-02 2.69E-03 4.89E+01 1.34E-01 9.96E-03 1.49E-03 5.40E-04 2.43E+01 7.97E-01 104.26 3.33
1000 1.05E-01 3.86E+01 2.41E-01 2.92E-01 4.92E-03 4.50E-02 2.44E-03 3.44E+01 5.35E-01 9.02E-03 2.13E-03 3.80E-04 2.53E+01 7.35E-01 108.62 3.06
1300 1.60E-01 3.37E+01 1.45E-01 1.89E+00 1.17E-02 1.87E-02 1.61 E-03 1.59E+01 3.47E+00 2.15E-02 3.52E-03 2.90E-04 2.84E+01 4.91E-01 121.26 2.03
1600 2.43E-01 3.82E+01 2.38E-01 4.57E+00 3.02E-02 9.64E-03 9.60E-04 6.56E+00 8.41 E+00 5.57E-02 8.28E-03 2.00E-04 3.58E+01 3.65E-01 151.64 1.48
2000 4.13E-01 4.03E+01 9.80E-02 4.62E+00 1.18E-02 4.00E-03 4.80E-04 2.07E+00 8.50E+00 2.17E-02 1.31E-02 2.10E-04 3.96E+01 1.71 E-01 167.00 0.69
2500 6.27E-01 3.30E+01 5.36E-02 2.17E+00 5.07E-03 5.99E-03 4.60E-04 4.88E+00 3.98E+00 9.32E-03 5.88E-03 9.00E-05 3.14E+01 1.45E-01 133.75 0.60
3500 9.35E-01 2.81E+01 6.25E-02 3.88E-01 1.21 E-03 3.48E-03 2.40E-04 3.56E+00 7.11E-01 2.23E-03 2.39E-03 7.00E-05 2.71E+01 9.25E-02 116.01 0.38
8700 1.00E+00 3.10E+01 7.69E-02 3.51E+00 1.12E-02 6.24E-03 1.24E-03 5.10E+00 6.45E+00 2.07E-02 5.34E-03 2.10E-04 2.95E+01 3.75E-01 125.89 1.55
Integrated 3.47E+01 3.95E-02 2.11 E+00 3.10E-03 1.28E-02 2.90E-04 1.05E+01 3.87E+00 5.70E-03 5.69E-03 7.00E-05 3.11E+01 9.30E-02 132.47 1.10



Table A -l4. 40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by hornblende #4 from sample 00RF463A (Jhb). Hornblende sample #4 from biotite
homblendite. No plateau in age spectrum. Analyses performed in the geochronology laboratory at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.

Weighted average of J from standards = 0.002451 ± 0.000020 
Laser Cumulative 40Ar/39Ar 37Ar/39Ar 
(mW) 39Ar measured ± l a  measured ± l a

36Ar/39Ar
measured ± la

% Atm 
40Ar Ca/K ± l a Cl/K ± l a 40*/39K ± la

Age
(Ma)

± l a  
(Ma)

150 1.90E-03 1.32E+02 3.18E+01 7.26E-01 2.67E-01 1.92E-01 7.76E-02 4.29E+01 1.33E+00 4.89E-01 4.22E-02 2.90E-02 7.53E+01 2.60E+01 305.43 97.14
500 2.52E-02 4.09E+01 6.47E-01 3.25E-01 J.82E-02 3.79E-02 7.10E-03 2.73E+01 5.96E-01 3.34E-02 1.41E-03 1.78E-03 2.97E+01 2.14E+00 126.69 8.84
1000 1.05E-01 3.28E+01 1.91E-01 2.59E+00 1.59E-02 9.27E-03 2.06E-03 7.77E+00 4.76E+00 2.93E-02 3.39E-03 4.80E-04 3.03E+01 6.33E-01 129.05 2.61
1500 3.47E-01 3.49E+01 5.83E-02 3.87E+00 7.49E-03 2.85E-03 6.70E-04 1.59E+00 7.12E+00 1.38E-02 5.01E-03 1.70E-04 3.44E+01 2.08E-01 145.89 0.85
2000 8.46E-01 3.73E+01 5.86E-01 2.70E+00 3.60E-03 2.34E-03 1.50E-04 1.31E+00 4.96E+00 6.63E-03 6.62E-03 6.00E-05 3.68E+01 5.89E-01 155.96 2.39
2500 9.19E-01 3.39E+01 9.27E-01 2.22E+00 7.40E-02 3.25E-03 1.90E-03 2.35E+00 4.07E+00 1.36E-01 5.15E-03 6.10E-04 3.31E+01 1.07E+00 140.88 4.36
3000 9.92E-01 3.51E+01 9.08E-01 2.41E+00 7.84E-02 6.71E-03 1.65E-03 5.14E+00 4.42E+00 1.44E-01 5.74E-03 6.00E-04 3.34E+01 9.92E-01 141.76 4.06
3500 9.99E-01 3.55E+01 3.01E+00 3.38E+00 3.11E-01 2.80E-02 2.16E-02 2.26E+01 6.22E+00 5.74E-01 1.03E-02 5.45E-03 2.75E+01 6.79E+00 117.81 28.14
4000 9.99E-01 2.56E+01 8.64E+00 4.00E+00 1.41E+00 1.83E-01 1.46E-01 2.10E+02 7.37E+00 2.60E+00 -1.16E-02 3.21E-02 -2.82E+01 4.04E+01 -129.18 192.04
8700 1.00E+00 2.42E+01 I.15E+01 2.11E+00 1.16E+00 -8.46E-02 1.95E-01 -1.04E+02 3.88E+00 2.13E+00 -1.98E-02 5.52E-02 4.93E+01 6.12E+01 205.97 241.57
Integrated 3.62E+01 3.11E-01 2.86E+00 9.95E-03 4.86E-03 4.30E-04 3.38E+00 5.27E+00 1.83E-02 5.74E-03 1.30E-04 3.50E+01 3.36E-01 148.43 1.79

Table A-15. 40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by hornblende #3 from sample 00RF463A (Jhb). Hornblende sample #3 from biotite
homblendite. Plateau data is in bold text. Analyses performed ini the geochronology laboratory at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Weighted average of J from standards = 0.002451 ± 0.000020
Laser Cumulative 40Ar/39Ar 37Ar/39Ar 36Ar/39Ar % Atm Age ± la
(mW) 39Ar measured ± la measured ± la measured ± la 40 Ar Ca/K ± l a Cl/K ± l a 40*/39K ± la (Ma) (Ma)
150 7.00E-04 4.22E+01 2.70E+00 5.51E-02 1.03E-01 8.80E-02 2.02E-02 6.17E+01 1.01E-01 1.89E-01 -6.36E-03 5.54E-03 1.61E+01 5.82E+00 69.99 24.76
500 8.70E-03 2.77E+01 3.50E-01 1.13E-01 8.20E-03 2.82E-02 2.34E-03 3.01E+01 2.07E-01 1.51E-02 1.82E-03 5.10E-04 1.93E+01 7.42E-01 83.58 3.13
1000 6.40E-02 2.63E+01 6.05E-02 2.66E-02 1.38E-03 7.63E-03 2.60E-04 8.57E+00 4.87E-02 2.54E-03 1.60E-03 7.00E-05 2.40E+01 9.51E-02 103.21 0.40
1500 1.60E-01 2.62E+01 2.18E-01 2.90E-01 1.09E-03 3.99E-03 1.60E-04 4.43 E+00 5.31E-01 2.00E-03 1.85E-03 5.00E-05 2.50E+01 2.23E-01 107.29 0.93
2000 2.93E-01 2.58E+01 1.14E-01 4.58E-01 1.25E-03 2.42E-03 2.10E-04 2.64E+00 8.40E-01 2.29E-03 1.97E-03 5.00E-05 2.51E+01 1.31 E-01 107.73 0.54
2500 4.46E-01 2.58E+01 1.68E-01 3.29E-01 8.90E-04 1.63E-03 1.60E-04 1.77E+00 6.03E-01 1.64E-03 1.92E-03 4.00E-05 2.53E+01 1.75E-01 108.59 0.73
3000 6.06E-01 2.58E+01 6.57E-02 3.38E-01 7.60E-04 8.20E-04 1.10E-04 8.45E-01 6.21E-01 1.39E-03 1.99E-03 4.00E-05 2.56E+01 7.38E-02 109.67 0.31
3500 7.74E-01 2.57E+01 1.77E-01 2.89E-01 5.50E-04 9.90E-04 1.20E-04 1.06E+00 5.31E-01 1.00E-03 2.00E-03 4.00 E-05 2.54E+01 1.81 E-01 108.79 0.75
4000 8.97E-01 2.55E+01 2.25E-01 3.88E-01 9.20E-04 1.34E-03 1.60E-04 1.44E+00 7.12E-01 1.68E-03 2.13E-03 6.00E-05 2.52E+01 2.30 E-01 107.93 0.96
8700 1.00E+00 2.67E+01 2.34E-01 8.99E-01 2.73E-03 1.60E-03 2.10E-04 1.52E+00 1.65E+00 5.02E-03 2.53E-03 6.00E-05 2.63E+01 2.42E-01 112.55 1.01
Integrated 2.59E+01 6.07E-02 3.84E-01 4.30E-04 2.29E-03 6.00E-05 2.50E+00 7.06E-01 7.90E-04 2.01E-03 2.00E-05 2.53E+01 6.35E-02 108.36 0.89



Table A-16. 40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by hornblende #2 from sample 00RF463A (Jhb). Hornblende sample #2 from biotite
homblendite. Plateau data is in bold text. Analyses performed in the geochronology laboratory at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.

Weighted average of J from standards = 0.002451 ± 0.000020
Laser
(mW)

Cumulative
39Ar

^A r/^A r
measured ± I ct

37Ar/39Ar
measured ± Ict

36Ar/39Ar
measured ± Ict

% Atm
40 Ar Ca/K ± Ict Cl/K ± I ct 40*/39K ± I ct

Age
(Ma)

± Ict

(Ma)

50 7.00E-04 6.83E+02 1.84E+02 1.33E+00 5.13E-01 9.58E-01 2.87E-01 4.14E+01 2.45E+00 9.42E-01 1.12E-01 4.23E-02 4.00E+02 1.14E+02 1233.67 254.53

300 6.50E-03 2.38E+02 8.05E+00 1.06E+00 7.14E-02 3.32E-01 2.00E-02 4.11E+01 1.95E+00 1.31E-01 3.76E-02 4.13E-03 1.40E+02 6.81E+00 533.59 22.42

500 1.86E-02 1.74E+02 3.31E+00 1.08E+00 4.49E-02 4.13E-01 8.42E-03 7.02E+01 1.99E+00 8.24E-02 1.46E-02 2.83E-03 5.17E+01 3.40E+00 215.15 13.32

750 2.53E-02 2.39E+02 7.59E+00 1.30E+00 7.33E-02 6.67E-01 2.92E-02 8.24E+01 2.38E+00 1.35E-01 1.82E-02 4.43E-03 4.20E+01 7.38E+00 176.85 29.59

1000 3.35E-02 1.07E+02 5.53E+00 1.88E+00 9.87E-02 2.47E-01 2.12E-02 6.82E+01 3.46E+00 1.82E-01 7.85E-03 2.97E-03 3.40E+01 6.53E+00 144.47 26.65

1250 4.44E-02 5.86E+01 1.01 E+00 5.05E+00 9.75E-02 8.72E-02 1.20E-02 4.33E+01 9.29E+00 1.80E-01 6.60E-03 3.04E-03 3.33E+01 3.57E+00 141.62 14.59

1500 5.85E-02 8.07E+01 1.26E+00 9.99E+00 1.65E-01 1.48E-01 1.14E-02 5.33E+01 1.85E+01 3.06E-01 9.41 E-03 1.94E-03 3.79E+01 3.37E+00 160.38 13.63

1750 7.45E-02 5.93E+01 6.85E-01 2.09E+01 2.48E-01 8.15E-02 7.63E-03 3.80E+01 3.89E+01 4.69E-01 1.25E-02 1.96E-03 3.73E+01 2.31 E+00 157.67 9.36

2000 9.61E-02 5.13E+01 7.41E-01 2.07E+01 2.74E-01 5.66E-02 4.71E-03 2.96E+01 3.85E+01 5.17E-01 1.63E-02 1.97E-03 3.66E+01 1.55E+00 154.89 6.27

2500 1.74E-01 4.44E+01 I.1 6E+ 00 1.07E+01 2.70E-01 1.49E-02 1.41 E -03 8.13 E+00 1.97E+01 5.03E-01 1.25E-02 5.70E-04 4.11E+01 1.20E+00 172.99 4.82

3500 5.40E-01 4.41 E+01 5.45E-01 6.78E+00 1.38E-02 1.02 E-02 2.00E-04 5.67E+00 1.25E+01 2.55E-02 1.45E-02 1.30E-04 4.18E+01 5.50E-01 175.88 2.21

8700 1.00E+00 4.36E+01 6.86E-01 8.07 E+00 1.56 E -02 8.57E-03 3.50E-04 4.42 E+00 1.49E+01 2.89E-02 1.46E-02 7.00E-05 4.19E+01 6.97E-01 176.22 2.80

Integrated 4.99E+01 3.91 E-01 8.05E+00 2.17E-02 2.84E-02 4.20E-04 1.56E+01 1.49E+01 4.02E-02 1.44E-02 1.20E-04 4.23E+01 4.09E-01 178.05 2.14

Table A-17. 40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by white mica from sample 00RF549A (Pks). White mica from quartz augen-bearing white 
mica-quartz schist in the low-grade schist unit. Plateau data is in bold text. Analyses performed in the geochronology laboratory at the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Weighted average of J from standards = 0.001380 ± 0.000006
Laser
(mW)

Cumulative
39Ar

^A r/^A r
measured ± Is

37Ar/39Ar
measured ± l s

36Ar/39Ar
measured ± l s

% Atm 
40 Ar Ca/K ± l s Cl/K ± Is 40*/39K ± Is

Age
(Ma)

± Is 
(Ma)

200 4.70E-03 5.88E+01 4.10E+00 6.42E-01 1.16E+00 -1.85E-02 6.13E-02 -9.36E+00 1.18E+00 2.13E+00 2.89E-02 1.75E-02 6.43E+01 1.87E+01 153.44 42.66
400 4.85E-02 6.81E+01 7.44E-01 -5.87E-02 1.81 E-01 -1.82E-03 9.16E-03 -7.85E-01 -1.08E-01 3.33E-01 1.26E-03 2.31 E-03 6.86E+01 2.81E+00 163.24 6.39
600 1.84E-01 6.76E+01 1.78E-01 -2.42E-02 3.79E-02 -2.65E-03 2.17E-03 -1.16E+00 -4.43E-02 6.96E-02 9.60E-04 5.20E-04 6.83E+01 6.67E-01 162.61 1.52
800 3.17E-01 6.67E+01 1.54 E-01 -3.67E-02 3.72E-02 -1.29E-03 2.58E-03 -5.66E-01 -6 .74E-02 6.83 E-02 9.60E-04 5.40E-04 6.71 E+01 7.79E-01 159.69 1.77

1000 4.08E-01 6.64E+01 1.78E-01 -1.96 E-02 5.30E-02 -3.85E-03 3.12E-03 -1.71 E+00 -3 .60E-02 9.73 E-02 1.32E-03 7.80E-04 6.75E+01 9.39E-01 160.72 2.14

1200 5.00E-01 6.73E+01 2.65E-01 -1 .07E-03 2.53E-02 2.85E-03 1.75E-03 1.25E+00 -1 .97E-03 4.64E-02 -6 .40E-04 4.80E-04 6.65 E+01 5.78E-01 158.32 1.32

1400 5.58E-01 6.57E+01 2.87E-01 4.79E-02 5.81 E -02 3.53 E -03 3.36E-03 1.58E+00 8.79E-02 1.07E-01 2.00E-05 6.60E-04 6.47E+01 1.03E+00 154.22 2.36

1600 5.88E-01 6.70E+01 3.46E-01 5.43E-02 9.66E-02 9.42 E-03 4.40E-03 4.15E+00 9.97E-02 1.77E-01 1.10E-04 1.64E-03 6.42 E+01 1.34E+00 153.11 3.07

1800 6.25E-01 6.73E+01 3.65E-01 4.83 E -02 8.96E-02 7.48E-03 4.98 E-03 3.28E+00 8.86E-02 1.64E-01 -1 .33E-03 1.97E-03 6.51 E+01 1.51 E+00 155.21 3.46

2000 6.65E-01 6.80E+01 3.82 E-01 1.11 E -02 9.35E-02 1.46E-03 4.23E-03 6.31 E-01 2.04E-02 1.71 E-01 -1.73E-03 1.04E-03 6.75E+01 1.31 E+00 160.76 2.97

2500 7.32E-01 6.69E+01 3.66E-01 1.67E-01 1.04E-01 5.78E-03 7.36E-03 2.53E+00 3.06 E-01 1.91E-01 2.06E-03 1.17E-03 6.52E+01 2.20E+00 155.47 5.04

3000 8.56E-01 6.71E+01 2.43E-01 6.77E-02 5.85E-02 6.54 E -03 4.05 E-03 2.87E+00 1.24E-01 1.07E-01 9.80E-04 6.40E-04 6.51E+01 1.22E+00 155.33 2.79

3500 9.54E-01 6.69E+01 3.08E-01 1.26E-01 7.30E-02 6.48E-03 5.03E-03 2.85E+00 2.31 E-01 1.34E-01 1.46E-03 8.60E-04 6.49E+01 1.52E+00 154.84 3.46

8700 1.00E+00 6.66E+01 5.20E-01 2.35E-01 1.55E-01 9.67E-03 1.08E-02 4.27E+00 4.31 E-01 2.85E-01 2.40E-03 1.75E-03 6.37E+01 3.23E+00 152.04 7.40

Integrated 6.70E+01 8.47E-02 3.98E-02 2.05E-02 2.32E-03 1.29E-03 1.02E+00 7.30E-02 3.77E-02 9.10E-04 2.70E-04 6.63E+01 3.90E-01 157.89 1.12



Table A -18.40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by white mica #1 from sample 00RF015B (MDsqc). White mica sample #1 from a white
mica-quartz schist layer in carbonaceous quartz schist. Plateau data is in bold text. Analyses performed in the geochronology laboratory
at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Weighted average of J from standards = 0.001380 ± 0.000006 
Laser Cumulative 40Ar/39Ar 37Ar/39Ar 
(mW) 39Ar measured ± l a  measured ± l a

36Ar/39Ar
measured ± l a

% Atm 
40 Ar Ca/K ± l a Cl/K ± l a 40V39K ± l a

Age
(Ma)

± la
(Ma)

200 4.80E-03 5.23E+01 1.36E+00 -7.43E-01 4.66E-01 -1.42E-03 2.01 E-02 -6.95E-01 -1.36E+00 8.55E-01 -1.02E-03 6.14E-03 5.27E+01 6.09E+00 126.57 14.13

400 2.61 E-02 4.25E+01 7.19E-01 -1.77E-01 1.93E-01 -1.04E-02 4.45E-03 -7.17E+00 -3.26E-01 3.54E-01 -2.73E-03 2.66E-03 4.55E+01 1.52E+00 309.95 3.57

600 6.74E-02 4.03E+01 1.40E-01 -3.51 E-02 5.14E-02 -2.60E-04 1.83E-03 -1.85E-01 -6.44E-02 9.44E-02 3.80E-04 5.10E-04 4.03E+01 5.59E-01 97.65 1.32

800 1.17E-01 4.26E+01 1.33E-01 -5.15E-02 4.27E-02 -3.14E-03 1.43E-03 -2.17E+00 -9.45E-02 7.84E-02 5.80E-04 4.00E-04 4.35E+01 4.42E-01 105.18 1.04

1000 1.76E-01 4.41E+01 1.50E-01 -3 .30E-02 3.57E-02 -6.00E-05 1.69E-03 -3.13 E -02 -6.06 E-02 6.55 E-02 6.00E-05 4.30E-04 4.41E+01 5.22 E-01 106.66 1.22

1200 2.50E-01 4.41E+01 3.42 E-01 -1 .93E-02 3.25E-02 -1.40E-03 1.99E-03 -9 .35E-01 -3.54 E-02 5.97 E-02 -7 .10 E-0 4 1.73E-03 4.45E+01 6.81 E-01 107.43 1.60

1400 3.45E-01 4.36E+01 2.67E-01 1.36E-02 2.76E-02 -6.10E-04 1.79E-03 -4.13E-01 2.50E-02 5.06E-02 -3 .20 E-0 4 1.31 E -03 4.38E+01 5.93 E-01 105.87 1.39

1600 4.68E-01 4.36E+01 2.37E-01 -1 .18E-02 2.06E-02 1.00E-05 1.07E-03 1.20E-02 -2.16E-02 3.78E-02 -2 .40 E-0 4 1.03 E-03 4.36E+01 3.96E-01 105.34 0.93

1800 5.84E-01 4.39E+01 2.14E-01 -2 .80E-03 2.28E-02 -1.70E-04 1.09E-03 -1.15E-01 -5.14E-03 4.19E-02 -6 .00 E-0 5 1.08E-03 4.39E+01 3.88E-01 106.21 0.91

2000 7.08E-01 4 .37E+0I 2.13 E-01 -1 .67E-02 2.02E-02 -9.40E-04 1.47E-03 -6 .33E-01 -3.07E-02 3.71E-02 6 .00E-05 1.04 E-03 4.40E+01 4.85E-01 106.32 1.14

2500 8.99E-01 4.41 E+01 7.08E-02 -5 .08E-03 2.29E-02 -2.90E-04 1.12E-03 -1 .91E-01 -9.31 E-03 4.20E-02 3 .80E-04 2.40E-04 4.41 E+01 3.38E-01 106.67 0.79

3000 9.93E-01 4.41E+01 1.66E-01 1.20E-02 3.16E-02 6.50E-04 1.90E-03 4.36E-01 2.20E-02 5.80E-02 6.10E-04 3.90E-04 4.39E+01 5.84E-01 106.18 1.37

3500 9.96E-01 4.69E+01 4.01 E+00 -1.30E-01 1.37E+00 -4.47E-02 8.00E-02 -2.82E+01 -2.39E-01 2.52E+00 2.03E-02 1.68E-02 6.01 E+01 2.42E+01 143.67 55.58

8700 1.00E+00 4.55E+01 1.99E+00 -1.43E-01 7.62 E-01 -9.68E-03 4.25E-02 -6.26E+00 -2.62E-01 1.40E+00 3.56E-03 8.66E-03 4.83E+01 1.27E+01 116.51 29.72

Integrated 4.37E+01 6.66E-02 -1.80E-02 1.08E-02 -8.30E-04 5.50E-04 -5.59E-01 -3.30E-02 1.98E-02 7.00E-05 3.00E-04 4.39E+01 1.76E-01 106.19 0.62

Table A-19. 40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by white mica #2 from sample 00RF015B (MDsqc). White mica sample #2 from a white 
mica-quartz schist layer in carbonaceous quartz schist. No plateau in age spectrum. Analyses performed in the geochronology 
laboratory at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Weighted average of J from standards = 0.001380 ± 0.000006 
Laser Cumulative 40Ar/39Ar 37Ar/39Ar 
(mW) 39Ar measured ± l a  measured ± l a

36Ar/39Ar
measured ± l a

% Atm 
40 Ar Ca/K ± la Cl/K ± la 40V39K ± la

Age
(Ma)

± la  
(Ma)

200 3.10E-03 7.56E+01 6.97E+00 2.08E-01 1.56E+00 1.96E-01 6.54E-02 7.65E+01 3.81E-01 2.86E+00 -1.11 E-02 1.96E-02 1.78E+01 1.86E+01 43.74 45.31

400 1.64E-02 4.81E+01 1.37E+00 1.97E-01 5.12E-01 2.05E-02 1.26E-02 1.25E+01 3.61E-01 9.40E-01 -2.82E-03 5.07E-03 4.20E+01 3.90E+00 101.77 9.17

600 4.92E-02 4.33E+01 4.02E-01 2.00E-02 1.45E-01 -1.28E-03 5.49E-03 -8.74E-01 3.67E-02 2.65E-01 -2.48E-03 1.99E-03 4.37E+01 1.67E+00 105.64 3.92

800 9.77E-02 4.62E+01 4.52E-01 2.09E-02 8.77E-02 3.09E-03 2.55E-03 1.97E+00 3.83E-02 1.61E-01 -8.20E-04 1.29E-03 4.53E+01 8.73E-01 109.42 2.05

1000 1.67E-01 4.85E+01 2.67E-01 -8.43E-02 6.20E-02 2.76E-03 3.18E-03 1.70E+00 -1.55E-01 1.14E-01 1.52E-03 9.50E-04 4.77E+01 9.76E-01 114.96 2.28

1200 2.63E-01 4.96E+01 2.85E-01 -1.42E-01 4.87E-02 -3.27E-03 2.83E-03 -1.93E+00 -2.60E-01 8.93E-02 7.10E-04 8.20E-04 5.05E+01 8.84E-01 121.58 2.06

1400 4.44E-01 4.94E+01 1.70E-01 -6.46E-02 1.90E-02 5.50E-04 1.04E-03 3.38E-01 -1.18E-01 3.49E-02 4.70E-04 3.70E-04 4.92E+01 3.50E-01 118.61 0.82

1600 5.97E-01 4.83E+01 2.61E-01 -2.46E-02 4.04E-02 2.77E-03 1.62E-03 1.70E+00 -4.52E-02 7.41 E-02 6.90E-04 3.80E-04 4.75E+01 5.43E-01 114.50 1.27

2000 7.04E-01 4.66E+01 1.55E-01 -9.32E-02 5.72E-02 -2.30E-04 2.18E-03 -1.32E-01 -1.71 E-01 1.05E-01 -7.40E-04 5.00E-04 4.66E+0I 6.63E-01 112.46 1.55

2500 8.08E-01 4.69E+01 2.58E-01 -5.74E-02 1.30E-01 -1.15E-03 5.61 E-03 -7.15E-01 -1.05E-01 2.39E-01 -4.60E-04 1.09E-03 4.72E+01 1.68E+00 113.93 3.92

3000 8.93E-01 4.78E+01 1.81E-01 -3.96E-02 7.71 E-02 -1.84E-03 2.91E-03 -1.13E+00 -7.27E-02 1.4IE-01 -5.50E-04 1.01E-03 4.83E+01 8.79E-01 116.52 2.05

3500 9.54E-01 4.88E+01 2.74E-01 4.34E-03 9.86E-02 3.20E-04 4.06E-03 1.92E-01 7.95E-03 1.81E-01 -1.70E-04 6.90E-04 4.87E+01 1.23 E+00 117.31 2.87

8700 1.00E+00 5.02E+01 4.82E-01 1.80E-02 1.31E-01 8.34E-03 5.07E-03 4.91E+00 3.31E-02 2.41E-01 -6.50E-04 1.16E-03 4.77E+01 1.57E+00 114.97 3.66

Integrated 4.82E+01 8.26E-02 -4.82E-02 2.32E-02 1.49E-03 9.50E-04 9.23E-01 -8.84E-02 4.26E-02 -4.00E-05 2.50E-04 4.77E+01 2.93E-01 115.13 0.85



Table A-20. 40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by muscovite from sample 00RF126A (mPzcs). Muscovite from gamet-biotite-clinozoisite-
plagioclase-muscovite-quartz schist in the coarse-grained mica schist unit. No plateau in age spectrum. Analyses performed in the
geochronology laboratory at the University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Weighted average of J from standards = 0.001380 ± 0.000006
Laser
(mW)

Cumulative
39Ar

^A r/^A r
measured ± la

37Ar/39Ar
measured ± l a

36Ar/39Ar
measured ± l a

% Atm 
40 Ar Ca/K ± l a Cl/K ± l a 40*/39K ± l a

Age
(Ma)

± la
(Ma)

200 4.50E-03 5.68E+01 3.18E+00 7.24E-01 6.78E-01 -1.51E-02 2.80E-02 -7.94E+00 1.33E+00 1.25E+00 1.03E-02 5.91 E-03 6.13E+01 8.95E+00 146.52 20.54
400 2.42E-02 6.99E+01 9.86E-01 2.37E-02 1.43E-01 1.20E-02 8.96E-03 5.05E+00 4.35E-02 2.62E-01 1.89E-03 1.39E-03 6.63E+01 2.81E+00 158.03 6.40
600 1.11E-01 7.38E+01 2.89E-01 2.95E-02 3.22E-02 5.00E-05 1.65E-03 1.53E-02 5.40E-02 5.91E-02 4.50E-04 2.90E-04 7.37E+01 5.67E-01 174.87 1.28
800 2.82E-01 7.22E+01 1.26E-01 -2.90E-02 2.20E-02 -7.40E-04 9.80E-04 -3.00E-01 -5.32E-02 4.03E-02 3.80E-04 2.I0E-04 7.24E+01 3.16E-01 171.79 0.72
1000 4.31E-01 7.03E+01 1.43E-01 2.18E-02 1.85E-02 7.10E-04 1.17E-03 2.97E-01 3.99E-02 3.39E-02 4.80E-04 2.80E-04 7.01E+01 3.74E-01 166.57 0.85
1200 6.24E-01 7.08E+01 1.70E-01 -1.08E-02 9.84E-03 9.00E-04 6.60E-04 3.78E-01 -1.99E-02 1.81E-02 3.60E-04 1.00E-04 7.05E+01 2.58E-01 167.53 0.59
1400 7.32E-01 6.83E+01 1.39E-01 -7.12E-03 1.95E-02 -2.21E-03 1.16E-03 -9.56E-01 -1.31E-02 3.57E-02 4.30E-04 2.20E-04 6.90E+01 3.71E-01 164.01 0.84
1600 7.59E-01 6.52E+01 3.47E-01 -1.98E-02 7.21E-02 -3.15E-03 5.09E-03 -1.43E+00 -3.63E-02 1.32E-01 -3.30E-04 7.90E-04 6.61E+01 1.54E+00 157.51 3.52
1800 7.85E-01 6.78E+01 3.61E-01 6.65E-02 7.86E-02 3.10E-03 5.37E-03 1.34E+00 1.22E-01 1.44E-01 1.60E-03 8.80E-04 6.69E+01 1.63E+00 159.22 3.71
2000 8.11E-01 6.67E+01 4.65E-01 7.55E-03 9.07E-02 -9.17E-03 5.31E-03 -4.07E+00 1.39E-02 1.66E-01 5.50E-04 1.44E-03 6.93E+01 1.64E+00 164.90 3.73
2500 8.44E-01 6.45E+01 4.04E-01 -3.17E-02 7.76E-02 1.17E-03 6.00E-03 5.41 E-01 -5.82E-02 1.42E-01 1.19E-03 9.80E-04 6.41E+01 1.82E+00 152.99 4.16
3000 8.71 E-01 6.59E+01 5.45E-01 5.96E-02 8.97E-02 -7.30E-04 6.81 E-03 -3.34E-01 1.09E-01 1.65E-01 -1.80E-04 1.23E-03 6.61E+01 2.08E+00 157.48 4.76
3500 9.49E-01 7.15E+01 2.47E-01 -2.76E-03 2.92E-02 -1.77E-03 2.72E-03 -7.32E-01 -5.06E-03 5.36E-02 4.60E-04 4.10E-04 7.20E+01 8.42E-01 170.89 1.91
8700 1.00E+00 7.07E+01 3.04E-01 -2.40E-02 4.71E-02 -1.21E-03 3.65E-03 -5.03E-01 -4.40E-02 8.64E-02 8.I0E-04 6.40E-04 7.10E+01 1.12E+00 168.65 2.54
Integrated 7.02E+01 6.97E-02 2.2 IE-03 9.57E-03 -3.40E-04 6.10E-04 -1.44E-01 4.06E-03 1.76E-02 5.30E-04 1.10E-04 7.03E+01 1.92E-01 167.11 0.84

Table A-21. 40Ar/39Ar dating data yielded by hornblende from sample 00RF126B (mPzam). Hornblende from quartz-zoisite- 
homblende amphibolite in the amphibolite unit. Plateau data is in bold text. Analyses performed in the geochronology laboratory at the 
University of Alaska Fairbanks.
Weighted average of J from standards = 0.001380 ± 0.000006
Laser
(mW)

Cumulative
39Ar

40Ar/39Ar
measured ± la

37Ar/39Ar
measured ± l a

36Ar/39Ar
measured ± l a

% Atm 
40 Ar Ca/K ± l a Cl/K ± l a 40V39K ± la

Age
(Ma)

± l a
(Ma)

200 9.90E-03 3.59E+02 8.17E+01 -3.04E-01 3.78E+00 9.28E-01 2.85E-01 7.63E+01 -5.58E-01 6.92E+00 5.18E-02 5.16E-02 8.51E+01 5.97E+01 200.40 132.93
400 1.92E-02 2.15E+02 4.56E+01 2.10E+00 3.29E+00 4.85E-01 2.27E-01 6.64E+01 3.86E+00 6.05E+00 -3.69E-02 4.05E-02 7.23E+01 6.18E+01 171.68 140.02
600 3.38E-02 1.07E+02 1.35E+01 5.77E+00 2.28E+00 4.10E-01 1.70E-01 1.12E+02 1.06E+01 4.22E+00 2.62E-02 3.07E-02 -1.34E+01 4.81E+01 -33.65 121.91
750 6.15E-02 8.12E+01 5.91E+00 1.18E+01 1.72E+00 8.88E-02 7.31E-02 3.12E+01 2.18E+01 3.20E+00 3.49E-02 1.88E-02 5.62E+01 2.21E+01 134.85 50.99
900 1.38E-01 8.17E+01 3.15E+00 1.43E+01 7.48E-01 2.54E-02 2.77E-02 7.87E+00 2.64E+01 1.40E+00 2.85E-02 7.27E-03 7.59E+01 8.77E+00 179.75 19.77

1050 3.13E-01 8.23E+01 8.34E-01 1.21E+01 1.91E-01 3.64E-02 7.25 E-03 1.20E+01 2.24E+01 3.56 E-01 3.17E-02 1.94E-03 7.30E+01 2.28E+00 173.13 5.16

1200 5.39E-01 7.98E+01 6.51 E-01 1.18E+01 1.20E-01 1.22E-02 5.87 E-03 3.40E+00 2.19E+01 2.24E-01 3.39E-02 1.07E-03 7 .7 7E+ 0I 1.86E+00 183.72 4.19

1500 6.60E-01 7.91 E+01 7.85E-01 1.39E+01 2.58E-01 4.02E-02 9.25 E-03 1.37E+01 2.57E+01 4.82 E-01 3.27E-02 1.64E-03 6.89E+01 2.84E+00 163.87 6.46

1800 8.35E-01 7.85E+01 6.00E-01 1.20E+01 1.90E-01 2.54E-02 5.13E-03 8.43E+00 2.21E+01 3.53 E-01 3.44E-02 1.65E-03 7.24E+01 1.63E+00 171.83 3.68

2100 9.33 E-01 7.77E+01 8.78E-01 1.26E+01 2.71E-01 1.89E-02 1.07E-02 5.96E+00 2.34E+01 5.05E-01 3.78E-02 2.63 E -03 7.37E+01 3.30E+00 174.72 7.45

2500 9.64E-01 7.50E+01 3.85E+00 1.25E+01 1.14E+00 2.69E-02 5.87E-02 9.34E+00 2.31 E+01 2.12E+00 2.88E-02 8.14E-03 6.85E+01 1.78E+01 162.97 40.60

3500 9.95E-01 7.50 E+01 4.09E+00 1.59E+01 1.31E+00 2.43E-02 5.11E-02 7.97E+00 2.96E+01 2.45E+00 3.03E-02 8.59E-03 6.97E+01 I.57E+01 165.68 35.74

8700 1.00E+00 8.46E+01 1.88E+01 3.09E+01 7.71E+00 -1.04E-01 2.61E-01 -3.91E+01 5.78E+01 1.47E+01 3.14E-02 4.65E-02 1.20E+02 8.31 E+01 276.70 177.56
Integrated 8.40E+01 5.49E-01 1.24E+01 1.34E-01 4.53E-02 5.95E-03 1.48E+01 2.29E+01 2.51E-01 3.26E-02 1.32E-03 7.21E+01 1.83E+00 171.24 4.22
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